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Abstract

My research looks at the chain of events by which individual real estate developers 
and city planners make decisions about what, when and where to build, leading 
to projects that change the entire look and feel of cities. Currently, we don’t have 
a very good sense of how to sequence and configure such decisions, particularly 
when the developers and planners must also interact with, for example, investors, 
other city officials, government regulators and citizen activists, to produce devel-
opment projects that meet the diverse interests of all the stakeholders involved.  
For instance, is there a better way to reorder developers’ early design choices  –  in 
an effort to keep costs down and enable speedy construction – so that nearby 
neighbors are assured an increase rather than a decrease in property values?   And, 
is there a way to mobilize private development inputs to better meet the aspira-
tions of a city in order to deliver value in a way that increases trustworthiness and 
thereby improves relationships in the long-run?

My research looks at the interests and actions of stakeholders, and how they shape 
development. In particular, I look at negotiation processes in two real estate devel-
opment case studies in Finland. The first case is the Päiväranta retail development 
in the City of Kuopio, and the second involves the residential cluster development 
of Näkinmetsä in the City of Espoo. My data indicate that cities and developers 
use a mixture of strategies to promote their interests. The initial conceptions of 
how to proceed with development tended to be either conflict-oriented or col-
laborative depending on how the key parties assessed their interests. The case of 
Päiväranta presents a conflict-oriented development frame – with an inclination 
to competitive strategies and positional thinking. The development of Näkin-
metsä contains integrative and mutually beneficial elements. Both projects, in the 
final analysis, involved both competitive and cooperative negotiation strategies. In 
my search for mutually beneficial ways of framing public and private approaches 
to development projects, I realized how important previous research on negotia-
tion strategies is. My approach, which I call Urban Design Management (UDM), 
incorporates the notions of Consensus Building and the Mutual Gains Approach 
to negotiation and applies them to the production of the built environment. 
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Urban Design Management is a new approach to guiding public and private 
stakeholder organizations involved in producing the built environment by link-
ing urban planning, city design, and real estate development. UDM offers cities 
and developers, whose interests are often in conflict, a collaborative strategy of 
negotiating development and synchronizing planning activities. Key stakeholders 
practice Integrative Development when they reorder the production of the built 
environment based on the prescriptive principles of UDM. A mediator can help 
them learn and practice Integrative Development. Such an approach should in-
crease the satisfaction levels of a greater number of stakeholders.

Future research is needed to better understand and devise methods to map the 
interests of stakeholders. Early experiences in applying UDM in practice have 
indicated that looking into potential development solutions while mapping the 
interests may help to clarify strategic long-term interests. 

Keywords: negotiation, design, planning, integrative, development, potential, con-
flict, built environment
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Tiivistelmä  (Abstract in Finnish)

Tutkimus tarkastelee rakennetun ympäristön tuotantoon liittyviä tapahtumien 
ketjuja. Kiinteistökehittäjät ja kaupunkisuunnittelijat tekevät päätöksiä kaupun-
keja muovaavien hankkeiden sisällöstä, sijainnista ja aikataulusta. Osapuolet pyr-
kivät päätöksillään toteuttamaan strategioitaan ja niihin liittyviä intressejä. Tieto-
us näiden päätöksien vaiheistamiseen ja tuottamiseen on ollut puutteellista. Han-
kekehittäjät ja kaupunkisuunnittelijat toimivat eri osapuolien kuten sijoittajien, 
kaupungin eri yksiköiden ja kansalaisryhmien kanssa vuorovaikutuksessa. Miten 
hankekehityksen ja kaupunkisuunnittelun alkuvaiheen suunnitteluratkaisut tulisi 
tuottaa, jotta kustannustehokkuus ja sujuva toteutus olisi mahdollista, samalla kun 
lähistön asukkaat ovat pikemminkin vakuuttuneita kiinteistöjensä arvon noususta 
kuin laskusta? Entä onko mahdollista hyödyntää yksityisen sektorin arvoa luovia 
hankekehityspanoksia täyttäen paremmin kaupunkien toiveita? Voiko hankekehi-
tys lisätä luottamuksenarvoisuutta ja parantaa pitkän aikavälin yhteistyösuhteita? 

Tutkimuksen kohteina ovat osapuolien intressit ja toiminta, ja miten ne muok-
kaavat hankekehitystä ja kaupunkisuunnittelua. Tapaustutkimuksina ovat kahden 
suomalaisen hankekehitysprosessin neuvottelut. Ensimmäinen tapaus on Päivä-
rannan hypermarket-hanke Kuopiossa ja toinen Näkinmetsän aluerakennuttamis-
hanke Espoossa. Tapauksiin liittyvä aineisto osoittaa, että kaupungit ja kiinteis-
tökehittäjät käyttävät strategioiden sekoitusta edistääkseen intressejään. Alkuvai-
heen käsitykset hankkeiden eteenpäin viemisestä olivat joko konflikti- tai yhteis-
työlähtöisiä riippuen siitä miten avainosapuolet näkivät intressinsä. Päivärannan 
tapaus edustaa konfliktilähtöistä viitekehystä hankekehitykseen, jossa osapuolet 
ovat taipuvaisia kilpailevien intressien vastakkainasetteluun perustuvan strategian 
käyttöön ja omien asemien turvaamiseen pohjautuvaan ajatteluun. Näkinmetsän 
tapaus sisältää integroivia ja osapuolia yhteisesti hyödyttäviä elementtejä. Aineis-
ton analyysi osoitti molempien hankkeiden sisältävän sekä kilpailuasetelmaan että 
yhteistyöhön pohjautuvia neuvottelustrategioita. 

Aikaisempi neuvottelustrategioihin liittyvä tutkimus osoittautui tärkeäksi teoreet-
tiseksi viitekehykseksi julkisen ja yksityisen sektorin osapuolien hankekehitystä 
yhteisesti hyödyttävien yhteistoimintamuotojen etsimisessä. Lähestymistapana 
Urban Design Management (UDM) yhdistää Consensus Building ja Mutual 
Gains Approachin periaatteita ja soveltaa niitä rakennetun ympäristön tuotan-
toon. 
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Urban Design Management on uusi lähestymistapa julkisten ja yksityisten orga-
nisaatioiden ohjaamiseen  rakennetun ympäristön tuotannossa yhdistämällä yh-
dyskuntasuunnittelun, kaupunkisuunnittelun ja kiinteistökehityksen näkökulmat. 
UDM tarjoaa kaupungeille ja rakennuttajille, joiden intressit ovat usein ristiriidas-
sa, yhteistoimintaan perustuvan strategian neuvotella hankkeiden kehittämisestä 
osana suunnittelua ja kaavoitusprosessia. Avainosapuolet harjoittavat integroivaa 
hankekehitystä kun ne tuottavat rakennettua ympäristöä UDM:n ohjeistuksen 
mukaisesti. Välittäjänä toimiva konsultti voi auttaa osapuolia oppimaan ja harjoit-
tamaan integroivaa hankekehitystä, jonka tavoitteena on lisätä suuremman osa-
puolijoukon tyytyväisyyttä hankkeisiin.

Jatkotutkimusta tarvittaisiin paremman ymmärryksen saamiseksi osapuolien int-
ressien kartoittamisesta ja siihen käytettävistä menetelmistä. Alustavat kokemukset 
UDM:n soveltamisesta osoittavat, että mahdollisten hankeratkaisujen tarkastelu 
jo intressien kartoitusvaiheessa saattaa auttaa selventämään osapuolien pidemmän 
aikavälin strategisia intressejä. 

Avainsanoja: neuvottelu, design, suunnittelu, integroiva, hankekehitys, mahdolli-
suus, konflikti, rakennettu ympäristö
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Part 1 

URBAN DESIGN MANAGEMENT 
– NEGOTIATING DEVELOPMENT
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

Imagine being a city manager trying to implement a land-use policy and, together 
with the city planner in your municipality, deciding to increase the density of the 
residential construction allowed in your city. Or, what if you were a chief develop-
ment officer of a retail chain seeking to open a supermarket in downtown Hel-
sinki? In both cases, you would probably have to negotiate with actors who have 
opposing interests. 

Let’s focus on the concerns of the city manager first. Assume that the city, a hub 
of a European metropolitan region, has experienced soaring housing prices. There 
is an urgent need for new residential sites to maintain the competitiveness of the 
market. The city owns land in a neighboring town and is seeking to change its bor-
ders to gain the right to zone more land for housing and extend its subway system. 
The neighboring town officials have refused and have criticized you for threaten-
ing regional development and weakening the competitiveness of the entire nation. 
The politicians of the next town oppose the consolidation of land. They want to 
maintain the current administrative district and preserve the rural landscape of 
their town. They also claim that sufficient growth can be sustained via land-use 
agreements without shifting the borders. Local residents in the adjacent town fear 
the rapid change that urbanization might bring, especially the loss of cattle ranch-
ing. The negotiations have reached an impasse despite two assessments already 
produced by independent fact finders. Your city has contacted the neighboring 
government and filed a proposal for a mandatory consolidation of the area.

The chief development officer’s job is not easy either. In a monthly strategy meet-
ing, the CEOs reviewed the latest reports noting escalating competition in retail 
markets. Sales have been dropping during the last three quarters of the year na-
tionwide – particularly in downtown Helsinki.  At the same time, a single firm 
with one downtown supermarket is grabbing the lion’s share of the sales. Options 
for new retail locations are hard to come by. Attractive or even barely possible 
sites are scarce. Under the pressure of severe competition, the firm’s head of busi-
ness operations is insisting that efficiency levels for new development be increased. 
Customers want lower prices and greater variety, both of which call for bigger 
stores. The city planning department, however, is worried about the future of local 

“mom-and-pop” style grocery stores. Indeed, government officials have imposed 
stricter controls to mitigate what they consider to be the harmful effects of retail 
development. On top of all this, the chief development officer recalls the latest dis-
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pute with neighbors who objected to a small store because of the potential noise of 
its cooling system. Finding a site for a supermarket in a densely built downtown 
seems like mission impossible.

Do the city planning director and the chief development officer face exceptional 
challenges, or, are these two stories typical of ongoing battles over development in 
many cities? I argue that most key stakeholders in urban development situations 
encounter complex challenges of this sort.  The traditional ways of handling them 
can be and ought to be improved.

Research setting
This study investigates how all key stakeholders in urban development conflicts 
can negotiate greater gains through new processes called Urban Design Manage-
ment (UDM) and Integrative Development. These tools enable all stakeholders 
to synchronize all involved in the production of the built environment. The two 
concepts are intimately entwined:

Urban Design Management involves mediation among a range of self-
interested stakeholders involved in the production of the built environ-
ment. Such mediation can encourage a joint search for mutually beneficial 
outcomes, or Integrative Development. Integrative Development links 
stakeholders at diverse scales and in multiple contexts. Integrative Develop-
ment aims to produce more sustainable solutions by increasing stakeholder 
satisfaction with the process and content of urban development.

UDM offers prescriptive advice for practitioners trying to organize city planning 
activities in a way that will increase sustainability by increasing satisfaction levels. 
Real estate development and urban planning often occur at very different decision-
making scales. However, this study focuses on the intersection of urban planning, 
city design, and real estate development. 

The practitioners involved may have diverse educational and professional back-
grounds. They certainly have conflicting interests. Providing prescriptive advice 
for differing, possibly conflicting, groups requires construction of a framework 
that accommodates all of their daily activities and responsibilities. UDM provides 
a common framework to help bring together the conventional practices of urban 
and regional planning, real estate development, and urban design.

The multiplicity of perspectives involved in this research may best be approached 
through Grounded Theory (see e.g. Glaser, Strauss 1967). The Grounded Theory 
is a qualitative research approach which helps to understand the chain of events in 
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a particular research situation (Dick 2005). In my research, the Grounded Theory 
provided me a way to look how the players of urban development and planning 
manage their roles in the case studies. This approach enables the connection of 
knowledge bases relevant to a variety of experiential categories. The path-breaking 
work on integrative negotiation (see Consensus Building, Susskind; McKearnan; 
Thomas-Larmer 1999 and the Mutual Gains Approach, Susskind; Field 1996) 
provides a helpful theoretical framework. 

Research problem
The research problem has two parts. First, it is necessary to explicate the conven-
tional wisdom lying at the heart of Finnish real estate development and planning. 
Second, based on an empirically valid understanding of the processes involved, the 
objective is to link the strategies and actions of the stakeholders. The concept of 
UDM offers such a framework. 

Urban and
regional planning

Real estate
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City design
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Figure 1: Urban Design Management combines different perspectives on the production of the 
built environment with integrative negotiations leading to Integrative Development
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The fundamental research questions are: 

What kind of strategies guide the key stakeholders involved in urban 1. 
development? What are their most important interests? 

Is there a way a “joint strategy” for planning and development that can 2. 
increase gains for all the key stakeholders involved?

How might a mediator assist in the implementation of such a “joint 3. 
strategy” in specific planning or development situations?

These questions were distilled from interviews conducted in preparation for this 
study and from the author’s professional experience as an architect. The problem 
was suggested by the growing dissatisfaction in Finland with the way urban plan-
ning, city design, and real estate development interact at present. 

Preliminary research and research method
The preliminary phase of this research involved interaction with 21 organizations 
representing cities and developers. The objective was to understand prevailing 
conceptions of current praxis. The interviewees were concerned about issues such 
as the slow pace and unpredictability of planning; the restrictive and normative 
nature of local detailed plans; and the lack of trust among stakeholders. These 
individuals almost universally stressed the hope that practice can be improved, 
although they couldn’t quite say why they feel improvements are necessary.   These 
interviewees were also asked for prescriptive advice about how to increase satisfac-
tion levels among all those involved in urban planning and real estate development. 
Finally, the interviewees were asked how a neutral party, a mediator, might help 
stakeholders discover potential joint gains in producing the built environment.

The research also depends on two in-depth case studies in Finland.  The objective 
was to increase my understanding of contemporary Finnish development praxis, 
and to see whether some prescriptive advice could be generated for practitioners 
to increase their satisfaction levels with both the content and process of urban 
development. The first case focused on a hypermarket1 development in the City 
of Kuopio. The second dealt with a residential cluster development in the City of 
Espoo. 

 

1  From the French word hypermarché. Hypermarket is defined as an extremely large self-ser-
vice retail outlet with a warehouse appearance (Vargas 2006:1).
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Case Päiväranta – Hypermarket development in the City of Kuopio
It’s was a late winter day in 2001. The snow on the eaves of an old warehouse in 
Kuopio was already melting when Food Kesko, the largest food retailer of Fin-
land at the time, held its annual strategy meeting there to plan for future retail 
investments. The structure had become almost useless after the storage functions 
of Food Kesko had been closed down. However, the old building and its costly 
maintenance were only part of their worries. The executives were also worried 
about the superiority of their competitor who had gained the largest market share 
in the region. They had to do something. 

Background image: Tommi Mäkynen

Picture 2: Road between the site of Kesko and victory garden

Picture 1: Aerial view of Päiväranta

5 
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5 km to Downtown Kuopio5 km to Downtown Kuopio
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As the meeting proceeded, the executives realized that they were actually sitting 
inside the solution. They decided to transform the building into a hypermarket. 
The site was conveniently located next to a heavily trafficked highway, not far 
from the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. Across the road, a neighboring victory garden 
had been troubled by the intense truck traffic related to the warehouse. The prob-
lems had eased off a little bit as utilization of the building waned.   

Food Kesko made a decision to proceed. Its own organization prepared the initial 
designs promptly. Food Kesko had recently developed a new day-light concept for 
a hypermarket. The development of Päiväranta would be constructed using the 
old structures.  According to Food Kesko this would be more sustainable.

Before the managers of Food Kesko met with the city planners of Kuopio, they 
had anticipated some resistance. Earlier hypermarket developments had been 
controversial in Kuopio, just as in other cities. However, the managers felt strongly 
that the project would have a positive economic impact on the city. They also felt 
that the sustainable qualities of the proposed development would secure them the 
building right of 15,000 m2 enabling sufficient economies of scale and a needed 
mixture of commercial services.

The city planners of Kuopio were surprised by the news about the company’s de-
velopment intentions. The City Planning Department had conducted studies and 
plans for an ideal commercial city structure; hypermarket developments had been 
controlled particularly carefully.

Jointly with the neighboring municipality of Siilinjärvi, the City of Kuopio had 
implemented since the 1970s a policy forbidding the development of large-scale 
retail facilities outside existing residential areas, the so-called “hypermarket ban.”2 
The City of Kuopio had adopted this position to protect the evolving shopping 
centers inside the suburban areas that were planned by the City Planning Depart-
ment. The city planners resisted the abolishment of the hypermarket ban at the 
end of 1980’s, but their views were overruled by the political decision-makers. 
After losing the initial battle, their suggestions regarding retail locations were dis-
regarded by the retailers. 

2  The hypermarket developments starting from the early 70s, raised concerns in cities 
throughout Finland. In order to protect the local small stores, several cities lifted bans against 
hypermarkets. Among those cities, Kuopio and Siilinjärvi unilaterally banned the construction of 
large scale supermarkets accessible mainly with private motor vehicles.
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The officials in Siilinjärvi considered the hypermarket ban “a blessing.” The mu-
nicipal town planning architect of Siilinjärvi argued that the ban had helped the 
community to re-vitalize its town centre. The new development of Food Kesko 
was about to jeopardize a favorable development trend of three decades. The City 
of Kuopio had already earlier escaped the joint policy. Now, Food Kesko was about 
to develop the first hypermarket in Northern Kuopio, right next to Siilinjärvi.

The lonely battle of Siilinjärvi against the development began when the Regional 
Environmental Centre noticed that the municipality was not among the stake-
holders who should be involved in the assessment of impacts. The Regional Envi-
ronmental Centre is a local government body that oversees the legitimacy of mu-
nicipal land-use planning and nature conservation. The city planners engaged the 
Environmental Centre because the area lacked a legitimate master plan allowing 
for food retailing. Preparing a local detailed plan required a master-plan-level En-
vironmental Impact Assessment that also took account of regional impacts. The 
Environmental Centre became the “enforcer” who kept the stakeholders on the 
straight and narrow path. 

Regional impacts also involved the Road Administration that oversees the nation-
al road network. The development required traffic arrangements that might affect 
future road plans, particularly a new bridge that the Road Administration had 
planned nearby. Though the impact assessment became focused on traffic issues 
the Road Administration representative suspected that the real problems were 
mostly economic and political (Interview of Esko Tolvanen, February 11 2005).

Almost six years later the site was finally re-zoned and ready for construction. 
Many stakeholders were unhappy with the process and unaware of the lost poten-
tial of the development.

Case Näkinmetsä – Residential cluster development in the City of 
Espoo
The city officials at Real Estate Services of Espoo were frustrated with lagging 
housing production in the city. The city had ratified a land-use policy in 1998 
encouraging cooperation with the private sector to fulfill the needs of housing 
development. About the same time a city official, who was recently hired in the 
city’s real estate services group, noticed that the area of Näkinmetsä was a perfect 
location for a residential development mitigating the growth pressures of the en-
tire Greater Helsinki Region. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005)

Espoo Real Estate Services acquired 100 hectares of land in Näkinmetsä from 
a bankrupt’s estate of a construction company in 2000. After the purchase, they 
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tried for three years to get the land into the zoning program of the city – but failed. 
The City Planning Department of Espoo was constantly occupied by other duties. 
In fall 2003, the managers in Real Estate Services decided to tap private ambition 
to pull the wagon of development. A private partner would make the work load 
easier for the city planners, who welcomed the zoning cooperation in the first con-
vening meeting. Real Estate Services thought that they had been able to convince 
the City Planning Department to approve the zoning they needed.

The executives of an affordable housing developer, VVO Developer had expressed 
to Real Estate Services their willingness to partner on this and other projects. 
VVO Developer was interested in a cluster development in which they could im-
prove their know-how in small-scale residential development and gain access to 
a large site. Their reputation encouraged city officials to engage in a partnership 
with them. The key stakeholders, the City of Espoo and VVO Developer, decided 
to cooperate, but without any detailed documentation of what would be required 
of them. However, as Näkinmetsä had been on the list of sites that VVO Devel-
oper had suggested as potential locations for cooperation, the managers of Real 
Estate Services moved to get the project underway as quickly as possible.

Picture 3: The surroundings of Näkinmetsä and proposed development
(Images of designs: A-konsultit architects and the City of Espoo)
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Real Estate Services took action right before Christmas in 2003. They proposed 
to the real estate committee of the city that VVO Developer be granted permis-
sion to look at the development opportunities of Näkinmetsä.  Even though they 
anticipated that the city government might question the partnership with VVO 
Developer, the real estate committee granted VVO Developer the permission. 
Other politicians did not find out about the decision until after they returned to 
work in the new year. 2004 began with a stormy debate about process of initiating 
the Näkinmetsä development leading to a change in the code of administration 
in the city. 

VVO Developer engaged its long-term partner, A-konsultit architects, to con-
sult the design and planning process of Näkinmetsä. Previously this consultant 
had produced designs for the developer, but this time VVO Developer wanted 
to try a new approach. A-konsultit architects took responsibility both for manag-
ing process and designing the solutions. VVO Developer defined the tasks of the 
consultant informally without any written agreements. The conditions of the ar-
chitecture firm’s assignment were unclear, as were the ground rules for cooperation 
between the city and VVO Developer. 

The city planners set up a steering group to guide the exploratory design and as-
sessment phase of the project. The steering group became the forum for negotia-
tions between the city, VVO Developer, and its consultants. The steering group 
supervised the work of A-konsultit architects who produced an outline plan for 
the future local detailed plans of the entire area.

When plans for the development became publicly known, local residents in the 
neighborhood of Näkinmetsä contacted the politicians of Espoo. The residents 
arranged an informal meeting and invited the representatives of the city and VVO 
Developer. They were concerned about environmental impacts and recreational 
values, but agreed that the development might have a revitalizing impact on local 
services. The City Planning Department of Espoo wanted to keep a low profile 
in the interaction with the citizens – unlike VVO Developer. The local residents 
association offered to participate in the work of the steering group, but their offer 
wasn’t accepted. The initial stakeholders, the City of Espoo, and VVO Developer 
began to work on the plans and assessments without the local residents associa-
tion.

By the end of 2004, the initial stakeholders had reached a basic solution after 
studying detailed designs for low-rise and dense housing. Almost a year later, the 
city launched the official zoning process and arranged a public hearing and un-
veiling of the draft plan. The City of Espoo and VVO Developer had reached an 
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agreement on the size of the development at approximately 120,000 m2. The city 
planners’ aspiration had been 80,000 m2 and the developer’s 120,000 m2. The city 
government favored a density ranging between 100,000 – 120,000 m2. The envi-
ronmentalists who had not been involved had suggested 40,000 m2; they requested 
a meeting mediated by the Regional Environmental Centre.

In July 2007, the city officials had not yet proposed the first local detail plan to 
the city council. The zoning process was still ongoing as this research ended. This 
study, therefore, focuses on the early phases of the Näkinmetsä development. The 
intervention of environmentalists has delayed the process for at least a year. The 
future schedule appears uncertain because there is no new plan that responds to 
the most vocal objections. At the same time, housing prices have continued to 
escalate in the Greater Helsinki Region.

A negotiation perspective on the production of the built 
environment 
Negotiation theory provides a useful framework for merging the perspectives of 
urban planning, city design, and real estate project proposals regarding production 
of the built environment. “Interests,” a key construct in negotiation theory, is an 
important variable that will allow Integrated Development, as defined above, to 
occur. The path-breaking work of Roger Fisher and William Ury (1981) Getting 
to YES advises negotiators to focus on interests and mutual gains instead of bar-
gaining over positions. 

I have adapted this principle of negotiation theory to the production of the built 
environment in an effort to develop an approach that will facilitate wiser and 
more efficient agreements among stakeholders. All stakeholders can benefit from 
negotiation theory and practice.  However, this study focuses on key stakeholders, 
such as cities and developers, who deal constantly with large construction projects. 
If negotiation theory can help them find solutions that benefit a wider range of 
stakeholders, the final agreements are more likely to be lasting and efficient. More 
robust agreements among involving most stakeholders will help key stakeholders 
plan and develop projects more expeditiously. 

Research structure
The second part of this study examines technological transitions and strategic 
niche management, revealing key opportunities and obstacles to the adoption of 
more integrative approaches to development. Illustrative examples are included to 
help the reader see connections between the theory and practice.
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The third part explores the case study data in-depth. The presentation groups 
similar stakeholders from each of the two cases. For example, I present the cities’ 
interests in the both cases in the same chapter. This approach highlights the roles 
of key stakeholders instead of the specific details of the each case. The chapter first 
reviews each stakeholder group’s interests and then details the relevant negotia-
tions. 

The fourth part frames the case study findings in terms of consensus-building 
theory and the “Dual Concern Model.” The fifth and final part includes sug-
gestions about how to move towards Integrative Development through Urban 
Design Management.

The next chapter of my dissertation elaborates with a few examples the destruc-
tive way of handling negotiations with the conventional wisdom. These real-life 
examples hint that the key stakeholders often frame urban developments in a 
conflict-oriented fashion leading to an unsatisfactory course of events. Urban De-
sign Management helps the key stakeholders to change this thinking and practice 
Integrative Development when they produce the built environment fulfilling their 
and others interests.
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Part 2  
 
INTEGRATING NEGOTIATION 
AND TRANSITION 
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Chapter 1 
Focus on interests in development and planning 
activities

Understanding the objectives of this chapter requires the reader to hold two defi-
nitions in mind: Initial stakeholders include those having a crucial role in initiating 
an urban development and likely to be connected to the implementation of proj-
ects. Usually, cities and developers are initial stakeholders. However, other actors, 
such as government agencies, may play a role in the early phases of negotiations 
that affect the built environment of a community. Initial stakeholders may not 
necessarily be the only key stakeholders in the final development. 

Integrative Development is an approach connecting the diverse interests of stake-
holders in a development and/or planning activity through integrative negotiation. 
The objective is to identify mutual gains.

All real estate developments, as well as all city planning activities, are linked to 
specific needs or interests. City planners are concerned about the overall form and 
function of the city. Strategic corporate planners want to guide the production and 
location of retail facilities or gain access to sites for future housing. The interaction 
of these interests produces urban developments.

The current praxis of real estate development and city planning in Finland does 
not include any prescribed approach to managing the interplay among stakeholder 
interests and actions.  Finland is hardly the only place in which no integrated 
practical approach to maximizing joint gains is commonly recognized and applied. 
In North America, political and planning processes often take place through a 
series of behind-the-scenes negotiations based on tradeoffs and lowest common 
denominator solutions (Innes 2004:13). The results are often neither robust nor 
inclusive of all community interests.

Alternative negotiation approaches could lead to more sustainable processes and 
outcomes in development and planning activities. Developers specializing in di-
verse fields such as housing, retailing, research parks, etc. identify prime locations 
based on predetermined expectations about feasibility, profitability, and above all, 
tradition. Several examples demonstrate the type of dilemmas that commonly 
arise:
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A developer could not site a retail store with a gross area of 2,000 m1. 2 
in downtown Helsinki without pushing the outside of the envelope on 
multiple fronts, including all existing zoning regulations. Is there a way 
to find value-adding solutions for a number of stakeholders? 

City authorities contemplating the need to increase small-scale hous-2. 
ing production could choose one of three approaches: A city plan-
ning approach would begin by identifying the sites which provide the 
greatest number of benefits to the city. A policy approach would involve 
launching a program to stimulate and support appropriate developers. 
A negotiation approach would combine elements of both planning and 
policy making through a joint problem-solving process focused on the 
interests of all parties. 

A relocation of an old port will vacate a vast amount of land in a central 3. 
location. The master planning of the new area has been on-going. The 
city has not clarified how private investors and developers interested in 
the location can get involved in the planning and development process. 
How can the city, which owns the land, interact with private interests 
who can develop the property? 

In each of these examples, the planning process involves both private developers 
and public officials, each group having a different set of concerns. Only in an ideal 
world do these concerns and commitments coincide.  In many real cases, conflicts 
between these concerns can escalate into public disputes. The usual culprits are 
positional thinking or dispute orientation.  

Positional thinking appears in form of predefined solutions and defending them. 
Dispute orientation involves a mindset that the interests of stakeholders, or even 
their values, are mainly in conflict. Alternative technologies, such as negotiation 
approaches, can avoid the time- and money-consuming conflicts among the par-
ties through the creation of value-added and sustainable solutions.

The two case studies analyzed here were characterized by the kind of positional 
thinking3 that constrains the potential for cooperative and mutually beneficial so-
lutions. Table 1 includes examples in which developers and city planners hold 
conflicting positions.

3  Fisher and Ury (1981:40,41) claim that negotiators tend to focus on positions as fixed solu-
tions instead of their interests.
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Developer City Planner

“Our guys will give up the customer oriented 
production because the rigid plans and 
process make changes impossible”

“We make strict detailed planning specifica-
tions to ensure quality and the developer 
needs to obey them”

“Our store network planning functions as 
a basic strategic tool for identifying retail 
store locations”

“We have defined the structure of retail  
locations in our city structure plans”

“We are investing money in the assessment 
process, but we’re not sure whether we’re 
going to get the job or any compensation 
for our work”

“Through partnership we have an unlim-
ited access to private planning and design 
resources to produce assessments”

“We’ve asked if there is something that we 
could do to streamline the process with 
private consultants, but the answer is no”

“There’s only certain things that consultants 
can do in planning and the rest belongs to 
the planners”

“It appears that when the city itself has to 
pay for the assessment, fewer assessments 
are needed for the process”

“The developer has provided all the docu-
ments we’ve asked for. We have had no 
problems”

“The large scale of retail developments is a 
prerequisite for efficiency”

“The retail facilities need to be inside the 
existing housing areas”

 
 
These real-life examples reflect a certain type of “we know best” attitude based on 
predefined solutions or answers. Sometimes, of course, the positions of developers 
and planners are congenial, for example: 

 
 
 

 
The objective of alternative negotiation technologies is to produce more of these. 
Such approaches begin by avoiding positional thinking, colliding values, asym-
metrical power relations, by drawing on the power of communication, building 
trust, identifying mutual interests, and accommodating cultural factors. All of 
these factors are reflected, for good or ill, in the process and content of urban 
developments. 

Table 1: Samples on positional thinking in the production of the built environment

Developer City Planner

“We have a long and trustworthy 
relationships with communities”

“We chose the developer partner on 
the basis of reputation and long-term 
trustworthy relationship”
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Viewing the production of the built environment through the lens of negotiation 
requires convergence of the perspectives of real estate development, city design, 
and urban development. This new approach, Urban Design Management, intro-
duces a new perspective, enabling initial stakeholders to look beyond the tactics of 
single-development negotiations toward a strategy including cities and develop-
ers in the search for mutual gains as the negotiations evolve. A consultant for a 
mediator offering Urban Design Management can help the cities and developers 
through a process of Integrative Development.

This part has three objectives: First, it shows how Integrative Development arises 
through integrative negotiations at the intersection of urban planning, city de-
sign, and real estate development. Second, it overviews current scholarship on the 
theory and practice of negotiation and mediation as it pertains to the interests 
and actions of key stakeholders in urban development. Third, it frames individual 
developments within a technological transition4 (TT) process connecting negotia-
tions over each development to interests in, and negotiation over, the built envi-
ronment of the city or region as a whole. Cities and developers base such decisions 
on strategies, policies, and organizational routines designed to fulfill the diverse 
interests. Integrative Development is a strategy to harmonize the perspectives of 
spatial and strategic corporate planning and of urban development.

What’s so special about negotiating developments?
One of the most appealing characteristics of negotiation theory and practice is 
that their independence from any specific field of application. The dinner plans 
for tonight, as well as major international treaties can be subjects of negotiation. 
Even for issues that appear simple, the trajectory of negotiations can take place in 
an almost infinite number of ways. For example, discussion about choosing a res-
taurant may take all kinds of sudden turns; the chain of events cannot be precisely 
predicted, including the possibility of a quarrel and not having a dinner at all. The 
dispute orientation of the early chain of events cannot be predicted. At the outset, 
there may be no conflicts at all, only friendly and collaborative inquiries about 
dining preferences. 

Urban development is subject to the same unpredictable twists; potential for con-
flict depends on the angle from which the stakeholders approach the process. An 
explicit negotiation approach can help to navigate in the complex world of urban 
development and produce more sustainable outcomes with mutual gains. Because 

4  Geels (2002:1257) defines the technological transition processes as an evolutionary chain of 
events which fulfill societal functions such as transportation, communication, and urban environ-
ment.
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cognitive limitations inhibit our ability to follow the advice and stakeholders 
may need to consciously deviate from “obvious” pathways to decision (Bazerman 
1983:211); a development process or element in the process may appear quite dif-
ferently if framed from a new standpoint that might not have occurred to any of 
the parties. 

Roger Fisher (1983:150) defines “negotiation” to include “all cases in which two 
or more parties are communicating, each for the purpose of influencing the other’s 
decision.” Fisher’s witty definition avoids the trap of framing negotiations as nec-
essarily conflict-related, as the colloquial use of the term might imply. Obviously, 
any communication situation may lead to a dispute, but it doesn’t necessarily have 
to begin this way. Fisher’s definition of negotiation makes it possible to avoid the 
dispute orientation and positional thinking often present in the urban develop-
ment and city planning processes. The idea of “influencing the other’s decisions” is 
the key to the value-adding advantage of the negotiation process. 

This study presents the case study data from two perspectives. The first perspec-
tive focuses on the interest s of the stakeholders as the source of the final decisions.  
The second perspective focuses on the interplay between the interests and actions 
of different groups of stakeholders. The objective is to understand the chain of 
events in which interests and actions affect each other before, during, and after a 
particular development or planning activity. A comparison of the two perspectives 
suggests some prescriptions for improving conventional practice by identifying 
ways to alter the chain of events in a multiparty, multi-issues negotiation.  The 
objective is to identify solutions producing mutual gains despite potentially divi-
sive, initial value differences. 

It is crucial to determine the approach and style of a development negotiation pro-
cess in the early phases of a development. As initial stakeholders enter the negotia-
tion, how do they frame the situation? Is the approach competitive and filled with 
fears, or collaborative and based on trust? Bazerman (1983:213) stresses the influ-
ence of “framing”, in which decisions are seen from the perspective of potential 
gain rather than from potential loss in advancing a settlement. He uses a simple 
example in which the distribution of financial assets is reframed (Ibid.).

Bazerman’s claim is consistent with Kahneman and Tversky’s (1981) prospect the-
ory; they point out that risk-seeking behavior is associated with framing the losses 
instead of framing the gains, and that this tendency leads to risk-averse behavior. 
They demonstrate this by a class room experiment in which the students were 
given two alternative plans for saving human lives in an outbreak of unusual Asian 
disease. Most of the students selected the option saving a significant amount of 
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lives for sure, instead of choosing a lot riskier plan aspiring to save even more lives. 
In the production of the built environment, there are multiple variables, and thus, 
the proliferation of potential frames for negotiation. This allows innovative fram-
ing and creative problem solving. The awareness of possible alternative framing of 
the real estate development and city planning issues opens the way for integrative 
negotiation approaches.

The objective of this research is to identify and understand the dynamics of devel-
opment negotiation processes in order to produce wiser decisions. Robert Fisher 
and William Ury (1981) have described the problem of bargaining over posi-
tions instead of interests. Their landmark work Getting to Yes distinguishes three 
evaluation criteria for any negotiation: The selected method should produce a wise 
agreement. The second criterion for a successful outcome is efficiency. Lastly, the 
results should improve rather than harm the relationships between the parties. This 
last criterion emphasizes the temporal dimension in negotiations. The outcomes 
link the consequences of single developments to the future and ongoing strategies 
of developers and cities.

Fisher and Ury also distinguish between two different types of negotiation. The 
first is grounded in positional bargaining in which arguments and counter argu-
ments are reduced to a compromise. The second type is principled negotiation or in-
tegrative bargaining focused on interests instead of fixed positions with an outcome 
characterized by mutual gains. Parties in a principled negotiation approach are en-
couraged to formulate a Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA), 
in which a party clarifies before the negotiation the best subjective alternative if 
no agreement can be reached through negotiation (Ibid.:163).

The most important element in Fisher’s theory for the creation of value in de-
velopment and city planning negotiations is the interplay of interests and actions. 
In the case studies examined below, the interests of different stakeholders, and 
actions related to them, map onto the core categories of the Grounded Theory 
research approach. The core categories supported the selection of the negotiation 
perspective with a focus on the interests of stakeholders. 

The formation of consensus building theory has drawn heavily from practical ne-
gotiation experiences (Innes 2004:6). While the concept of “interests” has proved 
significant in the negotiation theories aiming for mutual gains (Fisher, Ury 1981; 
Susskind, Cruikshank 1987), they also provide a framework which corresponds 
empirically with development processes.  The interests are a measure of the ac-
tions of stakeholders before, during, and after a specific development negotiation 
in relation to current and future developments producing in the built environment. 
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In short, negotiation theory provides a framework for integrating urban planning, 
city design, and real estate development into the production of the built environ-
ment.

Though negotiation approaches applicable to just about any negotiation situation 
are well advanced and sophisticated, urban development negotiations require a 
specific approach. The “mental model” 5 of development negotiations should first 
distance the urban developments from the initially conflict-oriented setting. The 
positive and optimistic mind set common to all leading-edge approaches to plan-
ning  such as communicative planning, new urbanism, and just city (Fainstein 
2000:473) are commendable. However, an equal measure of optimism should be 
equally available to diverse stakeholders. A negotiation approach can bring all par-
ties into a positive, cooperative stance.

Other reasons for suggesting a specific negotiation approach for urban develop-
ments are more practical. Two thirds of the national wealth in Finland consists 
of the built environment (The Finnish Governments Architectural Policy Com-
mittee 2006). In other western societies, the built environment comprises also a 
significant portion of the national wealth. Given the values involved, it is worth 
seeking advice to ensure the most effective negotiation approaches to urban devel-
opment. Up to now, these have been lacking. 

Although it is only one of many objects of complex multi-lateral negotiation, ur-
ban development poses some unique problems. For example city planning may be 
construed as a device for determining the interests of cities in negotiations. This 
perspective compliments the use of negotiation theory as a basis for a joint frame-
work of producing the built environment. 

In business, strategic decision making is also based on interests that determine in-
vestment decisions in real estate development. This strategic management, requir-
ing a sophisticated understanding of systems and organizations, integrates easily 
with negotiation theory and practice.  The relationships between the interest-
based visions of stakeholders facilitate negotiations both for individual developers 
and stewards of the built environment. Thus, the negotiation theory can provide a 
joint framework hospitable to both. Traditionally, the implementation of the built 
environment has not been a major concern for city planning theories (Susskind, 

5  Peter Senge (1990:8) describes the “mental models” as deeply ingrained assumptions, gen-
eralizations, or even pictures or images that influence how we understand the world and how 
we take action. Thus, the mental models are rooted deeper than the rational and conscious “ap-
proaches.”
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Ozawa 1984) such as advocacy planning (Davidoff 1965), disjointed incremental-
ism (Lindblom 1959), or the comprehensive planning representing the blue print 
model of planning (Healey, Purdue & Ennis 1995).

Reinforcing the connections between the theoretical and practical views is vital, 
because it enables learning from experience and systematic reflections which some 
say have been absent or inadequate in commercial property development processes. 
Property advisers have unanimously agreed that it is impossible to prescribing any 
one among the infinite possibilities of development processes. A great amount of 
scholarly work exists about the components of the development process and about 
various models drawn from different disciplines. Many of these have had relatively 
weak empirical support; knowledge about the integration of components in deci-
sion-making processes has remained vague (Fisher, Collins 1999).

The actor-network theory based on the early work of M. Callon (1986), B. Latour 
(1987), and J. Law (1987) has often been used to study the evolution of a develop-
ment process. A recent study identifies and frames the network of different actors 
and their actions by focusing on the concept of synergy between the actors (Aal-
tonen 2006:43). Actor-network theory presents reality in terms of abstract social, 
financial, and cultural structures.

Sociological research describes the trajectories of everyday technical events insofar 
as they are (Latour 2000:108, 109). Latour (Ibid.) suggests expanding the object 
of attention to real objects as is done in science and technology studies (STS). 
Such a merger between natural and social sciences can describe a socio-technical 
configuration with a multi-level perspective on technological transition (Geels 
2002). 

This study will link this perspective to the decisions of cities and developers as 
they adopt more sustainable, Integrative Development approaches. The perspec-
tive of social and technological studies makes it possible to connect the deliberate 
framing of both city planners and developers to the production of the built en-
vironment. The initial stakeholders are free to consciously choose an approach to 
development and planning activities that they believe will best fulfill their interests 
in various social and technical issues6. The conventional approaches consist merely 
of hard bargaining and purely destructive ways of handling development negotia-
tions. These destructive negotiations fail to build trustworthy relationships and 
produce inefficient agreements.

6  I understand the social and technical issues to cover the fullest range of “software” and “hard-
ware” issues. For example, the social issues cover also economical aspects.
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The reason to frame development and planning activities in the positive men-
tal model of integrative negotiation is to cope with the complexity and enhance 
the understanding of the development dynamics, and to produce prescriptive ap-
proaches for the negotiation related to the production of the built environment, or 
urban development.

The theoretical study of negotiation has three main traditions: first, prescriptive 
advice for negotiators as prescriptive study; second, mathematical models of ratio-
nal negotiation and mediation in the realm of economics and game theories; and 
third, the behavioral tradition deriving from the mathematical tradition with an 
emphasis on descriptions of negotiation (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:533, 534).

Empirical research on negotiations has two main traditions: first, the motiva-
tion and strategy tradition in which the Dual Concern Model prevails as the chief 
theory. Second, the cognitive tradition which predicts negotiation outcomes from 
the social cognition of stakeholders, information processing, and decision making 
(Ibid.:538). 

This study draws from both traditions in developing applications of integrative 
development negotiation. The practical prescriptions of development negotiations 
need to cover at least the perspectives of the initial stakeholders who are likely to 
face development situations regularly, and who seek advice. Of course, prescriptive 
approaches cannot directly reach all those who will ever be affected by the devel-
opment or planning activities, including the outer rings of stakeholders such as 
the prospect clientele of the developed facilities, or users of the built environment, 
not to mention the future generations. The initial stakeholders need to account for 
the intangible stakeholders and address the problem of stakeholder representation 
in the negotiation process as a step to more sustainable developments, for which 
there is at least one general prescriptive advice; openness and asking questions. 
Conceiving the production of built environment through negotiations offers a 
multi-level perspective for integrating the interests of diverse stakeholders, inde-
pendent from the number of stakeholders or issues in question. 

In one of the simplest forms, a negotiation might consist of two parties taking op-
posing views on the distribution of one commodity as described by Howard Raiffa 
in his seminal work The Art and Science of Negotiation (1982). In the negotiations 
related to the production of built environment this classic situation rarely exists; 
usually three or more stakeholders impose multiple concerns introducing com-
plexity in framing the negotiation situation. Multiple issues have greater potential 
to turn a negotiation into integrative bargaining, and enable better cooperation 
and enlarging the pie in order to all parties to get more (Ibid.:131). However, at 
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the same time, multiple issues and stakeholders may introduce a new set of risks as 
ad hoc procedures complicate the development process from the perspective of the 
initial stakeholders. Inevitably, the potential for expanding the pie is inhibited by 
initial stakeholders fearing a complicated development or planning process. They 
easily exclude opportunities and other stakeholders who might introduce more 
value to a development. 

We face the complexity already in framing the problem; should we think of the de-
cision-making process leading to production of the built environment as develop-
ment activity, or as land use planning and design? None of the single perspectives 
alone provides a satisfactory framework. However if we think of the perspectives 
of stakeholders as clusters of interests at the intersection of urban planning, city 
design, and real estate development, we may be able to find value-adding and 
complementary solutions through multiparty negotiations dealing with many is-
sues.

The Integrative Development approach may be awkward for practitioners accus-
tomed to framing their developments and planning initiatives in hard bargaining. 
They might also think they can get by alone, and meet their interests by them-
selves with what ever knowledge and resources they may have at hand. These are 
instinctive, conventional alternatives which assume conflict among stakeholders. 
An organization needs to make a conscious strategic decision to employ Integra-
tive Development.

Such a choice requires the organization to tolerate uncertainty and risks inher-
ent in the complexity of incorporating into the decision-making process multiple 
stakeholders who may be vital for long-term and mutual success. Uncertainty is 
not foreign to the conventional wisdom either. However, these are more likely to 
lead to, the escalated conflicts that can disrupt schedules, waste resources, and 
leave on the table long-range value for stakeholders. Integrative Development can 
mitigate risks and uncertainties by providing a framework for understanding the 
complexity of developments. The case studies discussed below will demonstrate 
this, adding to the insights provided by negotiation theory and a organizational, 
behavioral, and systems studies. 

In order to avoid incremental decision-making disconnected from any strategic 
aims, longer-term issues need to be incorporated into the negotiation approach. 
In the preparatory phases of particular developments, the interests represent the 
strategic aspirations both in the public and private sectors. The time component 
comprises a strategic dimension to formulation of interests which consists of so-
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cio-technical elements7. The focus on interests, and not least on self-interests8 
and their sustainable and successful relations to the interests of others, is a crucial 
variable in approaching the production of the built environment as an integrative 
negotiation process. William Ury (1988:5) defines “interests” as “needs, desires, 
concerns, or fears – the tangible things one cares about or wants.” In other words, 
we should be able to communicate our important issues as interests. However, this 
profound definition of interests remains silent about why and how important the 
issues are to us. Can they be changed and if yes, when and how do the interests 
change? Inclusion of such strong emotions as “fear” into the definition of interests 
may imply that that interests change slowly; however, gaining trust and getting 
rid of a fear can take place very quickly in the presence of convincing knowledge 
or evidence. Sometimes it may be very clear that it is in our interest to change our 
interests.

The introduction of a time component to the definition of interests enables us 
to use the changing interests as commodities with fluctuating exchange values 
in negotiations – “the tangible things one cares about or wants in a given mo-
ment.” For example, some of the elements a developer has proposed for a specific 
development or planning process may be altered during and after the negotiations. 
The altered elements may suggest a different visions or new forms of cooperation 
between the private and public sectors helping to launch, for example, a mixed-
use development.

Changes affecting the programming of a development may direct the developer 
into a new service sector, or suggest a novel combination of public and private sec-
tor resources. Results can be a negative as well, and discourage future negotiations 
and interaction. Surprisingly, according to Laws (Schön, Rein 1994:20) the role 
of transforming interests in reaching agreements has inhibited discussion among 
the proponents of mediated negotiation while changes occur “behind the curtain.”  
These impacts of transforming interests in the course of reaching a negotiated 

7  The socio-technical elements consist of broad array of social, political, economical, and tech-
nical variables affecting the production of built environment.
8  Short term self-interests may not be the same as mid- and long-term self-interests that 
constitute a long term success or competitive edge based on future relations. For example, a long-
term commitment in non-profit housing production and engagement through ownership had 
granted a Finnish housing developer an access to a business opportunity from which the housing 
developers with a notorious track-record from the 1960s and 1970s were left out. The time span 
of over 30 years gives an indication of the relevance of considering the mid- and long-term inter-
ests. The competitive edge in trustworthiness can also be interpreted as successful interpretation 
of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) which led to improved business operations. Hence, the 
public interests met with the private sector interests producing a public policy which favored a 
committed and trustworthy private stakeholder.
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agreement have received even less attention. The interest perspective is pivotal to 
developing negotiation practices for producing the built environment at the inter-
section of urban planning, city design, and real estate development. There are at 
least three interest-related reasons for re-thinking dispute-oriented approaches. 

First, current approaches connect the interests of stakeholders weakly to strategic, content-
related decision making and to the responsibilities of organizations (e.g. the creation 
and use of commercial concepts in retail developments). The proponents of collab-
orative consensus-building have focused less on institutional inheritance (Healey, 
Cars, Madanipour, de Magalhães: 7); for example, how such practices may evolve 
among developers and cities when they initiate particular developments and plan-
ning activitities.The interests of the city may be defined by using master plans hav-
ing no legal status. For instance, there is at present no automatic linkage between 
the planning process proposing the development gains9 related to particular solu-
tions and the negotiation process which may run parallel to the planning (Clay-
don 1997:2021). Most strategy-making, both in the public and private sectors, is 
conducted outside any specific development negotiation. Strategy making takes 
place over a longer period of time, and proceeds without any knowledge of actual 
upcoming development. 

Studies of the interaction between negotiation and the strategy-making of or-
ganizations currently address issues such as how “long-term relationships” may 
be affected by the ongoing negotiation. The negotiation process is viewed as an 
independent event related to a specific situation through a conflict or issue assess-
ment analyzing interests with the assumption that the groups may interact again. 
However, interests continue to be formed before, during, and after a specific nego-
tiation situation.  Therefore, the interest components of negotiations have specific 
strategic impacts, for example, in the form of planning activities. In other words, 
interests reach beyond a specific negotiation; these evolving interests connect the 

9  It must be noted that the observation addresses only the development gains, but obviously 
there are numerous other potential content related issues, such as the quality and symbolic value 
of the environment, which can be subjects to negotiations as well, as suggested by several com-
mentators (Ennis 1997:1937).
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“safe space”10 of negotiations to a wider context of strategic planning and policy 
making.

Second, current negotiation approaches for producing built environment are framed 
in the realm of planning and the implementation of plans. The risks and responsibili-
ties associated with financing and construction can easily sidetrack the essential 
interests of the developers. These matters are, of course, relevant to the planners as 
well, because as plans are implemented, questions of quality assurance and build-
ing control will arise. Particularly in large cluster developments,11 in which the 
construction and planning take place incrementally with different stakeholders, 
the implementation of agreements (or plans) becomes a central question. The 
first round of negotiations will set a trajectory which should not be a fixed posi-
tion, but instead, allow accumulative innovation. For example, a stakeholder who 
is connected to the process in the latter stages may introduce new knowledge or 
resources that might create common ground for finding a solution to a problem 
in the plan.

The third reason to promote the use of negotiation has to do with marketing 
aspects of the collaborative practices, such as consensus building, alternative dis-
pute resolution, or mediation. No organization furthers its aims by framing its 
interest-based strategic actions, such as programming developments, in terms of a 
conflict-oriented operation model. This framing may, in fact, inhibit trust building 
through its presumption that stakeholders will get into trouble in the transaction. 

However, accustomed to hard bargaining and position taking, some stakeholders 
may not be comfortable with collaborative practices that have no “edge”12. This 

10  The concept of “safe space” was introduced by John Forester (Susskind et al. 1999:489) in 
the context of creating early in the process the ground rules in negotiation for stakeholders to 
express their concerns in a trustworthy and respectful atmosphere. The aspirations of the concept 
relate to Strategic Niche Management and its aim of creating “protected spaces” (Kemp,Schot 
& Hoogma 1998:186) in which stakeholders’ novel innovations and practices may foster socio-
technical transition. The stakeholders create and protect a niche for an alternative approach 
or technology, which eventually replace the old technologies with increased sustainability and 
market demand. The temporal dimension of these two concepts is at least one significant dif-
ference; protected space addresses a longer period of time in which micro-level, or project level, 
operations emerge and potentially create new niches. I will treat the concept of Strategic Niche 
Management more in-depth in the end of this part.
11  A cluster development is defined as a grouping of a particular development’s residential 
structures on a portion of the available land, reserving a significant amount of the site as pro-
tected open space (Mega,Lukermann & Sykes 1998:1).
12  I owe a debt for the quote for a graduate student of the Negotiation and Dispute Resolution 
in the Public Sector class 2006 at MIT, along with the numerous other comments regarding the 
marketability of alternative dispute resolution approaches.
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lack of familiarity may make it more difficult to persuade stakeholders to adopt 
alternative practices, regardless of how beneficial its proponents may demonstrate 
them to be.  Negotiation marketers have to show that in a contest with their new 
set of rules there can be multiple winners. Collaborative public planning practices 
are difficult to integrate into the community if there is little or no positive market-
ing (Reade 1997:91) or favorable media presence suggesting something other than 
traditional bureaucratic images of the town planning profession (Tewdwr-Jones 
1999:132).

The challenge and potential of negotiation approaches lie in demonstrating more 
sustainable in integrating strategic self-interest and common good. The formula-
tion and evolution of interests is detailed in the chapter “Integrative negotiations.” 
They can be structured to create important connections between individual, pri-
vate projects and public sector planning and to provide incentives guiding both the 
overall development of the environment in the cities and development initiatives 
in the corporations.

The production of the built environment as a multi-stakeholder negotiation pro-
cess involves multiple issues at the intersection of urban planning, city design, and 
real estate development. Integrative negotiation approaches can provide a shared 
framework for planning and development perspectives. The following chapter will 
contextualize the theoretical and practical framework of integrative negotiations. 
First, I ground the practical and theoretical context of public dispute resolution in 
the realm of multiparty negotiations. Second, I look at the meaning of participa-
tion and deliberation. Third, I explore the historical context of collaborative prac-
tices as a basis for Integrative Development approaches. 

This discussion emphasizes re-framing the perspectives of the stakeholders, re-
placing dispute orientation (based on a battle among positions) towards gains 
orientation (based on a search for mutual gains), and incorporating a multi-level 
perspective involving the strategic decision making and operation models of orga-
nizations. These create a path for development negotiations at the intersection of 
urban planning, city design, and real estate development. In turn, the next chap-
ter, “Integrative negotiations,” will provide a theoretical framework for Integrative 
Development.

Multiparty negotiations and development
A review of the existing literature on multiparty negotiations is needed to place 
development negotiations at the intersection of real estate development, city de-
sign, and urban planning. This study refers to this confluence as Integrative De-
velopment.  It includes the intersection of public and private stakeholder interests 
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which are not necessarily dispute-oriented but which could benefit from integra-
tive approaches, such as the Mutual Gains Approach (Susskind, Field 1996:13).

In recent work, the study of multiparty negotiations has included international 
negotiations, public disputes, and organizational and group negotiations (Crump 
2003). The realm of Integrative Development shares many characteristics with 
these areas of study. Interests and actions (cf. Fisher and Ury) are considered signif-
icant components in multilateral development negotiations (Claydon 1997:2021).

 In the realm of public disputes, the theory building of consensual dispute resolu-
tions began to evolve in the late 1970s. Within the early framework of consensual 
dispute resolution, policy making was viewed in terms of conflicting interests and 
power relations.  Mitigation of conflicts was sought through the theory and prac-
tice of mediated negotiation which identified joint gains in the quest for resolutions 
(Schön, Rein 1994:10).

An issue becomes a public dispute (or an opportunity for innovation) when the in-
terest of of a public entity within a community is involved. Machiavelli proposed 
in The Discourses (Machiavelli 1517) that common good prevents the dominat-
ing share of those with interests, and his broad definition has remained widely 
acknowledged among theories of democracy (Shapiro 2003:35). One of the ques-
tions that the cities and developers as initial stakeholders need to consider is the 
relationship to other stakeholders, such as citizens, and whether deliberation in-
creases the common good and prevents domination. How should a developer or a 
city official feel about inviting other less-than-obvious stakeholders into the early 
stages of a development? Should the development process become a delibera-
tive forum for creating common good? Ultimately, the most difficult question is 
whether a development should proceed at all unless it has a positive impact on 
sustainability and the future success of a community.

The study of negotiation over the built environment can shed light on how to 
identify the common good among the various interests and actions of stakehold-
ers. Gutmann and Thompson (1996) advocate a deliberative model in which dis-
agreements are to diminished by accommodating opposing views while maintain-
ing mutual respect.  They insist on focusing on the merits of controversial issues 
instead of self-seeking bargaining even though deliberation may in some moral 
issues promote disagreement. Deliberative consensus can never be complete, but 
deliberation makes decisions easier to digest, helps sustain political legitimacy, and 
facilitates future collaborative actions (Ibid.:43). 
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Shapiro (2003:23, 24) says that the deliberative model departs from political real-
ity and fails to include human factors such as the use of power and money. An 
additional defect attributed to the deliberation perspective is the proposition that 
doing good for others doesn’t require deliberate action to further the perceived 
interest of others (Smith 2003:466). 

The distribution of development gains and inevitable financial interests, com-
monly under discussion in development negotiations, cannot be solved by replac-
ing parliamentary democratic decision making with increasing direct deliberative 
practices. For example, a bias among the citizen stakeholders is created if zoning 
has increased the building density in a neighborhood where the city wants to pro-
mote residential development. Some of the inhabitants are property owners within 
the re-zoned area, while others are not; they have diverse interests in the develop-
ment and most likely will act differently in the collaboration process. Furthermore, 
the self interest of each group will affect their attitudes towards the public body 
behind the re-zoning. In such a case, deliberative practices will not necessarily 
produce the common good. 

What, then, is the role and rationale for collaborative practices in urban develop-
ment? 

The next section presents the origins and objectives of conventional collaborative 
practices in the realm of land use. For this discussion, “collaborative practices” in-
clude the widest range of interaction between and among the public and private 
sector stakeholders. 

Negotiation approaches, such as facilitation, mediation, dialogue, consensus 
building, and other collaborative practices may be framed in the  theory of col-
laborative planning when the issues are related to land-use (Baptista 2005:3). In 
other words, negotiation approaches represent communicative models of plan-
ning.  The two main branches of communicative  models are derived from differ-
ent philosophical approaches, first, from American pragmatism as in the work of 
John Dewey and Richard Rorty, and second, from the theory of communicative 
rationalism based on the work of Jürgen Habermas (Fainstein 2000:453). Because 
collaborative planning derives from two different philosophical traditions, the re-
lation of communicative models to planning practice has been subject to confusion 
and miscommunication. Consensus building, for example, has no connection to 
Habermas’s thoughts (Innes 2004:10). As part of communicative planning theory 
and practice, it has its origins in interest-based integrative bargaining, mediation, 
and alternative dispute resolution (Ibid.:6).
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Scholarly work on labor union negotiations has also influenced the theory and 
practice of negotiating public disputes (Susskind, Cruikshank 1987). In their sem-
inal book A Behavioral Theory of Labor Negotiations, Robert McKersie and Rich-
ard Walton (1965) provided structural models for the distributive and integrative 
negotiation models and described the strategies and tactics associated with each 
model. They also refer to scholarly work conducted in the mid and early 1950’s 
such as H. A. Simon’s (1955) problem-solving model identifying the important 
notion of alternative solutions. The model of Walton and McKersie (1965:137) 
emphasized the stages of

Identifying the problem,1. 

Searching for alternative solutions [my italics] and their consequences, 2. 
and

Preference ordering of solutions and selecting a course of action.3. 

The nature of collaborative action suggests alternative solutions, and also gives a 
tangible and functional, as opposed to ideological, rationale for deliberation. 

The practice of integrative bargaining for the resolution of environmental disputes 
was pioneered in the Snoqualmie River Conflict, a long-running dispute finally 
resolved through mediation in 1973. The protracted conflict over the construc-
tion of a flood-control dam in Washington was mediated by Jane McCarthy and 
Gerald W. Cormick. They claimed that the power of fear – fear that something 
worse would happen without mediation – is the only basis for mediated disputes 
(Goldmann 1980:39).The Snoqualmie River Conflict demonstrated that poten-
tial of alternative solutions to prevent uncontrolled development following the 
construction of the dam. The exclusion of government stakeholders early in the 
process didn’t diminish the value of the solutions, although, the implementation 
and the overall process of mediation suffered. 

In the 1960s and ‘70s, the environmental movement gained strength in the USA. 
A center piece of the movement was the 1969 passage of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act (NEPA) sponsored by Senator Henry Jackson, Chairman of the 
Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. The environmental movement 
of early 60’s had called for environmental responsibility at the federal level. NEPA 
required all federal agencies to conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA) prior to embarking on projects with potential environmental consequences. 
EIAs required public commentary; the evolution of negotiations, or collaborative 
practices in the production of EIAs grew out of the fact-finding and public review 
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aspects of performing EIAs, and led to the empowerment of environmentalists in 
the process of government-sponsored project development.  

The first sweeping process of environmental review at the national level in the 
world, NEPA has been viewed simultaneously as both as the most successful and 
disappointing of environmental laws. The world wide adaptation of its principles 
has led to alternative courses of action or better decisions, but in addition to im-
proved environmental practice, NEPA has also been notorious for the production 
of huge quantities of unnecessary paper work and delays, especially in the case of 
large-scale infrastructure projects (Caldwell 1999).

In an effort to bypass NEPA’s inefficiencies of process, the first mediated nego-
tiations addressed massive, complex projects with significant potential impact on 
green space and wildlife. In later years, mediated public participation was applied 
to smaller-scale urban developments, but the fundamentals of active mediation 
of public disputes as part of communicative planning evolved through the large 
infrastructure projects such as the Snoqualmie River project. 

Collaborative planning is often framed as a way to resolve a conflict or struggle be-
tween groups with contending interests. European and North American cultural 
perspectives frame communicative planning gaps between rhetoric and action dif-
ferently: In Europe, institutional bargaining between centralized power and local 
groups doesn’t guarantee that anything will be implemented. In the United States, 
traditional antagonism towards the powerful administrative state may restrict the 
implementation of government-led plans. (Fainstein 2000:460) Both have cur-
tailed physical implementation of important plans, which has been considered a 
significant defect of the collaborative planning approaches (Helling 1998:5). 

S. S. Fainstein (2000:458) argues that collaborative planning fails at the imple-
mentation phase because of an imbalance of power among the parties; what ap-
pears “positional” may in fact be a reflection of this imbalance. However, even if all 
stakeholders had equal power, they would be unlikely to always have the same in-
terests. Conversely, stakeholders with unequal power may have common interests. 
In practical circumstances inequality of power is more likely. Fisher argues that 
power may play an important role in negotiations, but still be irrelevant (Fisher 
1983:151), to a participant in a collaborative planning process trying to advance 
his or her interests.

The practical concern is how to improve collaborative practices. Cees Leeuwis 
(2000:946) has proposed framing participatory processes as negotiation processes 
with an emphasis on the learning aspect of collaboration: 
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If in practice participatory projects [my italics] emerge as “arenas of struggle,” 
then why not base methodological approaches on these assumptions? That 
is: why not organize participatory trajectories as negotiation processes, in 
order to better deal with conflict situations? An objection may be that this 
helps only to further legitimize strategic action in a world that already 
suffers from actors pursuing their own self-interest. However, it must be 
emphasized that negotiation and social learning are by no means mutually 
exclusive; communicative and strategic action are in many ways two sides of 
the same coin. In fact, adopting a negotiation approach is probably the best 
strategy to encourage social learning – an argument supported by insights 
from social psychology.

First, it is necessary to define the participatory project. The dimensions of partici-
pation include the distribution of decision-making authority among stakeholders, 
and their relation to development and planning functions such as analysis of con-
ditions, problem identification, goal setting, and solutions (Ibid.). According to 
definitions of participation within communicative planning, all the collaborative 
planning approaches share the notion of early and wide stakeholder participation, 
although participants in collaborative planning actively seek and work for their 
own interests, not those of the entire group of stakeholders (Baptista 2005). If 
deliberation is not understood from the perspective of self-interest, any interpreta-
tion stressing the inherent value of democracy poses the problem cited by Shapiro: 
political and economic realities affect competitor behavior.

It appears that a strategic aspect of self-interest is incorporated into the objectives 
of communicative planning. Usually, contending self-interest is seen in terms of 
win-lose struggle for dominance, rather than of potential gain, as it might be if 
viewed from a learning perspective.  The selection of framing is a strategic deci-
sion made by each individual stakeholder. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
prospect theory suggests that risk-averse bargaining is associated with gains, and 
risk-oriented bargaining affiliated with losses. In conventional practice of public 
participation, the affected stakeholders inclined to risk-oriented bargaining often 
demand the withdrawal of a planning or development initiative. 

In a complex development it may not be possible for all stakeholders to agree 
to adopt a common, predefined framework for thinking about a project. How-
ever, framing influences the degree of integration in development negotiations 
and the ability for one stakeholder to seduce others into a game in which trajec-
tories replacing the positional thinking. Along with the incremental emergence 
of developments, their complexity can make it difficult to define where and how 
negotiations are actually taking place and create a demand for the application of 
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integrative negotiation procedures. For example, the self-interests of a developer 
are not served by a fully open and wide collaborative planning when access to a 
prospective site has not been secured. The developer wants to avoid hostile com-
petitors who are not directly stakeholders, but may have learned about the devel-
opment process through deliberation. 

 Integrative negotiation approaches require interaction, or participation, both 
within and between stakeholders from both public and private sectors in develop-
ments. Leeuwis’s definition of a participatory project did not address the degree or 
nature of the decision-making authority involved in participation. For example, the 

“authority” of a developer might include information or support from local stake-
holders; agreement between developer and locals could streamline the process and 
improving the content of the development without any disputes. Or, stakehold-
ers with no relationship to the developer could precipitate a conflict, blocking a 
project.

Initially, these situations may sound diametrically different.  However, they could 
converge through continuous engagement in which mutual support or knowledge 
inform the interests of both the developer and the local stakeholders. Instead of 
trying to change the power relations, the focus on interests and distribution of 
gains help to look over the positions of power.  The avoidance of the domination 
of one interest over another and the achievement of fair and potentially integrated 
interests over others are measures of the social sustainability of a development. Suc-
cessful negotiation requires an acceptance of uncertainty, because the acceptability 
of decisions depends on how well the interests have been met in negotiations.  In 
return for relinquishing preconceived solutions, stakeholders gain value through 
a process of discovery. Consequently, the outcomes of negotiations together with 
the interpretation of social responsibilities can and should affect the future suc-
cess of initial stakeholders.  As a corollary, public policies can be constructed as 
vehicles for guiding the favorable course of producing built environment based on 
stakeholder interests. 

Negotiation approaches applied to planning require sufficient trust among the 
parties to enable them to tolerate a certain degree of irrationality and uncertainty 
as solutions emerge. For integrative development negotiations, a predictable and 
mediated process itself can be one source of trust. The idea of the planner as a 
mediator rather than as a producer of solutions was first introduced by Lawrence 
E. Susskind and Connie Ozawa (1984) in their article “The Planner as Mediator” 
in the Journal of Planning Education and Research. Based on three case studies in 
public-sector development, the article suggests that planners should approach the 
implementation of the built environment through mediated negotiation informed 
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by four different models of negotiations: labor relations, international relations, 
community dispute resolution, and environmental dispute resolution. Of these 
models, the latter two are most closely allied to planning and development prac-
tice. 

Certainly, the adoption of the mediator role would mean that some planners would 
have to abandon cherished design careers and become mainly problem solvers, 
turning physical and stylistic solutions over to others. In fact, this appears to be 
one reason for positional thinking in some city planning offices. Herbert Alexan-
der Simon vividly illustrated the desire of regulators for certainty and predefined 

“rational” solutions:

We have become accustomed to the idea that a natural system like the 
human body or an ecosystem regulates itself. To explain the regulation, 
we look for feedback loops rather than a central planning and directing 
body. But somehow our intuitions about self-regulation don’t carry over 
to the artificial systems of human society. (Thus) ... the ... disbelief always 
expressed by (my) architecture students (about) ... medieval cities as marvel-
ously patterned systems that had mostly just “grown” in response to myriads 
of individual decisions. To my students a pattern implied a planner... . The 
idea that a city could acquire its pattern as “naturally” as a snowflake was 
foreign to them. (Simon 1981, 1996:33)

The concept of planner as mediator integrates implementation functions into the 
planning process. Implementation is based on certain rational thinking about how 
to organize the process and content of a development, for example, through con-
cepts which represent the interests of a developer as products of strategic decision 
making. By thinking the interests related to implementation, planners can begin 
to adopt the perspective of real estate developers instead of producing predefined 
solutions through plans. Their action can facilitate, or regulate, the emergence of 
alternative solutions which wouldn’t surface without the connection to the imple-
mentation with distinct knowledge and resources. On the other hand, the per-
spective of urban planning may help to discover valuable initiatives for real estate 
development through innovative spatial ideas or land-use patterns.

The nexus between development and planning has recently been identified main-
ly with macro-economic reasons related to globalization and neo-liberal market 
agendas. Three alternative scenarios describe alternative ways in which developers 
and planners interact to produce the built environment. In the first, laisser-faire 
culture is dominant. Second, consumer satisfaction replaces public interest, and 
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individual consumption preferences dominate. Third, the quality of development 
reflects the choices of planners. (Wadley 2004:173)

The first two scenarios have are fairly remote from any idea of strategic planning. 
Uncertainty and market turbulence dominate the production of built environ-
ment in the first two scenarios, which may not be optimal even for private sector 
stakeholders. The third scenario, despite its planning orientation, includes some 
characteristics of a negotiation approach, in that planners must determine public 
interests before making any choices. Considering the context of the scenarios in 
which a single stakeholder is not able to dictate or take the initiative further alone, 
the “conditioning” and “selection” must be understood as mediation of aspirations 
and not as command by force. 

The role of the planner as mediator presented by Susskind and Ozawa fits well 
into the third scenario on the macro-economical level. From the perspective of 
public planning as representative of public interests, the key questions address 
ways to meet these interests integratively. The alternative is to take a positional 
stand, in which planners react to private sector initiatives.  In this case, negotia-
tions begin not from the perspective of public interests, but from the perspective 
of power struggle between planners and developers. 

The landscapes in which developers and planners work, tell us little about the 
dynamics within the actual projects. To apply integrative negotiations to develop-
ments, we need to understand the diverse viewpoints, actions, and strategies of 
those who built the cities. Unfortunately, planning research and literature has not 
addressed this issue (Coiacetto 2000:353). E.J. Coiacetto’s project-level viewpoint 
is a valuable complement to the macro-economic perspective. He writes that: 

Planning and urban policy have a great deal to do with private sector devel-
opment – with regulation and assessment of development, the distribution 
of its social costs and private benefits, the provision of infrastructure for 
development, and with the mediation of conflict over development (Ibid.).

The call for empirical understanding of real estate development has been pre-
sented before. Nathalie Lichfield (1956) outlined in his PhD thesis “Economics of 
Planned Development” a concept for distribution of the benefits of development. 
This concept has evolved since the 1950s, but the rationale has remained the 
same – bringing the aspects of development and planning closer together through 
facilitating planners’ understanding of land values, the tool used by a developer in 
approaching a project. 
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“Planned Development” is not primarily an integrative negotiation approach.  It 
is the enhancement of communication and search for value through the use of a 
Planning Balance Sheet which provides objective criteria on which a negotiation 
might be based. However, Lichfield’s concept of planned development is ground-
ed in the plan-shaped market instead of in market-led planning, which provides a 
positional insight into the production of built environment.  However, interaction 
between development and planning can lead to something which neither the pub-
lic-led planning nor private developers would produce on their own. (Lichfield et 
al. 2003:49)

Since the 1980s, scholars have produced a great amount of literature on develop-
ment negotiations, much of it focusing on the provision of infrastructure provision. 
However, infrastructure should not be the only realm of future research on nego-
tiative practices (Ennis 1997:1953). Traditionally, negotiations are not considered 
to belong to the realm of town planning, but to be an all-pervasive human activity 
(Claydon 1997:2004). A recent case study of a joint development process demon-
strated the trajectory of its conception and launch through an array of negotiations 
(Aaltonen 2006:28). 

This chapter began with the problem of positional thinking in the production of 
built environment. As proposed here, a more productive alternative is a gains-ori-
ented framing with an integrative negotiation approach at the intersection of real 
estate development, city design, and urban planning. Interests link the actions of 
stakeholders to the production of the built environment through interaction with 
city planning and strategic corporate planning. This research demonstrates the 
value of collaborative planning practices in the context of integrative multiparty 
negotiations for an improved approach to the production of the built environ-
ment 

The following chapter shows that an integrative negotiation framework contrib-
utes to the strategic decision -making of initial stakeholders, such as cities and 
developers, in programming urban developments. The chapter focuses on the 
interests of stakeholders as construed in the Consensus Building (Susskind et 
al. 1999:138,139) and the Mutual Gains Approach (Susskind, Field 1996:13) as 
vehicles for initiating and implementing urban developments.
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Chapter 2 
Integrative negotiations

Integrative negotiations produce more efficient agreements
The concept of a fixed-pie is vividly illustrated by the example of two sisters fight-
ing over an orange; one wants orange juice, the other wants orange peel to use in 
a cake. Their compromise is to split an orange – each sister using her half for own 
purpose. An alternative solution would have been to let one sister use the entire 
peel for her baking project, and the other sister have all the juice (Follett 1940).
Had they sought an integrative solution, each sister could have gained value in 
terms of interests instead compromise. Integrative solutions move beyond com-
promises, as concluded by Mary Parker Follett (1942:35): “Compromise doesn’t 
create, it deals with what already exists; integration creates something new […]”  

This simple example of seeing the orange as a set of resources and opportunity, 
rather than as a problem sheds light on the distributive and integrative modes 
of bargaining process suggested by Walton and McKersie (1965). Parties to a 
negotiation often enter the bargaining with a “fixed-pie assumption” expecting 
the interests of the other stakeholders to be completely opposed to their own.  
Ideally, they will quickly learn about the potential for mutual gain (Thompson, 
Hastie 1990:117). Pruitt (1990:119) has labeled the fixed-pie assumption as “per-
ceived integrative potential” allowing it to be a continuous variable. In short, the 
existence of an alternative pie must first be discovered, or perceived, in order to 
consider the size and qualities of the pie.

Earlier sections of this text described the positional bargaining that character-
izes conventional distributive approaches to development and city planning. This 
chapter describes integrative approaches from the perspective of initial stakehold-
ers. The objective of integrative development negotiation is to find a “win-win” 
solution, in which different stakeholders interact as vital parts of the same process 

– the production of the built environment – rather than as antagonists seeking value 
at the expense of the others. (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:101). This chapter includes a 
review of the current advice and literature on integrative negotiation practices and 
theories applicable to negotiation over development. 

Integrative approaches are designed to foster a culture, or a style, in which people 
can work together to identify the most sustainable and mutually beneficial solu-
tions to a development problem. Research implies that when the stakeholders 
have high aspirations and strong self-interests, creative and integrative solutions 
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leading to an agreement are not always forthcoming (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:536). 
However, a shared concern about the interests of others may produce greater joint 
benefits despite the strong self-interest of the parties (Ibid.). 

The conditions and success factors for creating an integrative development and 
city planning culture are called components of “protected space”.13 This chapter 
addresses the ways in which a mediator might help create “protected spaces” in 
urban developments and planning activities. The objective is to introduce ways 
to support the integrative actions of different stakeholders in development ne-
gotiations, an arena traditionally dominated by traditional modes of competitive 
negotiation, or distributive bargaining. 

First, we identify the strategic styles of negotiation and locate integrative develop-
ment negotiations in that framework. Constraints and success factors are identi-
fied prior to a discussion of integrative negotiation process. The following review 
identifies both the Consensus Building and the Mutual Gains Approach as in-
tegrative negotiation approaches. The Consensus Building approach is seen as a 
potential framework for development negotiations which could benefit from the 
Mutual Gains Approach. I will begin by elaborating the subject matters in dis-
tributive and integrative bargaining, and viewing the different styles of managing 
a conflict, or an opportunity, in the Dual Concern Model which is a framework 
for analyzing negotiation strategies.

Styles of managing the subject of bargaining
The subject of distributive bargaining is called an issue; the subject of  integrative 
bargaining is called a problem. The combination of both processes poses a “mixed 
situation” or “mixed issues” (Walton, McKersie 1965:13). An issue pertains to a 
situation in which each party aims to maximize his gains in the context of fixed-
sum payoffs.  In other words, the amount of shareable value is limited, and one 
party gains at the expense of the others. The problems addressed through integra-
tive bargaining contain a wide range of possible total values available to the parties 
who are engaged together in the creative production and allocation of value. The 
mixed bargaining situation combines both, which enhances the creation of joint 
gains and of decisions in which value is shared. 

13  René Kemp, Johan Schot and Remco Hoogma (1998) have proposed the Approach of 
Strategic Niche Management aiming to foster more sustainable and promising technologies in 

“protected spaces.” In my research, I view integrative negotiations as a prospect technology which 
is capable of delivering more sustainable outcomes, or results which increase the satisfaction lev-
els of a greater number of stakeholders than the conventional wisdom in urban development and 
city planning.
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The distributive and integrative models of negotiations represent opposing ap-
proaches to bargaining (Bazerman 1983:216), but both processes can be a part 
of the negotiations; and thus, they are not mutually exclusive. In Walton and Mc-
Kersie’s (1965:127) definitions, the integrative situation includes often distribu-
tive elements in the process of joint and innovative value-creation focusing on 
mutual problem solving in which each party contributes to the solution. The exact 
form of the solution cannot be precisely predicted prior to the contribution, and 
the stakeholders configure and reconfigure the solution to include elements fulfill-
ing their interests during the process. 

This incremental formation of solutions introduces a degree of uncertainty in the 
negotiation process. Uncertainty may exist in the distributive model as well; as a 
conflict escalates, early proposals and solutions may come to be seen as unfeasible.  
In this situation, parties’ senses of certainty at the outset were based on the false 
assumption that other stakeholders would accept the initial positions taken by the 
parties. 

Negotiations related to the production of the built environment are hardly ever 
entirely integrative; distributive elements always exist. Some components, such 
as the availability of land, can be interpreted as scarce and fixed assets. The avail-
ability of land is not likely to be the single issue in negotiations, but the content of 
a development in a specific context poses a wider problem or an opportunity. In fact, 
only a few actual negotiation situations are purely distributive

In terms of process, integrative and distributive bargaining may be viewed as ei-
ther separate or mixed models (Putnam 1990:4). The separate model treats integra-
tive and distributive processes, or dynamic activities, separately. The mixed model 
suggests two sub-categories in which distributive and integrative bargaining in-
tertwine – the stage model and the interdependence model (Ibid.). In mixed models 
integrative and distributive chains of events take place separately and also through 
intertwining sub-processes presented in the landmark book of Walton and McK-
ersie (1965). 

The stage model distinguishes separate distinct phases for distributive and in-
tegrative actions. In the first phase, the parties define issues and create positions 
through a distributive bargaining process. Second, the parties adopt integrative 
bargaining and engage in problem-solving and packaging of solutions. The third 
phase continues the integrative process, as parties make concessions. (Putnam 
1990:10)
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The interdependence model adopts a cyclic view in which the issues are defined 
and reframed through continuous and reciprocal distributive and integrative bar-
gaining, know as issue development. The strategic perspective of the interdepen-
dence model is that distributive and integrative strategies comprise communication 
management, in which information on actual interests is obtained through tacit 
communication resembling Axelrod’s notion of tacit cooperation. (Ibid.:14,15)

The communicative behaviors are the main tools for bargaining; the behaviors are 
tactics for transmitting stakeholder interests related to a certain problem, or op-
portunity. Putnam (Ibid.:5) proposes that the integrative and distributive elements 
in negotiations should be brought together through the interdependence model. 

The Dual Concern Model
The search for innovative problem solving requires strategic choices. The two sis-
ters failed to see the orange as a bundle of resources. Instead, they followed the 
strategy of contending over possession of the object. The strategies available to a 
negotiator can be viewed in the Dual Concern Model (DCM). The Dual Con-
cern Model identifies strategic styles that can be found in both the distributive 
and integrative elements of negotiations; these elements include problem solving, 
accommodating, avoiding, and competing (Blake, Mouton 1964; Gladwin, Wal-
ter 1980; Rahim 1983; Filley 1975; Lewicki, Litterer 1985; Pruitt 1983; Thomas 
1976). (See figure 2) 
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Figure 2: The Dual Concern Model
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Several different versions of the Dual Concern Model are inspired by the Mana-
gerial Grid of Blake and Mouton. The grid addresses the “concern for production” 
and “concern for people” as dimensions of the model; the grid includes different 
managerial approaches (Blake, Mouton 1964:10). This model also includes a fifth 
management strategy – compromising – in the middle of the figure. In the field 
of negotiations, Pruitt (1983:173) has suggested abandoning compromising as an 
inappropriate strategy arising from lazy problem-solving. Others, such as Lewicki 
and Litterer (1985:104) have accepted the compromise strategy in their adapta-
tions of the model.

Dimensions of the Dual Concern Model
The dimensions of the Dual Concern Model label its concerns as “outcomes”.  In 
this study these elements are defined as “interests.” This usage is not widely used, 
even though use of interests as the dimensions has not spread widely even though 
developing theories of integrative negotiation emphasize the conceptual value of 
interests in. In previous research, Thomas (1976:922) has construed each party’s 
interests as conflicting or common in relation to the high or low stakes. 

This study uses interests as the dimensions of the mode for three reasons. First, 
“interests” emphasize the temporal dimension of negotiations and the linkage to 
the strategic decision-making of organizations as they articulate their interests in 
the course of a development negotiation. Later in this study, the Dual Concern 
Model will be used to analyze the interplay of interests and actions that go into 
strategic decision making and to propose that the framing of negotiations creates 
a mental model for the parties. Such mental models affect the way in which cities 
and developers approach particular development negotiations. The case studies 
describe the strategic interests of entire organizations because the stakeholders 
within the party organizations may have different interests. 

Second, it may be in a negotiator’s own interest to seek solutions amenable to 
other parties, even though these outcomes might not maximize the outcome for 
him or her. Such interests may include important intangibles such as goodwill and 
increased social sustainability of a particular outcome, and trust. For example, if 
the number of parking places at a local grocery store can be reduced without com-
promising the feasibility of a commercial solution in the interests of a developer, 
the retailer may gain goodwill that might be used in marketing. A seemingly poor 
quantitative outcome (fewer parking spaces) nevertheless supports the interests of 
the marketing department. In other words, yielding in certain areas may in fact 
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align with long-term objectives better than a strategy of trying to maximize every 
outcome.14 

Third, using interests as dimensions of the DCM also has a temporal significance. 
The scope of the negotiation includes a common understanding of when it will 
begin and end. This will affect the strategic actions and desired outcomes of the 
parties. For example, even though parties cannot know the outcome of future 
development negotiations, it is probably in their long-term interests to build re-
lationships with groups they may negotiate with again. Thus, the integrative ap-
proach to negotiations, focusing on current interests can include outcomes that 
will shape parties’ interests and positions in the future. 

Strategic styles of negotiating
Problem solving. The aim of problem solving is to satisfy all stakeholder interests. 
Pruitt (Pruitt 1983:168) defines two modes of problem solving: action taken by a 
single stakeholder and collaborative action or joint problem solving. Problem solv-
ing includes several different approaches: a) expanding the pie in which stakehold-
ers search for innovative value-adding solutions; b) cost-cutting to reduce the costs 
of the solution;; c) “compensating” by offering rewards; d) trade-offs of low priority 
interests; e) and the new option of bridging (Ibid.). Another form of joint problem 
solving is ”collaboration,” in which stakeholders work together to maximize their 
joint outcomes (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:103). 

A problem-solving strategy applying integrative potential can lead to a resolution 
that may satisfy all stakeholders by introducing an outcome preferable to the status 
quo, or that does not appear to offer an improvement upon the current situation 
for all stakeholders (Walton, McKersie 1965:128,129). The integrative potential 
of a negotiation situation, including pre-negotiations and preparatory phases, can 
change during the process. For example, in housing or commercial developments 
the mix of users will affect the integrative potential of the negotiation. The pos-
sibility of change also functions as a strategic dimension of integrative potential. 
Some actions affecting integrative potential, such as an increase in trust, can occur 

14  The temporal perspective is based on the macro-level evolutionary theory of economic 
change. In organizational level, the use of purpose and cogitation are feasible vehicles for model-
ing the behavior of firms [and organizations] instead of strict maximization of outcomes, such as 
profits or gains (Nelson, Winter 1982:33). The purpose of cogitative action is to fulfill interests 
which may lead to unpredicted trajectories and innovations, and supersede the meaning of great-
er short-term outcomes. Additionally, the behavioralist perspective suggests with Herbert Simon 
as the leading thinker, that man’s “bounded” rationality in complex real-life situations limits the 
ability to comprehend and maximize over a given set of alternatives (Ibid.:35).  I will elaborate 
the evolutionary theory of economic change in the next chapter as the framework of single devel-
opment negotiations as part of the socio-technological transition.
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before, during, and after a particular negotiation. Other factors, such as economic 
conditions unrelated to the stakeholders, may also emerge during the negotiation. 
In short, many conscious actions and other factors impinging on stakeholders, 
such as time and economic conditions, may affect the integrative potential of a 
negotiation. 

Accommodating, or yielding, involves a reduction of parties’ goals and values.  It can 
be partial and used for specific purposes (Pruitt 1983:171), or it may completely 
fulfill the needs of some stakeholders before focusing those of others (Lewicki, 
Litterer 1985:103). Yielding can be used tactically to satisfy one stakeholder prior 
to beginning a problem-solving process.  Research on the limits of making con-
cessions suggests that higher limits produce higher initial demands and slower 
concession making (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:544). The aspirations of negotiators 
follow the same trajectory, in which high aspirations produce greater demands, 
smaller concessions, and slow the process of reaching agreements (Ibid.). The fol-
lowing figure illustrates factors affecting negotiators’ degree of yielding.  It is based 
on Carnevale’s and Pruitt’s (1992) article “Negotiation and mediation”:

Carnevale indicates that the significance of factors affecting the degree of yielding 
tend to diminish as cooperation increases (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:545). This find-
ing is logical in terms of the Dual Concern Model; the actual negotiation style, or 
mental model, shifts from yielding to collaboration.  

Competing, or contending, involves one (or more) stakeholder’s effort to promote 
its own interests (Pruitt 1983:170) regardless of those of others. The competi-
tive strategy is also known as positional bargaining (Fisher, Ury 1981), in which 
negotiation proceeds from fixed positions instead of the interests of the parties. 
Competitive negotiation tactics include, for example, commitment to fixed posi-
tions, very high demands, argumentation to wrest concessions from others, diverse 
threats (lowering the BATNA of other stakeholders), claiming asymmetrical time 

Hostility 
High aspiration 
Perceived high demand by constituents 
Low status as representative

Time pressure  
Belief of constituents favoring 

cooperation 

Decreased yielding  Increased yielding

Figure 3: Factors affecting the degree of yielding
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pressure, and tendency to conceal information (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:548; Le-
wicki, Litterer 1985:102; Pruitt 1983:170). 

Contentious tactics can be harmful in two ways. First, the integrative potential 
is decreased because the creativity required to discover unanticipated solutions is 
blocked. Second, it can lead to defensive escalation of positional argumentation. 
(Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:549) However, it has been argued that competition can 
be a healthy phase of successful problem solving and the production of reasonable 
agreements (Pruitt 1983:170). 

Bazerman and Neale (1983:64) associate contending with situations in which 
problem solving wasn’t an initial option. This can occur when aspirations are high 
and integrative potential hasn’t been identified. Lower aspirations leave more 
room for a wider range of settlement options. In such an instance, contending is 
a vehicle for entering problem-solving and for lowering aspirations to a level at 
which agreement is possible. However, contending may also lead to compromising 
or avoiding.

Learning about the aspirations of other stakeholders is an important step at the 
beginning of the negotiations process (Ibid.:60). Preparatory pre-negotiation can 
significantly shape the bargaining strategy. The Dual Concern Model is a heuris-
tic device to provide strategic understanding and knowledge about the effects of 
different strategies and to avoid harmful contention before the actual negotiations 
begin. 

A sudden shift of a framework, or a mental model, can undermine an entire stra-
tegic style, as well as the reliability and credibility of a stakeholder. However, pro-
ductive contending may still occur during a negotiation and play a role in the 
problem-solving mode. For example, it may be used in the search for novel so-
lutions in the course of a problem-solving process and search for joint interests. 
Contending may prevent premature yielding and loss of joint gains.

Avoiding as a strategic style is only briefly discussed in the literature. Avoiding is 
related to conflicts (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:103) which are not necessarily a part of 
a negotiation. When negotiators do not actively pursue their own or anyone else’s 
interests, they are avoiding the conflict. This strategy can used when a negotiator 
fears a conflict, when issues are considered too insignificant to bargain over, or 
when one of the parties wishes to stall or delay the negotiations (Ibid.). 

Avoiding can be used as a pressure tactic to deliberately frustrate another party, or 
to change external conditions forcing the other side to yield. Avoiding may occur 
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before or during the actual negotiations. Avoiding after a negotiation concludes 
could also occur, but it would be significant only to future negotiations and form a 
linkage. Pruitt (1983:172) has claimed that avoiding is a waste of time which may 
even stop the negotiations. Inaction may, however, have both tactical and strategic 
meaning for stakeholders. Particularly in urban developments avoiding can lead 
to delays of several years.  The recognition of avoidance behavior, conscious or 
unconscious, may help the parties discover a way to move toward collaboration.

Critique of the Dual Concern Model
Despite wide recognition in the literature on behavior, negotiation, and manage-
ment, relatively little attention has been paid to the importance of relationships 
between concerns and to the choice of conflict strategies.  Furthermore, this lit-
erature is based on empirical experimental work rather than, for example, on case 
studies (Sorenson, Morse & Savage 1999:25). Sorenson, Morse, and Savage (1999) 
and Van de Vliert (1997) have empirically tested the factors underlying the choice 
of conflict management strategy. Both studies conclude that integrative strategic 
choice decreases as concern for self increases. This result is inconsistent with the 
DCM, and contradicts the argument that integration is necessarily a win-win 
strategy (Sorenson,Morse & Savage 1999:40). The DCM has been criticized for 
failing to recognize that win-win situations may also occur when negotiators have 
little or no concern for the needs of other stakeholders; the model does not eas-
ily accommodate integrative outcomes when the stakeholders are only concerned 
about themselves (Thompson 1990:524). 

According to Carnevale and Pruitt (1992:542), an additional valid critique is that 
the model neglects fundamental but intangible stakeholder goals such as the “de-
sire to reach a fair outcome” (Thompson 1990:524). The model presented in this 
research is based on interests (see Figure 2: The Dual Concern Model). “Interests” 
can include goals that are more complex than direct outcomes of a particular ne-
gotiation. For example, a negotiator may be interested in relationships, and certain 
outcomes may affect them more than others. A negotiator may not be very con-
cerned about a specific outcome, but she or he makes a choice based on personal 
interest. Thus, a minor concern about single outcome and a strong concern about 
an interest can occur at the same time; a strong concern for the interests of others 
in terms of, for example, fairness can also shape outcomes.

Sorenson et al. (1999:40) discuss why empirical experimental studies criticizing 
DCM are unreliable for two reasons. First, in both studies the subjects were stu-
dents who might have had little experience in collaboration. Second, the studies 
employed simulations in experimental conditions which may have masked the 
importance of long-term relationships. Consequently, the subjects’ understanding 
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of a real-life negotiator’s concerns may not be complete. An outcome, for example, 
about long-range relationships might become an “interest” to pursue in the long-
run. 

The temporal dimension in relationships given by Sorenson et al. is an example of 
this different interpretation of “concern.” Additionally, concerns may change when 
the negotiators learn and obtain more information as the bargaining unfolds. This 
dynamic view of bargainer orientations may explain unpredicted behavior pattern 
in laboratory studies (Putnam 1990:6). The research of Sorenson et al. (1999:32) 
offers the interesting situation in which negotiators chose conglomerating strate-
gies instead of adhering to one specific strategy. Regardless of strong motivation 
to select one conflict management strategy, some experimental subjects preferred 
multiple mixed strategies. Different strategies were deployed simultaneously at 
least in the process of choosing a strategy, on either a conscious or unconscious 
level. The DCM fails to explain the fluctuation of strategies during negotiations, 
and apparently also before the actual negotiations in the process of forming rela-
tionships with other stakeholders.

“Motivational orientations” to a negotiation situation can be diverse and not all of 
them are explained by the DCM. Three out of four distinct motivational orienta-
tions to negotiations occupy locations in the DCM: a) individualistic orientation 
focusing solely on one’s own outcomes; b) altruistic orientation concentrating on 
other stakeholders’ outcomes; and c) cooperative orientation concerned about all 
the stakeholders’ outcomes (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:539). The fourth orientation, 
competition, is not represented by the model, which makes it clearly incomplete 
(Ibid.:542). Most negotiations related to the production of the built environment 
are likely to fall into the category of cooperative orientation, because the regula-
tory and practical requirements create a strong need to interact among multiple 
stakeholders. The interpretation of a single cooperative orientation would be sim-
plistic without considering the several potential styles of cooperation, including 
a mixed or hybrid strategy. As “mixed situations” occur, which is likely, strategies 
other than cooperation are more likely to be applied. 

Use of the Dual Concern Model
The model was intended to be used as a heuristic device rather than as a com-
prehensive theory (Carnevale, Pruitt 1992:542), just as the managerial grid is de-
signed to provide a framework to convey essential knowledge to managers (Blake, 
Mouton 1964:xvi). The significance for the DCM in this study is two-fold. First, 
the model can provide a framework for analyzing relationships between actions 
and interest in a case study setting. Second, the model could provide a navigation 
framework for managing and mediating developments in practice. 
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The potential practical use of the model is also two-folded, or more precisely, cy-
clic. The model can address strategic styles before engaging into a certain devel-
opment or project, and during the negotiations and interaction in the develop-
ment. Hence, the model can be applied on two levels, at the organizational level, 
it represents the mental model of an organization through its employees and their 
strategy-making process. At the second, project level, it characterizes the initial 
stakeholders’ interaction strategies and their relationships. 

On the first level, the orientation which a stakeholder organization applies to the 
development processes can be communicated inside an organization, for example 
between a city’s real estate services and city planning department. Moreover, the 
strategic decisions are manifested in the same framework which is used on the 
second level for tactical project development as well. In other words, the DCM 
establishes the mental model of the organization through the tasks, or “routines,” 
which the members of the organization perform. The cyclic character of the mod-
el implies that the actions taken before and during a particular development may 
affect the other stakeholders’ responses in either a distributive or integrative direc-
tion. In this respect the use of the model mirrors the interdependence model of 
bargaining. 

However, the perspective of the DCM can be applied to strategic decision making, 
far beyond the actual negotiations or even pre-negotiations. The effects may ex-
tend to stakeholders with whom the negotiator, for example, a city or a developer, 
has never been in contact. The negotiator may not even be aware of the existence 
of a potential emergent stakeholder. On the organizational level, the DCM can be 
used prior to a particular development as a vehicle for organizational learning and 
strategy making to determine and decide on the most desirable approach.

During a development process, or on a project level, the DCM serves as an in-
formation-gathering framework for certain stakeholders and context. The model 
can provide a way to describe different negotiation styles or combinations of them 
based on the conceptions of each negotiator’s own interests (Lewicki, Litterer 
1985:105). In addition to identifying diverse relationships among the stakeholders, 
the model may help in balancing different bargaining tactics. A third potential use 
for the DCM is to identify prospective stakeholders, partners, or even competitors 
associated with the development. In short, the model serves as a selection device 
for tactics based on the strategic choices made on the organizational level.

Constraints of integrative negotiations
In Integrative Development negotiators should aspire to interact within the upper 
right hand corner of the DCM, the collaborative and innovative mode of work-
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ing. Ideally, the stakeholders are able to begin in that mode and remain there, in a 
“protected space,” throughout the development process.  Opposing parties usually 
reciprocate in kind to integrative tactics, before possibly returning distributive bar-
gaining as offensive-defensive pattern (Rhoades, Carnevale 1999:1795; Putnam 
1990:20). The sequences of action producing a norm of mutuality are consistent 
with the tit-for-tat strategy described in Axelrod’s research (1984). Regardless of 
the bargaining strategy chosen, problem solving appears to be most dependent on 
approaches as well as to motivational orientations (Rhoades, Carnevale 1999:1794, 
1795). 

Negotiation approaches inclined to integrative problem solving face numerous 
constraints: contentious approaches, lack of trustworthiness, inadequate commu-
nication and information overload, and the perception of a “fixed pie.” These con-
straints encourage a counterproductive offensive-defensive pattern of inaction or 
contending. To reach resolution, stakeholders must be persuaded to adopt integra-
tive negotiation style (Fisher,Ury & Patton 1991:108). 

Fallacies of contending
When the stakeholders engage in collaborative problem-solving, contentious ac-
tion or unilateral decision making appears less attractive (Rhoades, Carnevale 
1999:1795). Contending seems more feasible when an opposing party’s resistance 
appears lower (Pruitt 1983:183). Contending tactics are a two-edge sword, lead-
ing to either success or failure. The perception of contending as feasible tactic 
does not take into account the significance of future relationships; the difficulty 
of adopting alternative approaches in case of failure; limits to yielding which are 
liable to be more stringent even if initial contending is successful; and risks of 
alienating another party and escalating a conflict spiral (Ibid.:183,184). 

Contentious tactics threaten long-term relationships by introducing resistance 
and stimulating other stakeholders to be contentious also. Stakeholders tend to 
react in kind to initial bargaining patterns, raising demands in response to raised 
demands or conceding more readily in the face of concession. Sometimes, pat-
terns mismatch when a low level of demand from one party causes another to 
demand more, or when one party concedes faster than another (Carnevale, Pruitt 
1992:546).

Moving towards problem solving may become difficult after a severely conten-
tious phase. However, the proponents of the stage model to bargaining suggest 
that a certain degree of distributive bargaining is required to enter the integrative 
bargaining stage and then to problem solving (Putnam 1990:16).
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Initial demands also take the contentious negotiator closer to the other stakehold-
ers’ limits, or BATNAs. A contentious negotiator commits to particular positions 
and limits future options even when increasing knowledge might introduce more 
favorable solutions. If the first demands are too high or offensive, the stakeholders 
become easily alienated, frustrated, and full of anger, which can lead to a stale-
mate.

Creativity is also constrained by contending. Focus on self-interest in bargain-
ing situations in which there are not obvious solutions is more likely to lead to a 
stalemate compared to a situation with an easy access to gains (Carnevale, Pruitt 
1992:536). Escalated conflicts are often based on entrenched contending positions 
which prevent the stakeholders to come up with creative solutions (Susskind et 
al. 1999:221).

Lack of trust
A conflict-laden and contentious history between the stakeholders also affects mu-
tual trust, which is a prerequisite to cooperative and problem-solving approach-
es (Kimmel 1980:19). Thomas Schelling’s (1960:134,135) definition provides a 
number of significant perspectives on trust and trustworthiness: “trust is often 
achieved simply by the continuity of the relation between parties and the recogni-
tion by each that what he might gain by cheating in a given instance is outweighed 
by the value of the tradition of trust that makes possible a long sequence of future 
agreement.” That is, you trust me because you know that our long-term relation-
ship is more conducive to future gains than anything I could gain by cheating in 
the ongoing negotiation.

Most trust theories are based on the reasoning and judging the trustworthiness of 
the potentially trusted. The idea of trust as encapsulated interest with three distinct 
elements is commensurate with the findings of mainstream academic research 
(Hardin 2002:7,197). In this conception, trust consists of three-part relation: 

First, the trusting and trusted parties are connected through a matter in a certain 
context. For example, a city may trust a wealthy developer to pay for the develop-
ment gain in time, but it may not trust the same developer to deliver sufficient 
quality of urban environment. Second, trust is an elusive concept and cognitive 
notion, as is “knowledge”. We don’t choose to trust, nor try to accomplish any-
thing by trusting, although we may engage in action based on trust or we can 
choose whether or not to behave in a trustworthy manner. For example, engaging 
in deceitful problem solving with misrepresentation of information can produce 
short-term gains but damage our trustworthiness as a long-term consequence 
(O’Connor, Carnevale 1997:514). Finally, reliance on trust in order to take action 
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typically involves risks caused by the uncertainty and incomplete knowledge that 
we try to mitigate in our negotiation strategies.

Bounded awareness and the fixed-pie
The assumption that a problem can only be resolved through distributive decision 
making is caused by “black-white” thinking (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:106), which 
prevents “thinking outside the box” – the invention of potential options that may 
be discussed but not committed to immediately (Susskind et al. 1999:332). Most 
negotiators have a contending and limited focus on negotiation, a perception of 
a fixed pie, when they enter the negotiation situation (Bazerman, Neale 1983:62). 
The difficulties of adopting integrative approaches are deeply rooted in the nego-
tiators’ mental models of the bargaining situation (Thompson 2006:2), and in the 
events, reasons, and interests that led to negotiation in the first place. 

Decision making is part of negotiation tactics consistent with a particular strategic 
style, or mixture of styles.  The decision perspective on integrative negotiations is 
relevant from two viewpoints. First, it can increase descriptive awareness of poten-
tial factors hindering decision making by expanding the scope of what informa-
tion is useful for mutually beneficial decision making. A traditional game theory 
perspective would simply assume infallible negotiator rationality, and assume all 
information and knowledge to be available to the decision makers. 

Howard Raiffa (1982) presented the first decision perspective to negotiation in 
his seminal work, The Art and Science of Negotiation. Raiffa’s work emphasized the 
importance of prescriptive advice for negotiators whose rationality is bounded, 
and logically constrained to the use of all the information and knowledge available 
for decision making. From the standpoint of an individual negotiator, the limits 
to rationality are posed by: unconscious skills, habits, reflexes, values, conceptions 
of purpose potentially diverging from his or her organization’s interests, extent of 
knowledge, and information (Simon 1947:241). All these limitations affect the 
integrative potential of negotiations and constrain our awareness of solutions that 
would “expand the pie” of potential benefits. It has been long recognized that peo-
ple are strongly motivated to satisfy their initial needs rather than search for opti-
mal solutions. They can rarely be sure that their problem representation contains 
all alternatives.  It can be significantly less difficult to accept an obvious solution to 
a problem than discover a particular, unique, and best solution (Simon 1983:22).

The concept of “bounded awareness” as a part of the decision perspective on ne-
gotiation was coined by Bazerman and Chugh (2006). They argue that bounded 
awareness inhibits negotiators from asking questions and seeking readily available 
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information. These authors list four conditions likely to lead a focusing failure 
(Ibid.:10, 11): 

a) A competing task calling for attention When a negotiator stays focused on 
a specific task, he or she is more likely to miss obvious, but not initially 
relevant information related to the primary task. Such information may 
become relevant during the negotiations.

b)  A perception of a clear task with narrow assumptions. When a task is 
framed with narrow assumptions, a number of events or possibilities are 
not taken into consideration.

c) Information affecting primacy. For example, short-term interests may 
conflict with long-term interests in situations filled with strong emo-
tions.

d) Misleading and self-serving information. For example, unethical behavior 
may rise unconsciously among ethical people if they use only self-serv-
ing information rather than an objective assessment of the situation.

 
The above conditions may distract stakeholders from acquiring information and 
knowledge relevant to different phases of integrative negotiation and develop-
ment. From a practical and economical standpoint, the essential question is what 
information is required for the development process. Rather than focusing on a 
predefined issue agenda based on one’s own initial interests, stakeholders should 
maintain an open atmosphere and avoid early commitments in an incremental 
process with constantly accumulating knowledge of stakeholder preferences. In 
distributive bargaining, developer and city planning routinely provide only one-
sided information in the process of producing the built environment. For example, 
city planners may fail to seize real estate development opportunities when they 
make the traffic plans.  Integrative approaches provide a multilateral information 
exchange which requires certain conditions. The following sections describe the 
components and conditions required to create a protected space in development 
negotiations.

Success factors for integrative negotiations
Integrative development approaches are challenged by a tendency of parties to 
shift back toward predominantly distributive modes of bargaining. Changing the 
rules of the game is less likely in the presence of a mutual agreement stating the 
universally accepted rules of producing the built environment. The alternatives 
must be more tempting and more sustainable in order to gain foothold. The foot-
holds can be achieved through practical examples and successful niches, will be 
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elaborated in the chapter “Transition towards more sustainable niches of develop-
ment.” 

Nevertheless, in all development projects there is likely to be at least one stake-
holder who is not aware of the principled negotiations and alternative develop-
ment approaches despite the stated intentions of the initial stakeholders. How 
should a developer or a city official deal with those stakeholders? Are they any 
different from the initial stakeholders who have shared conceptions about the 
production of the built environment? In fact, the stakeholders inclined to the 
distributive modes of working are included in the plan – otherwise the plan for in-
tegrative development wouldn’t be feasible. The integrative negotiation processes 
seek unanimity, but it doesn’t mean that a 100% of the stakeholders will always 
agree. The integrative alternative for producing the built environment strives for 
increased social (and technical) sustainability, with the recognition that perfection 
is unattainable. 

In Getting to Yes, Fisher and Ury (1981) prescribe approaches to the dilemma of 
unwillingness to play along with the rules of integrative bargaining. Their so-
lution is not, for example, a training session telling the other parties what they 
should do. Instead, they advise the negotiator on ways to engage the stakeholders 
in principled negotiation. The treatment, called negotiation jujitsu, includes five 
simple principles listed with a rationale for each in table 2 (Fisher,Ury & Patton 
1991:108-116):

 
Principle Rationale

Don’t attack their position, look behind it Focus on interests instead of positions

Don’t defend your ideas, invite criticism and 
advice

Learn from criticism by integrating others’ 
knowledge

Ask questions and pause Increase your knowledge, if needed, by 
remaining silent forcing the others to talk

Recast an attack on you as an attack on the 
problem

Change the focus on mutual interest and 
provide a chance to resume collaboration

Consider the one-text procedure Gather information for decision-making in 
a single, mutually shared system

Table 2: Principles and rationales of negotiation jujitsu
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The seductive mode of negotiation jujitsu is designed to prompt a shift in the 
mental model from the distributive mode to the integrative approach. Several au-
thors have prescribed preconditions for the integrative bargaining process (Filley 
1975; Lewicki, Litterer 1985; Pruitt 1983):

Linkage through interests - Some common objective or goal
Integrative problem solving is more likely to take place and produce better re-
sults if the stakeholders are able to connect through interests. The perceived com-
mon ground (PCG) increases if a stakeholder has lower aspirations; if he or she 
perceives the aspirations of other stakeholder’s to be not unreasonable; or faith 
in the capability of producing mutually beneficial alternatives is strong (Pruitt 
1983:179).

Interests are fulfilled in negotiations through goals, or aspirations, with limits 
leading to certain outcomes, or solutions, consisting of different alternatives. For 
example, based on a strategic decision, a city has an interest to increase single-fam-
ily and small-scale housing production in order to attract wealthy tax payers from 
neighboring cities. The goal of the city’s real estate services is to develop jointly 
with a private developer a piece of city-owned land for 130,000 m2 of housing 
units.  However, the goal of the city planning department is to hold density to 
110,000 m2 in order to secure a socially and technically sustainable development. 

Both departments agree that the development favors their mutual interests, but 
the goals are shared instead of common. When the stakeholders have a common goal, 
they share the results equally, but when they have a shared goal they benefit differ-
ently and “expand the pie” (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:109). An integrative outcome 
would be to produce 118,000 m2 of housing within the next three years, and study 
the potential to increase density by 10,000 m2 to 30,000 m2 after the completion 
and evaluation of the first phase. The integrative solution favors their joint goal 
which is securing the urban quality necessary to attract wealthy tax payers and 
fulfill the initial interest that triggered the development in a particular location. 
Stakeholders may have diverse individual goals, such as profit or sustainability, but 
deciding to combine them leads formation of joint goals in a collaborative manner 
(Ibid.).

The goals reflect expectations rather than concrete outcomes. Long-range think-
ing affects the conception of goals and the possibilities for integrating them. With 
time, the joint goals of stakeholders could integrate and converge towards shared 
goals serving their mutual interests. For example, a moderately increased and vi-
able density consistent with sustainability may prove to be more profitable in the 
long run by providing new development opportunities for the developer due to 
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the satisfaction of the city and enhancement of the developer’s corporate reputa-
tion. A certain level of density becomes a shared goal of both the city and the 
developer. The transition from a joint goal to a shared goal took place through 
increasing awareness and recognition of mutual mid- and long-term interests. 

Self-confidence and knowledge for problem solving
Stakeholders who are confident in their ability to engage in problem-solving are 
more likely to do so (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:110). Experience and prior success 
in comparable negotiation situations increase the common ground in negotiations 
(Pruitt 1983:181).

Knowledge also increases self confidence. In particular, preparation for a negotia-
tion can build a knowledge base for diverse stakeholders, including self-knowl-
edge and awareness of other parties’ interests. The rationale of BATNA is to build 
the confidence of a negotiator who should be able to enter a negotiation situation 
secure in the awareness of what he or she will do should an agreement not be 
reached (Fisher, Ury 1981).

Motivation and commitment to cooperate 
Motivation is a broad and elusive concept. The subject is treated here only from 
the perspective of a negotiator who is trying to achieve certain goals and fulfill 
interests in a development situation. Carnevale and De Dreu (2006) claim that 
a general taxonomy for negotiator motives is lacking, and they propose the fol-
lowing broad classification: aspirations, social motives, identity motivation, epistemic 
motivation, and initiation motivation (the least developed category):

Aspirations1.  refer to specific gains or outcomes with certain level and lim-
its of benefit. For example, building rights are distinctly aspirations. 

Social motives2.  relate to distribution of outcomes according to preferenc-
es, such as a desire to contend, or to act fairly and equally. In develop-
ment situations, when the same stakeholders, such as city officials and 
developers, are likely to negotiate again, reputation becomes a source of 
social motivation. 

Identity motivation3.  is the desire to project a particular image of oneself 
or one’s group. This type of motivation can be connected to professional 
pride, such as a planner’s identity as a representative of the profession 
and the city planning department. This example conflates social and 
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identity motivation. The shared education of architects may create 
some collective values affecting preferences in the selection of planning 
and design decisions.15

Epistemic motivation4.  is a desire to know and understand the true 
needs and interests of stakeholders. The exchange of information is an 
important prerequisite for reciprocal action and Integrative Develop-
ment. Therefore, stakeholders engaging in Integrative Development 
should have a high epistemic motivation, or be willing to adopt it in the 
early phases of the negotiation. For example, the preparatory phase of 
Consensus Building aims to increase epistemic motivation by initiating 
discussion. 

Initiation motivation5.  is concerned with the interdependence of stake-
holders engaged in a negotiation. In brief, the stakeholders have differ-
ent rationales and degrees of eagerness to enter the negotiation process. 
For example, a private developer may be highly motivated to launch the 
process as quickly as possible for business reasons, while a city may not 
have any direct stakes in a development, or might wish to resolve other 
planning issues first.

For integrative bargaining to take place, stakeholders should be motivated to ac-
knowledge and validate each others concerns along healthy concerns for their own 
interests (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:110). Cooperation also increases when stake-
holders emphasize commonalities instead of differences (Ibid.:108), and share 
each others preferences (Filley 1975:102). Cooperation in negotiations is not 
about being nice to avoid an awkward hard bargaining situation, or choosing be-
tween accommodating and competing; it is about engaging in problem solving 
(Fisher, Ury & Patton 1991:8,9).

The selection of the parties to cooperate in problem solving can be construed as a 
search process (McGinn 2006:131). In addition to a party’s potential capacity to 
solve the problem at hand, he or she should also be able to represent the problem 
in a real life situation constrained by bounded rationality (Simon 1983:21,27). 
According to the prospect theory (Kahneman, Tversky 1979), collaborators tend to 
avoid risks in choosing whom to collaborate with, if there is a choice.  Those per-

15  Such fine distinctions between the categories are not relevant here. The value of the classifi-
cation is merely as a heuristic device helping to think about the practical motives that the stake-
holders may have in development situations. 
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ceived to be trustworthy in the matter at hand are more likely to be chosen. In the 
banking sector, bankers attempting to close a risky deal tended to consult for both 
information and support with associates to whom they are strongly tied (Mizruchi, 
Stearns 2001:667). In conditions of high uncertainty, the bankers rely on people 
they know and trust. However, being embedded in a strongly connected network 
may prevent them from closing some deals or from engaging in unfamiliar, but 
potentially profitable deals (Ibid.).

This study suggests that similar conditions could prevent developers and city de-
partments from expanding their cooperation within and across public and pri-
vate sector partners. From the perspective of Integrative Development, the result 
could be a loss of innovative and value-adding solutions requiring new relation-
ships. Facilitation of trustworthiness becomes a prerequisite to enter those new 
relationships. The research reported here also indicates another potential reason 
that expanded cooperation might be inhibited: the complexity of a development 
associated with the increased number of stakeholders (Interview of Eero Ahtela, 
January 26 2005). For example, retail developers may be unwilling to cooperate 
with housing developers across the conventionally foreign fields of business. A 
connection with and awareness of retailing might help housing developers expand 
their capacity to negotiate to their benefit with other types of business. 

Cooperation can evolve in three stages when a set of stakeholders lay the founda-
tion in one negotiation for future interaction (Axelrod 1984:20,21). In the first 
stage, cooperation can evolve even in the absence of initial friendship or famil-
iarity. Interaction is a prerequisite for cooperation and the further development 
of cooperation can take place in small niches based on reciprocity. In the second 
stage, the stakeholders successfully choose reciprocity and cooperation after work-
ing through a multitude of other strategies. Lastly, reciprocal cooperation shelters 
itself from the invasion of less cooperative strategies. In other words, cooperation 
becomes established as the standard for negotiation. 

From trust to trustworthiness
There are at least four main reasons for lack of trust (Hardin 2002:93,94). First, 
a stakeholder may decide not to act according to the trust that other stakehold-
ers once placed in him or her. Second, stakeholders can strategically misrepresent 
themselves in an effort to enhance their own interests. Third, the conditions in 
which trust was established can change for example, when the values of stakes 
vary or a relationship change or conclude. Fourth, the ability to communicate is 
bounded; no one can ever be exactly sure about the information that has been 
received. 
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Lack of trust affects our trustworthiness, a motivational condition or set of condi-
tions for acting (Ibid.:31). In practice, the stakeholders should try to increase their 
trustworthiness because it affects the feasibility of problem solving. Trustworthi-
ness can mitigate the problems related to risks in collaborative action at least in 
four different ways (Pruitt 1983:182):

Trustworthiness helps stakeholder engage in problem solving because  1. 
they believe in each other’s intentions to search for good solutions.

Trustworthy stakeholders don’t need to be concerned about loosing 2. 
their credibility by showing premature yielding and dispassionate low-
stake attitudes towards the negotiations. In short, there is no need to 
always “look tough.”

An atmosphere of mutual trust reduces stakeholder fears of losing a  3. 
position through concessions and changing legitimate claims. When  
a “lost position” is not an issue, the focus is on interests and information  
exchange can take place more freely. 

Mutual trust between stakeholders reduces fear of losing information  4. 
essential to maintaining one’s position and negotiation tactics yields. 

 
Clearly, in the absence of trustworthiness based on conscious reasoning or uncon-
scious action, at least moderate distrust is likely to occur to the detriment of direct 
risk-adhering problem solving. If the stakeholders have high aspirations, and high 
trustworthiness exists between the parties, the negotiation strategies are inclined 
to cooperative problem-solving with direct information exchange. Low levels of 
trust engender distributive bargaining (Kimmel 1980:9). However, trustworthi-
ness does not guarantee joint benefits; these tend to increase along the higher as-
pirations (Ibid.). Trustworthiness lays the groundwork for the selection of a more 
feasible negotiation process, but it is not a precondition for joint benefits.

The firmness of aspirations also affects trustworthiness. Trust between stake-
holders encourages problem solving even when other stakeholders are unyielding 
(Pruitt 1983:183). In other words, the perception that a stakeholder holds firm 
aspirations marks him or her as trustworthy. Several factors affect the creation of 
trustworthiness and trust in stakeholder relationships. 

First, we are more likely to trust those who resemble us, and with whom we are 
socially connected. Uzzi (1999:501) conducted a field study among bankers re-
vealing that information exchange and joint problem-solving was more common 
among the parties with close network ties. Experimental research has produced 
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similar results in which information sharing rose in the context of close relation-
ships between the parties and the use of coercive tactics had a destructive effect on 
future relationships (Greenhalgh, Chapman 1998:482). 

Second, we tend to trust people who are dependent on us, because we have the 
capacity to hurt or help them (Solomon 1960). 

Third, we are cooperative in response to cooperative intentions and initiatives, an 
exchange which increases trustworthiness. The path-creating function of trust-
worthy action leading to cooperation has been widely studied. Fehr and Gächter 
(2000:993) recently demonstrated that a willingness to punish “free-riders” con-
stituted a credible threat and stimulated a large increase in cooperation levels. In 
the event that cooperation breaks down, the ease of restoring it depends on the 
length of the prior cycle of trustworthy action and cooperation (Komorita, Mech-
ling 1967:352). The duration of previous positive interaction is very important to 
restoring cooperation (Bottom, W.P., Gibson, K., Daniels, S.E. & Murnighan, J.K 
2002:510). 

Fourth, mutual norms, shared experiences, and some common ground for inter-
action enhance trust and relationships between the stakeholders (Olson, Olson 
2000:168). 

Fifth, concession making promotes the likelihood of trust between the negotiators 
(Lewicki, Litterer 1985:112). The concessions need to be seen within the frame-
work of integrative bargaining and problem solving, because firmness of interest 
might be lost in the context of distributive bargaining. Trustworthiness gained by 
firmness requires fragile balancing between concessions and contentions.

Value and dilemmas of communication 
Communication builds relationships and trust; negotiations wouldn’t exist with-
out any exchange of information. It is vital to decision making, even under con-
ditions of bounded rationality when we are not able to grasp all the information 
available. One way to estimate the value of information to decision making is to 
consider how much better a negotiator could do with the information than with-
out it (Raiffa 1968:42). The estimation, however, requires some prior conception 
of the information potentially available, and awareness that information may be 
biased.

There are at least three significant dilemmas in communication (Fisher, Ury & 
Patton 1991:32,33). First, the information may not match the intended message. 
Second, communication may be unfocused. Negotiators may be unable to repeat 
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what they have just said, and unable to listen to others while thinking ahead to 
the next move or argumentation to defend their own positions. Third, as a conse-
quence of the first two obstacles, misunderstandings may occur, and lead to faulty 
judgments and actions. Poor communication can start a vicious cycle of defective 
communication. Fisher and Ury (1991:34-36) provide four pieces of advice for 
accurate and productive communication:

Listen actively and acknowledge what is being said.1. 

Speak to be understood.2. 

Speak about yourself, not about them.3. 

Speak for a purpose.4. 

 
The language used in integrative approaches is quite different from the rhetoric 
of distributive bargaining. A focus on positions calls for defensive tactics such as 
threats and judgments to overrule counterarguments, while the language of prob-
lem solving relies on description and facts with an inviting tone (Filley 1975:35). 
The language we use should be consistent with our framing of the problem or op-
portunity. Put another way, we have a broader range of integrative potential insofar 
as we share information and knowledge without offensiveness (Ibid.:39).

The invitation to integrative communication can take place through the same 
procedure that two or more stand-up comics use in a performance16. They use pro-
gressive communication between actors by throwing “catches” to other actors who 
then continue the story. Stand-up performers engaged in improvisation have no 
knowledge of the upcoming lines and course of events. The actors can make each 
other’s life miserable by using halting and negative lines preventing the others 
from continuing the improvisation with ease. In such case the show would most 
likely turn into a farce, in which the resistant performer becomes less sympathetic 
in the eyes of the audience.

The integrative solution is to play in concert by adding value to each other’s lines. 
Unlike the negative tone “yes, but…” the positive frame of “yes, and…” enables 
the performers to add new components to the performance without getting stuck 
in a cycle of contending statements focused on one particular issue. The story 
becomes co-configured with inputs from all the actors who still have a choice in 
the degree and styles of using the “catches” that other performers feed in the per-

16  The principle of using stand-up comics in negotiations is based on Prof. Lawrence E. Suss-
kind’s lecture at MIT in spring 2006. 
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formance. Their choices affect the next cycle of input and so forth. Another useful 
analogy is to the way jazz musicians improvise together.

In applying this principle to Integrative Development, it is possible to identify 
some success factors. Hypothetically, we could call the success factors the compo-
nents of the stakeholders’ mental models which are tied together through com-
munication as the prerequisite for negotiating. For this study, it is interesting to 
analyze the factors in successful integrative approaches in the context of urban 
development. 

First, stakeholders’ motivations as well as their skills and knowledge have a greater 
diversity in property development than in a stand-up performance. Despite the 
inevitability of diversity and immutability of some factors, awareness about mo-
tivation can be expanded through information sharing, knowledge building, and 
enhancement of skills in the process of negotiation. 

The second point is that the actors have probably engaged in the performance de-
liberately – they have a high aspiration to succeed. The performers have a common 
goal.  Their stakes are high and dependent on each other. A good outcome – a suc-
cessful performance – serves their mutual interests in improving their reputations 
and getting new opportunities to perform. While a satisfactory collaboration is 
likely to continue, it may not continue forever as frequent break-ups of performing 
groups have proven. 

In developments, deliberate and active involvement of all the stakeholders is un-
likely, because the actual and perceived character of stakes vary along with the 
types of responsibilities and constituencies. However, if a common goal is not 
evident, or possible, a shared or joint goal satisfying diverse interests could be a way 
forward. Independent of the type of goal, achieving one requires some level of 
problem solving. The stand-up performers’ problem is to find mutually beneficial 
lines while striving for their common goal. The initial stakeholders of urban de-
velopment need to engage in expanding the awareness of interests and finding the 
shared or joint goals, or the common ground. None of the tasks may be easy, but a 
common goal makes it easier to initiate and maintain a problem solving mode. 

In a development context, the underlying interests may have several commonali-
ties. For example, cities depend on developers to implement the built environment 
which affects the competitiveness of the city, and developers depend on cities to 
grant access to the sites. The difficulty is how those commonalities are acknowl-
edged in the mental models, or how the acknowledgement could be transmuted to 
active awareness of mutual potentials. These mental models as well as the framing 
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and mediation of the problem play a key role in entering the integrative develop-
ment process and the discovery of mutual interests.

Third, the actors can comfortably engage in the performance because they trust 
their co-actors; otherwise they wouldn’t have been involved in the show. Before 
their involvement, they must have had some knowledge of the others’ trustworthi-
ness. A good track-record is an excellent vehicle for increasing trustworthiness 
both for stand-up performers and developers, or even cities when investors con-
sider alternative development locations. Additionally, a long-term relationship or 
some common ground can reinforce trust.

A fourth point, more characteristic of a stand-up performance that a develop-
ment, is informality. Casual channels of communication benefit the exchange of 
information (Lewicki, Litterer 1985:113). A stand-up performance is casual by 
definition, but the initial stakeholders involved in a development need to consider 
the appropriate forms and meanings of informal action. The degree of informality 
in development negotiations can be affected, for example, by the stage or phase of 
development process, character and detail of the planning and design information, 
prior relationships between the stakeholders, or knowledge about the stakehold-
ers.

The success factors in integrative bargaining discussed above are both intraper-
sonal and interpersonal, or intra- and inter-organizational, while the skills, knowl-
edge, and behavior of individuals directly affect organizational capabilities (Nelson, 
Winter 1982:124). The intrapersonal perspective focuses on decision making and 
choices of negotiators, while an interpersonal analysis is based on social cognition, 
or how the negotiators are affected by the stakeholders and the context (Neale, 
Fragale 2006:48). These two approaches to negotiations intertwine. For example, 
a city or a large corporation consists of departments and individuals and the inter-
nal and external components are present simultaneously. 

Process models of integrative bargaining
The integrative process approach to bargaining involves problem solving as the 
core component of action motivated by joint gains (Putnam 1990:7). Within the 
framework of the DCM, concerns about interests shift predominately to the up-
per right hand corner, the realm of innovative problem-solving and “enlightened 
self-interest.” 

The next section focuses on the process of problem solving from the intertwining 
perspective of the Consensus Building and the Mutual Gains Approach.  The 
success factors and constraints of integrative negotiation processes were reviewed 
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above. The next section introduces the prescriptive framework of the underlying 
process and negotiation phases in integrative negotiations. Prescriptions are of 
necessity limited and simplified, but they serve as milestones or heuristic devices 
in understanding the negotiation process.

Several prescribed problem-solving approaches appear to group around three 
main domains: 1) Orientation defining the premises of the problem, 2) Search for 
solutions and alternatives, and 3) Reaching solution for the problem. Walton and 
McKersie’s (1965:137) integrative process model consists of three steps:

Identifying the problem1. 

Searching for alternate solutions and their consequences2. 

Preference ordering of solutions and selecting a course of action3. 

The model is not intended to be linear; it includes iteration cycles redefining the 
problem and prompting additional searches for alternatives. It is also embedded 
in facilitative conditions such as motivation, information and language, and trust-
worthiness and the mood of the negotiators. From the perspective of Integrative 
Development, it’s also important to identify opportunities in the first phase.

Filley (1975:92-95) has suggested an integrative decision-making (IDM) model:

Review and adjustment of relational conditions1.  – the comparison of the 
objective conditions in which the parties are related with conditions 
known to promote cooperation rather than conflict and the possible 
adjustment of those conditions.

Review and adjustment of perceptions2.  – the use of reality testing17 to 
determine facts regarding the parties.

Review and adjustment of attitudes3.  – the use of reality testing of feelings 
and attitudes between the parties.

Problem definition4.  – the mutual determination of the depersonalized 
problem.

17  Filley (Filley 1975: 93) defines the rationale of reality testing: ”Since we see the world 
through the emotional screens of individual perceptions and attitudes, it is often necessary to 
determine the extent to which the screens exist and the extent to which perceptions match real-
ity.”
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Search for solutions5.  – the nonjudgmental generation of possible solutions 
to the problem.

Consensus decision6.  – the evaluation of alternative solutions and the 
agreement on a single solution.

The first four steps in Filley’s model focus on defining the premises of the problem. 
Stages five and six are relatively comparable to Walton and McKersie’s second and 
third phases. Both models have a three-domain structure. The Consensus Build-
ing process model also includes three main phases: Prenegotiation Phase, Negotia-
tion Phase, and Implementation or Postnegotiation Phase (Susskind, Cruikshank 
1987:95).

Consensus building
The word “consensus” is often loaded with different interpretations and meanings. 
In a conventional negotiation situation it could be interpreted to mean reaching 
a mediocre compromising agreement with compulsory phases of giving in and 
losing until an agreement can be reached. The Consensus Building approach ad-
vocates an alternative perspective on consensus. In this approach, the parties strive 
for unanimity and overwhelming agreement based on informed decision-making 
(Susskind, Cruikshank 2006). In practice this definition of consensus does not 
means that everyone necessarily agrees with the decision, but does mean that 
those who don’t agree are aware of the content and context of the decision and 
can cope with the results. The definition provides an important test for a decision 
reached through Consensus Building – in the end all parties should be able to live 
with the solution.18 

 
According to Strauss (1999:138, 139), the Consensus Building process leads from 
the problems and issues to the vision of the future through the following steps: 
Start-Up, Process Design, Go/No Go, Consensus Building, and Implementa-

18  The use of this phrase is based on the elaboration of Consensus Building process in Prof. 
Lawrence E. Susskind’s lecture series at MIT during the spring semester 2006.

Adapted from: Phases of Consensus Building (Strauss, 1999: 139)

Implementation

Shared vision of the future
Start-Up

Go/No Go
Consensus Building

Process Design

Problems/Issues

Figure 4: Stages around Consensus Building
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tion (see Figure 4). The process of consensus building starts from the problems 
or issues by initiating discussion in a start-up phase. The start-up phase begins 
when one or more initial stakeholders acknowledge the problem to be outside 
the decision-making authority of a single stakeholder and commit to study the 
possibilities for a collaborative decision-making process. The start-up phase is 
followed by the process design phase in which the assessment of the conflict or 
issue plays a central role. Specific to this process is the step following the initial 
first two phases: deciding whether to commit to a Consensus Building process or 
not (Go/No Go). 

When stakeholders commit to the Consensus Building process, they convene in 
series of meetings usually mediated or facilitated by a third party. The meetings 
are conducted on the basis of joint problem solving to produce alternative solu-
tions aiming to mutual gains and enlarging the pie. The meetings are situated in 
the context of planning while the participants search for a future course of action 
which satisfies diverse interests. The implementation phase leads to the fulfill-
ment of agreement – often by a single stakeholder or the initial stakeholders. The 
implementation may be a subject to auditing in order to ensure that the require-
ments agreed upon have been met. (Ibid.)

Lawrence E. Susskind (1999:36-55) sees the Consensus Building process as a 
five-step procedure: 1) Convening, 2) Clarifying Responsibilities, 3) Deliberating, 
4) Deciding, and 5) Implementing Agreements. In organizations and permanent 
groups, a sixth step of Organizational Learning and Development augments the 
process. 

Strauss’s (1999:138-140) definition of the Consensus Building process differs 
slightly from Susskind’s (1999:20-22) analysis. According to Strauss, the Process 
Design phase includes a conflict assessment while Susskind includes the assess-
ment in the actual Consensus Building process which may or may not continue 
after the first “convening” phase. One interpretation of Strauss’s model could be 
that the initial stakeholder or stakeholders go through a preliminary process de-
sign phase in deciding whether or not to initiate a wider discussion at al.  The dis-
cussion with all stakeholders is repeated at the beginning of the actual Consensus 
Building phase. Next, I will look at each of the steps above based on Susskind’s 
(1999) section “A Short Guide to Consensus Building” in the Consensus Building 
Handbook.

Convening. The first step of Convening is to initiate discussion about whether or 
not to have a Consensus Building process. Often the discussion is triggered by a 
key institutional stakeholder. Towards the end of Convening, a decision is made 
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to commit to Consensus Building and to provide sufficient support for the process. 
The activity associated with this step is the preparation of a written conflict assess-
ment, a significant task. The conflict or issue assessment, conducted by a neutral 
third party, has two rationales: first, it maps the interests of different stakeholders, 
and second, it helps identify additional stakeholders who may be affected by the 
future decisions. 

Within the Convening phase of Consensus Building, the basic idea of stakeholder 
engagement is simple. The first circle of stakeholders should be identified by the 
convenor, or the group of convenors, and the neutral third party who want to con-
sider a Consensus Building process. 

After completing the initial mapping of interests through interviews, the stake-
holders in the first circle should be asked about other people who might be af-
fected by the decisions and be considered stakeholders. Rigorous stakeholder en-
gagement and assessment of interests both within the first and additional circles 
of stakeholders lead to individual summaries of what the stakeholders have con-
cluded about the issue. The third party then prepares a draft of the conflict assess-
ment without attributing specific interests or concerns to any specific individuals 
or organizations. The conflict assessment can be written as a matrix describing 
the stakeholder groups on the Y-axis and the interests and concerns on the X-axis 

Figure 5: Essential steps of Consensus Building
(Reprinted with the permission of Consensus Building Institute, www.cbuilding.org).
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(Susskind, Thomas-Larmer 1999:117). The draft should be circulated among the 
stakeholders for comments and revisions. This is the first time that the stakehold-
ers receive an integrated view of the issues at hand. 

Only the third party knows which parties are willing to commit to the Consensus 
Building process. In managing the revision process, the third party can enhance 
the potential for a successful Consensus Building process. If a major stakeholder 
refuses to participate, the process is not likely to be a success. Public review of at 
least the final documents is vital in public affairs. Other elements of the process, 
such as the selection criteria for the third party, should be transparent. The final 
conflict assessment should be disseminated at a meeting at which the stakeholder 
groups are present.

The successful creation of an acceptable conflict assessment can lead to organizing 
the Consensus Building process. In the first organizational meeting preparing the 
Consensus Building process, potential missing stakeholders should be identified. 
The selection of representatives will probably be straightforward in permanent 
organizations, but for some new or more loosely organized groups, facilitated cau-
cusing may be used to select the right representatives.  Proxies can be chosen to 
represent intangible groups or those who cannot speak for themselves. The use of 
such proxies needs to be accepted by all the stakeholders. The process should also 
take into consideration the alternates of representatives, how a group’s representa-
tion might be changed, and how emergent stakeholders can be included in the 
process.

Funding of the consensus building process is a tangible issue. Costs include the 
services of the third party, and the participation of certain stakeholder group might 
require financial support. In addition to fund raising, stakeholders much agree on 
the structure and ensure the neutrality of fund distribution. 

Clarifying Responsibilities. The Consensus Building process is usually constructed 
around two intermediary actors: a facilitator or a mediator19 and a recorder. The 
facilitator or mediator should be acceptable to the entire group and scope of work 
and the designated services should be clarified in writing. The appointed recorder 
documents the process in a way that enables the participants to follow the process 
and comment on the documentation. The facilitator or the mediator with the 
help of the recorder is responsible for the flow of the Consensus Building process. 

19  The difference between a facilitator and a mediator is addressed in the next chapter, but for 
now being, their role is defined as a neutral third-party serving in an intermediary role in a nego-
tiation process.
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The use of potential expert advisors should also be discussed. Additionally, a chair, 
possibly a rotating one, can be appointed to oversee the process as a whole and 
provide necessary communication, for example, with the media. The ground rules 
for external observers and communication with outsiders need to be set as well, 
including but not limited to the public media.

An executive committee or a steering group should be appointed to administer 
the Consensus Building process. The committee can, for example, make decisions 
regarding elements of the process that occur between the meetings and oversee 
the use of funds.

Responsibilities for running the meetings fall into four main domains. First, the 
agenda items need to be determined to ensure a focused discussion and motiva-
tion to participate. Second, the work should be carried out within a specified time 
table and each meeting should be scheduled by allocating a certain amount of 
time for each agenda item. Third, the ground rules need to be ratified and added 
to the final conflict assessment. The ground rules usually determine issues such 
as general rights and responsibilities of participants, code of conduct in meetings, 
communication with external parties, decision-making processes, ways to deal 
with disagreements, and approaches to implementation of agreement in case one 
is reached. Fourth, a distinct content-related ground rule should be established 
to determine whether or not to use precedents in the process. Ideally, the use of 
precedent should be avoided because it limits innovative and jointly configured 
solutions to the problems.

Deliberating. The overall aim of deliberation is to achieve mutual gains through 
joint construction of solutions and packages of options which “enlarge the pie.” 
The deliberation is based on unconditional reciprocal problem-solving without 
commitments in the early phases of the process. The approach is opposite to po-
sitional hard bargaining. The process of joint fact finding can be supported by 
expert advisors with the help of a neutral third-party. If the group is large and the 
problem is complicated, the work can be organized into subcommittees. Later 
on, the work of the subcommittees should be combined through a “single-text 
procedure.”20 The drafting of a preliminary proposal should maintain the spirit 
of brainstorming and asking “what if ” questions while withholding sharp and 
cynical criticism.  The constructive and creative process blurs the authorship of 
solutions which can thus be seen as a product of joint action.

20  “One-text procedure” was advocated by Fisher and Ury (1991:112-116) to enable a third 
party to incorporate diverse views and interests into a mutually acceptable agreement.
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While “being nice” is not the answer to actual problems, the deliberations should 
not include trade-offs of interests and relationships.. This perspective is a distinct 
characteristic of problem-solving oriented mediation approaches. Other strands 
of mediation put more emphasis on the relationships (Pruitt 2006:404). 

An important feature of deliberation is active listening to ensure properly under-
stood communication. Through active listening, messages are more likely to be 
understood as they were intended by the sender. Disagreements are also dealt with 
in the spirit of “principled negotiation” – the focus should be on interests instead 
of positions; personal attacks should be avoided. Lastly, the Consensus Building 
should strive for transparency at all phases of the process; clear communication 
and transparency will draw on prior relationships and help build relationships for 
the future. 

Deciding. The aim of efficient decision making is to maximize joint gains without 
leaving any value-adding solutions on the negotiation table. The significant com-
ponents of decision making are ensuring the maximum joint gains, possibly with a 
help of a third party; securing the acceptance of the solution among constituents; 
and verifying that all who are affected by the decision can “live with it.” 

Consensus Building approach has been developed as an alternative to the parlia-
mentary decision making process and Robert’s Rules of Order (Susskind, Crui-
kshank 2006). Voting is not a primary decision-making procedure in Consensus 
Building, though straw polls can be used to test diverse options and stakeholders’ 
attitudes towards them. The approach is designed to reach unanimity within the 
jointly agreed schedule; in practice, decisions are often considered settled once 
overwhelming support is achieved. All possible efforts are made to ensure the 
satisfaction of as many interests among the stakeholders as possible.

In order to make the process of reaching an agreement more consistent, it is neces-
sary to keep a written record or visual documentation of the points of agreement 
and disagreement. The documentation should be circulated among all stakehold-
ers before finalizing the decision-making process. The group is jointly responsible 
for the eventual agreement even though it has been edited by a third party.

Implementing Agreements. As with the decision-making process, the implemen-
tation of an agreement needs to be ratified by all participants of the Consensus 
Building process and their constituents. The participants are responsible for circu-
lating the draft before the final version which could be presumed to be acceptable 
to all stakeholder groups. Additionally, the participants need to commit to the 
agreement, if one is reached, by signing it.
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In case the Consensus Building process has produced an advisory opinion, the 
final report or statement should clarify the steps needed to take the results into 
consideration in the formal decision-making process. 

The implementation process may also need to be monitored or audited. If neces-
sary, a mechanism for re-thinking and revising the agreement should exist, for ex-
ample, a procedure for calling an organizing meeting to re-convene the Consensus 
Building process. 

A de-briefing or evaluation of the Consensus Building process enhances personal 
and organizational learning in terms of the aspirations and achievements of the 
process. For potential future interactions, all stakeholders can learn from the pro-
cess and content of the Consensus Building process. Clearly, the process of learn-
ing is not only connected to the implementation stage but also continues through-
out the process and affects long-term relationships among the stakeholders. Re-
garding permanent organizations and groups, the Consensus Building approach 
includes an additional sixth phase of organizational learning and development.

Mutual Gains Approach as a mental model for Consensus Building
The Mutual Gains Approach was initially offered as a framework for dealing with 
an angry public. It includes six principles (Susskind, Field 1996:37,38): 

Acknowledge the concern of the other side.•	

Encourage joint fact finding.•	

Offer contingent commitments to minimize impacts if they do occur; •	
promise to compensate knowable but unintended impacts.

Accept responsibility, admit mistakes, and share power.•	

Act in a trustworthy fashion at all times.•	

Focus on building long-term relationships.•	

 
The Mutual Gains Approach could be viewed as the mental model of an “enlight-
ened negotiator” who engages in a successful Consensus Building process.  The ra-
tionale of the Mutual Gains Approach is that participants would be “less angry” in 
the future. The principles of this approach are commensurate with the principled 
or integrative negotiation elaborated in Fisher and Ury’s Getting to YES (1981). 
The acknowledgment of another person’s concerns requires thinking about his or 
her interests with good will. For example, any development is likely to interfere 
with a status quo and cause anxiety and uncertainty about the future. In such a 
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situation, people have a right to be concerned; ignoring their concerns is likely to 
exacerbate the vicious cycle of mistrust. 

The objective of joint fact finding is to produce credible information for all stake-
holders (Ibid.:38). Discovering diverse interests and creating efficient solutions 
requires exchange of information. The hard-bargaining approach often includes 
concealment of information from the opponent who is already expecting inflated 
claims. Joint fact finding provides a forum in which all stakeholders are more 
likely to exchange credible information. Consider an example of a retailer who 
has market information that the city doesn’t have. What if the market information 
cast doubts on the city’s aspirations for a commercial urban structure? What kind 
of information do the competitors have, and are the comments of retailers on the 
commercial assessment of the city genuine? Joint fact finding would increase the 
transparency and reliability of the information.

Compensation for realized negative and known impacts is logical consequence 
of acknowledging the concerns of others. Furthermore, the acknowledgment and 
admission of mistakes and fulfillment of commitments increase trustworthiness 
and promotes long-term relationships. In some cases, compensation is more easily 
calculated than in others. For example, it may be difficult to demonstrate cor-
relation and causality between declining housing prices and a new development. 
Even if the decline is inevitably affected by the development, the degree of decline, 
considering all factors, may remain vague.

Acknowledging and committing to the principle of compensation is the most im-
portant issue. For example, the Kamppi development in Helsinki and the Am-
sterdam Centraal railway station development have both used compensation for 
temporary loss of income to store keepers during construction processes limiting 
the access to stores. 

The Mutual Gains Approach has been criticized in the context of labor disputes 
for failing to address the underlying roles and power relations among the negotiat-
ing parties. During sidebar meetings in conventional hard bargaining there is still 
room for behavior similar to the Mutual Gains Approach (Friedman 1994:265, 
266, and 271).

According to R. A. Friedman (Ibid.:272-275), the fundamental elements of a 
sidebar conversation, trust and privacy, enable hard-bargaining negotiators to step 
out of  their conventional roles and into more productive negotiating postures. 
These elements are already present in the mutual-gains approach, particularly in 
the caucusing functions of mediation and ground rules of the process. The work 
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of the mediator can also affect the situation between the meetings. The Mutual 
Gains Approach process promotes the accumulation of trust among the negotia-
tors, for example, through joint fact-finding and problem-solving. Power imbal-
ances remain outside the purview of the Mutual Gains Approach as is principled 
bargaining.  These processes are focused on helping the negotiators negotiate bet-
ter as presented in the chapter “Multiparty negotiations and development.”

Application of Consensus Building process to Integrative 
Development
The principles of Consensus Building and the Mutual Gains Approach are in 
many cases applicable to the events surrounding production of the built environ-
ment. The last part of this study, the prescriptive chapter, will treat in more detail 
the use of Integrative Development in the production of the built environment, 
but a few reflections on the use and applications of the Consensus Building can 
shed some light on the objectives of the Integrative Development approach.

Consensus-building approaches have been used in such cases such as the future 
expansion of Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam (Driessen 1999), and affordable 
housing production in the Hartford Area in Connecticut USA (Susskind, Podziba 
1999). In both cases the Consensus Building process was initiated by a public 
stakeholder. In Amsterdam, tensions began growing in the 1950s when growth 
and urban expansion around the airport became evident.  By the end of the 1990s, 
consensus building had still not resulted in decisions about the expansion. A new 
course was adopted after a policy reform and changes in leadership of a govern-
ment agency when the planning of future expansion had reached an impasse. 

In Connecticut, regional planning agencies were offered a statewide pilot program 
to increase the production of affordable housing and mitigate the housing crisis. 
Two pilot projects were established and mediated, and both of them reached a 
consensus. In both cases, the Consensus Building process was triggered by an ini-
tial conflict orientation. Moreover, the Consensus Building process was governed 
and supported by one or more public agencies. In both cases above, the role of the 
public sector was essential. It sheltered and nourished an alternative approach that 
may not have emerged by itself under market forces. The critical questions are, un-
der what circumstances and how can single Consensus Building processes become 
an on-going practice, or policy, substituting for conventional ways of working?

The first issue related to the wider expansion of Consensus Building approach is 
the conflict itself. Do we always have to identify or actually get into a conflict in 
order to engage in the Consensus Building process? The current framework of 
Consensus Building can be applied without an initial conflict orientation by using 
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a wide definition for the problem that includes not only conflicting interests but 
also diverse opportunities.

The second aspect relates to the launching of a Consensus Building initiative 
and replacing the conventional practice of distributive bargaining. Public policy 
formation can affect, as the above cases show, the creation of niches which fos-
ter alternative and experimental approaches. Test grounds or pilot projects which 
otherwise wouldn’t exist may affect the future practices of different stakeholders. 
Good and bad experiences can be a source of learning both for public and private 
sector stakeholders. Additionally, legislation and public regulation can influence 
the practice preferences of, for example, private developers. However, the creation 
and sheltering of niches is not solely a task of the public sector; incentives and 
alternative approaches may emerge from the private sector also.

The third issue is getting stakeholders to consider whether or not to engage in 
a Consensus Building process. If the Consensus Building process were a main-
stream approach, a city or a developer would have to use it in the first place in, for 
example, developing a brown field project. In other words, instead of a one-off 
process or program, the Consensus Building approach would need to be a conscious 
strategic approach which is applied to all developments or planning incentives in 
both public and private sectors. The initial stakeholders need to experience the 
Consensus Building approach as beneficial to their core operations. 

Practitioners such the Argent Group PLC, a developer in London, applied ap-
proaches similar to Consensus Building in its King’s Cross development which 
began in 2000. By fall 2006, Argent had identified six stakeholders opposing 
the development and tried to create a development plan which satisfies as many 
stakeholder interests as possible, including maintaining the biodiversity of the 
old canals and the surrounding green spaces.21 The motivation for Argent to use 
an approach comparable to the Consensus Building process was enlightened self-
interest. The use of integrative approaches was a strategic and consistent choice 
for the developer. The Chief Executive of Argent, Roger Madelin, met with ap-
proximately 9,500 stakeholders during the first six years of the development.22 In 
short, a private developer had adopted a business strategy incorporating many of 

21  The status of the development is based on the information received in a conversation with 
Roger Madelin, Chief Executive of Argent Group, on the 1st of September 2006 in London.
22  The figure was presented by Roger Madelin himself on the 1st of September 2006. The ap-
proach used in King’s Cross had also raised interest in Japan, and thus, the potential influences 
of development approaches can be wide spread through informal channels. Roger Madelin esti-
mated that one third of his working hours were occupied by diverse forms of stakeholder engage-
ment and communication.
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the integrative negotiation principles and components of the Consensus Building 
approach.

Coalition building
The most significant difference between two-party and multiparty coalitions is 
the possibility in the latter case of forming coalitions (Susskind et al. 2003:32). 
Howard Raiffa (1982:11) has emphasized the importance of the number of par-
ties involved: “There is a vast difference between conflicts involving two dispu-
tants and those involving more than two disputants. Once three or more conflict-
ing parties are involved, coalitions of disputants may form and may act in concert 
against the other disputants.” Additional dissimilarities are increased complexity 
of project management, and alteration in the nature of each stakeholder’s BATNA 
(Susskind et al. 2005:396).23 

Coalitions indicate the direction and nature of interactions between stakehold-
ers at a given moment creating relationships between the stakeholders. Sebenius 
and Lax (1996:324) view the formation of coalitions as “strategic sequencing,” or 
the chain of approaches connecting the parties either jointly or separately, or in 
secret or open fashion. All the differences identified above between the two- and 
multiparty negotiations relate to the relations between the stakeholders within a 
negotiation process. It is worth considering what kind of significance we place in 
those relations within a Consensus Building process. Sebenius and Lax’s defini-
tion includes the possibility of using coercive or somehow guileful ways of trying 
to get a deal. Do we increase or decrease trustworthiness in our negotiations? 
What kind of ethical standards do we impose in coalition building in, for example, 
terms of sharing or concealing information? 

The interests within a Consensus Building process could be seen as a natural 
setting for coalition building. The alignment of diverse interests creates the basis 
of coalitions, but it doesn’t necessarily preclude the effect of sequencing in the 
stakeholder engagement. Coalition building is a meaningful component in the 
Consensus Building. However, the low level of commitment to any particular so-
lutions during the early innovative problem-solving phase of consensus building 
enables stakeholders to fill in any information gaps. The objective of incremental 
decision-making is to fulfill as many interests as possible through a fair process. 
The Consensus Building process should produce a wise and best decision available 

23  BATNAs may change for several other reasons, such as emergent information or intervening 
conditions affecting the negotiation. 
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(Susskind, Cruikshank 2006). At the very least it can provide a more informed 
and sustainable decision-making environment in which to pursue enlightened self-
interests. 

Coalition building within a Consensus Building process is not necessarily related 
to decision-making about the outcome of the process. Interactions can and will be 
made in all phases of negotiations related to planning and producing the built en-
vironment. Coalition building can take place in the process of formulating interests 
within a single stakeholder group. For example, city departments may negotiate 
and form coalitions while mapping and hammering out their interests related to a 
particular master planning area. A department with a particularly strong interest 
may form a coalition with a private sector stakeholder before accommodating all 
internal interests and trigger a Consensus Building process. A Consensus Build-
ing process is often proposed by someone or a group of stakeholders in a position 
to bring a key stakeholder into the process (Susskind 1999:20). Forming a coali-
tion may be necessary to reach a position strong enough to initiate discussion and 
launch a Consensus Building process.

Sebenius (1996) has suggested four path-dependency trajectories in which co-
alition building might affect the decision-making process and the outcomes of 
negotiations: exploiting patterns of deference, changing no-agreement alterna-
tives (BATNA), shaping outcome expectations, and revealing or concealing in-
formation. The reason to think about the path-dependency of different moves 
in coalition building is to increase the likelihood of achieving one’s interests by 
understanding the decision-making processes of others. 

The pattern of deference exists when one party adopts a position mainly because 
another important party has done so. For example, a developer has proposed a 
vast subterranean shopping and commercial network in the heart of the city. The 
deputy city manager favors the downtown development, but considering the scale 
and risks of the project, the support of major investors is very important.  In the 
course of the negotiation, the deputy city manager tends to defer to the investors.

Sequencing coalition building to change no-agreement alternatives is designed 
to restrict the BATNAs of stakeholders who are withholding their commitment. 
Their refusal may reduce their future options. A growing coalition may not offer 
as agreement terms as good as the reluctant party might have gotten earlier in 
the process. Or, the option to join the coalition may vanish entirely leaving the 
no-agreement alternative. The subjective utility value of the no-agreement option 
should be evaluated as the reservation value providing the expected minimum gain 
for accepting an offer (Lax, Sebenius 1986:51).
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Let’s take an example. A city is planning a new brown field development in a cen-
tral location with excellent traffic connections which makes it an attractive com-
mercial site. The city is requiring the master developer to provide diverse oppor-
tunities in the area, including sufficient commercial services, housing, and office 
spaces. A private developer has committed to construct a large office complex with 
multiple functions. The final form of the plan depends on the actual stakeholders 
in the development. The ground floor of the office building could be the site of a 
large-scale supermarket, and a number of retailers are offered the opportunity to 
either engage in the project or leave it to their competitors. 

In this situation, coalition building can be a part of creating a stakeholder network 
which will later on engage in a Consensus Building process. Coalition building 
may have preceded the identification of stakeholders, and the construction of a 
stakeholder network is affected by the coalitions. Those who should be inter-
viewed for the conflict assessment can belong to a coalition; in fact, some of them 
become connected to the development through coalition building.

Shaping outcome expectations comprises the third path effect in Sebenius’s frame-
work. In this strategy of sequencing, coalition stakeholders may try to get the most 
willing parties “on board” early to reinforce the credibility and the inevitability of 
a coalition formation. The use of “impact fees” for developments is an example of 
shaping outcome expectation as form of “bootstrapping”24. If a city council has 
ratified a strategic land-use policy stating a minimum percentage value for the 
impact fee of a development, the policy then can be used in the negotiations as 
a reservation value and threshold for proceeding with a development. Before the 
negotiation about the impact fee even starts, coalition building within the city has 
set forth a strong signal of its desired outcome leading to an agreement.

The cities, however, don’t always behave unanimously. An example of a city-driven 
housing development shows the use of sequencing to conceal or reveal informa-
tion. A city built a coalition with a reputable private developer to rapidly establish 
its own housing development on a site owned by the city. The development initia-
tive was ratified in a municipal board meeting without informing the city council. 
Before the city council could react, it was already too late and the decision had 
become legally binding allowing the design development to continue. Afterwards, 

24  Sebenius (1996:338) calls the strategies of exploiting patterns of deference, changing no-
agreement alternatives, and shaping outcome expectations “bootstrapping” approaches. The 
combined use of worsening no-agreement alternatives and reshaping expectations is called a 

“bandwagon” strategy.
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it was speculated that this approach was the only way to jump start the develop-
ment – a reading in the city council would have halted the process.

The strategic approach of sequencing to conceal or reveal information requires 
careful consideration of the order and style in which the parties are connected to 
the negotiations. If the use of revealing and concealing information becomes com-
mon knowledge, distrust may block further coalition building. In the case cited 
here, concealing information reduced trust and caused a change in administrative 
procedures.

Four different perspectives on the sequencing of coalition building can be brought 
to bear on the successful recruitment of a party in a given moment, with a certain 
history, and future expectations. Coalitions define the boundaries of cooperative 
relationships between the stakeholders in a multiparty or multilateral negotiation. 
To draw a bigger picture of relationships in negotiations, Larry Crump and A. Ian 
Glendon (2003) thought that existing research lacked a comprehensive frame-
work for multiparty negotiation.  The have proposed a set of “building blocks” in 
their article “Towards a Paradigm of Multiparty Negotiation.”  Their framework 
consisting of some, or all, of the following elements: 1) Primary Party Relations, 
2) Cooperative Relations, 3) Non-cooperative Relations, 4) Third Party Relations, 
and 5) Supporting Primary Party Relations.

The primary parties are said to “own” the problem or opportunity under nego-
tiation; they are the ones who will experience the effects of the outcome most 
directly. A primary party or a constituent, or representative of the primary party 
directly experiences the outcomes of negotiations.  In this, agents are differenti-
ated from primary parties. Primary Party Relations are negotiation situations with 
more than two primary parties, or two primary parties and one or more other par-
ties characterized by some of the elements (listed above from two to five) in the 
multiparty negotiation framework. Cooperative Relations are possible when three 
or more primary parties exist and some of them have aligned interests leading to 
cooperative arrangements. Coalition prevails as the most common form of coop-
eration. Non-cooperative Relations exist inside a “single party” that is not behav-
ing as a unitary entity. While the Primary Party Relations including Cooperative 
and Non-cooperative Relations form the entity comprising the directly affected 
parties, the Third Party Relations consists of direct assistance, provided by, for ex-
ample, a mediator. Supporting Primary Party Relations have an indirect assisting 
role, for example, as advisers, agents, or alternative negotiation partners. (Ibid.)

From the perspective of an urban development process, relationships around the 
problem, or development opportunity, evolve incrementally. The relationships, in-
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cluding coalitions, may change. The interests, and even the identity of all stake-
holders, may not be clear at the beginning of the process. At the outset of the 
process, the scope of the development is reflects only the ideas of the initial stake-
holders. Different phases of the process may include various combinations and 
numbers of coalitions. The primary goal of a Consensus Building process is to 
produce an overwhelming winning coalition with mutual gains for all parties. The 
final goal is to reach unanimity and include a significant number of the primary 
parties in the unified coalition circling the problem.

In this chapter, I have viewed the Dual Concern Model as a framework for choos-
ing strategic styles of approaching a development negotiation. The chapter has 
shown that the adoption of an integrative perspective on negotiations is a con-
scious strategic decision. The discussion of the constraints and success factors in 
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integrative bargaining was followed by a description of process models of integra-
tive bargaining with a particular emphasis on the Consensus Building and the 
Mutual Gains Approach. The chapter then addressed the question of sequencing 
the engagement of stakeholders and coalition building in multiparty negotiations.

Before turning to the technological transitions as the broader socio-technical con-
text of single integrative developments, I will review the current advice available 
for mediating integrative negotiations. Mediation, the last success factor in inte-
grative bargaining discussed here, is an interpersonal activity. However, it could 
be viewed as a way to opening new horizons and awareness for the individuals 
and organizations involved. The mediator’s role has a specific significance for the 
prescriptive aspects of my research. Therefore, third-party intervention, linked it 
to the success factors of integrative bargaining, requires extensive examination. 
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Chapter 3 
Help of a third-party – A role for planning and 
design consultants?

The rationale of this chapter is to review prescriptive advice for mediation as it 
supports the purposes of Urban Design Management. A special focus is put on 
using mediation research and practice to provide a theoretical ground for the third 
research question of this study, addressing the potential role of a mediator in de-
velopment and planning activities.

Main taxonomies of third-party interventions
The intervention of a third-party in a negotiation situation can take place in a 
myriad of ways. First, it is important to define the meaning of intervention in de-
tail. According to Argyris (1970:15), intervention means “to enter into an ongoing 
system of relationships, to come between or among persons, groups, or objects for 
the purpose of helping them. There is an important implicit assumption in the 
definition that should be made explicit: the system exists independently of the 
intervenor.” 

In Integrative Development, the intervention can take at least two relevant forms 
discussed in the literature: facilitation and mediation.  These terms are often used 
interchangeably and they do have some common features. However, they are dis-
tinct from one and other, and do not have a comprehensive and widely agreed 
upon definition (Bellman 1998:206; Schwarz 1994:12). A third form of interven-
tion, arbitration,25 is not discussed here mainly because the arbitration process 
shifts decision-making authority to the third party.

Moore (2003:8) defines mediation as “…an extension or elaboration of negotia-
tion process that involves the intervention of an acceptable third-party who has 
limited (or no) authoritative decision-making power.”  Schwarz (1994:4) defines 
group facilitation as “a process in which a person who is acceptable to all members 
of the group, substantively neutral, and has no decision-making authority to help 
a group improve the way it identifies and solves problems and makes decisions, in 
order to increase the group’s effectiveness.” The common features of facilitation 
and mediation include; a) an objective to help or advance a decision-making pro-

25  According to Moore (Moore 20039); “Arbitration is a generic term for a voluntary process in 
which people in conflict request the assistance of an impartial and neutral third-party to make a 
decision for them regarding contested issues.”
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cess, b) an acceptable third party  present to help but having no decision-making 
authority, and c) a process distinct from the decision-making system or process 
that exists independent from the third party. 

The intervention of a third party may lead to a new system or mutation of the old 
system, or process. For example, a facilitator or a mediator in a siting case may 
contribute to the discovery of a contingent stakeholder in the early phases of a 
development process. As a consequence, a more suitable site for the development 
in question might be found, and the development brief modified, leading to a new 
development process. 

Essential to the example above was that the changes took place in the early phase 
of the development when it was still feasible. When a development exists only as 
an initial idea, there is no apparent conflict or the level of conflict is low, and the 
sphere of stakeholders has not yet been expanded. The question then arises what 
kind of third-party intervention, if any, is needed, how the intervention could 
take place, and who the intervenor might be. Raiffa (1983:195) points out that in 
the case of an impasse: “Sometimes an intervenor may not be the invitee but the 
inviter.” The intervenor as inviter could also be active in the search for additional 
integrative potential, and actually create, if not a new process, a substantially mu-
tated one.

Schwarz (1994:13,17) has defined five types of differences between facilitation 
and mediation. First, the objective of mediation is to help stakeholders settle a 
conflict while a facilitator aims to improve the decision-making process and ef-
fectiveness of a group. Second, mediators typically enter the process at an impasse 
unlike facilitators who frequently get involved earlier in the problem-solving pro-
cess. Third, mediators control the process more than facilitators, who control and 
configure the process jointly with their clients. Fourth, facilitators work in the 
presence of the entire group; mediators may caucus with individual members of 
the group. For a facilitator, the client is the entire group. Fifth, facilitators provide 
content or information only if it is agreed-upon, unlike mediators who are likely 
to propose solutions for the dispute.

The current definitions for facilitation and mediation don’t match perfectly with 
the requirements for an improved decision-making process leading to Integra-
tive Development. For example, the incremental nature of a development process 
poses great difficulties in engaging all stakeholders at the same time as a group 
which then could be facilitated. Confidentiality is an additional restraint in the 
early phases of many developments. At the beginning of a process, the interven-
tion of a mediator is unlikely to need to resolve conflict. Mediators tend to become 
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engaged later in the process, after conflict is heightened. The facilitator doesn’t 
typically bring content to the process.

The “mediation” of Integrative Development requires elements of both profes-
sional functions. And, in fact the concepts overlap. . For example, a facilitator may 
step out of down that role temporarily to contribute content if all group members 
agree on this procedure (Schwarz 1994:17). In this case, the process still fulfills the 
core mission of facilitation.

Schwarz (Ibid.:9) has proposed three core values that guide the facilitation pro-
cess: a) valid and useful information, b) free choice, and c) internal commitment. 
The taxonomy of values presented by Schwarz is based on the adaptation of Ar-
gyris’ basic requirements for the intervention activity (Argyris 1970:16-20). These 
broad values are not unique to facilitation and mediation; they are valid principles 
for any communication process having rational action as its goal. 

Schwartz discerns two types of facilitation differentiated by the objectives of the 
group: basic and developmental facilitation (Schwarz 1994:6). Basic facilitation pro-
duces only a solution for a substantive problem; the goal of developmental facilita-
tion is to both solve a substantive problem and to permanently improve a process. 
I stress the relevance of Schwarz’s differentiation here because the second type of 
facilitation is important to the aspirations of organizations and the formation of 
interests. 

In developmental facilitation group members consciously try to learn and become 
less dependent on third-party facilitation. This enables them later in the process 
or in future processes to make decisions based on enhanced knowledge and aware-
ness when facing a new problem. For example, if an organization has decided to 
adopt the Integrative Development approach, the initial stakeholders inside the 
organization will be required to become more conscious of their own and others’ 
interests. Initial stakeholders outside the organization can also be engaged into de-
velopmental facilitation, and adopt the principle of articulating and hearing about 
interests. Inevitably, the group members in developments change in response to 
exposure of others’ learning experience and knowledge. In fact, stakeholders may 
learn even from a basic facilitation process even though it is not a consciously 
organized learning process.

Regarding the consequences of facilitation, the basic and developmental perspec-
tives are capable of merging in some degree. The core of facilitation is problem-
solving and it can contain various degrees of learning, or increase in “personal 
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mastery.” 26 For example, employees of a developer or a city can increase their skills 
and knowledge both through basic and developmental facilitation. The knowl-
edge gained affects “organizational routines” and the capacity of the organization 
to make decisions (Nelson, Winter 1982:124). For example, new capacities can be 
used to launch a development, housing program, or to map interests related to a 
particular area. Basic facilitation should have a developmental influence.

Table 3 summarizes characteristics of facilitation and mediation.

 

26  Senge (1990:7) defines “personal mastery” as a capability of constantly realizing results that 
matter the most to oneself. Instead of domination, mastery refers to a special kind of skills and 
knowledge gained through commitment to lifelong learning which helps to clarify and deepen 
the personal vision consisting of the important matters. Senge (Ibid.) continues by elaborating 
the relationship between an individual and an organization: “An organization’s commitment to 
and capacity for learning can be no greater than of its members.” Combined with Ury’s (1988) 
definition on interests as the things we care the most, the personal mastery becomes a capability 
of realizing our interests.

Table 3: Comparison of key characteristics of facilitation and mediation in relation to Urban Design 
Management

Characteristic Facilitation Mediation UDM

Entry of a third 
party

Any time during 
the process

Usually in a conflict 
situation

Any time during 
the process

Typical degree of 
conflict by the entry

From zero to high Towards high, 
impasse

From zero to high

Objective Resolves a problem 
and potentially im-
prove performance

Resolves a problem Searhes opportuni-
ties resolves prob-
lems and improves 
performance

Interaction with 
the clients

Meets with the 
entire group

Meets with the 
group, caucusing 
possible

Meets with the 
initial stakehold-
ers and the group, 
caucusing possible

Relationship to 
content

Less active More active More active

Aspired  
neutrality

Content yes,  
process no

Content yes,  
process no

Content yes,  
process no
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I will next discuss the leadership impacts of facilitation and mediation from the 
converging perspective advocated by Raiffa (1983:196), who stated that “There 
is a continuum of roles, from weak to strong, that a mediator can play.” On the 
weak side, the mediator acts merely as a facilitator, and on the strong side he or 
she might give substantial content input and devise creative alternatives for joint 
problem solving. The following treatment of mediation will also discuss instances 
in which a mediator may act in a facilitative way. 

Some scholars have included facilitation in international mediation broadly de-
fined. (Beardsley et al. 2006:63; Bercovitch, Langley 1993:671) The convergent 
perspective presented here on the mediation of producing the built environment is 
similar. However, this analysis stresses the potential of joint framework of facilita-
tion and mediation without a strong conflict orientation. Urban Design Manage-
ment involves both mediation and facilitation of Integrative Development.

The elusive character of mediation
The field of mediation practice and research is very diverse; the roles and tasks of 
a mediator as a facilitator, manager, therapist, advocate, poet, and prophet (Avruch 
2006:385)are not fixed. For our purposes here, “architect” might be added to the 
list. The big picture of mediation is elusive and there is no consensus on basic 
concepts.  However, the wide range of roles and functions provides richness in the 
perspectives and knowledge included in research and practice (Herrman, Hollett 
& Gale 2006b:19, 20). 

Mnookin and Ross (1995:6) have advocated an interdisciplinary approach to un-
derstand negotiations and mediation in diverse contexts. They identify three sets 
of barriers for reaching efficient agreements but acknowledge the inherent limita-
tion to such an exhaustive classification. This analysis of barriers helps build more 
coherent problem-solving approaches, or a heuristic model. First, tactical and stra-
tegic barriers evolving from the stakeholders’ aspirations would tend to maximize 
short- and/or long-term gains in a win-lose game. Second, psychological barriers 
create biases in the ways people conceive and use information, take risks, consider 
their interests, evaluate the meaning of gain or loss, and feel about the bargaining 
process. The third category encompasses structural factors, such as organizational 
and institutional settings including but not limited to channels of communication, 
constituencies, political decision making, and cultural settings. 

The categories presented by Mnookin and Ross reflect the interdisciplinary ap-
proach and the interaction between the categories (Ibid.). Their approach sets one 
potential stage for successful and efficient dispute resolution and mediation. Ad-
ditionally, the framework combines the decision-making and cognitive research 
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traditions of negotiations, and sets specific disputes in structures in which media-
tion could take place. These structures can be highly variable and affect the success 
factors, form, and timing of mediation. Consequently, we maybe forced to expand 
our conception of mediation even further, beyond the boundaries of the initial 
conflict. For example, the mediation should also be viewed through the lenses of 
corporate and organization culture. These cultures will affect the style of launch-
ing developments and planning activities. After presenting an example of the bar-
riers and contexts in which mediation of urban developments could take place, I 
will discuss the mediation process in more detail.

Let’s take a hypothetical example, and consider a vacant site which is coming 
under development.  The site was previously zoned for office buildings but the 
city wants to encourage housing development and densification. In one scenario, 
two families with small children are interested in the site. Before closing the deal, 
the families want to learn about the local neighborhood and community. They 
visit the next door neighbor and make friends while talking about the history of 
the neighborhood. An alternative scenario is that a construction company buys 
the site with the intention of building houses the two families could buy, but the 
neighbors first hear from the building inspection office about the new owners and 
their plans during the compulsory public hearing process. 

The site is exactly the same in both scenarios, but the institutional, organizational, 
and psychological factors differ significantly already in the early phases of events 
leading to the finished building and future relationships between the new neigh-
bors. The mediation of a potential conflict during the development process would 
most likely be different in the two scenarios. The level of conflict would be high by 
the time a mediation process takes place, if any mediation occurred at all.

The choice of a development approach itself can affect the future need for media-
tion of disputes. Success factors of an efficient development process include re-
moving prospective barriers of negotiations. Recognition of those barriers depends 
on both the initial approach which involves the strategic, tactical, and psychologi-
cal components, and the context in which the interaction takes place. 

Within a given cognitive community, some of the contextual features and emotions 
will reflect prototypical thinking and cognitive reference points.27 For example, a 
developer is a business within the construction industry quite different from a 

27  The cognitive reference points have been studied, for example, with natural categories such 
as color and line orientations in Eleanor Rosch’s (1975) pioneer work in the field of cognitive 
psychology.
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sympathetic one-off family effort with direct contacts with the stakeholders. The 
potential negative effects of the rigid stakeholder conceptions can be mitigated 
by pre-mediation, or by choosing and committing to integrative approaches to 
avoid escalated conflict related to stakeholders’ feelings and motivations (Shapiro 
2006:313). After all, at the end of the day there will be two houses for families 
on the site, side by side with the neighbors regardless of which entity performed 
the development. The initial style of approaching the development can make a 
difference.

Mediation process
Creation of a comprehensive model for the mediation process is a challenging 
endeavor. The challenges are the same for any complex and highly variable, con-
text-dependent process in which rational and useful categorizing of information 
is difficult. Herrman, Hollett, and Gale (2006b) have proposed a comprehensive 
model based on three sets of variables: To – Antecedent conditions, Tm – The Me-
diation, T1 and T2 – Short-term and long-term end products (see Figure 7). This 
model has been labeled as the HHG model (Avruch 2006). The HHG model 
is grounded on four decades of research and practice of mediation primarily in 
three fields (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:21): 1) disputes in natural settings 
excluding experimental conditions; 2) interpersonal disputes leaving out larger-
scale problems such as political disputes; and 3) mediation in the shadow of courts 
focusing on studies of mediation processes either within court programs or with a 
risk of a future litigation. 
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Figure 7: Comprehensive model of mediation
(Reproduced with a permission by Blackwell Publishing Ltd)
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Caveats and assumptions inherent in the HHG model give a theoretical orienta-
tion and commitment to the process model of mediation. The model is grounded 
in the following assumptions (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:22, 23):

Conflict resolutions occur in social context.1. 

People prefer harmony to disorder.2. 

Behavior, competitive or cooperative, is likely to be reciprocal.3. 

Referral to formal mediation signals a lack of cooperation or a commu-4. 
nicative malfunction.

Formal mediation aims to change contentious styles to integrative 5. 
bargaining.

Conflict escalates emotions to maintain initial positions.6. 

Talk and narratives provide a route to increase mutual understanding of 7. 
underlying interests.

Stories of life experiences can help thaw positions.8. 

Uncertainty motivates a search for information.9. 

The rationales for conflict are in a constant flux; mediation doesn’t seek 10. 
“truth” but a socially constructed, consensual agreement on terms and 
future actions which may even include some residual level of conflict.

 
After defining the underlying assumptions of the model, the authors present the 
HHG model mainly as a dynamic heuristic device for scholars and practitioners 
rather than a closed box (Ibid.:20). The HHG model draws from the tradition of 
previous models of mediation process (Wall Jr 1981; Wall Jr, Lynn 1993; Weitzman, 
Weitzman 2000), and also mimics the time sequence of Menkel-Meadows’ (1984) 
process model by sequencing: 1) the mental models and conditions of negotiators, 
2) the process used for mediation, such as Consensus Building, and 3) the end 
product (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:23). 

From the perspective of Integrative Development, the extensions of the process 
beyond the actual negotiation and mediation process are of great importance. The 
production of the built environment is a continuous activity for the initial stake-
holders who produce the end products with certain mental models. Considering 
that the initial stakeholders pursue rational action, they tend to plan or otherwise 
think ahead about their goals and actions. 
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Is there a way for a third party to assist initial stakeholders in thinking ahead about 
their goals and actions in developments? How could a third-party help in linking 
the strategic decision-making and development activity of an organization? How 
could a third party help connect the strategic housing program of a city with the 
interests, knowledge, and resources of local developers? 

Examination of the mediation characteristics and variables of the HHG model 
has value for the study of Integrative Development even though the model is 
grounded in the work of the court system. Clearly, some developments may in-
volve court processes at some phase, and in that sense the grounding is justified, 
but a litigation process is not a starting point for looking at the potential beneficia-
ries that the mediation practice could offer for more sustainable and enlightened 
developments. 

Nevertheless, mediation practice and research suggests important insights in dis-
cussing applications of third-party intervention in Integrative Development. Next, 
I will briefly discuss each set of variables in the HHG model in terms of their 
potential application to the “mediation” of development negotiations. This discus-
sion focuses on possibly useful variables rather than attempting a complete review 
of all aspects of mediation in other contexts, such as personal litigation. Based on 
this discussion I will describe mediation frames28 as amendments, or alternative 
interpretations to the traditional mediation process, and their applicability in the 
Integrative Development.

Antecedent conditions for a mediation process
The barriers to negotiations discussed by Mnookin and Ross (1995) are located 
at the heart of the variables affecting an upcoming negotiation process. Tactical, 
strategic, psychological, and structural barriers can also be identified within the 
model proposed by Herrman, Hollett, and Gale. The three barriers reach across 
the time sequences of the HHG model. The HHG model distinguishes four sets 
of variables as antecedent conditions for mediation (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 
2006b:23): 1) personal characteristics, including both disputant and mediator 
characteristics, 2) disputant beliefs and attitudes, 3) dispute characteristics, and 4) 
institutional context.

28  Neil H. Katz (2006) has proposed using “frames” as “windows to look out on the world and 
lenses which bring the world into perspective and sharper focus.” The frames function as a “cog-
nitive map” which serves the diagnostics, strategy-making, and taking action, for example, in a 
negotiation situation. Katz’s application of frames draws from the work by Lee Bolman and Ter-
rance Deal called Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice and Leadership (3rd edition, 2003).
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The personal characteristics a mediator needs for effective problem-solving in-
clude, for example according to Raider, Coleman, and Gerson (2000:503): con-
ceptual and analytical thinking about the problem on an abstract level; ability to 
reframe a conflict as a joint problem-solving process; capacity to communicate in a 
way that fosters cooperation; and ability to convert attacks against positions into a 
flow of information reflecting the needs and interests behind the attack. An adept 
mediator, William Simkin (1971:53), has described the essential characteristics29 
that a mediator should have:

the patience of Job1. 

the sincerity and bulldog characteristic of the English2. 

the wit of the Irish3. 

the physical endurance of the marathon runner4. 

the broken-field dodging abilities of a halfback5. 

the guile of Machiavelli 6. 

the personality-probing skills of a good psychiatrist7. 

the confidence-retaining characteristic of a mute8. 

the hide of a rhinoceros9. 

the wisdom of Solomon10. 

The remaining six characteristics Simkin imposes are more feasible:

11. demonstrated integrity and impartiality

12. a basic knowledge of and belief in the collective bargaining process

13. firm faith in voluntarism, in contrast to dictation

14. a fundamental belief in human values and potentials, tempered by the 
ability to assess personal weaknesses as well as strengths

15. a hard-nosed ability to analyze what is available, in contrast to what 
may be desirable

16. sufficient personal drive and ego, qualified by a willingness to be self-ef-
facing

29  William E. Simkin presented the different mediator characteristics in an unpublished speech 
at Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA, April 5, 1962.
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These personal characteristics play an important role in all activities related to 
managing complex multi-stakeholder situations. A city official or a developer 
managing an urban regeneration process would also benefit from the character-
istics listed by Simkin. It is not known why Simkin lists “patience” first, but this 
is an essential quality for developers as well. When two British developers, Roger 
Madelin of Argent Estates Limited and James G. Alexander of KUD Interna-
tional, were asked about the most important characteristics of being a success-
ful developer in complex urban regeneration projects, both of them unwaveringly 
stressed patience30. Madelin gave an example of the kind of long-term endurance 
required: “When we started the [King’s Cross] development, I wasn’t married, I 
didn’t have any children, and I had a father and a brother. Now I’m married, I have 
two children, and I’ve lost a father and a brother – and we still haven’t got a fuck-
ing building permission!”

The second set of variables in the HHG model, disputant beliefs and attitudes, is 
interesting in the context of urban developments considering the diverse back-
grounds of stakeholders in terms of educational background, professional experi-
ence, cultural settings, and values. People tend to interpret the context and content 
of a dispute, or problem at hand, differently which also guides selection of the 
problem-solving mechanism (Macfarlane 2001:670). 

The third category, the dispute characteristics, also provides insights into under-
standing the interaction that takes place in development processes. The dispute 
characteristics consist of legal, conflict, and interpersonal characteristics (Herrman, 
Hollett & Gale 2006b:30).  

In the field of urban development, the legal characteristics of the mediation setting 
could be triggered by the complexity of a development in relation to the land-use 
regulations and laws. For example, the degree and character of proposed changes 
to current zoning can require more complex planning procedures such as EIA. 

The conflict characteristics are defined by factors such as conflict intensity and 
content of a dispute including scarce resources or value differences, unequal pow-
er relations between the disputants, and diverse levels of motivation to reach an 
agreement (Kressel 2000:524, 525). 

30  The notion is based on the discussions with Roger Madelin and James G. Alexander in their 
London offices on the 1st of September 2006.   
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The interpersonal dynamics perspective pertains to relationships between the 
disputants, for example, whether they have had prior contacts or not, and how 
they interact with each other (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:31).  In urban 
developments it is likely that the initial stakeholders will negotiate again on an-
other project, but contingent one-off stakeholders will always emerge. Interper-
sonal dynamics are easily affected by the beliefs common to different occupations 
and institutional backgrounds that are likely to overlap with the disputant beliefs 
and attitudes. Prejudice and prototypical thinking shape expectations about stake-
holder behavior, but the categories used by the stakeholder groups will intertwine 
to some degree. 

Mediation takes place in a particular fashion in the institutional context of ur-
ban development. The HHG model frames the institutional context in terms of: 
program context, process access, process efficiency, and process information (Herrman, 
Hollett & Gale 2006b:31). The program context determines the setting which 
provides initial access to a mediated dispute resolution process; the programs can 
be either private or community-based. Process access involves the mechanisms 
that make mediation possible in the first place and what hinders or encourages 
the adoption of integrative approaches. Process efficiency primarily refers to the 
time components in the mediation process, for example, the length of time before 
mediation was introduced into a resolution process. In developments, the duration 
of the planning process and frequency of claims are potential measures of media-
tion efficiency. Finally, the last characteristic of the institutional context, process 
information, can be a relevant measure of a mediated development.  It refers to the 
rate of distribution of information to stakeholders about the up-coming process of 
Integrative Development.

Procedural factors in mediation
The HHG model labels four distinct characteristics related to the mediator during 
the mediation process: the Factors that Prime Personal Readiness, the Procedural 
Factors including Mediation Conditions, Problem-Solving, and Decision Making 
(Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:33). 

The Factors that Prime Personal Readiness refer to a mediator’s capacity for em-
pathetic interaction and abilities; his or her ability to create an atmosphere of 
understanding and to listen intently. The Mediation Conditions set the stage for 
the mediator to operate. They include the notions of: a) clear process management, 
b) active participation, c) fairness, and d) neutrality.

In discussing the need for clear process management, Kressel (2000:533, 534) 
emphasizes the importance of a mediator’s process control and substantive exper-
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tise to sensitively understand the interests of stakeholders in order to shape the 
negotiations. In a development situation, mediator expertise might include gen-
eral knowledge of the overall socio-technical building process. Additionally, Cobb 
(1994:60) has found that a mediator’s content knowledge plays a significant role 
in the mediation process beyond simply controlling it: “mediators need to regulate 
the construction of stories with respect to narrative coherence; this mandate de-
fies the traditional distinction between the process mediation and the content of 
the dispute: To regulate the process, mediators must manage the construction of 
content.”

Herrman et al. (2006b:39) identify two different measures for the active participa-
tion of stakeholders: client attendance and client help in shaping the process. The latter 
factor is particularly interesting for development and planning activities, specifi-
cally, in explaining the connections between strategy making and organizational 
routines in development processes. The mediator in a development process must 
be able to connect to the strategic interests of different stakeholders, both inside 
and across different organizations. The client is an essential source of knowledge, 
for example, in mediating Integrative Development using the interests of clients 
to find solutions grounded in the realities of a development process. 

The notion of global fairness surfaces in the form of a question: “Was the process 
fair?” (Ibid.). According to Susskind and Cruikshank (1987:164), the mediator’s 
responsibility for the perceived fairness of the outcome is equal to the stakeholders’ 
responsibility. Moreover, the mediator should make every possible effort to meet 
as many interests as possible (Ibid.). If the outcome is not perceived to be fair 
stakeholder satisfaction with the process is likely to be low.

There is extensive coverage in the mediation literature of the neutrality of a me-
diator as a core value, but the meaning of neutrality has remained vaguely defined 
(Kressel 2000:544). Young (1972:56) points out that impartiality may be easier to 
achieve than neutrality, but in general a link between them exists. Neutrality refers 
to a situation in which the mediator has no impact on the relative distribution 
of outcomes; an impartial mediator has no biases or preferences in favor of one 
stakeholder over another (Ibid.). Moore (2003:53,54) stresses that nobody can 
be entirely impartial, but the mediators should separate their opinions from the 
interests of disputants while focusing on helping the stakeholders in joint decision-
making without favoring one of them. 

The last two procedural factors of the HHG model, Problem-Solving and De-
cision-Making were outlined earlier in this chapter from the perspective of the 
Consensus Building process. However, one particular feature of the Decision-
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Making factors has particular value for considering the meditation of Integrative 
Development. The HHG model distinguishes two ways in which resolution is 
reached: client-shaped decisions and mediator-driven closure (Herrman, Hollett & 
Gale 2006b:43). These two types of closure reflect the degree of the mediator’s 
control over the outcome. For example, an architect-planner mediating a develop-
ment might take different roles in finding solutions jointly with the clients.

From this perspective, Kolb (1983:150) has identified two types of mediator: “or-
chestrators” and “deal makers.” Both mediator types organize the mediation pro-
cess somewhat differently. Orchestrators stay behind the scenes; they help the 
stakeholders create agendas and find settlement options. Dealmakers are more 
extroverted; they actively propose and even push certain settlement options. 

Sometimes stakeholders may reject or undermine an opponent’s proposal just be-
cause it has been made by the opponent. This reactive devaluation can be mitigated 
if the authorship is unclear and the proposal comes from a third party or some 
collaborative effort, rather than from a single stakeholder with particular interests 
(Mnookin, Ross 1995:23). Combined with the mediator’s planning and design 
expertise, the question of style is relevant to the practice of mediating Integrative 
Development. For example, can we still talk about “mediation” when the “media-
tor” uses the interests of stakeholders as incentives for proposing an innovative 
plan or design solution? 

Outcomes of the mediation process
The last part of the HHG model comprises the short- and long-term outcomes 
of the mediated bargaining process. The model proposes three categories of vari-
ables for evaluating the outcomes: a) Disputant Beliefs and Attitudes, b) Conflict 
Resolved, and c) Institutional Context (Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:44). The 
Institutional Context is not included in the constructs of the long-term outcomes 
of the HHG model, though one might argue long-term outcomes of a mediation 
process will probably create changes in institutions of the relationships between 
them.  For example, one of the objectives of a mediation carried out in the form 
of Strauss’s developmental facilitation is to create long-term outcomes through a 
learning process which aims at improved efficiency.

Within the construct of Disputant Beliefs and Attitudes the most relevant vari-
ables for mediation in Integrative Development are satisfaction with the outcome 
and satisfaction with the process. The HHG model also distinguishes satisfaction 
with the mediator, but this can be understood as part of the process as well.
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The construct of Conflict Resolved comprises Agreement Reached, Issues Re-
solved, Distributive Justice, and Relationship Changed (Ibid.:45). In develop-
ments, reaching an agreement usually means achieving a legitimate plan allowing 
the construction activity to proceed and establishing future land-use agreements. 
Types of development negotiation less closely aligned with stakeholder interests 
are less likely to reach an agreement stage. The “issues resolved” variable is use-
ful in interpreting the content of an agreement (Ibid.:51), that is, to understand 
which issues have been crucial to the negotiations. The variable of “distributive 
justice” provides a perspective on what shares of receiving or contributing are 
deemed fair by the participants. Peachey (1989:302) gives a two-fold definition of 
distributive justice: equality (instances in which each stakeholder receives an equal 
share), and equity (instances when costs or benefits are distributed according to a 
certain principle, need, or proportion). In land-use agreements, the assumption of 
infrastructure costs can be a typical issue in which distributive justice comes into 
play.

The last measure of the construct Conflict Resolved is “Relationship Changed.” 
According to Moore (2003:56), the degree of a mediators’ concern about the 
stakeholders’ relationships reflects differences in involvement in content-related 
problems between the “dealmakers” and “orchestrators.” Mediators who empha-
size problem solving and substantive issues refer themselves sometimes as “prob-
lem-solving facilitators.” Those at the other end of the continuum place greater 
emphasis on improving the stakeholders’ relationships than on content issues. 

In Integrative Development, the issue of relationship has dual significance. First, 
relationships may exist prior to any single development. The mental models of 
initial stakeholders are affected by the dominant organization cultures and indi-
viduals working in those organizations (Nelson, Winter 1982:124). For example, 
a developer can make strategic decisions in selecting an integrative development 
approach, or, cities have different policies regarding the collaboration with the 
private sector developers. Second, relationships are created and modified during 
the actual development negotiations as, for example, one group emerges as either 
a hard bargainer or an integrative negotiator, and other stakeholders adjust to this 
new characteristic. The chain of events can also affect the future negotiations and 
relationships. 

In conclusion, the meaning of relationships in mediated development reaches be-
yond the actual negotiation situation, and affects an organization’s strategic deci-
sion making. Strategy making affects the forming of aspirations and the way in 
which interests are pursued.  For these reasons, the role of a mediator in urban 
developments should organize pre-mediation or adopt a developmental facilita-
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tion stance toward the internal interests and to writing the development brief of 
the initial stakeholder.

The final construct of the outcomes in the mediation process is the Institutional 
Context that comprises three measures: efficiency, effectiveness, and comparable cost 
(Herrman, Hollett & Gale 2006b:52). Efficiency refers to the streamlining of the 
process including the duration and number of third-party interventions required 
to achieve the outcomes. The issues related to effectiveness include, for example, 
whether the rights of stakeholders were protected and the overall appropriateness 
of the mediation process.  Comparable cost refers to the costs and potential savings 
achieved by using mediation compared to other decision-making processes. 

The HHG model provides a framework for analyzing the character of practical 
third-party interventions as well as a platform for doing research on mediation in 
developments. For example, the constructs related to the outcomes of a mediated 
development process could provide a basis for auditing the Integrative Develop-
ments and the production of the built environment. 

Raiffa (1982:221) has proposed a “contract embellisher” that could also be adapted 
to the purposes of development and planning proposals. The basic idea of the con-
tract embellisher for stakeholders involved in a complex negotiation can, having 
identified their interests, caucus with an intervenor who documents the individual 
interests and then retires from the scene. After a normal bargaining process, the 
intervenor, who knows a great deal about the aspirations and constraints of stake-
holders, then returns and audits the contract. The rationale is to find out whether 
the stakeholders have reached an efficient agreement and any potential joint gains 
have not been left on the table. If he or she sees that there are still potential mutual 
gains available, the intervenor may suggests a revised proposal privately to each 
stakeholder. The stakeholders may accept or reject the new proposal without any 
additional haggling about the issues.

Remarks on the traditional mediation model
The HHG model reflects the traditional, or problem-solving-to-settlement, per-
spective which views mediation as a prototypical third-party intervention (Pruitt 
2006:396). This section outlines the main concerns regarding the HHG model, 
and then suggests an alternative way to view the mediation process. 

Kevin Avruch (2006:386) points out two linked concerns regarding the model: 
the temporal structure and the character of the mediator. The model emphasizes 
is the mediator’s personality characteristics while leaving his demographic status, 
such as age, aside. The HHG model assumes a certain homogenous cultural envi-
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ronment. For example, within mature industries such as construction or in young 
industries such as information technology, the credibility of a mediator might be 
affected by his or her age.  These aspects of the mediator’s self-presentation can 
affect his or her authority. 

Avruch also targets the systems theory perspective inherent in the HHG model 
with the three main phases: T0, Tm as inputs, and T1 and T2 as outputs (Avruch 
2006:389,390). If the desired characteristics of mediator and the mediation pro-
cess are expected to be X at a given time Tx, the mediation may not be as successful 
at Tx+1. The entire setting of negotiations may change including but not limited 
to legislation, policies, constituencies, economic trends, and stakeholder interests. 
The elements impinging on mediation are in constant flux, having no predeter-
mined linear sequence. For example, the mediator caucusing and assisting initial 
stakeholders may not be as trusted by other stakeholders, emerging in the later 
phases of the process.

Alternative perspectives on mediation have emerged as scholars have rethought 
assumptions about linearity and prototypical mediator characteristics. Pruitt 
(2006:404) mentions several new movements in the field of mediation; frame 
analysis, the promotion of perceived justice, capability development through face-
work,31 managing negative emotions, transformative mediation32, and narrative 
restructuring.33  Except for the last two perspectives, these movements are, essen-
tially, extensions of the traditional model. Transformative mediation and narrative 
restructuring adopt completely different methods34 (Ibid.). Below, frame analysis 

31  Littlejohn and Domenici (2006:228) define the facework as: “a set of coordinated practices 
in which communicators build, maintain, protect, or threaten personal dignity, honor, and re-
spect.”
32  According to Bush and Folger (2005), transformative mediation focuses on empowerment 
and mutual recognition and betterment of the relationships between the disputants instead of 
problem-solving. Furthermore, they claim the transformative approach to reduce the mediator 
bias on the decision-making.
33  Narrative mediation aims (Winslade, Monk 2006:223): “to help people separate themselves 
and their relationship from a conflict-saturated story and to reconnect with a story of coopera-
tion, or understanding, or peace, or mutual respect (or whatever definition of the alternative story 
that parties prefer).” Winslade and Monk (Ibid.) wish to make a clear distinction to “problem-
solving” and “reaching agreement”, and focus on the construction of narratives which are the 
basis of action in negotiations instead of facts. 
34  Pruitt (2006:408,409) casts doubts on the resolution power of the narrative and transforma-
tive approaches, particularly regarding the latter one. He claims that the focus on narratives may 
even cause escalated conflicts through unresolved revenge motives targeting the jointly config-
ured narrative. Additionally, the traditional mode of problem-solving may be needed at end of 
the negotiation process to settle the practical issues, for example, whether or not a merger will 
take place, or, shall a development continue and if yes, how the development process will con-
tinue.
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is discussed as potential heuristic device for creating ways to mediate Integrative 
Development. 

Frame Analysis
The frame analysis perspective is germane to Integrative Development for main 
two reasons. First, framing can affect the initial conflict orientation of the devel-
opment activity as stakeholders make strategic choices, including the development 
of tactics and planning routines. For example, a developer can choose to initiate 
a development with conscious stakeholder engagement and identification of in-
terests including the company’s own. Second, framing allows use a wide range of 
socio-technical techniques in the Integrative Development, such as telling stories 
and convening meetings in informal settings. The focus of framing is not just on 
aspects or values, such as justice, within a negotiation process, but on processes as 
well. 

Neil Katz (2006:376-378) has proposed applying the four frames explicated by 
Bolman and Deal (1997): structural frame, human resources frame, political frame, 
and symbolic frame. These are used to view organizational activities or problems 
from different vantage points (Bolman, Deal 1997:xii, xiii; Katz 2006:375). 

The structural frame reveals ways to improve the efficiency of an organization; it is 
embedded in the context of interaction among individuals (Bolman, Deal 1997:57, 
96). For example, a nonhierarchical structure may work well at a brainstorming 
session when a new development is being initiated, but later phases of the work 
will require coordinated and organized action. 

The structural framework can be used to analyze how an organization adopts cer-
tain development tactics, such as brainstorming processes, for particular projects. 
A structural framework is useful in identifying how an organization can build the 
capacity and develop the strategies that will enable Integrative Development to 
emerge. The structural frame has implications for mediator’s role on two levels. 
First, mediators may consider themselves as architects building a conductive envi-
ronment in which stakeholders can exchange information, facts, and feelings (Katz 
2006:377). Second, the mediators can function outside the negotiation as a trainer 
or consultant.

The physical structure affecting the social context of negotiations can also be 
significant. The mediation room, available equipment, and the placement of the 
chairs and shape of the tables are all parts of the structural frame (Ibid.). The last 
element of a structural frame deals with the relationship between the outcomes 
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and the process. The structure of mediation affects the authorship of the solution 
by controlling the development, form, and acceptance of the agreement (Ibid.). 

The human resource frame stresses the relationships focusing on human needs, in-
terests, and constructive relationships among individuals and organizations (Bol-
man, Deal 1997:119; Katz 2006:375). The individuals hold the organizational 
memory and knowledge of organizational culture (Nelson, Winter 1982:99). The 
mediator’s work will be shaped greatly by the characteristics of the individual 
stakeholders engaged in the development. Katz (2006:375) describes the human 
resource frame in terms of an “extended family” of stakeholders with the mediator 
as the facilitator or servant. 

Seen through the political frame, leaders and managers are participants in an on-
going process of bargaining and coalition formation in organizations (Bolman, 
Deal 1997:175). Katz (2006:377) sees political frame as a jungle in which the 
mediator carves out an arena for negotiation. A political frame calls for active 
leadership and a management role for the mediator, governed by the ground rules 
of just and efficient political decision making to preserve the trustworthiness and 
long-term success of the mediation.

The symbolic frame includes the exploratory creativity, cultural and religious ex-
periences, humor, drama, rituals, beliefs and faith, legends, and stories that or-
ganizations and individuals bring to the table (Bolman, Deal 1997:234; Katz 
2006:376). Katz’s notion of the mediator as architect within the structural frame 
applies equally well to the symbolic perspective. An architect doesn’t engage only 
in problem-solving and designing form creating structures; he or she also lends 
symbolic meaning to places and artifacts. The creation of meaning in otherwise 
uncertain conditions is the essential function of the symbolic frame. A mediator‘s 
artistry is exercised in a manner similar to a standup comic, make the performance 
flow despite the uncertainty of audience reaction and his own imagination. The 
flow gives the performance a phenomenal meaning independent from the rational 
content and facts of the performance. The symbolic frame elaborates the artistry 
of mediation, a capacity difficult to define but essential to the mediator’s task.

Different perspectives on the complexity of mediation and negotiation invite an-
alysts to constantly reconsider the dynamics of mediation (Herrman 2006a:16). 
Bolman and Deal’s frames can exist simultaneously and be applied as most ap-
propriate and useful at different phases of mediation. For example, the structural 
frame encompasses both the structure of the factors that prime readiness, procedural 
factors, and antecedent conditions (Katz 2006:382). Framing can be used to solve 
problems such as how a mediator might assist in shaping the development ap-
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proach and mental model of an initial stakeholder organization, or how mediation 
might best be stimulated to continue during a development process. The HHG 
model and the application of frames alone are unlikely to provide a definitive an-
swer to such questions, but they help the parties understand the mediation process 
and be comfortable as more and increasingly complex questions arise.
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Chapter 4:  
Transition towards more sustainable niches of 
development

This final chapter in the theoretical part of this study focuses on the formation and 
setting of single developments that contribute to the built environment in diverse 
scales. Individual developments, or planning and implementation efforts leading 
to the construction of a particular part of the built environment, are defined here 
as parts of the technological transition (TT) process. Integrative Development 
aims to produce a chain of events leading to more sustainable35 production of this 
environment. The objective is a more satisfying process and product despite the 
constraints and distractions of an increasingly complex world. Innes (2004:16) 
elaborates the demand for consensus building as follows: “The conditions of a 
global postmodern world have contributed to the demand for consensus build-
ing because of the speed of technological and social change, the fragmentation 
of power, and the juxtaposition of more and more conflicting values in public life. 
The demand for collaborative dialogue is growing around the world.”

Negotiation approaches as potential evolutionary technologies
In this study, human agency is seen as embedded in the social structure of a society, 
and physical artifacts gain their meaning through human activity. The process, or 
the chain of events leading to the production of the built environment, belongs to 
the realm of technology which is an evolutionary transition process. The evolu-
tion of contemporary urban planning illustrates this kind of transition processes. 
For example, city planning in London is structured differently and operates under 
a different set of preconditions than it did in the late 19th century. The potential 
buildings themselves, e.g. high-rise apartment blocks, and their effects on urban 
structure and society are the result of technological transitions in building tech-
nologies. Our current understanding of how these changes come about is still very 
limited. 

Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma (1998:183) suggest that though the dynamics of evolv-
ing technological regimes are vague, at least two potential elements affecting the 
change can be identified. First, historical evidence indicates that system builders 
or entrepreneurs can play a significant role in the creation of new technological 

35  Sustainability is not only conceived to produce more out of less in physical sense but also 
enhancing the social well-being, including symbolic and cultural meanings, architectural qualities, 
as well as economical elements. 
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regimes, such as the creation of electric and utility systems by Edison, Insull, and 
Mitchell. Another example, among many others, could be taken from Fredrick 
Taylor’s (1911) work The Principles of Scientific Management which fundamentally 
changed conceptions of management theory and practices. The second element 
suggested by Kemp et al. is the availability of niches or domains of application 
open to the expansion of a new technology. Market or user demand is often the 
source of new niches.

Based on evolutionary economics, Frank Geels (2002:1258) has proposed two 
intertwined perspectives on the process of technological evolution and creation of 
regimes. The first perspective suggests that such an evolution is a process of varia-
tion, selection, and retention of diverse elements. The second perspective is that 
it is a process of unfolding and creating new combinations of those elements. For 
example, concerns or interests trigger land-use laws prepared and proposed by the 
ministries, and later adopted through the parliamentary decision-making process. 
In turn, those affected by the laws create their own cultural and social reactions 
to and practical interpretations of these laws, which are finally interpreted by the 
court system and become the basis for future law making. The parliamentary de-
cision-making can revise or abolish the law as concerns in the society change, 
including the ways in which laws are established. 

Let’s take another example on potential evolution of physical artifacts. A hous-
ing developer has made a strategic decision to produce housing in a particular 
design reflecting a new concept of single-family housing for rental markets. De-
signers, site engineers, investors, clients, sales representatives, city planners, and 
other stakeholders exercise the specific types of technological knowledge support-
ing current housing production. In response to the developer’s new idea, they can 
also interact to create new combinations and variations affecting the production of 
future housing. According to Abernathy and Utterback (1978), each major indus-
try sector – automobiles, aircraft, electronics, and construction adapts internally to 
produce a basic or dominant design or typology.  Radical innovation, such as the 
introduction of a new technology, can challenge these dominant designs.

In a similar vein, Nelson and Winter (1977; 1982:73,258) offer their concept of 
the “technological regime”, in which individuals’ skills affect the organizational 
routines and decision making that structure a dominant design. The workers’ con-
ception what is feasible and worth trying depends on their skills and decision-
making processes. Decision-making authorities within a technological regime 
incline towards homogenous approaches, often in resistance to innovation (Geels 
2002:1259). For example, a city planner or a developer as part of a larger profes-
sional community has a particular approach to tasks believed to be essential. The 
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approaches and selection of those tasks may be affected by factors such as a deci-
sion maker’s educational background, employer expectations, investor demands, 
personal lifestyle preferences, moral conceptions, etc. 

 Rip and Kemp (1998:340) have defined a technological regime as

“…the rule-set or grammar embedded in a complex of engineering practices, 
production process technologies, product characteristics, skills and pro-
cedures, ways of handling relevant artifacts and persons, ways of defining 
problems; all of them embedded in institutions and infrastructures.

Integrative Development can be conceived as prospective sets of rules related to 
the production of the built environment. The adoption of integrative approaches 
may take time, as has been experienced with the growth of consensus-building 
practice (Pruitt 2006:395). New technologies or approaches frequently meet re-
sistance within an established socio-technical regime (Freeman and Perez 1988). 
Consensus-building approaches have been applied in specific development niches, 
such as in the Connecticut pilot project example, but they haven’t yet created a 
technological regime, or reached the level of a “dominant design” for development 
decision making.

The difficulty of introducing novel approaches and technologies into practice has 
provoked considerable speculation about how to make it easier. Most likely, all 
stakeholders within an urban development would in principle agree on focusing 
resources in an efficient way, making wise agreements, promoting trustworthiness, 
creating better places, improving economic efficiency, and enhancing sustainability. 
Why, then, do the disagreements elaborated in the beginning of this research exist 
between the stakeholders? In fact, the actual interests underlying articulated as-
pirations, even within a single stakeholder organization, can contradict each other. 
However, perceived contradictions are sometimes greater than they are in reality. 
This chapter has discussed practical and theoretical approaches to the alignment 
of the greatest number of interests possible and to how consensus-building pro-
cesses can increase mutual gains by uncovering or creating new niches for innova-
tion and agreement. 

The transition from one technological regime to another is a problem for policy 
makers as well as for other stakeholders contributing specific elements to a tech-
nological regime. This study suggests that the transition from one regime to an-
other should be situated within a new urban development and planning approach 
that creates a framework of potential successful niches. The next section discusses 
the conditions under which a more sustainable technology regime could emerge. 
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Strategic Niche Management
Kemp, Schot, and Hoogma (1998:184,185) propose three strategies for managing 
technological transition. The first strategy, favored by economists, aims to change 
the structure of incentives driving the market forces. The second strategy relies on 
planning. The third builds on existing socio-technical dynamics and pilots change 
into a desirable channel. The authors favor the last option, which they term stra-
tegic niche management, as the only feasible approach.

The problem with incentives is that policy measures must be extensive to have an 
impact, though this approach does have the advantage of facilitating local and in-
dividual decision making (Ibid.:184). Policy measures such as the encouragement 
of alternative processes for negotiating developments could eventually supplant 
normative control through conventional urban planning.. 

The second strategy, planning, is designed to the create and build of a new socio-
technical regime (Ibid.:185). In both urban and rural physical contexts, planning 
for a future socio-technical regime requires consideration of both the processes 
and the content in producing the entire built environment. Normative compre-
hensive planning systems approach the achievement feasible urban solutions 
through regulation and control. In the global context, and already emerging local 
settings, decision makers are finding that they cannot rely on plans and realities to 
remain consistent from the planning to the implementation stages of development.  
By the time their plans are implemented, the highly differentiated and networked 
society in which they are imbedded has thrown up new, complicating combina-
tions of factors. 

Mintzberg (1994:16-19) claims that according to planners, organizations must 
plan in order to: a) coordinate an organization’s activities, b) ensure the consider-
ation of the future, c) strive for “rationality”, and d) impose control. The deeper 
meaning of planning has remained widely debated, but these rationales imply 
some things about what planning is and what its goals are. The odds for planning 
look gloomy, given the differentiated and networked urban and organizational 
contexts. If planning professionals can create a successful technological regime 
itself, they will still have a role in the change process,  or in the niche forming a 
part of the technological transition. For example, city planning departments and 
real estate developers practicing Integrative Development can use strategic plan-
ning as a vehicle for mapping interests (instead of solutions) from the perspectives 
of both city and corporate planning.

Strategic niche management can be used to create temporary protected spaces for 
enhancing more sustainable technologies (Kemp, Schot & Hoogma 1998:185). 
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The context of management is public policy, but private sector actors, inevitably a 
part of the socio-technical regimes, at least in most cultures, may also be included. 
The essential task for Integrative Development is to form successful niches which 
start to grow and form technological regimes. Strategic niche management can 
foster situations in which an alternative technology could gain a foothold without 
predetermining final applications of the technology. Kemp writes that

Process management doesn’t start from a quantified stock of goals. It is 
aimed at changing the rules of the game, at creating room for experimenta-
tion and variation, at shaping the interactions, at making sure that the pro-
cess is not dominated by certain actors, at learning about problems, needs 
and possibilities, and at keeping the process of change going in desirable 
directions (Ibid.). 

What are the considerations for selecting a technology to support? Would Inte-
grative Development qualify as such a technology? Kemp et al. (Ibid.:187) list 
four main preconditions for technologies worth supporting: 1) significant tech-
nological opportunities with branching and extension capabilities despite initial 
limitations; 2) demonstration of foreseeable increase in returns or other forms of 
capital; 3) consistency with existing or feasible forms of organizations and control 
mechanisms compatible with the needs and values of the stakeholders; and 4) at-
traction for certain applications with more advantages than disadvantages. 

Would Integrative Development meet these criteria? A flexible and joint frame-
work for promoting “enlightened self-interests” in the production of the built 
environment would be a significant technological opportunity. The framework 
should allow diverse stakeholders, not necessarily involved in development as their 
core businesses, to become part of the production of the built environment. The 
challenge is to create a robust framework that would accommodate many pos-
sible applications, for example, a city’s desire to increase housing production, or, 
a developer’s desire to locate and enhance future commercial developments. The 
Consensus Building approach has already demonstrated its applicability in a num-
ber of different contexts through first designing a systematic process independent 
from the field of application. Many, but not all of those applications or experimen-
tal niches have been supported and protected by the public sector as discussed in 
the earlier examples of the Consensus Building approach. 

Integrative Development proponents also need to convince stakeholders of the 
economic advantage of this alternative technology. Satisfaction with process and 
content needs to be increased both in the short and long term for it to gain a foot-
hold in a new technological regime. Temporary protective measures may be need-
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ed to obtain such evidence. Such protection includes but is not limited to public 
measures. For example, a city may choose to apply Integrative Development to a 
large-scale housing development on a site it owns. Private sector pilot ventures 
may also promote the creation of successful niches if an initial stakeholder foresees 
a significant long-term strategic advantage in adopting Integrative Development.

Integrative Development easily meets the institutional and managerial precondi-
tions listed by Kemp; the approach is based on the engagement of stakeholders 
including any type of existing organizations or representatives. However, the rela-
tionships between representatives and constituents can be complex and add con-
straints to the formation of successful niches. Mediation provides a potential fertile 
ground for overcoming these difficulties by creating management and leadership 
practices for Integrative Development with the help of a third-party. Moreover, 
the issue of control is relevant in considering whether or not negotiations lead 
toward a course of events that both public and private sector stakeholders consider 
valuable. In order to succeed, Integrative Development needs to be trusted, and to 
be consistent with the values of the stakeholders engaged in the process.

Finally, alternative negotiation approaches and mediation have already reached a 
practically applicable technological level, which should make Integrative Devel-
opment palatable. The initial niches demonstrating the use of Integrative Devel-
opment in practice should make it even more attractive, and widen the range of 
potential users. This last precondition could also be boosted by re-framing Inte-
grative Development as an essential component of strategic decision making in 
organizations such as cities and developers, instead of as an occasional approach 
to particular projects.

Who should be in charge of strategic niche management? The task of niche man-
ager should be a collective effort facilitated by the entire group (Kemp,Schot & 
Hoogma 1998:189). Niche management policies, or ground rules, are outcomes 
of collective decision making and negotiation, though by taking a leading role, 
some actors may form a group of niche managers. The collective definition of a 
niche manager means that the initiative for a niche can come from any stakeholder 
group. 

The niche manager resembles the convener of a mediation process. For example, 
a city could decide to set up an experiment to apply an integrative approach to re-
organizing its land use and building inspection departments along with land-use 
strategy. A city could also use Integrative Development to manage the process of 
development for a brownfield area jointly with private developers. A developer 
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could decide to build its own Integrative Development strategy and create niches 
for individual developments.

The production of public buildings provides an interesting realm for alternative 
development technologies to evolve. Those who manage public real estate are po-
tential niche managers. First, the governments produce in terms of square meters 
and financial terms a great amount of space for diverse public services (Evers, van 
der Schaaf, Dewulf 2002:4). The production may even take place in collaboration 
with the private sector providing a way to disseminate alterntative approaches. 
Second, the public real estate development acknowledges a greater diversity of 
interests related to common good such as sustainability, efficiency, culture, and 
architecture (Ibid.:51). Both these factors prime the conditions for a successful 
niche and better urban environment. While efficiency is important for public and 
private sectors, it forms a common ground to search for particular integrative de-
sign solutions in both sectors.

This chapter has defined a conceptual framework and conditions affecting a po-
tential transition to and wider adoption of Integrative Development in the pro-
duction of the built environment. Integrative Development provides potentially 
successful niches for producing more sustainable built environment with greater 
content and process satisfaction among stakeholders. The latter parts of the chap-
ter focused on criteria for the viability and support for Integrative Development as 
a prospective new technological regime. 

Leadership in strategic niche management is a collective endeavor. The initiative 
for establishing a niche can come from any stakeholder group, or potential mem-
ber of the niche. For example, a decision to adopt an Integrative Development 
approach and to engage a mediator for a particular project may launch a successful 
niche.

The final chapter of Part 2 reviews the methods and data used in the study prior 
to the demonstration of the theory through examination of the case study data in 
Part 3. 
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Chapter 5:  
The Plan – Methods and data of the research

This chapter outlines the empirical data used to substantiate the value of Integra-
tive Development derived from two case studies.  It includes a description of how 
the cases were collected and the principles for collecting data.  The last section 
describes how the data were transcribed and analyzed. 

Empirical data
The empirical data for this qualitative analysis are derived from two case studies 
of development in Finland. As they represent different types of development, an 
in-depth study of these two provides a data set sufficiently rich to answer my 
research questions. The epistemic purpose of the case study approach is not to 
discover a “single truth” but to enable analytical generalization36 within selected 
urban developments as samples of Finnish development practice. The analytical 
generalization provides the grounding for prescribed approaches which could be 
applicable at least in the case studies of the research, and potentially in a wider 
range of cases. 

Selection of cases
Comparison of the two cases provided alternative and complementary framing of 
issues. For example, if a “mediatory” element is missing from the process manage-
ment of one case but present in another, it provokes a question about why this 
component might be missing.37 Additional cases in future research may offer ad-
ditional and alternative insights. 

The selection of cases was supported by a Task Force which represented the fi-
nanciers of and participants in my research. The Task Force had members from 15 
significant organizations in Finnish real estate, planning, design, and construction 
clusters; the clusters included representatives of cities, developers, planners, de-
signers, contractors, investors, and officials. At the beginning of the research, the 
Task Force was asked to propose potential case studies. The first case study was 
selected on the basis of these criteria:

36  Robert K. Yin (2003:38) describes the construction of external validity in Jane Jacobs (1961) 
book The Death and Life of Great American Cities in which Jacobs covers broader theoretical 
issues in urban planning instead of focusing distinctly on New York even though the book is 
mainly based on experiences from New York.
37  The use of “what if ” type of rival explanations is suggested as one tool for considering the 
internal validity of a case study research (Yin 2003:112).
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Physical size and scal1. e – The size of the development should be small 
to reduce the likelihood of increasing complexity along with diversity, 
though it is true that small developments can also be complex.

Use of strategic aims2.  – The case study must represent continuous and 
rational action – “planned” operations of a type familiar to the organiza-
tion proposing the case.

Geographical location3.  – The location would be in Finland, but with-
out any further locational requirements.  

Scale of urbanization4.  – The case should be located in an urban con-
text; most construction activity and the increase in density take place in 
or near urban areas.

Number and type of stakeholders5.  – The number should be moderately 
low and stakeholders easily accessible.

Planning status6.  – There should be an expected change or need for a 
change in the zoning requirements.

Development pressure or initiatives7.  – Implementation should be 
anticipated in the foreseeable future.

Occurrence of conflicts8.  – The first case should include some kind of 
identifiable conflict between the stakeholders.

Building typologies9.   –No specific type or size of building or volumes is 
required, but the scale should, again, be manageable. 

User categories or zoning10.  – There are no requirements for existing or 
anticipated user functions or zoning limitations.

 
My first case, Päiväranta development, matched the above criteria in a satisfactory 
manner. The case was small and compact enough to test the interview and re-
search settings. The second case, Näkinmetsä cluster development, differed from 
Päiväranta in two significant ways. First, the scale of development was different 

– this second case was a large development. Second, there did not appear to be 
any initial conflict orientation between the initial Näkinmetsä stakeholders. In 
neither case did the site ownership or access to land create a complex stakeholder 
network. For this reason, the research findings reported here are limited to situa-
tions in which the site ownership and access to the site have already been granted 
to the developer or initial stakeholders. The effects of scattered landownership on 
negotiations should be studied in future research.
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Though this study focuses mainly on these two cases, an unexpected, but use-
ful feature was the contingent emergence of “micro-cases” in the course of the 
research. A number of interviewees volunteered their thoughts on examples and 
experiences that weren’t directly connected to either of the two major cases under 
study. These narratives are incorporated here as “micro-cases” that proved to be 
useful in illustrating and understanding the dynamics of the case studies.

Principles of collecting data
The main sources of case study data consist of semi-structured interviews. Official 
planning documents, memorandums, reports, and newspaper articles provided ad-
ditional insights into the cases. These diverse sources make it possible to triangu-
late the data to validate facts significant to each case study (Yin 2003:36,97). 

Each of the semi-structured interviews was structured similarly. The first part 
of the interview focused on the interviewee’s organization and background. The 
objective was to build confidence in the interview situation and enhance the con-
textual understanding of the interviewee’s narrative. The second part dealt with a 
particular case study beginning with the chronological “story” of the case and how 
the interviewee had got involved in it. The goal was to keep the research topics in 
the background, and let the interviewees construct the structure and content of 
the story. Of course, some dialogue between the researcher and the interviewees 
was inevitable, as they needed to have at least a general conception of what the 
research was about. The interviews were conducted in an “active listening” manner, 
indicating occasional signs of interactive understanding, to encourage the inter-
viewees to speak freely. The taking of field notes on key issues also signaled the 
interviewer’s interest and concentration on the topic. After each interview, a field 
memo was created. This approach made it possible to rapidly construct an overall 
picture of the interviews and cases as whole. The quantity and characteristics of 
the interview data is described in tables 4 and 5.
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Case study interviews: Case Päiväranta, a hypermarket development in Kuopio, Finland.

Stakeholder group Name and title or the role of the 
interviewee(s)

Public/

Private
Duration 
h:min

Tran-
scriber

Retailer, Kesko
Eero Ahtela 
Developer, Chief operating officer of 
development operations

Private 3:20 HE

Retailer, Kesko1
Eero Ahtela 
Developer, Head of development and 
real estate operations

Private 1:25 HE

Retailer, Kesko Jarkko Heininen 
Concept manager Private 1:59 HE

Retailer, Kesko
Juha Rinne 
Project manager of hypermarket 
developments

Private 3:09 HE

Retailer, Kesko Pertti Rusanen 
Regional manager in Kuopio Private 1:29 TM

Regional  
Environmental 
Centre

Patrick Hublin 
Head of department, land-use and 
planning

Public 2:18 HE

City of Kuopio
Leo Kosonen and Juha Romppanen 
Head of planning department and 
Chief master planner

Public 1:25 HE

Municipality of 
Siilinjärvi

Otto Siippainen 
Municipal town planning architect in 
neighboring city

Public 1:41 HE

Road Administration Esko Tolvanen 
Engineer Public 0:55 TM

Housing association Jari Tertsunen 
Active member of a local association Private 1:34 HE

Consultant Mauri Tommila 
Architect, Planning consultant Private 2:01 TM

Notes: 1 person was interviewed twice 
Abbreviations:  HE=Harry Edelman, TM=Tommi Mäkynen

Table 4: Case study interviews: Case Päiväranta, a hypermarket development in Kuopio, Finland.
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Case study interviews: Case Näkinmetsä, a residential development in Espoo, Finland.

Stakeholder group Name and title or the role of the 
interviewee(s)

Public/

Private
Duration 
h:min

Tran-
scriber

VVO Group
Ben Grass

President of the VVO group, chief 
strategist

Private2 0:38 HE

Developer, VVO Group Arto Hiltunen 
Managing director, developments Private2 1:45 HE

Developer, VVO Group Esa Kankainen 
Project development manager Private2 1:33 HE

Communications Dept., 
VVO Group

Rauni Koivukangas 
PR manager, project communications Private2 0:57 HE

Developer, VVO Group Jari Mäkimattila 
Architect, project development Private2 1:49 HE

City of Espoo
Olavi Louko 
Director of technical services, chief 
strategist

Public 1:09 HE

City of Espoo
Jussi Eerolainen 
Manager of land supply, representa-
tive of land owner

Public 1:10 HE

City of Espoo

Harri Hietanen and Merja Kiviluoto 
Deputy director of detailed local 
planning and Municipal town plan-
ning architect

Public 1:17 HE

Residents association Risto Keinonen 
Active member of a local association Private 0:47 HE

Consultant Staffan Lodenius 
Partner, Principal planner, Architect Private 1:36 HE

Consultant Jyrki Iso-Aho 
Project manager, Architect planner Private 1:59 HE

Notes: 2 non-profit organization with restrictions; for example, on profit-making 
Abbreviations:  HE=Harry Edelman

Table 5: Case study interviews: Case Näkinmetsä, a residential development in Espoo, Finland.
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Transcription and analysis of data
The interviews were transcribed in detail using Transana 2.05 transcription data-
base software and an applied version of the Jeffersonian Transcription Notation.38 
The notation was applied in two different ways. First, overlapping speech was 
indicated by italics to achieve a clear and accurate visual representation of the 
transcription. Second, three types of pauses were indicated using these notations:

(.)  = a brief pause, usually less than 0.2 seconds

(.3)  = a distinct pause, usually more than 0.2 seconds but less than one 
second

(x)  = a longer pause that can be counted in seconds and the “x” marks the 
number of seconds

A detailed transcription style was selected to deepen understanding of the inter-
view material instead of relying on general descriptions or interview notes. This 
approach made it possible to identify factors affecting the development process 
that lay deeper within the stakeholder organizations. This deeper understanding 
led to interviews with people who weren’t directly involved in project organiza-
tions that were officially part of either case. A more technical reason for detailed 
transcription was to make replication of the research or use of the data for other 
purposes possible.

The initial analysis of the interview data was based on the Grounded Theory 
approach coined by Glaser and Strauss (1967). The Grounded Theory approach 
was applied in a case study setting with a theoretical proposition deriving from the 
creation of stakeholders’ strategies in urban developments.39 Later, the Grounded 
Theory approach enabled the connection of the data with previous research and 
relevant theoretical frameworks. In Grounded Theory research, the literature re-

38  Jeffersonian Transcription Notation is described in G. Jefferson (1984), Transcription Nota-
tion, in J. Atkinson and J. Heritage (eds), Structures of Social Interaction, New York: Cambridge 
University Press.
39  Robert K. Yin (2003:111-114) has defined three alternative strategies for case study analysis: 
relying on theoretical propositions, thinking about rival explanations, and developing a case description. 
Within the grounded theory approach the theoretical propositions provide an early theoretical 
orientation for the research by first connecting the research problem to the data. For example, 
initial stakeholders of production of built environment are interested in learning how to improve 
the development process and increase both content and process related satisfaction. The focus 
then turns to the ways how the initial stakeholders approach the development situation, or, how 
they conceive their “strategies.” The data unfolds the characteristics of strategies through the 
grounded theory approach based on the initial theoretical proposition which launches the initial 
open-minded process of coding the data.
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view is commonly completed towards the end of the study (Strauss 1998:50). The 
unit of measure in case analysis is a group or an organization represented by one 
or more individuals. 

Analysis of the interviews was initiated by listening to each recording and read-
ing the transcription simultaneously while constantly asking: “What’s going on 
here?”40 During the Open Coding phase of the analysis, labels indicating key con-
cepts in the research were applied to relevant sets of lines. The purpose of the 
Open Coding was to identify Concepts in the data providing the analytical story 
line. The Concepts provided the basis for pattern-matching that ultimately led to 
the identification of categories of phenomena. 

A previous case study application of Grounded Theory raised concerns about la-
beling the data with the concepts at the level of words and sentences; restructuring 
these concepts in a meaningful way had proven difficult (Urquhart 2000:10).Too 
avoid excessive fracturing of the data, concise sets of interviewees’ identifiable ex-
pressions about the themes related to the case were selected.  This choice yielded 
concept selections of varying text lengths. Each prospective Concept was studied 
in detail by identifying elements of the structure of Concepts with keywords to 
ensure that all components of each expression were included in the analysis. The 
keywords then guided the labeling of the Concepts and finding the answer to the 
primary question: “What’s going on here?”

After the initial labeling, the Concepts were grouped into Categories of phenom-
ena. Categories were related to each other through Axial Coding by applying the 
paradigm model. Strauss and Corbin (1998:99) illustrate and simplify the paradigm 
model as follows: (A) Causal conditions  (B) Phenomenon  (C) Context  
(D) Intervening conditions  (E) Action/Interaction strategies  (F) Conse-
quences. Later on, the process of Selective Coding was structured in terms of 
the meta-category; “negotiating developments” under which all other sub-catego-
ries fit. Two other main categories evolved; “stakeholder interests” and “operation 
models.” The following table illustrates the structure of analysis:

40  Strauss and Corbin (1998:92) refer to the method of constant questioning as “waving the red 
flag.” The idea is to find the core rationale of each expression or set of lines.
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Phenomenon: NEGOTIATING DEVELOPMENTS 
Main category: OPERATION MODELS 
Relation to the paradigm model: ACTION / INTERACTION STRATEGY

Axial Coding and Category: OPERATION MODELS OF CITY 
Open Coding and labeling Concept: INTERNAL CONFLICTS 
WITHIN THE CITY ORGANIZATION

Keywords: 
Open Coding: INTERNAL CONFLICTS 
Open Coding: COOPERATION WITHIN ORGA-
NIZATION 
Open Coding: LEADERSHIP

Data sample: 
[...] and I guess there’s been certain contradic-
tions in the planning department and, well, the 
leadership relations are not quite, hm [...] I

 
This application of the paradigm model resembles a previous application of the 
Grounded Theory in a case study setting.  Research on user requirements for an 
information system had applied two main paradigm categories: action and inter-
action strategies, and conditions and consequences (Urquhart 2000:4). Interestingly, 
conditions and consequences were grouped together. This grouping implies a cy-
clic interpretation of the paradigm model in which the consequences and condi-
tions affected each other. In the light of the data developed here, phenomena 
such as, for example, the creation of trust, assume that the expected consequences 
of presumed action affect the conditions of negotiations. For example, based on 
prior developments and interaction with developers, a city planner believes that 
a developer wants to gain cheap access to the site and that it is likely to provide 
low-quality development.  

Instead of a linear model, the paradigm model here emphasizes the two-way im-
pacts between the categories (see figure 8). Each Category contains a number of 
Concepts pertaining to a similar phenomenon. The paradigm model for Axial 
Coding of Categories regarding the phenomenon “negotiating developments” is 
structured here as: 

Table 6: Example of the structure of coding
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CONTEXT 
Relation of development to detailed local plan 

Spirit of a development 
Confidentiality 

Connection between traffic and land use planning 
Existing need for improvement as sub-process 

Landownership and control 
Locality 

Physical context of development 
Professional experience 

Relation of development to master plan 
Relation to the interview situation of research 

Relations of city planning and legislation 
Relations of land ownership and planning 

Reliability of analysis data for development 
Reliability of benchmark data 

Responsibility 
Role of consultants 

Role of city planners 
Role of environmental centers 

Role of provincial unions 
Role of road administration 

Shrinking places 
Feelings on stakeholders

 
INTERVENING CONDITIONS 

Basis of political decision-making 
Change by political decision-making 

Competition 
Conceptions of political decision-making 

Culture 
Duration of planning process 

Emergent information 
Lifestyles 

Market window 
Organizational change of developer 

Publicity of development 
Regulation 

Time

CONDITIONS 
Conflicting interests within a city 
Customer needs 
Developer’s interests 
Objection to development 
Objectives of city 
Objectives of road administration 
Production efficiency 
Uncertainty in defining development objectives 
 
 
 
ACTION/INTERACTION STRATEGY 
Approach of launching a development 
Cooperation of authorities 
Cooperation of public and private 
Cost division 
Image of sustainability 
Identification of stakeholders 
Interaction between developer and stakeholders (game) 
Leadership 
Making a development initiative 
Operation models of city 
Operation models of consultants 
Operation models of developer 
Operation models of development network (project) 
Operation models of environmental centers 
Operation models of opponents 
Operation models of organizations of citizens 
Operation models of provincial union 
Operations models of road administration 
Planning as strategic tool 
Pressure as sub-process 
Public participation 
Use of impact assessments 
Visions 
 
 
 
CONSEQUENCES 
Alternative trajectories of development 
Distorted urban development 
Effects of development 
Evolution of planning and design objectives of a project 
Fade-out of a development 
Physical content of a development 
Plan alterations 
Profits of development 
Sustainability

Figure 8: Applied paradigm model of Grounded Theory for Axial coding of Categories
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 The above Categories result from analyzing empirical data through the Ground-
ed Theory approach. The main categories “stakeholder interests” and “operation 
models” are elaborated in terms of the phenomenon “negotiating developments.” 
Part 3 provides the data for the analysis. In conclusion, the Grounded Theory ap-
proach was used in a case study setting to construct Categories yielding analytical 
components of multilateral development negotiations. The theoretical ground-
ing of this research in negotiation theory evolved through the process of analysis 
rather than commitment to a particular theoretical framework. 
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Part 3  
 

INTERESTS AND NEGOTIATIONS
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Chapter 1 
The interests of stakeholders: My game, your 
game – Our game?

Part 3 includes four chapters. Following this introductory chapter, Chapters 2 and 
3 describe unfolding interests in development negotiations; Chapter 4 describes 
the chain of events as they unfolded in the development negotiations in the two 
case studies identified at the end of Part 2.

The sequence and configuration of events which leads to an urban development 
can take place in many ways. Aspirations related to different user-functions, deci-
sion-making processes, landownership, and project-specific contingencies make it 
hard to grasp the big picture of urban developments. Each development is launched 
for some reason, fulfilling underlying stakeholder interests, and the strategies of 
stakeholders and organizational cultures create the means to fulfill those interests. 
All stakeholders engage in development and planning processes with certain inter-
ests – otherwise developments would hardly exist, not to mention the communica-
tion and negotiations leading to them. Different interests, and objectives related 
to them, are embedded in the organizations of stakeholders. Chapters 2 and 3 in 
this part of the study identify the different interests and objectives of stakehold-
ers; how they come into existence; and, for those that reach the negotiation stage, 
their potential evolution during the development and negotiation processes. The 
data in these chapters reflects the interests of the stakeholders in the case stud-
ies of Päiväranta hypermarket development and Näkinmetsä residential cluster 
development.

There are myriad ways to begin unfolding the development process. The difficulty 
lies in choosing a tangible concept around which to begin grouping the diverse 
and complex dimensions, both quantitative and qualitative, of urban develop-
ments liable to affect the negotiation process and to enable the parties to identify 
the problems and opportunities of developments. 

The most feasible concept for these purposes seems to be that of interest, which 
may be connected to the actual production of the built environment through a 
negotiation process leading to a specific action.  The category of interest forms a 
main construct of the principled negotiation theories elaborated in Part 2. The 
theoretical framework of integrative negotiations emerged from the data. The 
theory of integrative negotiations reinforces the significance of “interests” as a 
relevant theoretical construct in studying negotiations in the context of urban 
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planning and development.  This study also uses the concept of strategy, defined 
as a plan constructed by a stakeholder to fulfill a set of specific interests.

I argue that actions also affect interests in development negotiations. In conven-
tional practice, as demonstrated in the two case studies, the potential for discover-
ing shared interests leading to value-adding solutions is often lost. However, the 
case studies also show some integrative components. The interests of stakeholders 
are may be seen before, during, and after a particular project takes place. The tem-
poral dimension constitutes a starting point for understanding the dynamics of 
urban development projects. The analysis of the case studies addresses the actions 
and operational models of the stakeholders through the lenses of interests, with 
particular emphasis on relationships between different interests. The temporal di-
mension leads to viewing the interests both in the organizational context and in 
project specific settings. 

The organizational context frames the operations, or a particular approach that 
a stakeholder has chosen to solve a set of problems and to search for opportuni-
ties to further the interests related to its core business or actions.  As they evolve 
at different levels of an organization, interests may conflict, leading to internal 
non-cooperation among the internal stakeholders. . In the context of a particular 
project, some internal stakeholders will be delegated to represent the interests of 
the organization in development negotiations. How will the mandated delegate of 
an organization represent all of its (possibly internally conflicting) interests. The 
following figure illustrates a multi-scale perspective on interests in particular de-
velopments and on some hypothetical organizations of a city and a developer.

Unfolding interests in development negotiations
The objective of Part 3 is to provide empirical data; Chapters 2 and 3 show how 
the positional bargaining games of the stakeholders could be converted to a com-
mon game, in which stakeholders focus on satisfying the interests of all players. 
To begin thinking about interests, it is necessary to consider the order and se-
quence in which to discuss them. Does the presentation order impose any value or 
path-dependency on the elaboration of the interests? The instinctive notion is to 
consider interests in an order reflecting the stakeholders’ operational significance 
or power in the process. Which group is more significant can be calculated differ-
ently, depending on the analyst’s perspective. As this study focuses on the physical 
process of development, the perspective taken here will begin with the interests of 
the stakeholders launching the sequence of events, which then draw others into 
the process.
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1 Internal interests of stakeholders, 
an example

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER 1

 
(for example, city planning department/

project development department)

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER 2 
(for example, real estate services / 

investment department)

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER 3
 

(for example, building control centre / 
construction management department)

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER  X

INTERNAL NEGOTIATIONS
performed regarding interests 

in an organization
(organizational context)

2 Internal interests in particular 
development or planning activity

INTERESTS REPRESENTED IN
PARTICULAR DEVELOPMENT
NEGOTIATIONS (INTERESTS
IN CONTEXT OF A PROJECT)

STAKEHOLDER X

INITIAL STAKEHOLDER 1

INITIAL STAKEHOLDER 2

STAKEHOLDER 3

X

3

2

1

Figure 9:  Multi-scale perspective on interests in a project and in organizations
Modelling and graph development: Timo Metsälä, MsArch Student
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This choice is not meant to imply that the initial stakeholders are the “most im-
portant” in terms of the outcome or the process. It does assume that this is a logi-
cal order for understanding the accretion of the stakeholders’ operations and rela-
tions with each other. The seed of development negotiations is planted by the first 
initial actions between at least two stakeholders who usually comprise private and 
public sector stakeholders41. This is the starting point for looking at the interests 
of cities and developers.

Elaboration of the data derived from the two cases begins by discussing the inter-
ests of the initial stakeholders, cities and developers. First, the interests are viewed 
both from a generic organizational perspective, and from the perspective of the 
two case studies. These two perspectives intertwine with each other when initial 
stakeholders apply their organizational routines and strategic planning procedures 
in the cases. The interests of other stakeholders are discussed subsequent to the 
discussion of the initial stakeholder interests. Both cases are viewed simultane-
ously from the perspective of stakeholders’ interests. 

Once the complex interests of diverse stakeholders are presented, the focus turns 
to a description and analysis of stakeholder actions from the perspective of nego-
tiation. The first question to ask is, when a development begins and ends? The an-
swer is contingent upon the answers to a second question, do the direct or indirect 
effects of a development process extend the path-creating continuum for actions 
making it difficult to determine the exact beginning and ending points?

A development starts to evolve as a negotiation process when interaction with 
other stakeholders emerges. The negotiations take place both inside and between 
organizations. The preparation phase of the development negotiation intertwines 
with the actions of the organization prior to any identified individual develop-
ments

41  It is worthwhile noting that in some occasions there may not be clear distinctions between 
the city’s role as a public authority, and as a developer entrepreneur either on a profit or non-
profit basis. In conventional Finnish practice the intertwining of public and private is less com-
mon in comparison; for example, to practice in the USA where cities’ planning agencies often 
act as redevelopment agencies as well. However, in Finnish housing production; for example, the 
City of Helsinki develops considerable amounts of affordable, price regulated housing. Hence 
the Finnish cities also have dual roles as developers and regulators. The Case Näkinmetsä rep-
resents mixed public roles in developments in which the roles blur the conventional division to 
public and private. I use the word “initial stakeholder” parallel to the “developer” to distinct the 
meaning of a developer from the meaning of the colloquial language and its preoccupied stereo-
typical conceptions of a developer’s operations as mainly financially motivated private develop-
ment activity. In the same token, I wish to extend the definition of a developer to contain the role 
of either public or private initiator.
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Some typical actions, for example the use of store network planning to identify the 
need for development, were shown above; Kesko’s acquisition of a site and access 
to it as part of store network planning exemplifies an act preparatory, but not part 
of,  development.  A single initial stakeholder can pursue such preparatory opera-
tions prior to engaging with other stakeholders in a potential development. From 
Kesko’s perspective, the development process had already begun before other 
stakeholders were even aware of it. Thus, negotiations forming eventual interests 
may be going on internally within the organization. Kesko considered the decision 
to commit to a development to be an internal strategic decision. 

Kesko’s decision was communicated to the City of Kuopio only after the firm 
acquired the site. The city was engaged as a stakeholder when Kesko decided to 
embark upon the development project. This process demonstrates how the “start” 
of a project, or development, is specific to each stakeholder. Only when the de-
velopment becomes bi- or multilateral can it become the object of a negotiation 
process involving external stakeholders. This definition of a negotiation starting 
point will be applied to the analysis of the two case studies. 

By defining the boundaries of a development process, it is possible to identify 
when the parties begin the process of consciously choosing an approach to their 
interaction. If the development process is identified as a negotiation, it begins 
when two or more stakeholders interact. From the viewpoint of initial stakehold-
ers, the actions prior to the contact with other stakeholders are part of the prepa-
ratory phase, or the strategic planning actions preparing for the negotiations even 
when a single development has not yet been identified. The negotiation process 
ends when certain elements defined and agreed upon during the process can be 
realized legitimately on the location in question, or the process is terminated for 
some reason. Alternatively, the process may resume if the conditions of negotia-
tions change.

The end of a negotiation involves a legitimate plan and often bi-lateral contractual 
procedures, such as conducting land-use agreements. Within the case studies, the 
objectives of the agreement were to be produced in the form of a local detailed 
plan, which could be ratified and implemented all at once, or in portions as well, 
as intended in the Näkinmetsä cluster development. Those plans were intended 
to be amended by the land-use agreements focusing on the cost divisions of in-
frastructure, while the physical aspect of the environment was largely defined in 
the detailed local plans. I will return to the form of agreements at the end of the 
chapter dealing with the negotiations in Päiväranta development.
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Chapter 2 
The development interests of cities: Real estate 
or planning?

Viewing the interests of the cities as hubs of developments helps contextualize the 
setting of diverse interests. Cities are focal points of stakeholder actions connect-
ing diverse interests with each other. In addition to technical and economical fea-
sibility and sustainability, the interests of cities constitute several social obligations 
represented by different administrative departments. Interests within city govern-
ments are far from unanimous, and, like individual people, each city is unique. The 
elements of complexity in developments first appear within the interests of a city 
as experienced by Jari Mäkimattila, the architect of VVO Developer:

Objectives of a city are not a single entity […] there’s a great variety of very 
different objectives […] objectives which are quite contradictory to each 
other […] a city is actually an astonishing organization which contains all 
kinds of things II

The interview data in this research reveals two domains representing the interests 
of cities: the appointed and elected city officials. These groups are often in con-
flict. The development and planning processes become a masquerade in which 
the guests frequently forget to take off their masks. And if they do, it is in the 
wee hours when many opportunities for joint discovery have been lost by inaction 
or positional approaches that have squandered resources, such as time and more 
beneficial mutual solutions.

This section of the research explores the interests of three communities in the 
case studies: the City of Espoo (the Näkinmetsä case); the City of Kuopio (the 
Päiväranta case); and the Municipality of Siilinjärvi, a community neighboring 
Kuopio and close to Päiväranta that became a crucial stakeholder in the process. 
The analysis begins with by addressing the conventional practice with a focus on 
interests as reflections of cities’ strategies in the developments of Päiväranta and 
Näkinmetsä. The following table introduces the main interests of the cities.
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Päiväranta hypermarket development in Kuopio

City of Kuopio - Concern about a new large scale retail developments   
 outside the urban core and residential areas 

- Securing survival of small grocery stores 
- Desire to decrease the use of private motor vehicles 
- Improvement of commercial service structure 
- Economic growth and impact on job markets 
- Private financing for the assessments and planning in   
 addition to the impact fees 

- Control of the process, particularly in terms of assuring   
 the sufficient public supervision

Municipality of  
Siilinjärvi

- Concern for urban sprawl affecting services at the  
 centre of the town, and particularly, the threat of  
 closing down specialty stores 

- Threat to the nearby small grocery stores on  
 Siilinjärvi’s side of the city border 

- Concern for the economic impact and out-flow of  
 purchasing power to Kuopio 

- Concern for the impact on the specialty stores in  
 downtown Kuopio 

- Desire for a thorough impact assessment process

Näkinmetsä residential cluster development in Espoo

City of Espoo - Strategic decision to focus on small scale and low-rise  
 housing with a dense character while retaining the  
 green space 

- Produce zoned sites for those who want to build  
 houses with their own hands 

- Satisfaction of housing demand caused by the  
 population growth 

- Desire for a high quality housing and urban  
 environment with something unique and new to  
 succeed in competition between cities 

- A need to overcome difficulties in getting city’s own  
 land in zoning program due to the size and  
 complexity of the development, and lacking planning  
 resources 

- Access to private resources for design development 
- Access to developer’s knowledge on customer  
 demands and transfer of market risks 

- A need to reach political consensus for zoning new  
 residential areas 

- Sufficient density and efficiency to cover the infra 
 structure costs 

- Control of the process, particularly with detailed  
 normative design regulations and assuring the  
 supervision of the city.

Table 7: Main interests of cities
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Planning traditions of cities and interests
The planners of Kuopio and Espoo believed that city planning best represented 
the interests of the city in matters related and leading to the production of the 
built environment (Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005; Interview of Leo 
Kosonen, February 10 2005). The notion that planners belong at the head of the 
negotiation table requires an examination of the planning traditions in the cities 
related to the case studies. Exploration of the traditions provides understanding of 
the planners’ framing of the developments. The semi-structured interviews sug-
gested a need for greater organizational understanding, which the interviewees 
were asked to elaborate. A focus on the planning tradition in both cities helps 
explain understand that set of  interests in the context of the conventional routines 
of cities and their planning culture.

The mature planning tradition of Kuopio
The City Planning Department of Kuopio producing the land-use strategy of the 
city in the forms of plans has a long tradition dating back to the 19th century and 
the industrialization of the city. Kuopio grew rapidly and its difficult topography 
was stimulated the growth of a strong planning system (Interview of Leo Kosonen, 
February 10 2005). Contemporary Kuopio is a central city in Eastern Finland 
with expectations of high population growth, which is also reflected in the re-
gional planning process, even to an unrealistic level, in which the area’s potential 
is compared optimistically to the success of the leading city of Northern Finland, 
the City of Oulu (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005). 

City planning expresses a strong physical vision of the desirable city structure. Lo-
cating grocery stores inside the housing areas has been one of the leading planning 
principles for decades in Kuopio (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). 
The city planners strongly supported a commercial service structure within the 
city until the political decision makers approved retail locations outside the resi-
dential areas. Until that time, official planning during the previous 100 years had 
directed construction of the second most densely populated Finnish city with the 
lowest density of cars in Finland (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005).

Assessment of the commercial city structure
Every ten years the City Planning Department of Kuopio conducts an assessment 
of the commercial service structure. The latest one was produced by consultants in 
the mid 1990s, but the previous ones were implemented within the City Planning 
Department jointly with the planning department of the central administration of 
the city. The purpose of the assessment is to assess both the commercial develop-
ment potential of downtown Kuopio and the effects of the commercial activities 
outside the core of the city structure (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 
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2005). The assessments of the commercial service structure have been circulated 
for comments among the retailers before final approval of the city government and 
city council. However, the competition between retailers had caused friction in the 
fact finding part of the assessment (Interview of Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005). 
As a result, the interaction became a game of defending market positions instead 
of, for example, competition among commercial developments to deliver greater 
joint gains for diverse stakeholders.

Another problem posed by the assessments is the reliability of the data sources 
on which they were based. Several diverse service providers conducted the assess-
ments, including for-profit services, retail associations, and research institutes. The 
sales data reported by the retailers themselves are questionable; the sales figures 
were criticized by other retailers, as recalled by Eero Ahtela, the Division Manager 
of Kesko Real Estate:

[…] there’s always, of course, competitors evaluating each other’s figures 
that can this be true [laughter] […] oh well, but there’s no actual evidence 
on lying but, but sometimes it can happen that […] when a shopping mall 
comes to a question, the sales of the entire mall has slipped in [the statis-
tics] III

When the process of information gathering proves to be hard for the professionals 
of the retail business, it is not likely to be any easier for the city planners and the 
consultants preparing the assessments for the decision making of the cities. How-
ever, these assessments of the commercial service structure formed a starting point 
of action for the city planners in Kuopio when Kesko first initiated a development 
and filed a zoning application (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). 
Later on, a new assessment maintaining the regulation of the commercial service 
structure was reviewed by the city council in February 2005 (Kuopion kaupunki 
28.2. 2005), shortly after approving the local detailed plan of Päiväranta. Concur-
rent with the Päiväranta development, several other active retail proposals for both 
new constructions and extensions were proposed; this increased the pressure on 
the city to examine its overall policy regarding the retail developments.

City structure plans as strategic instruments
The assessment of the commercial service structure represents only a small por-
tion of the planning activities of the city. The City Planning Department of Kuo-
pio still maintains a particular planning tradition based on the master planning 
principles of the 1960s and ‘70s, producing every five years a city structure plan 
resembling the old master plan, but without any legal force (Interview of Leo 
Kosonen, February 10 2005). The purpose of the city structure plan is to direct 
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the growth of the city. Traditionally, the City of Kuopio has had a systematic ap-
proach to growth, focusing on only one direction of growth at a time (Kuopion 
kaupunginvaltuusto 2005). 

The City Planning Department considers the city structure plan to be a “strate-
gic document” which coordinates the aspirations of the different administrative 
branches of the city, as described by Leo Kosonen, the Head of City Planning:

[…] those are pretty much like strategic documents, and those are being 
made in collaboration with the planners responsible for the demographic 
and service planning. It’s on their responsibility to prepare the strategy of 
the city, and the population forecasts, and the service and financial planning. 
But in this city structure plan, all this is being done jointly with the [spa-
tial] planners, and with these functional and financial planners. IV

The dynamics behind the city structure plans have varied over time depending on 
the issues related to the plans. With many parallel changes taking place, the plans 
have sometimes had as many as three different versions at the same time. The first 
version was approved by the city council; the second was analyzed and integrated 
in the policy decisions of the city government; and the third functioned as an 
internal working paper of the City Planning Department. Throughout the pro-
cess, all the documents have been open to the public (Interview of Leo Kosonen, 
February 10 2005)

The preparation of the city structure plans doesn’t include any public participation 
which is mandatory for the planning process of legitimate master plans in accor-
dance with the Land Use and Building Act42. However, the official master plans 
are constructed on the basis of the strategic city structure plans. The City of Kuo-
pio has a comprehensive master plan with jurisdiction not only over the urban core, 
but also the rural areas. The city no longer reviews the entire master plan; instead, 
it implements planning based on the city structure plans officially approved in the 
form of so-called partial master plans.43 (Kosonen 2004)

42  Land Use and Building Act is the principal law regulating the land use and construction 
related issues in Finland.
43  When the process of master planning takes places in sequences addressing only a specific 
location within the municipality, the plan is called a partial master plan, which can also be a 
joint planning process consisting of several municipalities. The partial master plans, as well as 
master plans, can become legitimate through the representative decision-making within the local 
municipalities; and thus, they have a significant meaning as a planning instrument ( Jääskeläinen, 
Syrjänen 2003:80)
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The physical planning idea of the city structure plans contains a strategic spa-
tial solution in which “finger models” form structures resembling “pearl necklaces” 
(Kosonen 2004). In this spatial structure, pedestrian, private motor vehicle traffic, 
and public transportation are integrated into the city structure on the basis of dif-
ferent traffic zones that overlay each other, as described by Patrick Hublin from 
the Regional Environmental Centre:

This idea of living without a car has been studied here in the sense of city 
structure – could I say, in my view, in a profound manner even nationwide. I 
don’t know if you’ve ever heard of the Head of City Planning, Leo Kosonen, 
but he has been [advocating] quite a bit this idea of living without a car, a 
city structure in which the pedestrian and collective traffic are not mutually 
exclusive but they exist on layers. They are all there at the same time, while 
in time they were mistakenly thought to be alternatives, but that’s not the 
case. And from there we’ve ended up in zones – like thinking in terms of 
zones – so that we have these stripes of collective traffic zones which enable 
the search for new sites to make the urban structure denser. And I would 
say that this has been – I would say sensible planning and evaluation of the 
urban structure. V

The three different city zones each have distinct planning goals connected to each 
other through the “finger model.” The ”Inner City” (sisäkaupunki in Finnish) con-
sisting of a pedestrian-friendly zone is located at the heart of the city. The City 
Planning Department of Kuopio aims to reinforce the pedestrian feature, espe-
cially in the city’s old, narrow alleys (rännikatu in Finnish). A new parking facility 
for 700 vehicles linked to the central market place eliminated commuter parking 
from the alleys. The Inner City includes the old downtown area lying within a ra-
dius of one kilometer from the market place, although the pedestrian zone extends 
up to three kilometers from downtown. 

The second zone, “Urban area outside the Inner City,” has no specific name in 
Finnish. It covers a radius of ten kilometers from downtown and corresponds to 
the main zone of public transportation. The third zone, in which motor vehicle 
traffic predominates, is intertwined with the second zone in terms of the “finger 
model” of the ideal urban structure. The motor vehicle city extends up to 50 kilo-
meters from the downtown. The city has adopted a policy allowing rural housing 
for those who can afford it, because there is a demand for such a lifestyle. However, 
the strategic emphasis of the city planners favors light traffic and public transpor-
tation within the densely built areas. (Kosonen 2004)
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In the context of the three conceptual city zones, the Päiväranta development is 
located in the motor vehicle city, near a highway leading to the “Inner City.” Also, 
in relation to the city, Päiväranta is located opposite to the direction of current 
major growth. Some growth is taking place in Vuorela, the suburban area nearest 
to Päiväranta on Siilijärvi’s side of the city border.

Retail plans as “special plans”
Large-scale retail developments are not a desired course of city development in 
the City Planning Department of Kuopio. These developments became inevitable 
due to political aspects of decision making. City planners have to find ways to 
cope with this reality. The bitter experience of city planners after the hypermarket 
ban was that no interest in using hypermarkets as a resource for the city structure 
subsequently emerged. There has been little, if any, effort in trying to engage them 
into the city structure with mutual gains. 

The City Planning Department is making an effort to integrate retail develop-
ments into city planning interests by pointing out potential large-scale retail loca-
tions in the city structure plans, which are up-dated every five years, and project 
20 years into the future. For example, the current city structure plan outlines a 
desired city structure in 2025. The city planners of Kuopio considered the retail 
zoning plans to be “special plans” (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005) 
estranged from the official city planning effort which focuses more on the city’s 
own projects in pursuit of its vision of the future.

The role of city planners in the integration of typical hypermarkets into the 
cityscape lies in building inspections. Retail development doesn’t appear as an 
integrated part of the strategic city plans; however, they fall under separate “en-
abling plans” that do not specifically prohibit the retail developments. The task 
left for the City Planning Department is now merely to evaluate whether or not a 
standard retail facility can be located on the site. Leo Kosonen described how the 
Päiväranta development was eased into the cityscape: 

[…] the adaptation to the cityscape or, and architectural issues and such 
hasn’t been a subject [R: no]44 to a specific policy but we’ve had the idea that 
in a place with such huge existing storage buildings, it’s possible to fit in 
one commercial building with the guidance of the Building Control Centre 
[…] VI

44  An affirmation made by Juha Romppainen, the Head of Master Planning in the City of 
Kuopio.
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Zoning process related to the case of Päiväranta
In terms of zoning measures, the Päiväranta development was initiated as a local 
detailed planning process involving a master-plan-level assessment. The current 
legitimate master plan didn’t allow proceeding directly with a local detailed plan-
ning process. It required an impact assessment equivalent to the master planning 
process. The intertwined processes meant that the local detailed planning and 
master planning were implemented simultaneously. Additionally, the City Plan-
ning Department had an aspiration to connect the Building Control Centre of the 
city to the process as elaborated by Leo Kosonen: 

[…] this has proceeded so far pretty much as a master planning issue. The 
Building Control Centre hasn’t yet been involved [R: no]45 and this will 
be transferred – this will continue now as a pure local detailed planning 
issue, and the Building Control Centre will be involved [in the process]. 
And with this [approach] we want to avoid a situation that the plan would 
regulate something that the Building Control Centre doesn’t want to be 
implemented.

The engagement of the local detailed planning and the building control centre 
took place in the latter phase of the planning process, when the Head of Local 
Detailed Planning proposed the local detailed plan to the city council. The assess-
ment producing the local detailed plan was led by the Head of Master Planning. 
After the assessment phase and the decision to continue with the planning process, 
the development continued more like a building design process which produced 
the local detailed plan at the same time. The plan was produced by a private archi-
tectural consultant in such detail that it was almost ready to deliver as a building 
permit plan. The consultant, Mauri Tommila, said:

I’m not able to say anything about them [the city planners of Kuopio] 
– nothing at all. I haven’t been that much –  I’ve been to a few meetings, and 
I haven’t noticed any visions or such […] now look, we’ve had this thing, 
we’ve been involved in this process in the building design phase. I would 
say again that we haven’t been involved in the talks regarding the context of 
this [project] but this much we have, of course, gone through [the con-
text] that there is this islands [town of islands project] that it’s somehow 
being done. And they are all important things for sure, and those will be 
taken into consideration, but our starting point has been that they [the city 
planners] have taken them into account. And we don’t have a very signifi-
cant role in this [project]. We are building designers, almost […] and then 

45  An affirmation made by Juha Romppanen
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we just search for the site specific solutions from the stand points agreed 
among the stakeholders to get something decent out of this. But the com-
mission has been inclined to building design – almost. VII

The process of planning went ahead Tommila Architects were engaged to pre-
pare the plan despite Siilinjärvi’s resistance to the project. Once the decision was 
made to continue planning, the substance of the process changed as the pace of 
the project accelerated. The assessment character of the process was translated 
into concrete physical solutions that would better facilitate the implementation 
of the project.  The local detailed planning carried out in the initial stage of the 
building design process was led by the architect consultant who had very limited 
knowledge of local city planning, its aspirations, and strategies. The project now 
included the perspectives, interests, and conceptions of city planning held by a 
private consultant. 

The first phases of local detailed planning and actual building design, focused on 
technical issues such as fire safety and rescue plans. During the assessment phase 
of the planning process, the Head of City Planning claimed that a hypermarket 
could be made to the site in terms of the cityscape and architecture, if the project is 
otherwise feasible. Local detailed planning intertwined with the building design 
to produce detailed design for the implementation of the project before the plan 
was even approved by the city council. The local detailed planning and building 
control centre were entered the process when the continuation of the project ap-
peared more or less inevitable. 

A theoretical risk remained that the city council would reject the plan if, for ex-
ample, the local detailed planning and consultation of building control centre had 
brought in some new information making the development less feasible or desir-
able. However, because the impacts had already been assessed, it was not likely 
that anything new would come up except possibly in the realm of emerging design 
solutions 

The master plan assumed that all relevant information regarding the acceptability 
of the plan had been produced in the assessment phase, and that nothing sub-
stantively new would emerge in the local planning process connected to the more 
detailed design solutions. Thus, paradoxically, the significance of the local detailed 
planning process, including the consultation of the building control centre, was 
reduced to issues of fire safety related to the building permit prior to the legitimate 
plan. Not wanting to waste time and effort, the developer had allocated sufficient 
resources to the design, despite the uncertainty of the voting outcome at the city 
council. Therefore, the local detailed planning processes producing the legitimate 
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plan ran parallel, rather than prior to the building design process. The parallel 
processing posed a slight risk to the developer that the city council would reject 
the proposed local detailed plan.

The roles of the local detailed planning and building control centre remained sub-
ordinate to the planning process pursued by the architect consultant designated 
to deliver the plan proposal. He worked with a number of other consultants spe-
cializing, for example, in fire safety and emergency rescue issues. The city officials, 
including the fire department, soon became overwhelmed by both the volume and 
character of the design information that extended far beyond their prior experi-
ence and resources allocated for the individual projects.  As a result, the public sec-
tor departments connected to local detailed planning and building design quickly 
became defendants in development negotiations, as recounted by the architect 
consultant, Mauri Tommila: 

A very typical problem nowadays is the role of the rescue officials when 
they have such an extremely independent position [in the process] and their 
professional capability is incompetent. Everybody who has to be in touch 
with them knows that – when they don’t know anything, they have horrific 
demands just to be sure [about the safety].VIII

 The issues become more tangible at the detailed level of design which the con-
sultants have been hired to advise upon. The individual city departments are not 
necessarily required to have the same level of specific knowledge. 

In conclusion, city planning uses strategic spatial planning to incorporate the dif-
ferent interests of the city. In the case of Kuopio, the main tools for strategic plan-
ning are the city structure plans conducted jointly with the planning department. 
The city structure plans project 20 years into the future to forecast future service 
needs and urban structure. These plans reflected a strong physical vision of the 
urban structure as a “finger model” resembling a chain of necklaces. As a strategic 
choice, planners also wanted the city to grow in one direction at a time. However, 
this vision of the city remained weakly connected to the private architect consul-
tant who delivered the local detailed plan of Päiväranta. He focused on building 
design instead of mediating strategic urban design tending in a direction diverging 
from the current main growth direction of the city.

Young tradition of official planning in Espoo
Despite its youth, Espoo founded in 1973, is the second biggest city in Finland. It 
was formerly a market town that had been strongly promoted by political decision 
makers. The city has a history of strong politicians in positions of trust managing 
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the city. Its growth and the increased complexity created a need for active planning 
measures. Traditionally, Espoo has been governed more by politicians than by ap-
pointed city officials, compared to, for example, the neighboring City of Helsinki.  
Helsinki is governed by a robust bureaucracy that includes a city planning depart-
ment. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005) 

The City of Espoo has prepared for an ongoing strong growth, though it doesn’t 
claim to seek it. External forces, such as a shortage of housing sites in neighbor-
ing cities, put population pressure on Espoo. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 
10 2005) The current and expected growth of the city has dictated the use of 
two strategies for zoning the land. The emphasis is on buying and developing as 
much land as possible. Second, the city aims to use land-use agreements to exert 
more extensive zoning control over private land. The latter strategy results from 
the scarcity of city’s own land supply. Land-use planning in Espoo is guided by 
a policy established in 1998 that renders the process of political decision making 
about the policy more important than the final document itself. The initial cir-
cumstances of land-use and planning in Espoo are different from those in cities 
like Kuopio that have a moderate pace of growth. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, 
May 24 2005) Extensive private and scattered landownership in Espoo, combined 
with the a strong tradition of political decision making have accustomed the plan-
ning practitioners of the city to respond to many private initiatives instead of first 
creating a comprehensive physical vision of the city and then fitting privately initi-
ated development into that vision. 

The strategy of the City of Espoo was to search for partnerships. The City of 
Espoo has cultivated a positive attitude towards cooperation with the private since 
the 1960s, compared to other cities in Finland. Private landowners have set the 
conditions for development on many occasions. The city, however, has learned to 
play this development game to its advantage. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 
24 2005) The interviewees for this case study considered the Näkinmetsä devel-
opment as a realization of Espoo’s strategy of searching for partnerships, includ-
ing long-range relationships with them.  Jussi Eerolainen, the Manager of Land 
Supply in the Real Estate Services of Espoo, elaborated the importance of fluent 
communication and trust in the city’s partnership with VVO: “We have good 
relationships and we talk openly all issues. We don’t play dirty but we have a clear 
framework […] it’s good to work with them.” IX 

However, the Technical Director of Espoo, Olavi Louko, was well aware that final 
decision-making authority to approve development plans lay with the city. The 
city can have the plan proposal re-designed as many times as it wishes. There is no 
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danger that a company or its architect could impose something against the will of 
the city. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005)

Frames of interests in the two cities
In these two case studies, the cities frame their interests differently. In the case 
of Päiväranta, the city of Kuopio received a planning initiative which was in con-
ceptual conflict with the City Planning Department’s own ideas about the ideal 
structure of the city.  However, the city management was more positive about the 
initiative because of its interest in of economic development. Eventually, the city 
planners reluctantly adopted this politically motivated view of current policy al-
lowing hypermarket developments. Hence, the city’s framing of the development 
initiative of Kesko was mixed. The neighboring municipality of Siilinjärvi framed 
the development solely in conflictual terms, as it could anticipate no beneficial 
impacts. 

In the case of Näkinmetsä, the City of Espoo initiated a planning and devel-
opment project in accordance with the interests of VVO Group after the two 
groups looked jointly at potential alternative locations for development coopera-
tion. The Managing Director of VVO Developer, Arto Hiltunen, described the 
mutual understanding: “the city had a need, and we were on the move on the right 
time.” The Näkinmetsä development was placed in a positive initial frame having 
political support to fulfill the strategic aims of Espoo.  However, in spite of the 
harmonious framing of the development between the initial stakeholders, the ap-
proach that Real Estate Services of Espoo used to launch the development caused 
internal conflicts in the city. Later, the lack of deliberation also complicated rela-
tions with other stakeholder groups, such as local residents.

The interests of Kuopio in the Päiväranta case
In this case, the city’s main objective was to identify and pursue a sustainable com-
mercial city structure. Different interests, both within and around Kuopio had 
different perspectives on what this would look like.

The struggle for a sustainable commercial city structure
Kesko Plc presented the development of Päiväranta to the City of Kuopio as a 
proposal to change the zoning regulation to allow construction of a large-scale 
supermarket, or hypermarket, on Kesko-owned property. The so-called city struc-
ture plan of Kuopio accepted by the city council had already enabled commercial 
development on the site. However, it did not allow large-scale retail facilities sell-
ing groceries on that particular site. The purpose of the retail regulation was to 
control the locations of large stores which might endanger the small local mom-
and-pop style grocery stores inside existing housing areas.
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The city had abolished the hypermarket ban in 1988 as a consequence of a stormy 
political debate. The earlier establishment of the ban was designed to protect 
evolving commercial services in the new suburb of Neulamäki, a residential project 
initiated by the City Planning Department of Kuopio (Interview of Leo Kosonen, 
February 10 2005). The hypermarket ban was aimed to concentrate larger retail 
facilities inside the housing areas. This view was mutually shared with the neigh-
boring municipality of Siilinjärvi. 

The city planners of Kuopio objected to abandoning the ban after a tradition of 
decades, but the resistance was overruled by politically motivated decision making 
in the city council. The first two hypermarkets were constructed on a spacious site 
in Kolmisoppi in the southern part of the City of Kuopio. After losing the princi-
pal battle over allowing the hypermarkets in the first place, the city planners also 
objected the location where the first markets were about to be built. As described 
by Otto Siippainen, the municipal town planning architect of the neighboring 
Municipality of Siilinjärvi: “the city planners of Kuopio got hit real bad back in 
the 90’s [by the political decision-making], they were really squashed. They did 
oppose strongly the hypermarket project, but they got snuffed out.”  X 

The Head of City Planning in Kuopio, Leo Kosonen, sheds this light on the 
events:

[…we have] a relatively long trad[ition], follow-up and experience from 
this [assessing of commercial structure] so that back then, when this assess-
ment was made, some ten years ago, we studied the potential locations for 
hypermarkets. And there were nine projects at the time and additionally 
some other [projects]. So that we studied very, very extensively these [areas] 
and the location where those [hypermarkets] ended up, it was this Kol-
misoppi where they came. We, the planners considered it as an extremely 
poor location and there were two reasons for that; the first was that when 
there was this satellite city of Pyörö about to be developed, we wanted to 
have a local [commercial] center there. And the location [of Pyörö] was in 
the half way of that [hypermarket] and downtown, so that it [hypermarket] 
eats up the feasibility of this [local center] in a great extent. And the other 
[reason] was that when we compared to other hypermarkets in other cities, 
we discovered that this [hypermarket] is goddamn far away. In no other city 
[hypermarkets] are constructed this far from downtown, but we weren’t be-
lieved in either sense. The Ministry of the Environment enforced the local 
detailed plan against the proposal of the official who presented the plan [in 
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the Ministry of the Environment]46. The Minister of the Environment sort 
of separately enforced this plan for the hypermarket. XI

As an alternative, the city planners of Kuopio suggested a location that was closer 
to the downtown to prevent urban sprawl, but the size of the site was smaller and 
didn’t meet the initial commercial concept specifications of the retailers. A few 
years later, a competitor of Kesko opened up a hypermarket on the site suggested 
by the city planners. The new hypermarket currently holds a leading market posi-
tion in Kuopio and provides the biggest revenue of any competitor in the region 
(Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005; Interview of Patrick Hublin, Feb-
ruary 9 2005). 

At the time of the Päiväranta initiative, the southern part of Kuopio had three 
hypermarkets and a severe competition over market shares, while the northern 
part, including the Päiväranta area, had none. Meanwhile, the new Land Use and 
Building Act had come into effect in 2000, but the regulation of large commercial 
developments, with stricter impact assessments and requirements for the public 
participation, had been already ratified in 1999. 

By the fall of 2001, Kesko had contacted the Deputy City Manager to inform 
him of the firm’s development intentions in Päiväranta and filed an application 
to alter the zoning regulations, as described by Region Manager of Food Kesko, 
Pertti Rusanen:

By the time we reviewed the store network issues, we then bought it [the 
site] in the spring of 2001. And in the same occasion, we visited with the 
Manager of Kesko Real Estate, Heikki Valkjärvi, the Deputy City Manager, 
Jukka Pulkkinen, and we sort of told him that we happened to buy this 
[site] back and we’re going to have this kind of development and we’ll ap-
ply a plan alteration for a Citymarket. And we threw in a planning applica-
tion to the city on the fifteenth of October in 2001. XII

Conflicting interests between economical and spatial development. In terms of de-
velopments, the daunting task of coordinating diverse interests related to spatial 
planning falls to the City Planning Department. However, the City Planning 
Department wasn’t the initial contact of Kesko; instead the firm initiated contact 
with the deputy city manager, who was the head of the entire technical division 
to which the City Planning Department belongs. The local Region Manager of 

46  At the time, the cities had to propose the local detail plans to the Ministry of the Environ-
ment to ratify the locally approved plans and gain a legal force.
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Food Kesko conceived the development first as an investment that would bring 
new entrepreneurial activity to the city. Therefore, the Deputy City Manager was 
likely to be more amenable to the development proposal than the City Planning 
Department, considering the recent history of abolishing the hypermarket ban 
and the ongoing trend of commercial re-structuring also affecting Kuopio’s down-
town. The developer conceived the Deputy City Manager to be more hospitable 
to the financial opportunities related to the future competitiveness of the city than 
the city planners would be. The Region Manager of Food Kesko, Pertti Rusanen, 
described the approach of addressing the commercial interests of the city:

Well, yes, we have been in touch with the leading city manager, and then 
with Jukka, Jukka Pulkkinen, who is the Deputy City Manager and su-
pervises all these technical issues. But then, as usually in analogous cities 
[to Kuopio] it’s the City Manager who takes a stand and oversees that 
the things are progressing when the question is about developing business 
activity. XIII

The overall interests of the City of Kuopio are coordinated by the planning depart-
ment of the city office which is responsible for the planning of the city. The objec-
tive of strategic planning is to reflect the need for diverse services such schools, day 
care, and health care facilities, and connect them to spatial planning through the 
city structure plans of the City Planning Department. The City of Kuopio also 
has an office for business services, as do most cities in Finland. The mandate of 
these services is to promote the economical growth and entrepreneurial activity in 
the city. However, interests of the City Planning Department are not always in 
alignment with those of the business services. The structure of leadership was not 
entirely clear to Pertti Rusanen:

I already previously mentioned that the Chamber of Commerce gave a 
statement, and after that, when we have talked about the issue, it’s not only 
us but also some others who haven’t quite got it, what are the real leader-
ship and interaction relations in the case. XIV

The division of leadership between spatial and commercial planners within a city 
can be complex. The Head of City Planning, Leo Kosonen, elaborated the man-
date, or the decision-making power, of the City Planning Department:

[…] as I stated, by the time we bind something to the plan, or something 
like that, usually it’s already been tried to do in cooperation in a way that 
other stakeholders [within the city] know that something like this is com-
ing up, including our Business Development Department which is one 
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of the stakeholders in this. So we’re in touch with them fairly directly.  If 
we propose some restrictions, we’ll send them the information that now 
they shouldn’t promise anything on this [area]. And it goes the other way 
around as well. If they have a project in which a plan alteration or an excep-
tion is needed, they will come directly to us and ask how this thing goes 
before promising anything. XV

The financial interests of the city were much closer alignment with the city; the 
result was a conflict between financial planners and the urban planners who were 
concerned with the design-related interests of the city, as experienced by Eero 
Ahtela, Division Manager of Kesko Real Estate:

[…] I also often see it that when you deal with the planners and the of-
ficials guiding the land-use planning in relation with the business issues 
and their development, you become bothered by the excessive emphasis on 
the architectonic starting points when it’s a question of planning business 
activities. I’m not at all, at all – of course, it is an important part as well, 
but – well, well – maybe they don’t have a balance, these objectives. This 
may even be a reason that, on the other hand, there is between different 
branches of administration, there is a kind of – a bit of, a bit like – there is 
no mutual, understanding, or let’s say not even trust. XVI

The city planners were not concerned with the impact of the development on 
the economy or as with its significance for innovative city planning; they were 
concerned with impacts on traffic and city structure plans. The City Planning 
Department aimed to ensure the availability of commercial services without the 
use of private vehicles.  Kuopio is the city with the lowest car density in Finland, 
and the city planning department also claimed the low car ownership as a victory 
for efficient city planning (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). Equal 
accessibility to commercial services was as a major functional issue in planning 
activities. The hypermarket ban also aimed to preserve small stores within walking 
distance of housing areas. 

More retailers, more competition, and more worries for planning officials. The extinc-
tion of small-scale stores worried the city planners of Kuopio. However, com-
petition, as well as accessibility, also serves the interests of citizens. By the time 
when the first two hypermarkets were constructed in Kolmisoppi, the neighboring 
suburb of Jynkkä faced a severe decline in local grocery stores. Even before the hy-
permarkets were opened, five out of six stores had closed their doors, endangering 
the local service structure. The same phenomenon was also occurring in the down-
town when the two large-scale retail stores were opened, and in the neighborhood 
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of Savilahti in the proximity of the successful hypermarket PeeÄssä – the competi-
tor who occupies the site deemed inadequate for the first initial hypermarkets. 

Despite the extinction of the old store structure, successors have evolved, applying 
new commercial concepts and in many cases taking advantage of the use of private 
vehicles. They also improved the service structure by selling groceries with ex-
tended opening hours. The city planning department had set a goal to maintain at 
least one small-scale grocery store in each suburban area with a dense population 
of people without cars. Currently, the commercial service network has stabilized, 
fulfilling the City Planning Department’s objectives of sufficient competition be-
tween grocery stores inside the housing areas. (Interview of Leo Kosonen, Febru-
ary 10 2005)

The City Planning Department aims to control the evolution of the commercial 
urban structure. However, retailers also practice store network planning in their 
search for new business locations. Thus, another factor influencing the current 
status of the commercial service network was the interests developed by retailers 
in their store network planning. They looked market windows and opportunities, 
or, customer demand. As crystallized by Eero Ahtela: “[…] the store network 
planning really is the vehicle for searching those – we actually search the market 
windows with it. XVII”

Parallel to the market-driven interests forming the store network, the interest of 
the City Planning Department was to ensure the diversity of the store network 
through formal agreement procedures with the retailers. The intention of the city 
planners was to make it difficult to close a grocery store located inside the housing 
areas and serving citizens without a private motor vehicle. The initial desire for a 
formal agreement including sanctions in fact provoked consequences other than 
those intended, as described by Leo Kosonen:

[…] we did with the retail groups a kind of an agreement, in which how-
ever, no sanctions were included. We had an objective that we would have 
made an agreement over those local stores, a kind of system in which clos-
ing a local store would have caused sanctions. We didn’t get that, but what 
we got was that, especially during the early years, we had once a year with 
the representatives of the retail groups a meeting in which we looked at the 
situation regarding the local stores and what is the outlook for the next year 
or few – are there close-downs to be afraid of, or are there any development 
needs. And on that basis we have renewed these local stores. XVIII
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This attempted public sector intervention in competition, and restrictions on the 
planning of the store network failed, but resulted another form of interaction: an-
nual meetings involving the planners and the retailers.  This outcome suited the 
interests of the initial stakeholders, in that future working relationships needed to 
be maintained. The meetings also provided a potential channel for the city to ac-
quire market information and relay it to the City Planning Department. However, 
the renewal of the existing store network is strongly affected by the unpredictable 
competition and emergence of new stores. The consequence of competition ap-
pears as a constant fluctuation in the markets in which the information and next 
moves are confidential, making the planning efforts even harder. The effects of 
competition on the store network were illustrated by Eero Ahtela as follows:

The poor ones will go! That’s for sure when good services are provided 
and the service structure is improved, the poor ones will drop of the game 

– that’s for sure, and it is obviously a challenge for this existing network […] 
for us as well, we need to take care of that, we can never drop a new hyper-
market somewhere here just like that. We need to sort of trim the entire 
area […] so that parallel when this [hypermarket] opens, the other ones are 
ready to take the competition – they compete among themselves! XIX

Sometimes inconsistencies and conflicting interests within the city become in-
evitable causing uncertainty and contingencies in the planning process. Parallel 
to the Päiväranta development, the City of Kuopio approved in February 2005 
a commercial redevelopment initiated by the German retail chain Lidl. The site 
was located by the same highway as the Päiväranta development, but closer to the 
downtown of Kuopio (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). The terms 
of a lease needed to be changed in order to allow a grocery store on the site. Many 
other retailers, including Food Kesko, had tried to establish a grocery store in the 
same facilities that now became occupied by their competitor, Lidl (Interview of 
Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005). 

The City Planning Department’s new assessment of the commercial service struc-
ture was presented in the city government in December 2004. Remaining faithful 
to the tradition of restriction, the assessment opposed the redevelopment. How-
ever, if the redevelopment were to be interpreted as a small-scale local store, a 
single exception could be made. The city government grounded its decision to 
allow the re-development, after a few technical adjustments, on the basis that it 
would improve the commercial service structure for citizens without cars in the 
neighboring residential areas of Inkilänmäki and Saarijärvi (Kuopion kaupunki 
07.02. 2005). The effects of new retail activity on the four existing local stores 
remained vague in the assessment. 
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During the process, the developer who worked for Lidl publicy accused the City 
of Kuopio for restricting free competition and favoring the local retailer, PeeÄssä 
(Parkkonen 2004:5). One city government representative proposed a two-year 
transition period before opening the new store to allow the neighboring mar-
kets to prepare for the competition, but the proposition was rejected (Ibid.). Leo 
Kosonen, the Head of City Planning, described the shift in policy and the uncer-
tainty of effects:

In the same occasion [with the Päiväranta case], Lidl went ahead and ap-
plied a lease [allowing food retailing] for a store of 950 m2 […] it [the site] 
has been a part of our [policy] series that we had in the 10-year-old plan 
restricting food retailing on the locations outside the housing areas. And 
until now we have interpreted that […] it is located outside the housing 
areas. And it will anyhow stress those [stores inside the housing area]. In 
this [case] we had to change the interpretation a bit [R: yeah]47 in a way that 
we interpreted that it is inside the housing area because there is the south-
ern end of Inkilänmäki suburb within a walking distance. And the store 
existing there previously has been closed down. So it was now interpreted 
that the [new store] will replace it. And the effects of it are not that, oh well 

– we just have to see what the effects then end up to be on the other four 
local stores in the surroundings. XX

Shortly before granting Lidl the change in the terms of the lease, the City of Kuo-
pio had conducted a new assessment of the commercial city structure supported by 
Kesko, although, with some reservations as described by Eero Ahtela:

[…] in our statement about the city’s assessment, we sort of, supported the 
assessment of the city. With some exception, of course [laughter], and one 
of those exceptions is […] a commercial site on which […] we in time were 
bombing on very keenly to have a store of a supermarket size. The coopera-
tive retail society SOK had tried in a similar manner to access the site […] 
but the city’s answer has always been a definite and strict no, that a retail 
store cannot be located there, and full stop […] now, all of a sudden, a Ger-
man Lidl popped up and began to claim that they would like to be there 
[...] and the city, goddamn it, starts to give in – “yeah, we can look into 
that.” This doesn’t mean that we would be somehow jealous about these 
issues, but it does mean to us – and everybody else who have been said “no” 

– that we have started to establish the network and make investments on the 
basis of that “no” word. XXI

47  Affirmation made by the Head of Master Planning, Juha Romppanen.
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 The example of Lidl’s opportunity to build based on a sudden change of condi-
tions and interpretation of regulations places the assessment of interests in the 
annual meetings between the retailers and city planning officials in a new light. 
The honest-broker role of the meetings has been further eroded by political de-
cision making, responding to pressure tactics from a developer, that contradicts 
the city planners’ interpretations of current planning policies. In this process, the 
competitive regulatory planning approach was challenged; the planners conceded, 
agreeing on all demands without any mutual gains. The case of Lidl questions the 
integrity of the planning measures of Kuopio in the presence of the uncertainty 
imposed by politically motivated planning decisions.

Inconsistency of content-related interests. The City Planning Department of Kuopio 
expressed little interest in the esthetic or architectural qualities of the prospec-
tive Päiväranta development, even though it had been keenly concerned with the 
architectonic quality of its own projects such as “the Town of Islands,” arranging 
an architectural competition for the area. The department did not appear to think 
that enhancement of urban quality was a factor in the production of commercial 
retail facilities. At the introduction of the development to city planners, the devel-
oper proposed the desired user-function and volume along with the understanding 
that it would deliver a standard retail facility as expected by Leo Kosonen as the 
precondition for the development:

And of course, a promise that they [Kesko] are going to build there an 
appropriate commercial building. And we obviously have the starting point 
that simply altering the user-function will not do but if they get a permit, 
they’ll have to do a full-size commercial building there – like the other 
[hypermarkets] have been […] XXII

The City Planning Department seemed to assume that a process of gradual re-
finement of detail over time would bring architectonic and esthetic qualities later 
into the process. These qualities were not part of the decision making at the early 
stages of the development or in the overall planning strategy. In other occasions, 
the City Planning Department required certain assurances of quality aspects even 
before taking the development to the planning program of the city, but it didn’t 
apply this approach to the Päiväranta development. The first phase of the develop-
ment process was to determine only whether or not the facility could be located in 
Päiväranta. (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005) The evaluation of fea-
sibility was accomplished with the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) pro-
cess which will be elaborated in the discussion of negotiation later in this study. 
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In reality, the functional properties of the development, such as traffic, noise im-
pact, and building volume, could not have been properly evaluated in the absence 
of a more detailed design. The initial design reflecting the concept specifications 
were prepared by the developer in cooperation with a local architect, who wasn’t 
the same architect delivering the design for the official local detailed planning 
process. The Head of Master Planning, Juha Romppanen, described the level of 
design in the assessment phase as follows:

[…] during the work also the design for the site arrangements have been 
made and then the plan for the building to envision the volume of the 
15,000 m2. But when this project was started, we didn’t have any designs at 
that phase, but this assessment work required that also these kinds of evalu-
ations should already be made at this phase […] XXIII

Thus the physical design solutions became a part of the assessment phase in which 
it was determined whether the development could be considered feasible. The 
rigorousness of the design process posed a serious problem. The city had little 
interest in the design beyond identifying at least one acceptable solution, and the 
developer had only a limited interest in a detailed design at the early planning 
phase in a situation involving a great uncertainty about the schedule of develop-
ment.  The original objective of the city planners to focus gradually on design 
issues never materialized. During the impact assessment phase leading to the de-
tailed planning process, which produced documents tantamount to building per-
mit plans, city officials were reluctant to express any interest in qualitative issues. 
The architect consultant, Mauri Tommila, who delivered the local detailed plan, 
shed light on the events:

They [the city planners] have been satisfied by what I have presented 
– nothing else has been on the table […] they have [accepted] without any 
critique – what I have presented has been accepted – if I may be frank with 
you […] they have been happy. Or then, somehow I’ve had a feeling that 
there is a terrible hurry – they have some kind of emergency with objectives 
related to the schedule. The planning goes forward with a horrific speed in 
comparison to the City of Espoo or Helsinki. XXIV

The planners focused on speeding up the process after making a decision to con-
tinue with the zoning process despite resistance from the neighboring municipal-
ity of Siilinjärvi, which had been a bottle neck in the process.
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The City Planning Department’s own projects. The city planners prided themselves 
on the long “project tradition” as a special characteristic of the city planning in 
Kuopio (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). They had supported the 
hypermarket ban because this type of business posed a threat to the local com-
mercial services of the city’s Neulamäki Project, a new residential area for 8,000 
inhabitants. The Neulamäki Project was the first in the series of residential proj-
ects put forward by the city. The local service structure inside the city’s own project 
and the current commercial development trend were clearly in conflict. 

At the same time that Kesko initiated the Päiväranta development and filed a zon-
ing application, the City of Kuopio had embarked upon a new large-scale project, 

“the Town of Islands” in the southern part of the city, which directed growth in the 
direction away from Päiväranta. The city planners stated that the city’s own proj-
ect had first priority in using public planning resources, even if it meant delaying 
the zoning of Päiväranta. If Kesko wanted to move forward with the development, 
it had to start investing resources in the process as experienced by Leo Kosonen:

This [Päiväranta case] has not progressed very speedy, but it is – that is an 
issue which was already known right at beginning that we have the plans 
of “the Town of Islands” and the plans of the downtown, and then the kind 
of plans which aim at increasing the jobs in the production industry. Those 
[plans] are in a way in the first category. XXV

However, in planners’ view, private consultants can do on certain things; the pro-
cess of city planning and coordination must remain in the hands of city officials.  
What then, is the rationale for the statement below by Leo Kosonen? 

[…] we have had the talks about speeding up the process, because we 
couldn’t have progressed any faster. And we’ve been often asked that 
couldn’t the consultants do more, and so – but we’ve only could replied that 

“no.” The tasks now belonging to the duty of the City Planning Depart-
ment, these are more like tasks of the officials that cannot be given to the 
consultant but this [work] is now coordinating and [steering] the planning 
process in which the consultants are of no use. XXVI

The concern of the city officials relates to trust. They clearly felt that the private 
sector could not be trusted with the “duty of an official” as they were not repre-
sentative of the citizens in a city. The neutrality and independence of the public 
officials gave them an entirely different responsibility that private sector interests 
could not share.
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The neutrality issue. The question of neutrality relates to the role of the city plan-
ning, and what kind of interests it represents. First, the City Planning Depart-
ment creates projects of its own, and certain conceptions of the physical outcomes 
are part of the solutions reflecting the public interest. Second, the City Planning 
Department as a representative of a public authority is concerned about the qual-
ity of the planning process. A neutral official avoids taking sides with any specific 
stakeholder group, and aims to ensure the “common good.” Are city officials really 
neutral; do they actually need to be?

The notion of fairness and neutrality can be viewed in terms of both process 
and content. In terms of the process and coordination enabling different interest 
to surface, neutrality is vital independent from the status of the mediator of the 
process. A stake in the content, however, always introduces an interest. Are city 
planners as stakeholders then de facto the most neutral mediators for the planning 
process both in terms of the process and the content? The City Planning Depart-
ment’s own projects were given priority, threatening the neutrality of a process pit-
ting their priorities against other interests. Seen from this perspective, a city is not 
a neutral party but has its own stake in developments. Often, the stakes and the 
interests of the city are among the highest, as it is the hub of several developments 
influencing each other, frequently in an unpredictable manner. 

However, during the first official meeting launching the impact assessment pro-
cess for the Päiväranta case, the representatives of the city didn’t address any city 
interests. The role of the city planners consisted only of stating the current plan-
ning situation as a basis for the assessment work. As a part of the official planning 
process, city planning department tried to maintain its neutrality by reviewing the 
starting point of the impact assessment. However, the starting point was based 
on the strategic city structure plans conducted by the City Planning Department 
and approved by the city council as expressions of future visions. The city plan-
ning department had to cope with a dual role: maintaining a neutral process and 
safeguarding the interests of the city.

Political decision-making: Old positions and surprising unanimity 
The final decision-making power regarding the approval of a plan proposal lies 
in the hands of politicians. This was the case in Päiväranta when the plan was ac-
cepted in the city council unanimously in December 2005 – four years after Kesko 
had filed the zoning application. The city planning officials had anticipated that 
some of the politicians would oppose and some support the development. This 
study considers the conceptions of political interests from the perspectives of the 
initial stakeholders in the development processes. 
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Uncertainty characterizes political decision making. The city planners of Kuopio, 
like planners in any other city, ought to have a good sense of the local political 
climate in the city based on their regular interaction with political representa-
tives. This close association should give them an excellent capacity to anticipate 
future outcomes. However, political maneuvering in the city council regarding 
the Päiväranta development shows how difficult it is to anticipate decisions even 
for city officials close to the process.  For the developer, acquiring information 
becomes complicated as well even when city officials are providing them with in-
formation. The Division Manager of Kesko Real Estate, Eero Ahtela, illustrated 
the uncertainty of political decision making:

[…] by the time when the proposal of the city government is presented to 
the city council, it’s like a chip of wood on the surfs [laughter] and after 
that, anything can happen to the proposal […] XXVII

Political decision making is often connected to the diverse private as well as public 
sector interests. In the city council of Kuopio, many politicians also held posi-
tions in the elected councils of cooperatives or boards of trustees with particular 
interests. Multiple loyalties thus affect their perspectives on facts related to the 
development. (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005)

Developers interact with political decision makers in three different ways: by mak-
ing direct connections; by relying on interactions between the city officials and 
politicians, or combinations of these two. In the case of the Päiväranta develop-
ment, a combination of the two approaches was used to acquire and distribute 
information (Interview of Pertti Rusanen, February 11 2005).

The facts about the development of Päiväranta, or the developer’s conception of 
those facts, were distributed to the politicians through personal interaction be-
tween the developer and the political parties. In the Päiväranta case, a representa-
tive of the developer met with the delegations from four political parties, but not 
from the two parties having the majority in the city council: the Centre Party and 
the Social Democratic Party. In the official decision-making process, the politi-
cians sit at the second table of development negotiations, because the city officials 
present the negotiated developments to the city council. Through the unofficial 
delegations, the parties move closer to the first table of negotiations by having a 
two-party contact with the developer.

Two out of six political parties chose not accept the developer’s invitation to dis-
cuss the project. Despite not having met with those two groups, the developer 
was convinced that they got the information in some other way (Ibid.). Potential 
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explanations for failures to meet can be technical, such as difficulties in schedul-
ing an appointment, or the reasons may be related to interests. The explanation 
that The Centre and Social Democratic Parties had no interests in the issue is not 
credible.  It is more likely that the developer was not part of the retail group tradi-
tionally associated with those parties. This doesn’t mean that those parties couldn’t 
support the development in the city council – the developer needed only two ad-
ditional interaction situations to reduce the uncertainty that the development by 
would be supported. The developer still had considerable knowledge about the 
interests operative within the parties.

The abolishment of the hypermarket ban was also a political decision. The data in 
this study indicate that a cluster of major retailers had an influence on the decision 
through the city government. Private interests were combined with public inter-
ests within a public decision-making system, as described by Otto Siippainen, the 
municipal town planning architect of Siilinjärvi:

It was their [the retailers] representatives who sat in the city council – if 
you will [laughter] – that’s the impression that I have. And then, after-
wards, some social-democratic politician had concluded that of course they 
thought about the interest of the E Group, 48 when they made the decision. 
Not only that there was pressure, but there were the interest groups them-
selves taking part in the decision-making, their representatives – people are 
just not into something but they are involved in a multitude of affairs. XXVIII

The frustrated reaction of the retailer, who received no benefit from the first phase 
of the abolishment, indicates that the retailers weren’t entirely united in the effort 
to promote the new hypermarkets. One of the main competitors, S Group, didn’t 
get a retail site right after the abolishment of the ban, but was eventually able to 
defend its market position by acquiring private land closer to downtown Kuopio. 
The defeat of S Group was described by the Head of Land-use and Planning De-
partment, Patrick Hublin, at the Regional Environmental Centre:

After all kinds of swindling and turns, Kesko and Tradeka49 gained access 
to the sites. And the local PeeÄssä as a part of S Group ended up licking its 
fingers and felt extremely sorry for it, until they managed to purchase a site 

48  E Group (E-liike in Finnish) was one of the retail groups involved in the first hypermarket 
projects in Kuopio. Traditionally, E Group was associated with the left-wing politics and as the 
store of the working class people. Later on, E group merged with another retail chain.
49  The retail functions of E Group became later a part of Tradeka Group
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closer to downtown from a private owner. And it then turned out to be a 
gold mine. XXIX

In the region of Kuopio, S Group, with its cooperative business format, has tradi-
tionally been identified as the favorite of the Centre Party. After the defeat in the 
first round of the market competition, the success of the new PeeÄssä hypermar-
ket was warmly welcomed in Siilinjärvi as experienced by Otto Siippainen: 

Well, maybe also we in Siilinjärvi, because the municipality has an agrarian 
background driven by the Centre Party, wouldn’t mind the success of the 
cooperative based on the ideology of Pellervo Confederation of Finnish 
Cooperatives50 [laughter] XXX

Obviously, the political climate in the region of Kuopio is different now from what 
it was in the 1980s. The unanimous acceptance of the Päiväranta development in 
the city council doesn’t correlate with a potential current trend of fixed political 
support for specific retail groups. Political partisanship was apparently a much 
stronger element of consumer behavior in the Kuopio region in those days, as 
described by Otto Siippainen:

[...] and I don’t believe that such a strong ideological tone exists anymore, 
like it used to be in the old days when the members of the National Coali-
tion Party went to the stores of Kesko, Centre Party shopped in the stores 
of S Group, and the left-wingers went to the workers’ cooperative retail 
society.XXXI

Instead of party loyalty, competition is now expressed in measures such as effec-
tive and customer-friendly bonus systems. The new forms of competition don’t 
necessarily eliminate the influence of political preferences, but they have intro-
duced concrete benefits to the clientele. Elements of pricing and product variety 
are affecting individual customer choices and preference, according to Otto Siip-
painen: 

I have such conception that S Group has been all and all successful with its 
bonus cards and others, also nationwide, and it has sort of defeated Kesko. 

50  Finland has the greatest proportional number of cooperatives in the world. Pellervo Confed-
eration of Finnish Cooperatives has a strong agricultural background. (Kuisma 2006:22) Hence 
the sympathies in Siilinjärvi were more readily inclined to the success of  S Group as a part of 
the Pellervo Confederation of Finnish Cooperatives.
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And it has been able to improve its position clearly, so that I don’t know 
whether there is any particular conception that it’s a local [store] XXXII

Political preferences, however, are still highly operative in decision making about 
either approving or rejecting a plan. The Päiväranta area was zoned in the city 
structure plan in 1994 for commercial activities, and the plan was approved by the 
city council, but it didn’t have the legitimacy of a master plan guiding future local 
detailed planning. The municipal town planning architect of Siilinjärvi thought 
that the Päiväranta development was already unofficially legitimized by the city 
council decision in 1994 even without any impact assessment:

I think that this [development] has been promised. This has been promised 
[laughter]. In that sense the colleagues of Kuopio are between the devil and 
the deep sea […] this is our conception […] fairly binding commitments 
have been made to Kesko that they are allowed to [develop]. And there is 
the old decision of the city council without any impact assessments backing 
up [the development] in the city structure plan which isn’t a legitimate plan 
in accordance with the Land Use and Building Act. XXXIII

 The question remains, what kind of impact assessments should have been con-
ducted in the absence of any concrete project, keeping in mind that detailed design 
was expected to emerge during the early phases of the assessment process? What 
is the role of the city structure plans and how they should be interpreted? The City 
Planning Department of Kuopio had prepared and interpreted the plans as stra-
tegic and flexible guidelines (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). The 
opposing stakeholder had interpreted them as solutions, or a political promise of 
a future zoning reservation for a specific user function.

The interpretations of Kuopio’s political decision makers in that time are not 
known. Trying to understand their knowledge of the impacts of the plan is outside 
the scope of this research. However, the acceptance of the plan indicates approval 
of a specific course of development in the process of political decision making and 
bargaining. The approval creates a path to alternatives for redeveloping the area 
in some other way. As a result, the good intention of flexibility in the strategic city 
structure plans may be endangered by rigid predetermined political interpreta-
tions and bargaining which may prove hard to brake.

The political game crossed city borders as well. One of the tensest disputes delay-
ing the Päiväranta development had been a political struggle between the City of 
Kuopio and the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. Otto Siippainen described the politi-
cal tension:
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[…] the politicians in Kuopio have the sulks around the issue, and in the 
newspaper writings we’ve seen that this is not actually Siilinjärvi’s mat-
ter. And we’re just throwing a spanner in the works for Kuopio’s otherwise 
good project. XXXIV

The politicians on Siilinjärvi’s side had been unanimously opposed to the 
Päiväranta development. The underlying reason for the united objection across 
the political parties was a fear that all the economic benefits to be derived from 
the development would go to Kuopio. Supporting the development would have 
meant political suicide in Siilinjärvi, regardless of the political background of the 
city council members. In this situation, unanimity appeared hardly as a surprise.

The proximity of the city border raised the question of potential consolidation 
of the two municipalities, which would have solved at least part of the conflict of 
municipal interests in the direct economic impacts of the development.51 In the 
discussion between the municipalities, the unification had not been considered as 
an option, which is understandable from the viewpoint politicians defending their 
elected status. Unification could have destabilized the futures of both appointed 
and elected politicians. From Siilinjärvi’s side, Otto Siippainen regards the unifi-
cation as a marginal element in the public discourse:

[…] there has been talks about the consolidation of municipalities […] 
maybe it’s been more of an issue on Kuopio’s side while there are campaign-
ers, or one could almost say; a campaigner [laughter] advocating this issue. 
The others have a fairly withdrawn stand, and on our side the politicians 
have said that they don’t regard the talks necessary at this point. XXXV

In conclusion, the significant political decisions related to the Päiväranta develop-
ment had been already made when the hypermarket ban was abolished. The politi-
cal parties in Kuopio had already expressed their views in form of approving the 
1994 city structure plan. The border zone of Kuopio and Siilinjärvi became the 
stage of the political debate. The Municipality of Siilinjärvi was able to delay the 
development with appeals, and the prospect of future collaboration with Kuopio 
was at stake also.

51  By the time of the Environmental Impact Assessment of Päiväranta development, there was 
an increased national political debate over decreasing the number of municipalities from over 400 
by voluntary consolidations of municipalities. Additionally, the government had indicated the 
willingness to take measures to streamline the unification process in order to gain savings in pub-
lic spending and increase efficiency.
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Siilinjärvi – The issue of regional resistance
Despite dislike of large-scale commercial developments, the city planners of Kuo-
pio were united against resistance from the neighboring municipality of Siilin-
järvi. The Kuopio region had been troubled by a lack of true regional cooperation 
compared to some other regions in Finland. Each time a concrete project surfaced 
with a potential of unequal distribution of regional benefits among the cities, “co-
operation” became no more than a distant memory of pleasant conversation, even 
though the competitiveness of the entire region was at stake (Saesmaa 2004:2).

The planning policy of Siilinjärvi included concentrating commercial activity 
in the town center, and increasing the purchasing power to benefit the center 
through new residential developments. Siilinjärvi had put a lot of successful ef-
fort into luring specialty stores into the town center. The strategic was to build a 
self-sustaining, lively commercial town center, from which people did not need 
to travel to Kuopio for shopping, as described by Otto Siippainen, the municipal 
town planning architect of Siilinjärvi:

This project of Kesko is a part of the chain of events, which sort of clearly 
turns back the twenty year positive trend of developing our services. And 
I don’t think that it’s for the inhabitants’ [benefit] – I think it’s in a way 
shameful that you have to shop for clothes in Kuopio when there’s twenty-
thousand inhabitants in your own municipality and you cannot find [cloth-
ing stores]. XXXVI

The new hypermarket development in Päiväranta, half way between the town cen-
ters of Kuopio and Siilinjärvi on the border zone of those two municipalities, was a 
threat to this hard work and future vision. Siilinjärvi depends partially on Kuopio’s 
economy, and there is heavy commuter traffic on the highway on which Kesko 
wanted to develop the new hypermarket. The Municipality of Siilinjärvi was espe-
cially concerned about the effects of the Kesko project on the small specialty stores 
in the town center. Surprisingly, Siilinjärvi’s worries concerned also the vitality of 
downtown Kuopio as the hub of the region. To protect its commercial structure, 
Siilinjärvi still maintained a lone stand against the hypermarket ban, but it has 
recently and reluctantly adopted zoning reservations for retail activities in the pro-
vincial planning process leaving open the options for future retail developments at 
the highway between Kuopio and Siilinjärvi. Otto Siippainen regarded the cur-
rent trajectory of development as a harmful process, in which Siilinjärvi’s interests 
have been displaced:

We still consider it as a poor way, but we’re alone with this opinion. The 
same applies to the whole issue in which we’ve been, sort of, left alone 
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without much of any support. And we’ve actually received quite a bit 
of complaints about interfering in internal affairs of the City of Kuopio 
[laughter] and opposing the progress.XXXVII

An underlying conflicting interest was the location of the development on the side 
of Kuopio, which would drain economic benefits from the neighboring city. How-
ever, the main concern was the transfer of the purchasing power away from the 
town center of Siilinjärvi. One of the assessed questions in the development was 
whether its clientele would be primarily local or derived largely from commuter 
traffic, which Otto Siippainen believed would be the case:

[…] if Kesko really wants to make business in that location, it thinks of 
getting a big share from the commuters. And in that case it is pretty much 
the same to me whether it’s located on our or Kuopio’s side […] it’s a poor 
location anyhow. XXXVIII

Based on customer research, Kesko argued that shopping preferences don’t in-
clude buying groceries on the way home after work. Instead, shopping for gro-
ceries takes place after a person first returns home, and then drives to the store 
(Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005). The transfer of purchasing power re-
mained a disputed issue, and subsequently, it questioned the validity of the impact 
assessment process.

The conflict of interests between Kuopio and Siilinjärvi appeared to be the main 
reason for the prolonged planning process of the Päiväranta development. The city 
planning departments of the two municipalities had had some regional coopera-
tion, but not a very deep relationship. For example, there has been a mutual infor-
mal understanding about regional housing development. Siilinjärvi had launched 
a new residential project in Vuorela, close to Päiväranta. It was Siilinjärvi’s turn 
to support regional housing production while Kuopio had time to prepare its “the 
Town of Islands” project.

The issue of cooperation between the municipalities appeared in the local newspa-
per Savon Sanomat, in which the officials of both municipalities claimed that the 
new housing areas in Kuopio and Siilinjärvi complement instead of compete with 
each other (Patrakka 2004c:8). Notably, these projects are ‘owned” by the munici-
palities; each has an interest in maintaining a cooperative relationship. . The pro-
cedure of taking turns mitigates competitive positioning between the municipali-
ties and also reduces the market risks of sudden oversupply in housing production. 
In appropriate areas, such as promoting new housing areas, the competition is 
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easily supplanted by cooperation. Otto Siippainen describes the evolving character 
of the municipal boundary:

[…] there is also a line of thinking and a fair amount of pondering about 
the blind competition, that the municipal border line doesn’t exist anymore 
as a fanatic line. XXXIX

This kind of cooperative thinking did not shape Siilinjärvi’s view of strengthen-
ing the role of Kuopio as the commercial hub of the region. The stakes in overall 
cooperation with Kuopio are high for Siilinjärvi, because it would like to have the 
city’s support of Kuopio for office developments at the nearby airport located in 
Siilinjärvi (Patrakka 2004a:3). However, the City of Kuopio has been cool to this 
proposal, claiming that its downtown is a better location for businesses despite a 
half-hour drive to the airport (Patrakka 2004b:14). Neither of the parties wished 
to undermine existing cooperative activity; nevertheless, the Päiväranta develop-
ment became the first escalated conflict between the two planning departments, 
creating uncertainty in Otto Siippainen’s views especially for Siilinjärvi:

Siilinjärvi has maybe been labeled as a troublemaker in this issue. But 
hopefully it doesn’t then mix up the other cooperation arrangements – but 
this is what has happened. XL

The city planners of Kuopio allowed the storm to subside over an extended pe-
riod of time, rather than forcing the ratification of the retail plan. Meanwhile, a 
gradualist approach also provided time and resources for the planning of the city’s 
own “Town of Islands” project. In time, however, the Head of City Planning, Leo 
Kosonen, decided to move forward with the Päiväranta plan, regardless of opinion 
in Siilinjärvi, and the plan was presented to the city council: 

[…] we haven’t, in a way, forced [the plan] against their [Siilinjärvi’s] view, 
before we considered that now it’s the time to take it forward anyway once 
we figured out that their view cannot be changed. XLI

Meanwhile, the Region Manager of Food Kesko, Pertti Rusanen, was already get-
ting frustrated and annoyed with the constant changes in schedule:

I met with the City Manager and he said that it [the plan] will proceed in 
some time range, but then it didn’t start to progress. And always when I 
called there, a new schedule was posted, and I started to think that, that I 
don’t have the impudence to keep calling. And then we went there to deal 
with some other business and we asked: when does it go [forward]? – Well, 
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next week it should go ahead before anything else while they had been 
thinking of the plea to the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. XLII

Pertti Rusanen commented on the unanimity among the City Managers:

At the beginning of last year, I called Jukka Pulkkinen [the Deputy City 
Manager] and I was told by the city that they’ll keep talking with Siilinjärvi. 
And if it takes a little while, they’ll accept it, but if it’s going to take longer, 
they will take this project forward in any case. XLIII

The underlying concern, or interest, of the city officials of Kuopio wasn’t just 
the relentless round of appeals by a powerful and creditable opponent, but the 
future of cooperation and working relations with the neighboring municipality 
of Siilinjärvi. The writing of pleas had already been time-consuming for the City 
Planning Department. It might only get worse if the plan was forced by omitting 
the opinions of Siilinjärvi entirely. However, at the beginning of the development 
process, the City of Kuopio considered the matter to an internal one of no concern 
to the neighboring municipalities. In the first negotiation about the programming 
of the impact assessment, the City of Kuopio determined the stakeholders of the 
development, and the Municipality of Siilinjärvi wasn’t among them (Koistiainen 
2002). Later on, Siilinjärvi proved to be a significant stakeholder and it was in-
vited to participate in the process.

After the abolition of the hypermarket ban, the issue of commercial development 
had become more of an internal one in Kuopio. The trajectory of vanishing co-
operation in the planning of the commercial city structure was inevitable. The 
origin of the hypermarket ban in the 1980s involved the request of the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs to increase cross-regional planning cooperation (Interview of 
Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005). Both Kuopio and Siilinjärvi adopted the path 
of forbidding hypermarkets based on the policy initiative of the government.

What the hypermarket ban failed to acknowledge was the different character of 
the municipalities. They were asymmetrical, for example in size, and thus their 
interests were likely to differ on a number of issues. For the development of Si-
ilinjärvi’s town centre, Otto Siippainen considered the hypermarket ban to be a 
blessing in achieving the urban ideal of a self-sustaining and increasingly dense 
town centre by the end of the 1980s:

[…] this so-called hypermarket ban question – yes, yes – of which we think 
that it’s been a real blessing for us. And after the beginning of the 90’s, 
when Kuopio started to slip away from it […] we have developed the urban 
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structure with conscious objectives, especially because at the threshold of 
the 70’s the service structure of our own centre was pathetic. And we saw 
that the balance of population growth needs to be in the town centre in 
order to have services developed and get the purchasing power to support 
the own services of the municipality. XLIV 

Siilinjärvi had difficulties maintaining its position as the little cousin of Kuopio 
with the heaviest highway commuter traffic in Finland heading for Kuopio every 
morning on weekdays. Heading back home in the afternoon, commuters choose 
where to shop for groceries. Despite the aligned aspirations of city planners in 
both Kuopio and Siilinjärvi to concentrate services downtown, the transfer of 
purchasing power moving to the highway created a powerful magnet for retail 
activity outside the conceived core of the city structure; the Kesko site was located 
right on the commuter route. The Päiväranta development especially endangered 
the future of specialty stores in the town center of Siilinjärvi.

The development continued the global trend of growing store sizes and increased 
need for efficiency and satisfaction of customer preferences. Siilinjärvi was a drop 
in the ocean as a part of the trend which The Economist elaborated in a French 
context as follows (The Economist 2006:9,10): 

But are the French really as anti-market as they profess to be? Consider 
Carrefour, a French hypermarket in Montenson, west of Paris. The store is 
vast, staff move around on rollerblades and shoppers can buy anything from 
mountain bikes to foie gras. Its shelves offer 14 different brands of washing 
powder, 12 of yogurt and eight of fresh fruit juice […] Watching French 
shoppers piling their trolleys high with such brands, it is hard to conclude 
that they are truly hostile to globalization.

At the beginning of the new millennium, globalized retail markets and store sizes 
had experienced considerable changes. The preservation of specialty stores had 
been a long-lasting public effort of the officials in Siilinjärvi. The question re-
mains: What kind of market windows will open to support the smaller stores as 
it happened in the case of Kuopio when the first hypermarkets emerged? And 
what kind of city planning and development most readily provides variety in the 
store network? Next, I focus on the interests of the City of Espoo in the case of 
Näkinmetsä.
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The interests of the City of Espoo in Case Näkinmetsä
The initiative for the Näkinmetsä cluster development came from the housing 
program of Espoo (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005). The city triggered 
the Näkinmetsä development, unlike in the case of Päiväranta, which was a pri-
vate development initiative. Näkinmetsä residential development was designed 
to fulfill the strategic decisions of Espoo, but not without political disagreements 
about the procedure. The objective of increasing small-scale and low-rise housing 
parallel to the increasing density of existing urban hubs is part of Espoo’s recently 
updated strategy (Espoon kaupunki 2006). However, the strategy itself is a gen-
eral one, saying nothing about how to reach the objectives. 

The development of Näkinmetsä was launched as a pilot project to gain experi-
ence in how to produce small-scale housing (Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 
2005) The pilot character of the development was acknowledged by the developer 
who had recognized the growing pressure of the city to increase housing produc-
tion (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). The development also provided 
an experiment in outsourcing planning activities to private consultants who would 
cooperate with the officials and elected representatives of the city’s political com-
mittees (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005). 

This first experiment in joint development was shared by the City of Espoo and 
VVO Group, the owner of VVO Developer. For the city a failure would mean a 
victory for those politicians who had been doubtful about such cooperation (Inter-
view of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). Unsatisfactory results would also cut short a 
significant and efficient business potential for VVO Developer as emphasized by 
Ben Grass, the CEO of VVO Group:

It’s goddamn important that VVO succeeds in Näkinmetsä. And that 
VVO increases its creditability which is based on long discussions with the 
officials and politicians. We haven’t got this [development] in any undemo-
cratic way but we got it in a process in which all stakeholders had been 
informed – and now we’re going to inform the neighbors. XLV

The City of Espoo had purchased the 100-hectare site for the Näkinmetsä devel-
opment in 2000 for 2.5 million Euros (Espoon kaupunki 15.8.2006: 1-7). The site 
was formerly owned by the bankrupt’s estate of Haka Construction Corporation 
which had had vast plans in the 1970s for a development with double the density 
of the Näkinmetsä plan (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005). The site 
was spotted as an ideal location for a residential cluster development by the Man-
ager of Land Supply in Espoo, Jussi Eerolainen, who described the discovery as 
an intuition:
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I’ve worked [for the city] since 1997 and this area [of Näkinmetsä] be-
tween Kauklahti and Mikkelä caught my eye immediately. It would be an 
excellent housing area. Well, then we tried for three, four years to get the 
area to the zoning program of the city to get it going on. And we weren’t 
able to do that. Then we thought together with my boss, Heikki Laukala, 
who’s the Head of Real Estate Services that we should get a partner to 
work with us XLVI

The Näkinmetsä development was primarily a reflection of the interests of Espoo’s 
Real Estate Services as the representative of the city and its desire to zone more 
land for housing. There were two distinct reasons why the implementation of the 
city’s strategy took place in Näkinmetsä. First, the city was able to acquire enough 
land appropriate for a large housing development. Second, the location was ini-
tially conceived as an ideal residential area by the Real Estate Services. (Interview 
of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005) However, the City Planning Department of 
Espoo had encountered obstacles in planning for this large and politically sensitive 
area (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). In this early phase, the strategic 
value of increasing small-scale housing production was advocated and represented 
solely by the Real Estate Services, not the City Planning Department. 

Harnessing private interests for public purposes 
Real Estate Services took action a few days before Christmas in 2003. They pro-
posed that Espoo’s Committee of Real Estate Affairs should engage a private 
partner to promote the design development of Näkinmetsä. The selected partner, 
VVO developer was granted a right to conduct studies on the area to investigate 
the possibility of developing a small-scale and low-rise housing area. The City 
Planning Department of Espoo had announced that a lack of resources prevented 
the inclusion of Näkinmetsä in the upcoming planning program of the depart-
ment (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005). The cities have obligations 
and set objectives to zone a certain amount of land, and a vast area owned by the 
city in a central location was sufficient to fulfill the department’s zoning obliga-
tions (Ibid.). The City Planning Department of Espoo faced a situation in which 
it needed to prioritize the planning activities. From the perspective of internal 
stakeholders, it was easier to refuse taking the city’s own planning initiatives to the 
planning program, as described by Jussi Eerolainen:

When I come to think about our struggling forward, it was really pitiful 
before we partnered with VVO. We couldn’t stand up against our own 
organization, but once you get such private greed to pull the wagons, there’s 
a tremendous force in them […] they just have to be controlled somehow.
XLVII
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The City of Espoo had acquired the land in Näkinmetsä a few years before the 
cooperation with VVO Developer began. By the time the land was for sale, VVO 
Developer was also interested in buying it, but withdrew from the process after 
learning about the city’s interest in buying the land. (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, 
May 18 2005) The Manager of Land Supply in Espoo, Jussi Eerolainen, didn’t 
recall any problems related to the acquisition of Näkinmetsä area. VVO Developer 
had established good relationships with municipalities as one of its key strategies 
to access future sites (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005; Interview of Esa 
Kankainen, June 1 2005; Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005). The discus-
sion with Espoo about different forms of cooperation had been ongoing for years 
(Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005). After VVO Developer had proposed a 
few prospective sites to the City of Espoo, the “Näkinmetsä cluster development,” 
partnership was formed because the city needed a developer to take comprehen-
sive responsibility for the design development of the area (Interview of Arto Hil-
tunen, May 18 2005).

The partnership was formed with the understanding that as the development pro-
ceeded, a multitude of partners would join the project. It was agreed that VVO 
Developer would be granted access to develop the area, but the exact number and 
size of prospect sites for VVO Developer remained vague. The technical Direc-
tor of Espoo, Olavi Louko, concluded that VVO Developer had only “…a little 
risk in here, but they have to trust that if they develop this as agreed, there will 
be a reward.” XLVIII The Managing Director of VVO Developer, Arto Hiltunen, 
expressed his concerns about the distribution of sites to Espoo’s Manager of Land 
Supply, Jussi Eerolainen.  Eerolainen replied that he could not tell how many sites 
VVO Developer would get, but at least the issue was mentioned in the draft of a 
pre-contract in a plural. From the beginning of the cooperation and development 
process, it was clear that VVO Developer did not want or expect to develop the 
entire area of approximately 100 hectares with an approximate gross floor area of 
120,000 m2 alone. There was only a conception that VVO Developer would be 
granted access to a significant proportion of the building rights (Interview of Jussi 
Eerolainen, May 24 2005).

In return for the access to the area, VVO Developer had agreed to cover the costs 
of the design development. The financial resources for procuring private consult-
ing services are constrained in the City Planning Department of Espoo, as in 
most public sector agencies. Work pressure in the City Planning Department of 
Espoo forced its management to search for alternative planning approaches. This 
reduced the amount of work the city planners had to put into the zoning process 
(Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). The employment of consultants to de-
velop land-use agreements burdened the development budget with a huge expense 
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but one that would ultimately be paid by the end users (Interview of Olavi Louko, 
May 10 2005).

However, the amount and type of assessment to be paid for with private resources 
puzzled the consultants. Would city officials be as committed to cooperating in 
a privately financed design development as they would be to one of their own 
projects? At least in terms of the transparency and vagueness of the initial stake-
holders’ negotiation about cooperation in Näkinmetsä development, a demand 
for the commitment of private resources was not entirely reasonable (Interview of 
Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005). The Managing Director of VVO Developer, Arto 
Hiltunen, elaborated the use of private assets in developments:

It’s a bit like Pandora’s box. That’s the magic word. And in practice it can 
be that when a city does it [assessment] on its own account, they of course 
try to minimize the costs […] but when there’s a partner who commits to 
cover the expenses […] and if – you should actually compare two such cases, 
and then you would see that when Pandora’s box is opened and one says; 

“yes, we will pay” – the amount of assessments increases ten times. XLIX

The City of Espoo and VVO Developer had a shared understanding and mutual 
interests related to the conception of the current value of the land after the devel-
opment. Both initial stakeholders estimated the current market value of the land 
to be approximately 400 Euros per square meter of the zoned gross floor area 
(Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005; Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 
2005). The estimated cost of developing the entire area, including the infrastruc-
ture costs and even construction of day care facilities, would be easily covered with 
the value (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). VVO Developer understood 
and acknowledged the profit margins required by the city in order to provide 
the necessary quality of infrastructure and service structure (Interview of Arto 
Hiltunen, May 18 2005). For the Real Estate Services of the city, the revenue 
from developments is secondary to its value as a living and business environment 
contributing to the city’s competitiveness. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 
2005). The division of overall costs of the development was never subject to nego-
tiations in the official meetings of the development; the bargaining took place in 
the sidebars between VVO Developer and the City of Espoo (Interview of Jyrki 
Iso-Aho, May 9 2005).

The importance of trust
The uncertain duration and scale of the development made it especially important 
to find a trustworthy and reputable developer with sufficient equity. Previously 
VVO Developer had taken responsibility only for specific sites; the development 
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of the Näkinmetsä area required taking responsibilities for the entire area. In the 
eyes of the city, the trustworthiness of VVO Developer had been demonstrated 
not only by its historical track-record, but also by the firm’s willingness to com-
mit to long-term ownership of affordable rental housing. Moreover, the city also 
wanted to engage housing developers in the idea of life-cycle responsibility for 
developments, which it had applied in Public-Private-Partnerships, for example, 
in school developments. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005)

The developer knew that cities were more likely to give site access to reliable de-
velopment partners with trustworthy constituencies and investors, including mu-
nicipalities as institutional owners in non-profit development corporations. VVO 
Group is partially owned by municipal investors and its business comprises af-
fordable rental housing. A strategic decision to obtain sufficient equity capital has 
increased the trustworthiness of VVO as a partner in large and complex cluster 
developments. (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005) The recent success of VVO 
Developer in the smaller development of Lehtovuori in Helsinki also inspired 
confidence in its honesty and capability (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005; 
Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005).

Espoo considered a housing developer to be a more suitable partner in joint devel-
opment than a contractor-developer while the affordable housing developers hold 
a different perspective and impose a wider range of diversity in design solutions 
(Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). VVO Developer possessed in-depth 
knowledge about customer demand, which mitigated the market risks involved in 
the joint development with the city (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005). 

The non-profit background of the developer proved to be a valuable element of 
trustworthiness compared to some firms that had been involved the notorious 
history of cluster developments in the 1960s and 1970s. Since then, cities have 
learned to look for unique solutions instead of standard housing production. The 
selection of partners through competition poses a challenge to the developers and 
their ability to respond to the changing markets. VVO Group appeared clearly ca-
pable of increasing the share of rental units if the housing market suddenly calmed 
down. (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005)

Contractor-developers led the previous cluster development endeavors in Fin-
land. The spectre of these poorly managed projects could have raised considerable 
prejudice against a public-private partnership in the development of Näkinmetsä. 
However, the Technical Director of Espoo, Olavi Louko, looked to the first and 
most successful cluster development of Espoo, the Tapiola Garden City from the 
1950s to be a role model for Näkinmetsä. Tapiola was developed on ideological 
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and non-profit basis in which the City of Espoo didn’t in practice have any role 
or input. The decision to benchmark the Näkinmetsä objectives to Tapiola was 
to prove that not all wisdom lies in the city administration. (Interview of Olavi 
Louko, May 10 2005)

Tapiola was also later used as a reference in terms of project content. The leading 
architect consultant, Eric Adlercreutz compared the future meadows of Näkin-
metsä to the famous open grass fields of Tapiola (Merikoski 8.3.2005).

VVO Developer’s command of the implementation and marketing of housing 
developments were important inputs for the city. It wanted to collaborate with the 
best private development and design resources available to secure feasible imple-
mentation and ability to respond to the customer demands. (Interview of Jussi 
Eerolainen, May 24 2005) Additionally, the selection of a partner was affected 
by city’s interest in having a competitive construction phase (Interview of Olavi 
Louko, May 10 2005). 

The city appreciated the independence of VVO Developer from construction 
companies and the possibility of having a competitive bidding phase for the imple-
mentation (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005).  The actual construction phase 
of the development was to be subject to competitive bidding in which competi-
tors of VVO Developer would also be involved (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 
10 2005). VVO Developer was aware of this upcoming procedure. However, the 
initial stakeholders hadn’t considered how the sites would be distributed and what 
kind of competitive process would take place – if any. VVO Group wouldn’t toler-
ate Espoo granting a particular advantage to any construction company. Instead, 
VVO Group wanted to have competitive bidding for the sites but without having 
to clearly state its own position in the competition. (Interview of Ben Grass, May 
17 2005) In addition to the qualitative diversity of sites in the area, the distribu-
tion of future sites was constrained by Espoo’s desire to set aside a considerable 
amount of sites for those who wanted to build their own houses52 (Interview of 
Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). 

The city also wanted to apply competitive bidding process for the infrastructure 
works in order to assure transparency and accountability. If the infrastructure 
works were included in the development package, the city wouldn’t be able to 
trace the individual costs. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005) VVO 
Developer favored a model in which the developer provides the infrastructure 

52  From now on, I define the expression “the one who builds the house with his own hands” as 
a “household developer.”
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works, because the firm wanted control over the schedule and implementation of 
the works (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005).

The trustworthiness of developers was also an issue for city planners in terms of 
interpreting the final plans and their quality aspects. The city planners felt that the 
only way to defend themselves against deceitful contractors and developers was to 
enforce strict local detailed plans with determined design principles for each block 
of housing, as described by Harri Hietanen:

It will be in a way secured. Whoever is going to be the contractor of the 
area, there will be conducted quite detailed block designs [K: mm mm]53 as a 
part of the local detailed plan. In Espoo, we have a quite clear policy that 
we think ahead [the building design] pretty much in detail already in the 
local detailed planning and in designs for individual blocks of housing. And 
the developers know that they can’t make a lot of exceptions [K: mm] L

Merja Kiviluoto, the municipal town planning architect of the Näkinmetsä area 
also commented on this aspect of the implementation: 

[...] and we don’t even think of the issues on the level of implementation 
at this phase [H: no no]54. But we focus on how to get feasible and good, and 
particularly good solution in terms of the cityscape. We think of the area 
and its planning as a whole at this phase. And actually, then we just must 
have sufficient contractual systems which bind the hands of the designers 
in the future with some particular guidelines, so I guess that this will take 
us pretty well forward. LI

The City Planning Department of Espoo, like its counterparts in most cities in 
Finland, wanted to conduct detailed and normative plans for quality assurance 
limiting the possibility of alterations in the implementation phase (Interview of 
Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). However, many municipal town planning architects 
appreciate cooperation with the private sector. Most city planners listen politely 
and with interest to new private initiatives, because private development enables 
the city to outsource some responsibilities and unpleasant work, such as conduct-
ing compulsory impact assessments required by the Land Use and Building Act 
(Interview of Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005).

53  An affirmation made by municipal town planning architect, Merja Kiviluoto, to whose ter-
ritory the majority of the Näkinmetsä area belongs. Traditionally, the municipal town planning 
architects in Finnish cities have their own territories. A smaller part of the Näkinmetsä area be-
longed to the territory of Deputy Director of Local Detailed Planning, Harri Hietanen.
54  An affirmation made by Harri Hietanen, the Deputy Director of Local Detailed Planning.
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An ambitious project
The City of Espoo expressed its interests to VVO Developer in broad terms. The 
executive group which was appointed by the Technical Director, Olavi Louko, rep-
resented the highest decision-making authority and also the interests of the city in 
the development process. The interests were expressed through the executive com-
mittee more as slogans than conscious needs and feasible objectives (Interview 
of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). The City Planning Department of Espoo didn’t 
either express fixed visions of urban form in Näkinmetsä. The city planners had 
adopted a more pragmatic approach without any strong insight into the physical 
appearance of the city, in contrast, for example, to Kuopio’s strong physical vision 
of the city in “the Town of Islands” project (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 
2005). Rather, the plurality of urban form in Espoo has become a competitive fac-
tor as experienced by Jussi Eerolainen, the Manager of Land Supply in Espoo: 

[…] this is a kind of mishmash, the entire Espoo. In my view, this cityscape 
committee of ours, like I have previously said, could as well quit working. 
The success of Espoo is based on one’s free will to do whatever one wants. 
And there is no cityscape in Espoo. This [Espoo] is like a Little America.LII

The city set the objectives for the developer to create a new kind of dense urban 
city with small-scale housing (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). Espoo 
and VVO Developer shared a mutual interest in producing a high quality residen-
tial area without any conflicts during the early development and planning phases 
(Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005). The city wanted to achieve as good 
small-scale housing area as possible, or even a showcase of dense and low-rise resi-
dential development. An additional objective was to connect the new area to the 
old city structure in Kauklahti while taking into consideration the topography and 
surrounding natural areas.  For example, the vicinity of a railroad improved the 
traffic connection in comparison to cluster developments without a rail connec-
tion. The scarcity of potential new residential areas enforced the need for density 
while in order to also preserve the quality of the environment. The quantitative 
objectives of the development varied between 500 and 1500 units of housing in 
the early phases of seeking agreeable solutions. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 
10 2005)

There were conflicting interests in the city itself about the density of the project. 
The City Planning Department wanted something beautiful with lower densi-
ties while the Real Estate Services as the owner of the land was concerned with 
the financial viability (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005). The search 
for design solutions for the area began in April 2004. A sufficiently viable plan 
including 100,000 – 120,000m2 of gross floor area and at least 100 sites for house-
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hold developers was refined a year later in a steering committee meeting ((Espoon 
kaupunki 15.8.2006). The City Planning Department had originally proposed a 
density of 80,000 m2 in contrast with the 120,000 m2 aspired by VVO Developer 
(Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005). The agreed-upon density suited 
both the interests of the landowner and the developer. The city of Espoo needs 
approximately 2,500 units of new housing annually. Näkinmetsä cluster develop-
ment with 1,000 units comprises on average ten percent of the annual need for a 
period of four to five years. (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005)

 The interest of the city in improving the quality of the infrastructure and the 
built environment surfaced in two ways. First, the City of Espoo has a special for 
impact fees allocated solely for infrastructure works. In this way, the city identifies 
a tangible value for the stakeholders with the separate account for development 
gains, unlike in many other cities in which the fees are included in the budget. 
Second, the city has adopted a conscious policy to aim for higher infrastructure 
quality through budgeting more than twice the amount it used to spend on in-
frastructure in 2000. The spending increase will support the trend toward further 
improvements in the quality of the environment. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, 
May 24 2005)

Localities versus the city as a whole
The fundamental problem in the Espoo case is the search for new areas that politi-
cal decision makers could agree to take for residential development purposes. The 
difficulty of reaching a consensus leads to inaction and shortage of prospective 
areas for development. Politicians have been more reluctant to spur this aspect of 
the city’s future growth than appointed Espoo officials have been (Interview of 
Olavi Louko, May 10 2005)

The concerns of politicians relate both to the process and content of the devel-
opment. The City of Espoo consists of five urban hubs. Each of the hubs has its 
own political constituencies which makes it difficult to concentrate development 
efforts in areas of particular promise for the city as a whole, such as the old Tapiola 
area. Politicians lobby for more diversified development efforts in order to satisfy 
their constituencies. If one urban hub doesn’t have a strong enough political con-
stituency, it is unlikely to receive development funding. This has been the case for 
the city district of Centre of Espoo, nearby the Näkinmetsä development. (Inter-
view of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005)

In the case of Näkinmetsä, the biggest political party in Espoo, the National Co-
alition Party supported the development to implement the strategy of the city and 
to offer new sites for small-scale housing production (Tuominen-Halomo 2004). 
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The development was questioned mainly by the minority parties of Espoo. The 
Greens object in principle to all exploitation of vacant land and growth. The Cen-
tre Party, with a relative weak foothold in Espoo objects to the growth of the urban 
region despite the potential gain of new voters in Espoo. The Swedish People’s 
Party objects in principle to all growth because it weakens the relative support 
of the party. Most of the new inhabitants are likely to be Finnish-speaking and 
probably not supporters of the Swedish People’s Party. (Interview of Olavi Louko, 
May 10 2005) However, the protection of the Swedish speaking minority and 
their position in the community has not been on the table in official negotiations 
and nobody has identified the issue as a problem (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, 
May 18 2005).

The politicians, who don’t like the development for one reason or another, would 
like to build as little as possible in Näkinmetsä (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 
10 2005). The concern of the politicians was a desire to strengthen the control of 
the city in the development process, because they were afraid of the significant 
role of private consultants in the project (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). 
As a part of the city-driven approach to development, politicians would favor the 
model of having the city acquire land before zoning it (Interview of Olavi Louko, 
May 10 2005). In the case of Näkinmetsä, the land was owned by the city, but this 
didn’t seem to reduce mistrust of private partners.

VVO Developer considered the important task of securing political support for 
Näkinmetsä development to be mainly the responsibility of the leading city of-
ficials in Espoo. However, delegations of political parties had visited VVO Group, 
and VVO Developer had also described the project in the committee meetings of 
political parties in Espoo (Interview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005). VVO 
Developer sought the political support not only of the elected committee mem-
bers but also of their constituencies as represented by local residents associations. 
(Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005) The Managing Director of VVO Devel-
oper, Arto Hiltunen, determined that process-related issues were more important 
to the political interests than were content-related issues. The critical issue wasn’t 
whether the developer could deliver sufficient content but the division of work 
between public and private sectors. Hiltunen concluded that the problem was po-
litical discomfort over whether or not a private developer should be granted access 
to large areas such as Näkinmetsä. Political interests surfaced also in the interests 
of neighbors which will elaborate in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 
Mapping the array of interests 

Chapter 3 focuses mainly on the complex interests of the developers involved in 
the two cases.  It describes the perspectives of these firms in terms of their network 
planning, strategies, and objectives and also discusses how their ideas about the 
content and processes characterizing the developments evolved. Following this 
detailed mapping of developer interests, the interests of other major stakeholder 
groups – neighbors, and government agencies; the Regional Environmental Cen-
tre and the Road Administration, became involved in the process of developing 
the two case study projects.

The interests of developers:  
Good Guys – Bad Guys

We have an extremely trusting relationship! 
Ben Grass, VVO Group

Maybe retail stores are easily seen as bogeymen… 
Juha Rinne, Food Kesko

The two case studies in this research demonstrate different kinds of developer 
interests. The interests, such as the desire for profit or efficiency, may be similar, 
but developers initiate developments for a wide range of reasons and business 
objectives. Developers, like cities, are not monolithic. In order to understand the 
interests of developers, I will begin by elaborating the organizations of developers, 
because some underlying interests within a large organization may not be entirely 
represented in the development negotiations. A focus on the interests of develop-
ers should reveal whether and, if so, how these are represented in the project and 
negotiations. Table 8 outlines the organizational perspective and routines from 
which the interests of the developers in the two cases were derived.
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Interests of Kesko in Päiväranta
 
Organizational perspective
The developer, Kesko Real Estate, represented the interests of different lines of 
businesses within Kesko Plc. By the time this research began, Kesko Real Estate 
was a part of the headquarters as an independent division providing development 
services for the different business clusters including food retail (Food Kesko), 
hardware retail (Rautakesko), agricultural products (Kesko Agro and Konekesko), 
diverse consumer products (Keswell), and a car dealership (VV-auto). During this 
study, the Päiväranta development was initiated by Food Kesko, which is the larg-
est developer of facilities in Kesko. Toward the end of 2005, an organizational 
change took place; the development functions of Kesko Real Estate were inte-
grated into Food Kesko. Kesko also sold over 70 facilities to a real estate holding 
group, and formed a new division for facility management purposes, Kesko Real 
Estate Services.

Food Kesko is divided into five regional centers and the Päiväranta development is 
located in the region of Eastern Finland. The local Food Kesko had the responsi-
bility for both the development and the business operations that would take place 
in the development after its completion. Kesko Real Estate, which was located in 
the headquarters, provided expert support to the regional center in land-use and 
development issues.

The daily core activities and knowledge of Kesko Real Estate focused on creating 
cumulative expertise in the land-use, construction, and real estate issues rather 
than in retailing itself, which belongs to the expertise of regional centers. Despite 
belonging to the same organization, these the perspectives of these two Kesko 
subsidiaries began to diverge as development activity emerged. The primary con-
cern and interest of Food Kesko lay in how to run an effective and profitable retail 
business, while the task of Kesko Real Estate was to technically enable and super-
vise the development. Consequently, the interests of Kesko Real Estate related to 
realizing the developments according to the demands and specifications of several 
different lines of business, of which Food Kesko was only one.

Store network planning – planning for future retail locations. The Päiväranta de-
velopment began officially as a planning process in mid-October 2001, after the 
representatives of the developer had met with the city officials of Kuopio in the 
previous spring. In practice, the development had been going on as a confidential 
process for some time before it became publicly known. The development initia-
tive was a product of store network planning dictated the conversion of old storage 
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facilities which were no longer in use following the introduction of a new IT based 
logistical system for retailing.

Part of the annual evaluation of the state of the store network was the identifica-
tion of potential new sources of profitability and growth. The planning formed a 
systematic approach to monitoring and developing the commercial network. It 
functioned as a basic strategic tool, as described by Eero Ahtela:

[…] the impulse is actually given by our store network planning. Food Kes-
ko, and all the lines of business, have their store network planning which 
has an acronym MVS.55 And it’s for us, and actually for all other retailers as 
well, this MVS is a kind of underlying strategic planning tool. LIII

 The store network planning was the responsibility of the Field Department of 
Food Kesko. The planning is implemented jointly with the regional field offices 
and the headquarters, which owns the planning process. Plans for larger-scale 
stores, such as hypermarkets, are projected out ten years into the future and the 
plans for smaller ones, five years. The investment budget is allocated for the next 

55  MVS (myymäläverkostosuunnittelu) is an abbreviation of Finnish expression meaning “store 
network planning.”

Päiväranta hypermarket development in Kuopio

Kesko Plc/ Kesko Real Estate 
as developer representing Food 
Kesko

- Secure the site for own use and block the access of  
 competitors  

- Expansion of market share 
- Redevelopment of an old logistics terminal 
- Production efficiency with a larger store size 
- Cost effective development 
- Streamlined development

Näkinmetsä residential development in Espoo

VVO Group/ VVO Developer - Access to viable sites with other means than pure  
 price competition 

- Production efficiency with a larger cluster develop 
 ment filling the annual development objectives 

- A strive for providing “common good” to ensure  
 future success 

- Improvement of long-term relationships  
- Streamlined development

Table 8: Main interests of developers
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upcoming three years. Network decisions based on store network planning in-
cluded prioritizing prospective developments throughout Finland, complete with 
an investment budget and action plan. The decision criteria for the investments 
consist of sales and revenue expectations. The next step leading to the realization 
of a plan was the development assessment producing an investment decision lead-
ing to the programming and pre-design of a development (Interview of Pertti 
Rusanen, February 11 2005).

Store network planning analyzed the current store network and its condition, in-
cluding expected needs for refurbishment or renovations for the districts of all the 
regional centers. Additionally, the outlook for the existing network was evaluated 
and conclusions to meet the objectives for the network, including prospective new 
developments on specific market areas. This evaluation did not include plans for 
any specific sites; it identified particular market areas in which development might 
be feasible and desirable. After these have been clarified, discussion about a par-
ticular site could begin with the city planning officials and land-owners (Interview 
of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005)

Store network planning was a complex “real life” exercise, rather than t refined 
product of a formal planning system. Other forces impinging on the built en-
vironment also affected the investments in a manner beyond the purview of the 
planning system. However, it is very significant in relation to the interests of other 
potential stakeholders in a negotiation context. In the presence of severe competi-
tion, the ramifications of store network planning can be relatively insignificant, as 
described by Juha Rinne, who is the Project Manager of the hypermarket develop-
ments in Food Kesko:

[…] the markets have developed into a trend in which customers are 
willing to even more than before to shop in these large stores, and their 
[stores’] sales are growing and developing. And they’ve been like – could 
I say – bombproof investments. Of course, there is a hard competition in-
volved in them when at the same time in the name of controllability the de-
velopment rights are regulated, and for sure, they need to be regulated. This 
has had the consequence that these really are bomb-proof investments and 
there’s been a horrific competition of them. And then it has also happened 
easily that, in a way, this fancy store network planning of ours determining 
the locations of the stores, hasn’t had any significant steering effect in the 
end of the day, but instead, we’ve taken an approach that – okay, it looks 
like that in this particular location there’s going to be a zoned commercial 
site for a hypermarket of a 10,000 m2, so of course we’re interested in it 

– we cannot afford not to be interested in it. LIV
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In practice, store network planning is challenged by the fast pace of change that is 
creating uncertainty in decision making. For example, the technological transition 
causing the under-occupancy of storage facilities appeared quickly in the opera-
tions of Kesko. The terminal in Päiväranta was planned to become the logistic 
centre of entire Northern and Eastern Finland in the 1980s. During the early 
1990s, the storage facilities were expanded twice. By end of the 1990s, a leaseback-
based real estate transaction took place transferring ownership of the terminal to 
Sponda Plc. In 2001, Kesko bought back the property for the new development 
and retail function. Eero Ahtela provides a human perspective on this chain of 
events:

Based on experience, I’ve come to a conclusion that some things can make 
you smile afterwards, but those decisions have always been based on the 
information and knowledge available at that time. And they’ve even been 
very carefully considered and so forth, but for some peculiar reason, some 
emergent wisdom may appear, and we hadn’t a clue about it.LV

In conclusion, store network planning was the basic strategic planning tool of 
Food Kesko. It produced the rationales for future developments and was designed 
to serve as a joint action forum for different branches of organization in the effort 
to fulfill the interests of Kesko. However, the actual course of developments often 
differed from that planned.

Concepts as the instruments of action. In this study, a “concept” constitutes a par-
ticular way to act, or predetermined way in which initial stakeholders were ac-
customed to realize their interests.  Its concepts for action are designed to give an 
organization a set of conscious approaches and/or physical solutions that together 
constitute a shared model for action. For example, concepts are widely used in 
retail business as standard solutions for implementing stores independent from 
local conditions or opportunities. Concepts set predetermined requirements for 
solutions, for example, for parking spaces or layouts of stores.

The interviewees treated the notion of a “concept” differently. Different traditions 
in housing development and retail business were the most likely explanation for 
different narrative emphasis. These traditions derive from the different reasons for 
producing the built environment: housing production is a core business while the 
production of retail facilities serves the core business of retailing. The question 
relates especially to the use of vocabulary and images associated in the notion of 
concepts. In other words, it is a question of mental models related to concepts and 
conceptual thinking. 
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The representatives of commercial retail developers used the word “concept” to 
suggest a harmonized approach in which an entire business culture is driven ef-
ficiently, mainly through international role models with a longer tradition in using 
concepts. Put another way, concepts have been identified as positive instruments 
for action. Jarkko Heininen described the institutional influence of concepts:

Concept-based retailing has existed there [abroad] for a longer period of a 
time. We don’t have to go back in time no more than ten, fifteen years, and 
the retail structure in Finland was a whole lot different one. For example, 
each store was slightly different, so that there are longer traditions [abroad] 
of making concepts, and we’re sort of in the beginning of the process. It 
requires a specific way of thinking and accumulation of knowledge before 
you get such a perspective. LVI

The idea of concepts appeared differently within the housing sector, which is rep-
resented in this research by the Näkinmetsä case. In contradiction to the retail-
ing sector, the word “concept” wasn’t associated with a standard physical product 
designed to fulfill the interests. Instead, the concepts were associated with specific 
approaches, as conceived by Jari Mäkimattila, the in-house architect of VVO De-
veloper:

For example, in the world of our small scale housing production, our prod-
uct is not, it’s not some kind of VVO hut […] but it’s like – it’s like a ser-
vice and an approach through which we can produce, and develop houses 
for different situations […] so that it’s nothing concrete […] like VVO 
single family house which is a some kind of hut. It’s definitely not that. LVII

The understanding of concepts in this study operates on two levels: first, as a set 
of predetermined solutions for artifacts and second, as a conscious approach to 
the process in which actions produce artifacts. These two approaches can either 
be overlapping or independent. Within retail developments, predetermined solu-
tions appeared in conventional praxis as the dominant feature; housing develop-
ment emphasizes the concept as a form of a certain process without a fixed idea 
of the outcome. In both situations, the concepts have relevance in expressing the 
interests. Additionally, the different forms of conceptual thinking have similarities, 
such as the aspiration to efficiency.

Concept as a position - the rationale of retail concepts. In Food Kesko, the concept 
specifications or commercial concepts derived from the Marketing Department 
of the headquarters. The Marketing Department was responsible for developing 
and creating new commercial concepts to represent the interests and needs of the 
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business operations in all developments. Jarkko Heininen from the Marketing 
Department of Food Kesko explained the division of work: 

The idea we have is that we would define a kind of long-term concept 
portfolio, which is in a way tying up all our activities, including the store 
network planning of Field Department as well as the concept development 
projects and other operations of the [retail] chain. LVIII

The Marketing Department had no direct representation in the developments in 
practice, but it set the framework for the developments by creating the unifying 
commercial concepts which were documented in brand manuals for replication 
in future developments. However, the connection between field operations and 
concept development appeared weak; for example, the Marketing Department 
had no knowledge of the Päiväranta development (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, 
April 4 2005).

Retail concepts should transmit a company’s brand image and core values to the 
customers in an efficient manner. The brand manual stated the core commitments 
of the firm to the customer and determined the central and fixed outlines of a 
specific retail concept. Additionally, the brand manual focused on the personality 
of the brand, functionality, and customer groups, as well as on communicating the 
brand. The brand manuals were designed to bind together the different functions 
of the Marketing Department as the developer of the concepts, the store network 
planning of Field Department, and finally the operations of the entire retail chain. 
Each concept had its own brand manual providing a framework for detailed in-
dividual concept manuals to be used by the retailer, the personnel, and a technical 
manual which designated the key features for the commercial urban developments. 
(Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005). As defined by the Marketing De-
partment, the rationale for the retail concepts was improved efficiency through 
functionality (Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005).

As the key feature of the concepts, functionality targeted the production efficiency 
as a source of increased competitiveness and profits. The Marketing Department 
conceived the mass-production and familiarity as ways to achieve the desired ef-
ficiency. These concepts also signaled family-friendly, easy shopping to customers.  
However, low prices always constitute the main message in the food retail business. 
(Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005)

The use of functional concepts was a rather new approach for Food Kesko. Func-
tional concepts were not applied to the larger stores until around 2000. Before that, 
conceptual thinking consisted merely of visual solutions and typologies. (Inter-
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view of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005). The recent transition to functional interpreta-
tion based on concepts aligns with the spreading practice of commercial concepts 
in Finland, and with the use of foreign consultants to carry them out. The latest 
concept renewal of Food Kesko was designed by a British consulting firm.

In Kesko, each line of business produced its own concepts. Food Kesko created 
the concepts independently from the other business divisions. The concept de-
velopment projects led to a portfolio of retail development solutions based on the 
interests and strategies of Food Kesko. The projects were led by the marketing 
manager, and implemented under the supervision of the Marketing Department 
at the headquarters (Interview of Pertti Rusanen, February 11 2005). The de-
velopment team for a concept renewal usually consisted of members of different 
departments, including the Field Department, but the actual composition of the 
group depended on the nature of a project.

Concept development adhered to the use of conventional strategic tools, such as 
positioning and scenario building to create three different alternative future tra-
jectories. However, uncertainty and intuition intervene in the development pro-
cess, and only practical application of a concept will reveal customer response. To 
reduce uncertainty, qualitative market research and definition of specific customer 
groups formed part of the concept development process. The awareness of the cli-
ent perspective required caution not to change the customer’s experience in a way 
which makes shopping feel more difficult.  (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 
4 2005).

Concept development projects were followed by a piloting phase in which new 
concept was tested in an urban development. The piloting phase also provided a 
potential feed-back forum. Another significant vehicle for concept evaluation was 
the Board of Directors’ focus on clientele issues. In other words, the pilot develop-
ments linked the concept development and Marketing Department to the practice 
of retailing and ultimate profitability of the business which is the responsibility of 
the Field Department. After the piloting phase, the new concept was documented 
in a brand manual and in concept specifications forming future guidelines for 
replications. (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005)

In practice, the concepts focused on the efficiency of the interior in the retail fa-
cilities. The immediate surroundings of a development, as viewed by a customer 
approaching a store, received less attention in concept specifications. Location was 
also defined in concept specifications in terms of the accessibility for the custom-
ers. A development can draw its patrons from the concentration of potential cus-
tomers in, for example, nearby pedestrian or motor vehicle traffic. The definition 
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of location specifications affected the urban context of future stores in the form of 
potential combinations of functions and services which were desirable for the re-
tailer. Specifications regarding locations were less rigid concepts, because they are 
not entirely in the hands of a retail developer. Rather, location and context-related 
specifications reflect a wish-list of desired conditions affected by external factors 
such as competition, previous contractual commitments of potential partners, or 
landownership. (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005)

The interior and the building shell of the retail facilities were controlled by the 
concepts in greater detail. These had an influence on the selection of potential 
locations for commercial services. Actually, the desired course of action by retailers 
was to enforce increasingly detailed concept specifications producing unified en-
vironments (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005; Interview of Juha Rinne, 
April 7 2005). The degree of detail of specification for the interior was less than for 
the location of the development, for which there were fewer criteria, even though 
some international chains use very detailed specifications for selecting retail loca-
tions (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005). The concept specifications 
didn’t determine the style of the architectural solution; however, the dimensions of 
the building derived from the functional specifications. The design of the building 
shell was guided by some general principles such as an emphasis on entrance loca-
tions. (Interview of Mauri Tommila, May 16 2005) The location, for example, of a 
hypermarket in an urban structure was determined mainly through the functional 
dimensioning, or size, and accessibility for private vehicles. The urban structure as 
a societal dimension is not in the control of the developer, as are the interior and 
the functions related to the structure. Therefore, the interest and efforts put into 
physical concept development appeared stronger inside the building shell.

In conclusion, even though the retail concepts focused on the interior of the stores 
(Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005), they also provided a theoretical basis for 
mixing the different functions (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005). 
Thus, the use of concepts has wider impacts in terms of urban planning and design 
by determining the potential locations of functions and affecting the cityscape and 
urban life. The research data makes it possible to analyze what potential mutual 
gains in terms of locations and solutions have stakeholders in each case achieved 
or missed, and what kind of concept interpretation would increase satisfaction of a 
greater number of stakeholders in the conventional praxis of development?

Production and evolution of concepts. The concepts of Food Kesko were created 
through one-time projects, and significant, real concept alterations occurred rarely. 
Concepts can be subject to minor local adjustments, especially when a difficult 
location results in poor sales. The evolution of a concept at Food Kesko appeared 
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to be a continuous process without any definite answers but with a certain trajec-
tory or trend – in a manner similar to the fashion business. Several contingencies 
affect a newly defined ideal concept.  In practice, stores are products of their own 
time, even though the concept ideal aimed to make them uniform, and the costs of 
refurbishment are high. The retailer with local knowledge can affect the evolution 
of a concept as well, rather than forcing the implementation of a concept designed 
by higher management. (Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005)

Concepts are also affected by other stakeholders within the urban development. 
The renewal or adaptation of a concept portfolio depended on the availability of 
accessible commercial sites (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005). Based 
on store network planning, the firm sought potential development sites on the ba-
sis of the existing concepts. Store network planning systematically used the con-
cepts as planning tools to understand the needs of the Field Department. Store 
network planning connected the concepts to the realm of urban planning and 
design through its influence on the search for sites. However, the locations of 
future stores also emerge through channels outside the official network planning 
(Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005), for example, as the result of a construc-
tion company offering retail space in a commercial development. 

The interests of a city planning department may reflect the use of commercial 
concepts as well. In the case of the City of Kuopio, for example, hypermarkets 
were forbidden for a long period of time, and alternative solutions were needed 
to construct the store network. The hypermarket ban is an example of a policy 
measure affecting the local application of a concept portfolio on a regional scale. 
Planning and building permit processes may affect the individual developments 
on a case-by-case basis as well. However, in the case of the Päiväranta develop-
ment, City Planning Department and Building Control Centre did not express 
any strong expression of interests regarding the physical outcome (Interview of 
Mauri Tommila, May 16 2005).

Another example of the impact of a city’s vision of itself on retail developments oc-
curred in the City of Oulu. Here, a site was divided into two identical sites with an 
equal building right of 5,000 m2. The sites didn’t fit into the concept specifications 
of any of prospective retailers. As a consequence, the retailers who acquired the 
sites had to adapt to the concepts of urban form defined by the City of Oulu and 
implemented through its regulative planning system. (Interview of Juha Rinne, 
April 7 2005) The solution, however, yielded two almost identical stores next to 
each other.
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Within the interests of a retail developer, concepts tend to evolve toward simpli-
fication in terms of functionality as a long-term cost-control measure. Concepts 
create the image of an ideal development solution communicating a firm’s aspi-
rations. Unified concepts symbolize power and hard bargaining in development 
negotiations. In such a context, the flexibility of a concept seen as to a sign of 
weakness; alterations may lead to an unexpected cascade of claims destroying the 
efficiency and integrity of the concept. Rigidity has been a dominant feature of 
commercial concepts, as firms seek replicable solutions. However, the scale of hy-
permarkets is a part of their conception that requires a careful local fit and close 
collaboration with city planners. Food Kesko’s ideal concept solutions were, in fact, 
more easily applicable at smaller scales, but difficulties occured in all scales.

Conventional praxis in another case, however, includes examples of using pressure 
tactics in development negotiations to achieve local concept alterations even for 
smaller developments. In one incident the City Planning Department of the mu-
nicipality of Siilinjärvi forced the German retail chain Lidl to change its concept 
in order to obtain a site in the town centre (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 
16 2005).

Rigidity was replaced by flexibility in Kesko’s very first retail developments in 
Estonia. The firm adapted its commercial operation model to the local market 
tradition with no prompting from local officials. The first facilities were cash-and-
carry stores which were later refurbished when the shopping culture changed from 
market squares to the supermarkets (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005). 
Both cases required flexibility, but the reasons for being flexible were different. In 
the case of Siilinjärvi, flexibility was a reaction to regulation, while in the Estonian 
case flexibility was driven by market demand and the firm’s interpretation of cur-
rent market situation.

Implementation of concepts. From the standpoint of implementation, uniformity 
and rigidity create predictable and standard solutions which can be transferred 
into technical specifications for consultants and designers (Interview of Eero Ah-
tela, January 26 2005). In this phase, concept development in the Kesko case was 
not likely to take place; the architect consultants took the concept specifications as 
the scope of the assignment (Interview of Mauri Tommila, May 16 2005). During 
the implementation phase, a forced concept development, or compulsory adapta-
tion, is more likely to emerge than the introduction of innovative new solutions 
by the developer. 

The implementation phase offered, both in the pilot and standard development, 
an opportunity for concept development to connect to the practice of development. 
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However, the Marketing Department which held the responsibility for the con-
cept development projects had no knowledge of the Päiväranta development. The 
Marketing Department could have deliberated over significant concept changes, 
but this kind of talks appeared rarely (Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005). In 
practice, local conditions tend to affect the development, and if the development 
remained feasible, necessary concept alterations would be made without any input 
from the Marketing Department. Alterations in concept specifications proceeding 
from practical demands were considered to be efficient enough. The interpreta-
tion of concepts and their actual meaning for efficiency leading to successful and 
profitable business took different forms even inside the organization which had 
created the concepts. 

The small-scale retail store development of Food Kesko in the City of Helsinki 
provides an excellent example of the implementation of concepts. One of Food 
Kesko’s old Helsinki stores urgently needed renovation, if not demolition and new 
construction. It soon proved to be more efficient to replace the old building which 
had long served the local inhabitants. The regional office of Food Kesko launched 
a development process for a new store.

The old store was located in a pleasant setting surrounded by surface rocks. The 
concept specifications of the new store were about to change this landscape – they 
called for numerous parking spaces for private vehicles which would require ex-
ploding the surface rocks to level the parking lot. The alteration of the landscape 
was presented at a public hearing as an inevitable fact drawn from the concept 
specifications. The local housing association, whose members were clients of the 
store, started a severe resistance involving the local newspaper. At this point, Kes-
ko Real Estate intervened in the process suggesting a cut in the number of parking 
spaces in order to save some of the surface rocks which were precious to the local 
inhabitants. (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005)

In another example, the implementation of the concepts was resisted by city of-
ficials, but with a less satisfactory to process and physical result.  This instance hit 
very close to home, the headquarters of Kesko Plc in Helsinki. The smallest store 
type of the entire concept portfolio was situated in the stone wall of the headquar-
ters building. According to the concept, the windows should have been covered 
with lime-green tape, blocking the view to the store. The Building Control Centre 
of the City of Helsinki opposed the blocking tape cover, and insisted on a concept 
alteration. The solution was to replace the tape with lime-green curtains which 
weren’t permanent fixtures, and didn’t need any approval by the officials of the 
Building Control Centre. (Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005)
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In summary, concepts are vehicles for expressing interests in developments and 
are parts of the corporate planning and the work routines of an organization. The 
concepts represent the will of the organization and interests which are then re-
flected in urban developments either as physical solutions and/or particular pro-
cesses forming a desired approach to development. The overall rationale of the 
concepts – increased efficiency and predictability — face, in practice, a wide array 
of pressures to adapt to local conditions. The probably need for adaptation in-
creases in relation to the specificity of the concepts as physical solutions or posi-
tions taken by a developer. Concepts as approaches are, by their nature, more 
adaptable even though they still reflect the specific organization and production 
culture of a developer. 

Increasing market share with redevelopment
The primary interests of Kesko were to increase its market share in the food retail 
business in the region of Kuopio, and to develop its property from the old logistics 
terminal into a more profitable function, as formulated by Patrick Hublin from 
the Regional Environmental Centre:

I’ve said it in public before and I can say it right now, that the wretched 
issue here is two-folded. First, it’s a question of Kesko’s real estate develop-
ment. They have a certain interest as the owner of the building to develop 
it. And second, it’s a question of a market share battle among the retailers 

– there’s nothing more to it. LIX

Kesko had recently been seriously challenged by its main competitor S Group, 
which displaced Kesko from the position of market leader in the Finnish retail 
business in 2005. The position of S Group in Kuopio was sovereign, mainly be-
cause of the hypermarket PeeÄssä, which was sited on the debated location pro-
viding the greatest market share. The strategy of Kesko was to challenge this posi-
tion.

The reason why the challenge of SOK’s market leadership took place in Päiväranta 
appears to be a more turbulent issue, and is connected to the second main interest 
of real estate development. Kesko had already acquired the site in the 1960s to 
establish a logistics terminal which was expanded twice in 1992 and 1994. Only 
five years before, Kesko had sold the facilities and the property to the real estate 
investor Sponda Plc after changing its logistics strategy. The introduction of ef-
fective truck logistics in which inventory was, in effect, stored on wheels reduced 
the need for stationary facilities. 
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A sudden change occurred when Kesko bought back the property in the spring 
2001, after noticing that the location could serve its interests in expanding its mar-
ket share – and also blocking the possibility that the previous owner Sponda might 
develop the site for a competitor (Interview of Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005). The 
zoning and city planning situation had remained unchanged for several years. The 
city structure plan from 1994 made retail activities other than selling groceries 
possible. The new Land Use and Planning Act was the only significant change 
which affected the potential development of the property in 2001 in comparison 
to the situation in 1994. 

The long history of Kesko in Päiväranta had created a path-dependency in the se-
quence of events. The existing property became the stage for achieving an increase 
in the market share. The property provided also a setting for a large-scale retail 
facility, which would deliver the desired efficiency and the vast product variety 
that would satisfy the customer needs (Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005).
Furthermore, the property also needed to be redeveloped in some way, as its origi-
nal function was obsolete, as described by Patrick Hublin: 

It’s actually a question of a situation to which there are no alternatives in a 
way that there are no options to the project of Kesko. They are interested in 
this place because they own it – the site. And they own the facilities too. It’s 
a matter of having the former terminal and wholesale facilities of Eastern 
Finland standing vacated. LX 

In turn, the honesty of the developer, who clearly stated Kesko’s primary interests 
in the public hearing, was appreciated by Jari Tertsunen, an active member of the 
neighboring victory garden association:

[…] in the information meeting or in that public hearing, the Region 
Manager of Kesko was moaning the fact that the storage functions are to 
be closed down here in Kuopio. And the maintenance of the building costs, 
that they should get some profit for that piece of land – so I think that he 
said quite frankly and in a fair manner that it costs all the time to keep a 
such facility vacant there. In my view, it was said in a quite exceptionally 
honest way. But then again, we the people involved in the victory garden 
are somehow an interest group as well. LXI

In sum, the interests of Kesko in Päiväranta comprised mainly of increasing the 
market share and redeveloping the old logistics facilities. The proposed develop-
ment derived from the recently renewed hypermarket concept for which the Food 
Kesko proposal represented a solution.The feasibility of the solution was then 
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evaluated in the Environmental Impact Assessment process that will be discussed 
as the forum of negotiations at the end of Part 3. Next, we turn to the case of 
Näkinmetsä, and view the interests of VVO developer.

Interests of VVO Developer in Näkinmetsä
 
Organizational perspective
By the time the Näkinmetsä development began, VVO Developer had established 
a new division responsible for project and cluster development. The project de-
velopment division was supervised by the Managing Director of VVO Developer. 
With a team of six persons, the unit aimed to produce 80,000 m2 of new housing 
both for the commercial markets and for VVO Group which is the owner of VVO 
Developer and the largest provider of affordable rental housing in Finland.

VVO Developer has four relevant divisions in terms of interests in the project 
and cluster development: Project Development Department, Construction Man-
agement Department, Sales Department, and Communication Department. The 
Project Development Department comprises the core of the development activity 
and holds the responsibility for finding new sites and triggering the development 
process. Once a site is officially ready for construction, the responsibility for de-
velopment is transferred to the Construction Management Department, which in 
less complex and smaller cases may also conduct early phases of development, such 
as applying for plan alterations. The Sales and Marketing Department is respon-
sible for selling the houses unless the development is part of the VVO Group’s 
own rental property. The Communication Department takes care of the general 
public relations of VVO Group. (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005) The 
role of VVO Developer’s own Sales Department was considered vital in learning 
about customer needs and other gaining market information (Interview of Esa 
Kankainen, June 1 2005). The alternative would have been outsourcing the tasks 
of Sales Department.

Investment decisions related to larger projects are prepared by the so-called in-
vestment committee which in turn makes a proposal to the Board of Directors of 
VVO Group. Broad strategic objectives are also confirmed by the Board of Direc-
tors, such as the goal of producing living environments that support the identity 
of inhabitants (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005). 

The work of  VVO Developer’s Project Development Division takes place in 
weekly meetings. Additionally, VVO Developer has organized on regular basis 
seminars which have been open to the invited public and private stakeholder 
groups. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005) Consultants are one group 
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of important collaborators. VVO Developer has learned to use architect consul-
tants successfully in invited design and development competitions, which have 
been a significant channel to accessing sites, particularly in the City of Helsinki. 
(Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005)

Access to viable sites
VVO Group has adopted the strategy of focusing on mid-priced affordable hous-
ing, which has been regulated by detailed “arava”56 design norms as well as by 
price (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005). Technical Director of Espoo, Olavi 
Louko, saw the downside of low-rent flats subsidized by the government when 
minimum quality became the standard of quality:

State Housing Board has been in a sense a poor thing, because it standard-
izes everything. It seems that one doesn’t have to design and think anymore 

– just produce the same sausage dictated by the State. LXII

However, despite criticism of “arava-production,” the ownership of affordable 
housing in municipalities has created a link to city officials. VVO Developer has 
used this relationship to experiment with new kind of cooperation and to fulfill its 
annual objectives for production. VVO Group ratifies the production objectives 
and design concepts for rental housing together with risk and financial frames for 
VVO Developer. (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005) 

The production of VVO Developer consists of two segments: the production for 
VVO Group of affordable rental markets and the production of owner-occupied 
apartments. Planning for future housing production takes place in three-plus-one-
year cycles (see table 9). The long duration of official planning processes and the 
contingencies it can impose have forced the company to forecast production three 
years in advance, with an additional year as a reserve.  The production of the 
current year needs to be in the end of building design phase before entering the 
procurement phase. The production of the second year is currently in the build-
ing design phase. The production of the third year should enter the early building 
design phase next year and have the detailed local plan in the final approval phases. 
Since the process doesn’t always run smoothly, there needs to be a reserve of one 
extra year. The Managing Director of VVO Developer considered this procedure 
to be similar to the practices of most Finnish construction companies with in-
house housing development (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005) 

56  Arava stands for State Housing Board (Asuntorakennustuotannon valtuuskunta) of Housing 
Fund of Finland. Arava provides funding for housing and it implements social housing policy 
under the supervision of the Ministry of the Environment (Housing Fund of Finland 2005:1).
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The standard approach of negotiating with the city officials is basically clear in 
all these phases, but the vast public organization makes it difficult to identify all 
relevant public stakeholders who may enter the process at some point. Political 
elements in decision making can create even more contingencies, particularly in 
large and long-term developments. (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005)

VVO Developer had anticipated that 50,000 m2 of the 100,000 – 120,000 m2 
Näkinmetsä development would encompass more than half of its annual produc-
tion (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). However, because that production 
would be distributed over a few years, a significant number of new sites would still 
have to be acquired. The efficiency of a large-scale development both in terms of 
the process and the construction itself created a specific interest focused on cluster 
developments. Launching new cluster developments was a strategic key objective 
(Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005; Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). 
Beside the efficiency of this housing approach, initiating cluster developments 
jointly with cities enabled the firm to avoid harsh competition based solely on the 
highest bids. Large scale projects also eliminated all but the few competitors hav-
ing both a sufficient equity to undertake them, and a relationship of mutual trust 
with the city. (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005) The initial objective of 
VVO Developer was to obtain permission from the City of Espoo to look at the 
Näkinmetsä area for housing purposes. The city gave the firm access to the area 
for this purpose.

Obtaining this access was in the interests of Espoo, as the city was seeking zoned 
sites for the household developers. One undocumented aspiration of the city was 
to increase the number of sites for people who wanted to build their own homes, 
while VVO Developer wanted to maximize the share of design-and-build sites. 
The initial stakeholders’ were able to reach a compromise on these objectives. (In-
terview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005)

Table 9: Planning for housing production

Final phases of local
detailed planning

Building design
phases

Procurement
phases

  Second year’s production

 Third year’s production

 Site reserve for one year

  Current year’s production
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To access the desired sites, VVO Developer knew that it had to meet require-
ments established for the “common good” in some respect. The firm adopted the 
strategy of enhancing the quality of the urban environment near the developments 
to add value to their cluster housing design. The final deliverables would be not 
only residential buildings by their yards and nearby infrastructure. (Interview of 
Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). Ensuring the “common good” also functioned as 
enlightened self-interest for VVO Developer because this approach also allowed 
better access to future sites, as elaborated by Jari Mäkimattila, the architect of 
VVO Developer:

We think that striving for a kind of common good is in a way our genuine 
goal […] we don’t think that this is our last project that we’re going to do. 
LXIII

During the entire Näkinmetsä development, VVO Developer worked hard to con-
vince other stakeholders of its good intentions (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 
9 2005). Reputation and trustworthiness had provided VVO Developer access 
to Näkinmetsä. Some private parties, in one case, the beneficiaries of a deceased 
person who held some of the property, considered VVO Developer to be a bet-
ter partner in comparison to, for example, construction companies with in-house 
development departments. Some of the potential collaborators thought that even 
the firm’s ability to streamline the zoning process was valuable, because the price 
of the land and final payments are often bound to the ratification of a legitimate 
local detailed plan. (Interview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005) 

Previously, VVO Developer used the services of consultants to assist in getting an 
access to potential sites. The offers of real estate brokers are still welcomed, but 
the main channel to access the sites has shifted to the firm’s own knowledge of the 
required contacts and existing land reserves, as elaborated by Arto Hiltunen:

In principle we know all these vast – or like I’ve sometimes said ((laughter)) 
– we think we know all these big land owners and land resources. But the 
truth is that we don’t most likely know them all [...] this branch of business 
is so small after all that it doesn’t pay to hazzle a lot here and there, and we 
don’t have enough resources for that either. It’s better to focus on certain 
developments and try to get them home. LXIV

Scanning all potential sites in detail with in-house resources is a great deal of 
work. The developer screens all sites and then focuses on the most feasible ones. 
(Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005) The next question is how to increase 
the likelihood of finding cost-effective, potential sites in which the diverse stake-
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holders could readily obtain mutual gains. The objective of Urban Design Man-
agement is both to advise a developer on how to include Integrative Development 
in the firm’s organizational approach, and to use third-party assistance in creating 
practices to find and access such sites.

Content interests – Something unique, functional, and durable with 
affordable prices
The interests of VVO Developer lay beyond quantitative objectives; it wanted the 
new housing area to have “a unique character” that offers better housing solutions 
than those people are accustomed to (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). 
The attitude of the developer was warmly welcomed by the architect consultants 
who were mainly responsible for finding solutions to meet the interests of the de-
veloper (Ibid.). VVO Developer considered the natural environment surrounding 
the housing sites to be the area’s strongest attraction, and the amenity most likely 
to attract potential homeowners. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005) 
The Managing Director, Arto Hiltunen, wished to preserve the character of the 
area, which could be used for marketing: 

I’m sure we can use conservation of some surface rocks for marketing in-
stead of blowing them up and making gravel of them. I think there’s more 
benefit in conservation of that small mound. LXV

Despite aspirations to uniqueness, the development had to be based on the prin-
ciples of mass-production which meant that the basic solutions would be the same 
in all housing typologies (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005). The mid-
range price level of the units was the strategic decision of VVO Developer (In-
terview of Ben Grass, May 17 2005; Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). 
The same pricing policy applied to all VVO developed products, and it does not 
allow highly detailed individual solutions. The same basic level of quality could be 
varied by grafting slightly different spatial solutions, such as inclined walls, onto 
sound structural solutions and investing in good quality materials and design in 
the nearby surroundings of the buildings (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 
2005).

VVO Developer didn’t receive detailed objectives or statements of interests from 
the City of Espoo. The main guidelines which VVO Developer gave to the archi-
tect consultant, A-konsultit architects, were instructions to search for new kind of 
small-scale and low-rise solutions primarily within the currently legitimate master 
plan (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). The interests of VVO Developer 
were documented briefly in a two-page design brief for the architect consultant. 
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The design brief determined that active young people and families with children 
were the most likely client groups; they would also benefit from the rail connec-
tion to the downtown of Helsinki. The sales prices should be in the range of 2,600 

– 3,000 /m2, enough to cover the infrastructure costs for the given the projected 
volume of 120,000 m2 of gross floor area. VVO Developer determined that the 
density of the new area would range from e=0,35 to e=0,6 depending on the type 
of housing. 

The overall objectives were broad and general, using terms such as “interesting”, 
“distinctive”, and “cozy”; to achieve this ambiance the developer considered, for ex-
ample, narrower street widths. The objective of building one community center for 
each 100 units of housing was designed to provide a sense of community by func-
tional means. Previous successful experiences from the Lehtovuori development 
encouraged the developer to include community centers in the design brief. VVO 
Developer intended to sell the majority of the production on the private markets, 
but 5% to 35% would comprise rental units or other forms of tenure which are 
not based on the full ownership of property. (VVO Rakennuttaja 2.5.2005) The 
CEO of VVO Group, Ben Grass saw the potential client group and the character 
of the new development as “…a housing area for young, middle-class families 
with mortgages.”bn

VVO Developer aspired to create an urban structure of spaces between the houses 
that would provide safe spaces for children to play outdoors. Additionally, the 
architect consultants were directed to design access from the houses to the sur-
rounding green areas. Parking was to be near the houses in small carports or open 
small-scale lots in addition to street parking. VVO Developer divided the units 
into three classes for small, mid-size, and large families. For example, the largest 
type of housing was described in a detailed list in the design brief (VVO Raken-
nuttaja 2.5.2005):

Housing units for families of three or more persons can be in two levels (or 
one level). Floor area 100 – 120 m2, primarily detached single family houses 
which can also be structurally attached to one and other, two parking spots 
of which one in a carport, the share of the overall number of this type of 
housing is approximately 50%

VVO Developer listed some of the characteristics of the units in detail, for ex-
ample, there were to be spatial connections between kitchens and living rooms but 
no direct visual exposure.  Some of the specifications were more ambiguous, such 
as functionality, distinctiveness, and expressiveness. (Ibid.)
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In short, VVO Developer expressed its interests as a mixture of desired solutions 
and vaguer objectives lacking specific content. This combination of two levels of 
interest comprised the firm’s vision of the outcome. A primary issue in the nego-
tiations was whether these specifications and vision, representing the interests of 
VVO Developer, were acceptable to the other stakeholders. Or, could other stake-
holders add mutual value to the production of the vision? The “top-down” presen-
tation of this vision raised the concerns at the outset of the negotiation among the 
neighbors of Näkinmetsä. The vision was first mistakenly interpreted in a public 
hearing as a high-rise development (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005).

The interests of neighbors 

The cases of Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä provided different views to the interests 
of neighboring stakeholders and their framing.  Local interests were represented in 
the case of Päiväranta by a member of the neighboring victory garden association, 
and in the case of Näkinmetsä, by a former member of Kauklahti residents associ-
ation. In the Päiväranta case, the active voices were negative and conflict-oriented 
while in Näkinmetsä, the neighbors actively supported the development, but not 
without concerns. Table 10 details the concerns of neighbors in both cases.

 

Päiväranta hypermarket development in Kuopio

The victory garden  
association of Päiväranta

- Fear for increased traffic, noise, pollution, and   
 vandalism 

- Concern for the scale and physical appearance of  
 the development 

- Concern for the effects regarding evaluation of the  
 effects of two different projects simultaneously 

- Sustainability

Näkinmetsä residential development in Espoo

Kauklahti residents  
association

- Conservation of nature and recreation areas 
- Humane scale and appearance of the development 
- Improvement of commercial and educational   
 services 

- Up-grading the image of Kauklahti 
- Property values 
- Fear of loosing the control of the city in planning

Table 10: The main interests of the neighbors
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Fear of losing positions – Objections ranging from values to 
design solutions
Citizens offered the broadest scope of interests, not only in variety, but also in 
volume. In the case of Päiväranta, my first contact with a citizen’s interest wasn’t 
associated with an official, major stakeholder representative, but in a taxi on my 
way to the Päiväranta. The driver told me that most citizens in Kuopio enthu-
siastically anticipated the new hypermarket and the improvement of the service 
structure. This was only one opinion, but a good start on learning about a whole 
variety of opinions. The data about the interests of stakeholders in this chapter can 
be structured in many ways; I begin by discussing a few of them in detail.

Because the Päiväranta development had regional effects, the scope of the inter-
ests of citizens extends beyond the immediate neighborhood. This can be said 
about all development and planning activities in general – occasional users may be 
considered to have an interest and a stake in the development process as users of 
the built environment, or even directly users of the facilities. Therefore, the first 
analytic task was to define exactly who to count as being affected either positively 
or negatively by the development. The selection of the sample representing the 
citizen stakeholders in this study was based on the assumption that the degree of 
stake most likely decreases with distance from the development, and an increased 
expression of interest, or activity, indicated a perceived higher stake in the process. 
An additional selection criterion came from a clause in the Land Use and Building 
Act defining neighbors as stakeholders who must be heard during the planning 
process. This approach to sampling was embedded in the practical questions about 
the planning and development process.  For these reasons, the data sources for 

“neighbors” were defined as those people in close proximity to the development.

During the programming phase of the impact assessment, the City Planning De-
partment of Kuopio had received several statements from the neighboring stake-
holders. Of those statements, one representative of the Päiväranta victory garden 
association was selected as a sample for this research because the structure and ef-
fort put into the preparation of his statement indicated increased interest. Several 
residents associations exist around the Päiväranta development, but the victory 
garden was very close to it, just across the street, and it could be said to be the most 
affected of all the neighbors.

The victory garden of Päiväranta was founded in the 1940s during the II World 
War to ensure the food supply of the City of Kuopio. In the late 1940s the con-
struction of small huts began, and more recreational features started to emerge. 
Currently, the victory garden association leases the property from the City of Kuo-
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pio which also financially supports the voluntary maintenance work of the associa-
tion. The total number of parcels is approximately 130. The executive committee 
oversees the property management and delivery of services, such as trash collec-
tion, water supply, and maintenance of common areas. The executive committee 
represents the association officially, but at some times, for example, in the case of 
the Päiväranta development, both the executive committee and individual ten-
ants filed statements to the City Planning Department expressing their interests 
regarding the development. The individual statements appeared in support of the 
statement of the executive committee.

The members of the association weren’t unanimous about the interests related to 
the development. The interview data indicated there was both support and objec-
tion inside the association about the development, but the division of those two 
opposing views remained unclear even after I asked the tenant opposing the devel-
opment about the division of the opinions (Interview of Jari Tertsunen, February 9 
2005). However, the Region Manager of Food Kesko claimed that the majority of 
the tenants supported the hypermarket development. He claimed that the conclu-
sions of a public meeting convened to discuss it included only negative assessment 
because the supporters of the hypermarket left the meeting early (Interview of 
Pertti Rusanen, February 11 2005).

Whether or not that was the case, none of the neighbors’ statements filed con-
cerning the development was supportive; they focused on negative impacts.  In 
any case, one instance of concern doesn’t necessarily mean total lack of support; 
it could mean that interest in the possible benefits of the hypermarket weren’t 
strong enough trigger an active rally on behalf of the development. Hypermarket 
developments rarely receive public sympathy in the opinion of Project Manager 
Juha Rinne at the headquarters of Food Kesko. A tenant of the victory garden, Jari 
Tertsunen, described the mood within the association as follows:

[…] there are two main approaches, I guess. I don’t know about scales, 
but there has been a poignant discussion within the association. There 
are people who support the construction of this market and they ground 
their view in having a milk store across the street, the people without cars 
have this view […] then the other view; there are people who don’t want 
such a massive construction to bring a lot of traffic within a range of a few 
hundred meters, or actually within a few tens of meters […] we don’t in a 
way believe that it meets the sustainable planning principles of the urban 
structure, and we’re criticizing it on those basis. But on the other hand, it’s 
been estimated that there is tons of vacant land in this city with a lot better 
location than the oval site of Päiväranta, so that if the starting point is a 
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functioning urban structure, then we think it should be constructed some-
where else. LXVII

The intention here is not to make these citizen concerns archetypical of all views 
of citizens as dominant stakeholders or to search for the prevailing and justifying 
argument, but rather, to use these limited data sets to identify and characterize 
interests relevant to the planning and design of the development. The goal is to 
illuminate the diverse interests of the citizen stakeholders in a way which would 
help then devise solutions in the actual design and problem-solving phase.

The tenants of the victory garden were divided into supporters and opponents. 
The conception of the degree of stake felt by individuals varied within the associa-
tion, based on individual preferences and how these aligned with the development 
initiative. Therefore, the views of opponents with a strong stake in the proceed-
ings were more likely to surface than the views of supporters who had a weaker 
stake.  A supporter might not bother to become involved, or to express an opinion, 
if the progress of the development seemed to be on track. In the Päiväranta case, 
the neighbors crossed the threshold of intervention only to object to the develop-
ment and try to block it. 

For the representative of the victory garden association who was interviewed, the 
lifestyle of gardening with an ecological flavor was an individual preference threat-
ened by the development. This person had spent his childhood in the countryside; 
the victory garden provided his only opportunity to enjoy green space and produce 
some food self-sufficiently. The development endangered an important part of life, 
as explained by Jari Tertsunen:

I’m far, far from the countryside, and this downtown square plan began 
causing anxiety with yards covered only by asphalt. And I had feeling of 
need to get some kind of connection to remoter areas […] on the other 
hand, a search for a simpler life has been in the background of this. But on 
the other hand, also issues related to lifestyles, because we want produce the 
food ourselves as much as possible. LXVIII

The aesthetic qualities of the development were a concern as well – despite the 
existing large-scale storage facilities on the site. The impression of sharp uninten-
tional contrast in scales between the small huts and development wasn’t helped by 
the axonometric illustration of the developer at a public hearing. They presented 
a bird’s-eye view of the development showing a large roof covering a considerable 
amount of the site, a perspective the neighbors would never see. Aesthetic and 
architectonic qualities became the assessment criteria of the stakeholders even 
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though they weren’t initially intended to be.  These characteristics were supposed 
to be considered later in the official process. Jari Tertsunen elaborated his feelings 
regarding the presentation of the development:

It’s a pretty heavy [development plan] – the scales, or the differences in the 
scales when you  see in the same picture this gigantic building complex, and 
then you have the road in the middle, and then comes a bunch of these tiny 
huts – size of an ant. It’s really something immensely big. I… in my set of 
values, it doesn’t quite fit in as a plan with a sensitive human scale – I think, 
it’s ugly (or the plan is ugly). LXIX

As elaborated in the chapter on the interests of cities, the first selected path for 
evaluating the feasibility of a development without detailed designs would inevi-
tably be required to include more detailed design later in the official assessment 
process, particularly if traffic arrangements were involved. Even if the building 
volume on the site did not significantly change, the increase in traffic was likely to 
jeopardize the position of the victory garden. 

The existing terminals on the site had been in use since the 1960s. In the mid 
1990s, a change in the logistic structure of Kesko increased the use of facilities 
resulting in heavier truck traffic, and introduced other inconveniences, such as 
rats bothering the gardens. However, by the end of the 1990s, traffic was reduced 
improving the situation for the victory garden. The new development, combined 
with the plans of the Road Administration for a new road, was about to change 
the situation again. The overall effects of increased future traffic appeared to be 
the main source of anxiety and uncertainty among the tenants of the victory gar-
den. The traffic posed three different threats; a spatial threat in form of widening 
roads claiming land from the victory garden, safety issues, and increased pollution 
in terms of both noise and micro particles.

Regarding the spatial threats, the traffic calculations and presentation of them to 
the stakeholders weren’t convincing according to Jari Tertsunen, a member of the 
victory garden association. Some association members fear that zoning for the 
existing roads was insufficient. They thought that once the development began, 
the increase in the traffic capacity would be a continuous trend and eventually 
threaten the site of the victory garden. The association used the previous hyper-
market developments in southern parts of Kuopio as arguments for validating 
the inevitable future need for additional lane capacity. The existence of different 
projects going on in the same location at the same time also made it difficult for 
the victory garden association to evaluate the overall impacts. The interest of the 
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executive committee of the association was to assess jointly the effects of the two 
foreseeable projects. 

The safety issues had two aspects: An increase in traffic increases accident risk, 
and traffic would bring more people to the previously remote area. The victory 
garden association had acquired comparative information from a victory garden 
located next to a large hypermarket in the City of Turku. The executive committee 
of the association also contacted the Finnish Association of Victory Gardens to 
obtain information and support. Other fears surfaced, as described by Jari Tert-
sunen as follows:

[…] the local inhabitants, they have actually gathered information and 
experiences nationwide [...] in many victory gardens it has happened that 
things independent from the retailing have complicated the life in those 
gardens […] during the summer there’s no nuisance, but after the summer 
when the grannies move back to the city because they’d freeze in those huts, 
there are inhabitants only in a few huts. And what would be a better place 
to – for example, go drinking beer […] in some victory gardens they’ve 
been forced to hire a private security company […] not quite that they 
would have installed barbed wire, but all this causes in a way anxiety in the 
management of the garden. LXX

The association feared that the increase in traffic would create more pollution 
and threaten the quality of the food grown organically in the victory garden.  The 
association was committed to organic cultivation by a decision of the executive 
committee in the 1990s. Furthermore, traffic pollution disturbs the lifestyle choice 
of those who participated in the garden.  The victory garden has provided inside 
the city limits an affordable alternative to life in downtown Kuopio.  It had also 
attracted younger generations, as described by Jari Tertsunen:

[…] the victory garden began to attract considerably younger people, like 
families with children, and it’s been a growing phenomenon that the aver-
age age in the victory garden is lowering all the time. And many young 
couples want to have they children exposed to such stimuli other than the 
stone city. And this has in a way made the place more vigorous. LXXI

The victory garden provides an essential recreational site for the tenants with a 
special kind of atmosphere attracting visitors as well. The garden offers recreation 
for the tenants but also for neighbors nearby, as claimed by Jari Tertsunen:
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[…] in a way I think it [victory garden] as a common park, maybe in a 
small scale […] it’s sort of a public garden. And especially during the sum-
mer, there are quite a few people walking there. And they like to walk and 
look around, because it’s quite nice there with the yards and everything. 
The area has its own special atmosphere. LXXII

The preservation of the surroundings of the victory garden would serve the in-
terests of a larger community providing a public green space. However, a site visit 
to the victory garden provided an opposite perspective; along the narrow road 
winding across the garden stood “no trespassing” signs. It is very possible that the 
remoter neighbors use the victory garden as a public park, but not all the tenants 
are hospitable.

Active bargaining for self-interests in Näkinmetsä
The case of Näkinmetsä provided a different perspective on neighbor participa-
tion in a development. The most profound difference in the data sets was the 
emergence of active support for development. 

Suur-Kauklahti, the region of Espoo to which Näkinmetsä belongs, has not had 
a local detailed plan for most part of its expanse. Local inhabitants have enjoyed 
the extensive open spaces of the city, and value them highly (Interview of Merja 
Kiviluoto, May 12 2005) Conservation of green areas emerged as the main public 
interest during the presentation of the architect consultants’ initial solutions in a 
public hearing. The participants in the hearing didn’t object the development as 
such, but they required guarantees for sufficient green spaces. (Ibid.) Risto Kei-
nonen, a former member of the residents’ association in Kauklahti confirmed the 
conceptions of the city planners. The area had many features of recreational forest 
land including amenities such as jogging trails and terrain for wild-berry picking 
which had been taken for granted for decades (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 
5 2005). The first reactions in the association had been reserved and slightly nega-
tive towards the development, but Risto Keinonen was convinced that discussions 
helped to quell the initial suspicions. For example, the question arose whether to 
dry the wetland and build a playground, or preserve the wetlands (Interview of 
Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005).

The residents’ association of Kauklahti took an active initiative and contacted 
both VVO Developer and the chairmen of the real estate and city planning com-
mittees of Espoo.  VVO Developer and the committee chairmen supporting the 
development received the association representatives hospitably.  The initiative led 
to a meeting between VVO Developer, the architect consultants, the committee 
chairmen and representatives of the residents’ association of Kauklahti on the 10 
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November 2004. The first public meeting was scheduled already for 8 June 2004, 
but the City of Espoo requested a postponement (Mäkimattila 16.8.2004). 

Meanwhile, the issue was also discussed in the public hearing of an ongoing mas-
ter planning process on the 19 August, 2004. No city officials besides the chairmen 
of the real estate and planning committees were invited to the 10 November meet-
ing, the events of which were documented in two memoranda. VVO Developer 
prepared one memorandum, and Kauklahti residents association another which 
was later delivered to the participants (Iso-Aho 17.11.2004). Neither of the public 
meetings were consciously debriefed and or their findings disseminated by the 
initial stakeholders (Interview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005). 

In the November meeting, the association expressed an interest in participating 
actively in the planning process (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005). In a 
steering committee meeting, the Communications Department of VVO Group 
also suggested that a representative of the residents’ association be appointed as 
an advisory member to the steering group, but without any decision-making au-
thority (Interview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005). The proposal didn’t lead 
to any action to involve the neighbors in the process more intensively. The City 
Planning Department of Espoo arranged the second public hearing regarding the 
public display of the first draft of the outline plan on 8 March 2005. The second 
public meeting was a part of the official planning process regulated by the Land 
Use and Building Act.

The interests of the association related to conservation of nature, but also to im-
proving the services of the area, such as re-opening an old railroad stop located 
near the development (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005). The entire 
Kauklahti area to which Näkinmetsä belongs has a poor socio-economical reputa-
tion according to the surveys of the city. The new development gave hope to the 
association that the area’s image might be improved.  Additionally, the residents 
were pleased to have finally some development activity in the area in order to 
improve commercial and school services. (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 
2005)

The residents’ association had also considered an alternative solution for a new 
housing area after getting a first glance on the development initiative. The associa-
tion suggested locating the area further away from the space considered to have 
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important recreational value, a solution carrying the extra benefit of better traf-
fic connections.  However, the area considered by the association wasn’t entirely 
owned by the city and the essential connection to rail transportation was missing. 
In the end, the association believed that with skillful planning the recreational 
green paths in the original proposal of VVO Developer could be made feasible 
(Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005)

The Näkinmetsä development is located in the proximity of a recent Housing 
Fair57 area which had increased the building rights on private properties in the 
surrounding of Näkinmetsä area, including the properties of the members in the 
local association (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005). The representative 
of the association, Risto Keinonen, appreciated the work of the city planners as 
well as the customer service in the City Planning Department, and sufficient plan-
ning information was readily available for a closer view in the planning depart-
ment. The planning process of the Housing Fair may also have prepared the local 
residents for upcoming additional changes (VVO-yhtymä 11.11.2004). The city 
planners had received supporting phone calls regarding the Näkinmetsä develop-
ment. Callers reported the positive impact of increasing population which had 
led to amelioration of commercial services (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 
2005; Interview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005).

In the public hearing, the neighbors in Näkinmetsä warmly welcomed the dense 
and low-rise scale of the development with an intimate small-town character 
after first misinterpreting the illustrations as blocks of flats (Interview of Merja 
Kiviluoto, May 12 2005). There was also a misunderstanding in the first meet-
ing regarding the density of the development. The local inhabitants had heard 
rumors that the development would bring 1,000 new residents. In fact, the inten-
tion was to build 1,000 units of new housing, bringing approximately three times 
that many people into the community. Chief Executive Officer of VVO Group, 
Olli Salakka, corrected the misunderstanding jointly with the architect consultant. 
They emphasized centralizing the development to particular locations with higher 
densities which would preserve the natural surroundings. Sufficient density to en-
sure the viability of the development was a key issue to both VVO Developer and 
the Real Estate Services of Espoo. The audience at the public hearing considered 
Mr. Olli Salakka a nice person and an excellent speaker. The density objective that 
the initial stakeholders wanted, received a silent approval in the first meeting, but 

57  Housing Fair is organized by The Finnish Housing Fair Co-operative Organization 
annually in different cities. The rationale of the Housing Fair is to improve the quality of 
housing and living conditions in Finland. (www.asuntomessut.fi)
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without any formal ratification or documentation. (Interview of Risto Keinonen, 
July 5 2005)

Local residents were concerned with the preservation issues in Näkinmetsä. The 
residents association feared that the development would endanger the woodland 
pond in the area, and a certain species listed in the Forest Act hadn’t been taken 
into consideration in a sufficient manner (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 
28 2005). VVO Developer claimed that consideration of preservation issues was 
a standard procedure in all developments (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 
2005).

However, the local nature conservation associations, Espoon ympäristöyhdistys 
and Uudenmaan ympäristösuojelupiiri, had requested Uusimaa Regional Envi-
ronment Centre to arrange negotiations, because the associations considered the 
public participation process inadequate. Additionally, the associations were con-
cerned about the environmental and recreational values in the area, and requested 
that the right to build be reduced to 40,000 m2. The associations also demanded 
that building construction should not be allowed close to the pond. (Venn, Pesola 
2005:1) The woodland pond had been dredged in the 1970s, and it would become 
overgrown with time, if it was left as such (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 
2005). This means that the woodland pond hasn’t been an untouched nature re-
serve in the past, either.

A member of the Swedish Party, Sirkka Wegelius, an architect residing in the 
neighborhood and a member of Espoo’s town planning committee, was also ac-
tive in the issue (Interview of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005). Wegelius was con-
cerned about the conservation of nature and the potential loss of recreational value, 
though she considered the basic solution feasible (Hartikainen 7.3.2006). She was 
also actively involved in the residents’ association of Kauklahti and commented on 
the plans on behalf of the association (Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005).

The ongoing public discussion in Näkinmetsä development had been on a normal 
trajectory, but the planners were aware that individuals objecting to the develop-
ment would inevitably turn up (Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005; In-
terview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005). Some participants of the public hear-
ing clearly doubted the ability of the city to guide and control the development 
(Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005). The local stakeholders questioned 
the procedures surrounding the Näkinmetsä development; they asked why the city 
had granted the development toVVO Developer (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, 
April 28 2005). Local residents feared that the process would diminish the power 
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of the city council to have the final say in the matter (Interview of Risto Keinonen, 
July 5 2005).

From the perspective of the city planners, much of the noise around the develop-
ment was created by a few people who were motivated by personal or political 
issues other than the project (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005). One 
of the strongest opinion leaders in the area was the Rahkonen family whose mem-
bers were active, not only in the local residents’ association, but also in local and 
national politics as representatives of the Social Democratic Party (Interview of 
Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005; Interview of Risto Keinonen, July 5 2005). For ex-
ample, Jarkko Rahkonen, head of the local consultative advisory committee of the 
region, was concerned about the process and the lack of interaction with the local 
residents (Hartikainen 7.3.2006).

A gap in communication between the neighbors and initial stakeholders emerged 
at the end of the second public hearing in March 2005 when an unknown woman 
asked a concluding question (Merikoski 8.3.2005): “How have you been able to 
design in such detail without assessments?” The founder of A-konsultit architects, 
Eric Adlercreutz (Ibid.:4) replied: “The plan looks too finished. The outline plan 
provides a basis for further design.” A similar problem had occurred already at the 
beginning of the development, when the officials and consultants presented the 
initial designs to the political committees of the city. The politicians conceived the 
proposals as solutions and they felt obligated to comment on every detail of the 
outline plan (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005).

The city planners of Espoo had been frustrated with public participation in rela-
tion to the recently enforced new Land Use and Building Act, as expressed by 
Harri Hietanen:

This new Land Use and Building Act became screwed-up by the thinking 
that with the early participation and information we can diminish appeals. 
But this is not what has happened. Instead, people have more means to 
make appeals and notices and complain [K: mm mm]58 so that processes that 
were supposed to be shortened have become longer. That’s the outcome. 

LXXIII

Based on their previous experiences, the city planners were also skeptical about 
the active participation of the citizens in steering committee work, because they 

58  An affirmation made by Merja Kiviluoto, who is a Municipal Town Planning Architect in 
the City of Espoo.
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might gain access to information that could be misused in making appeals (Inter-
view of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005).  However, the city planners and citizens had 
experienced positive interaction. The residents’ association in Kauklahti had been 
active in previous zoning processes regarding the area of a Housing Fair nearby 
Näkinmetsä. The City of Espoo had taken many residents’ proposals into consid-
eration in the planning. Kauklahti residents association had prepared a long memo 
supporting the local detailed plan of the Housing Fair area. (Interview of Risto 
Keinonen, July 5 2005) On other occasions, the city planners had been roughly 
treated so many times that they resisted public participation when ever possible, as 
elaborated by Jyrki Iso-Aho of A-konsultit architects:

We have had quite a different approach to the matter, and clearly VVO 
Developer had also. They wanted right from the beginning that we would 
have an extremely open communication policy. And who ever came and 
had something to say, we would be delighted to take that into consideration. 
But the city had obviously been knocked out so many places that they in a 
way didn’t feel comfortable with it – so that when ever you can avoid – you 
avoid. LXXIV

The only controversy that existed in the steering committee was over how much 
involvement with the neighbors would take place (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, 
May 9 2005). Risto Keinonen viewed the support of the local association as ben-
eficial for the development. There had been articles in the local newspapers ex-
pressing the support of the association which were likely to positively influence 
local opinion.  

The active participation of citizens wasn’t limited only to the neighbors of the 
Näkinmetsä area. Potential future clients had already contacted VVO Developer 
and requested information about the new housing units. One of the most frequent 
questions was the availability of sites for household developers. VVO listed the 
names of the callers and promised to send brochures and get in touch with the 
clients once the development has proceeded to more advanced phases. (Interview 
of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005) 

The steering committee of the development had also discussed establishing a resi-
dents’ association for the future inhabitants of Näkinmetsä area. The initiative was 
proposed in April 2004, less than a half a year after the development became 
publicly known. (Mäkimattila 6.5.2004) The idea never caught fire or led to an ac-
tion affecting the operation and business models at VVO Developer and the City 
of Espoo. One of the leading consultants and a partner in A-konsultit architects 
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pondered the meaning of participation in the current praxis of urban planning and 
development: 

This other favorite subject of public participation and interaction has of 
course forced to some kind of openness. But somehow it seems that it has 
worked quite the opposite way as it was supposed to […] and that may 
have opened a path for new thoughts in which the role of city planning 
must be reconsidered. LXXV

In sum, local residents in Näkinmetsä were concerned about the recreational and 
environmental values of the area. They didn’t oppose the development of the 
neighborhood in principle, but they wanted to have their voices heard to safeguard 
these values. They actively initiated discussion with the city and the developer 
which did not lead to a deeper engagement in the process despite their coopera-
tive posture.

Government interests

The interests of the government bodies were present in both cases. In the case 
of Päiväranta, the Regional Environmental Centre had a stake in the process, 
because the development had regional impacts across city borders. The Finnish 
Road Administration had also a stake due to the impact on the national road 
network. In the case of Näkinmetsä, the Road Administration wasn’t directly 
involved, because the development had no direct impact on the national road 
network. However, road plans affecting the development existed, but the City of 
Espoo and VVO Developer didn’t build the development on those plans. The Re-
gional Environmental Centre, in turn, became engaged in the process regarding 
the impacts on the nature in Näkinmetsä.

Regional Environmental Centre in the twilight of process and 
content
Regional Environmental Centres were established in Finland in the mid 1990s 
to represent the Ministry of the Environment on a local level. The local Uusimaa 
Environmental Centre wasn’t initially involved in the case of Näkinmetsä, be-
cause residential development was primarily consistent with the legitimate master 
plan, and regional effects weren’t considered significant. However, the Uusimaa 
Regional Environmental Centre was engaged in the process through the environ-
mental associations request for negotiations (Venn, Pesola 2005). 
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Päiväranta development was conceived to have regional impacts and hence, the 
Environmental Centre was involved in the project actively from the beginning. 
The Päiväranta development in Kuopio belonged to the administrative district 
of North Savo of the Regional Environmental Centre. The table 11 outlines the 
main interests of the Regional Environmental Centre in the case of Päiväranta.

 
 

The land-use and building activities tasks of the Regional Environmental Centre 
are stated in the Land Use and Building Act. The main role of the Environmental 
Centre related to the built environment consists of overseeing and guiding, as a 
representative of the Government, the land-use and building inspection activities 
in the municipalities. Government interests are reflected in the National Land 
Use Guidelines, but their practical application appeared to remain vague in the 
Environment Centre. The National Land Use Guidelines are a set of good plan-
ning principles, but without feasible prescriptions for the Environmental Centre 
to fulfill them. The district of North Savo had recently made an effort together 
with other authorities, such as the Regional Council, to identify some concrete 
implications of the National Land Use Guidelines by focusing on two issues: 
the significance of the Vuoksi water system to the planning guidance, and urban 
sprawl in Eastern Finland. The National Land Use Guidelines tend to remain on 
the policy level, resulting in difficulties for their actual implementation in the daily 
work of Environmental Centre. (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005)

At the local level in North Savo, the Government Programme appeared more like 
a form of social policy, instead of tangible land-use planning and development 
guidelines aligned with complex local interests and driving forces. The objectives 
of the National Land Use Guidelines pose good theoretical planning principles 
but not feasible local solutions, as experienced by the Head of Land-use and 
Planning Department, Patrick Hublin, at the Regional Environmental Centre of 
North Savo:

Päiväranta hypermarket development in Kuopio

The Regional Environmen-
tal Centre

- Secure an impact assessment process in which all  
 voices that should be heard, will be taken into  
 account in the process 

- Encourage sustainable and feasible plans which  
 would also become accepted by the political  
 decision-making and lead to implementation 

- Maintain impartiality and authority of a regulative  
 body which oversees the land-use planning of the region

Table 11: The main interests of Regional Environmental Centre, District of North Savo
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[…] it’s a bit of a problem that this Government Programme is always 
a little bit like social politics. And the actual development of the society 
can be very much different from the objectives of the National Land Use 
Guidelines […] or in other words, the objectives accounted in the land-use 
legislation. Often, they are like good planning principles, and they may 
be good objectives but, but there is some kind of contradiction between 
these objectives and the actual course of societal development, for example, 
regarding the aspirations for a dense and concentrated urban structure, but 
the reality is some what different. LXXVI

In practice, ensuring the common good provides a guideline to focus the interests 
of the Environmental Centre. The search for the common good forms a basic 
justification for its existence. The first difficulty in the work of the Environmental 
Centre occurred in defining the premises of common good as pondered by Patrick 
Hublin:

I can very well understand the thoughts of a retailer that why the hell some 
outsider is coming to mess up with this – why cannot I try to do business 
with whatever merchandise and where ever. We do, in a way, understand 
their motives as well. I understand them from their own standpoints. But is 
it then the same as the common good […] or, or the public interest. That’s 
then something that one has to think of as a public official. LXXVII

The Environmental Centre tried to address both the process and the content of 
planning related to significant developments. The content is affected by the pro-
cess, and therefore, the interest of the Environmental Centre includes ensuring the 
quality of the process. Active participation in development processes provides a 
vehicle for ensuring the common good. Patrick Hublin elaborated this approaches 
for securing interests both through the process and content:

As a Regional Environmental Centre we don’t take a stand to the actual 
project. But as in the Päiväranta case, we in the steering group work to 
ensure that everything will be for sure taken into account in the talks. It’s 
not about taking a stand to the goodness or badness of the project, but it’s a 
chosen approach through which we try to ensure that decisions are ground-
ed with everything needed. And then with a statement we take a stand to 
the actual project. LXXVIII 

In the public media, the Environmental Center was sometimes judged to be 
participating in environmentally destructive developments and working against 
sustainable development (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005). This 
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critique fails to recognize the interests of the Environmental Centre in actively en-
sure the thoroughness of the development process. By looking after the quality of 
the process, it is more likely that all the different stakeholders will be represented 
in the process. This oversight should improve the likelihood of a decision-making 
process validated by the presence of stakeholders able to pursue their own interests. 
For example, in the case of Päiväranta development, the Environmental Centre 
directed the engagement of the Municipality of Siilinjärvi in one of the first com-
mittee meetings of the Environmental Impact Assessment process.

As a government authority, the Environmental Centre is in the difficult position 
of supporting the rights of all stakeholders while, at the same time, pursuing its 
own stake in the sustainability of the built environment, including nature-conser-
vation-related issues. In this situation, its own interest depends on maintaining an 
image of neutrality both in terms of the process and content in order to maintain 
trustworthiness as an official. However, in the Päiväranta case, the Centre’s neu-
trality appeared to be already compromised in terms of the process, as described 
by Otto Siippainen, when Siilinjärvi proposed negotiations in which the Regional 
Environmental Centre acted as a mediator:

[...] at some phase, when public claims were made that the Environmental 
Centre is throwing spanners in the works and resisting the progress of the 
city region, then the Environmental Centre made it fairly clear that all 
they’ve done is taken care of their duty when the Municipality of Siilinjärvi 
suggested negotiations. And they’ve acted on behalf that suggestion. And 
neither have they opposed further assessments. So they haven’t taken a 
stand to the project – one way or another. LXXIX

In addition to influencing the process of development, the Environmental Centre 
may, by the end of the process, have become one of the stakeholders presenting a 
statement regarding the content, or eventually, even an appeal against the devel-
opment. The assurance of the common good in terms of the process poses several 
obstacles, but the content-related issues posed an even more difficult question: 
What of all the many aspects of human life does the Environmental Centre have 
a mandate to control under the Land Use and Building Act?

First, the position of a neutral representative of government may prove hard to 
maintain, if it appears inevitable that it will have to make a content-related appeal 
at the end of the process and reveal the cards that the Environmental Centre had 
held from the beginning of the development process. Such position taking would 
undermine the conception of the Environmental Centre’s neutrality in the estima-
tion of the other stakeholders.
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Second, the complexity of issues can quickly grow beyond the core competence 
of the Environmental Centre in the built environment and nature-related issues, 
such as preservation of vegetation and wildlife. In some cases, different laws intro-
duce objectives in opposition to each other. For example, there has been a demand 
to increase competition through the deregulation of business hours. And at the 
same time, the Land Use and Building Act imposes stricter control over commer-
cial developments preventing potential market entry, which restricts competition. 
The contradictory objectives of the lawmaking create a confusing situation as ex-
perienced by Patrick Hublin:

[…] a kind of great desire to abolish all commercial restrictions and tearing 
down the barriers and such is taking place in a horrific speed. So how’s ev-
erything fitting in this pattern is in my view somehow contradictory – and 
on the other hand, the Land Use and Building Act wants to regulate [the 
commerce], but again the deregulation is taking place within the antitrust 
legislation, and on that side acts are being passed objecting, or even denying 
[the regulation]. So I think there is, let’s say, a contradiction on the political 
level. And we need to think about this in the middle of the pressure that 

– goddamn it – are the plans really the right vehicles for regulation while it’s 
on the other hand claimed that nothing should be regulated […] but then 
again, one soon gets back on the track and says to oneself that the regional 
and local urban structure is so important that must be regulated for sure 
[smiling]. LXXX

Maintaining the desired level of control through the interpretation of current leg-
islation was one rationale for the work of the Environmental Centre. The fact re-
mains that command of all potential disciplines and content issues relevant to the 
production of the built environment posed an impossible task. Instead, the Envi-
ronmental Centre oversees the interwining process and content-related interests 
of development in a way that enables diverse stakeholders with a self-interest and 
knowledge to interact in the development processes. The Environmental Centre’s 
regulation, in both overseeing the interpretation of legislation and participatory 
guidance, is designed to provide a sufficient amount of control points for different 
stakeholders to react to and to add their knowledge and interests to the process. 

The Environmental Centre felt obligated to speak for those who had been op-
pressed or had remained silent even though they had a stake was in the devel-
opment of Päiväranta. The Land Use and Building Act launched a new, more 
participatory role for the Environmental Centre. This more proactive approach 
removed part of the content-related dilemma by bringing into the process the 
knowledge and interests held by external stakeholders. The focuses on process 
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control instead of content issues supports the task of the Environmental Centre, 
and thus, its self-interest in making its own task practicable. 

A deregulation of process would introduce an additional, paradoxical problem; 
who should control the deregulation? Obviously, if the task was given to the En-
vironmental Centre, it would face another content-related problem and lack suf-
ficient knowledge of all potential impacts beyond the built and natural environ-
ments. Deregulation would also work against the justification of Environmental 
Centre’s existence and reduce its mandate. A sustainable process of deregulation 
through deciding what to control and what not, would require the anticipation of 
an overwhelming number of potential interests, each based on complex knowl-
edge of contents and effects. Returning to the question of feeling obligated to 
speak for those who have not been heard, the task of being the Robin Hood of the 
built environment would become a catch-22. Patrick Hublin described the mis-
sion impossible as follows:

As I said, I’m self personally struggling with this pressure of contradictory 
trajectories, so that what are then the potentials for more precise regula-
tion and of course you then think about it. And if you then come into the 
conclusion that there is a need for de-regulation, so who should then do 
it – would it be a task for the Environmental Centre, and if yes, on what 
grounds? What does prevail as the justification for giving it specifically 
to the Environmental Centre? It’s of course a question of environmental 
impacts, but there are several other impacts on the lives of human beings, 
and potentially primarily other than environmental impacts. And we’re 
an expert authority and bureau for environmental affairs – we don’t have 
a command over the entity of human life [laughter], nor has anybody else, 
but we don’t have that expertise. LXXXI

The approach of the Environmental Centre distances it from providing specific 
planning and design solutions while retaining the authority to oversee the impacts 
and processes of planning. The objective is to avoid controlling work properly 
done by others, as described by Patrick Hublin: 

It’s clear that the municipalities make plans. Or the Regional Council 
makes plans. But we can be only that much involved in the planning; in a 
way like sparring in good and bad. In a way that this is good, and you ought 
to do this, this is one alternative, should you study this and so forth. But 
we must also be careful not to start designing any alternatives or something 
like that, because we also have this reactive option to intervene. We’re all 
the time sensitively evaluating that we won’t be too much involved to avoid 
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overseeing our own work […] we influence on municipalities to do as good 
plans as possible so that they would even end up to be enforced by the po-
litical decision-making, but we don’t plan ourselves anything and we must 
be aware of the limit. LXXXII

In conclusion, the Environmental Centre had an unwieldy dual role as a godfather 
of planning and stakeholder in the content and physical outcome. The interests 
of the Environmental Centre in pursuing the common good connected to both 
the processes and contents. The limited capacities of the Environmental Centre 
made a sufficient control over the development content possible only through a 
process-related approach which ensures adequate exposure to diverse stakeholder 
interests and knowledge. 

Technical interests of the Road Administration
In the case of Päiväranta, a representative of the Finnish Road Administration 
was included in the group of interviewees established by the initial mapping of 
relevant stakeholders. The Savo-Karjala Regional Office of the Finnish Road Ad-
ministration has the responsibility for the public road network in the region. The 
planning unit within the regional office coordinates traffic and land-use planning 
issues. The land-use planning issues become directly an interest of the regional 
offices when development plans affect the public road network. In the Savo-Kar-
jala region, most of the interaction between road network planning and land-use 
planning take place in the Cities of Joensuu and Kuopio, the growth centers of 
the region. 

 
 
In the Päiväranta development, all the stakeholders viewed the traffic issue as 
particularly complex. Surprisingly, the representative of the Road Administration 
was least concerned about the traffic problems, and regarded the road planning as 
a normal design task which could be solved either by private consultants or the 

Päiväranta hypermarket development in Kuopio

The Road Administration - Technical feasibility of the solutions in  
 relation to the national road network

- Avoidance of conflicts with the Road  
 Administration’s own future projects in the area

Table 12: The main interests of the Finnish Road Administration, Savo-Karjala Regional Office
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road planners of Kuopio. As claimed by Esko Tolvanen from the Savo-Karjala 
Regional Office of the Finnish Road Administration: 

This is a very, very typical road planning project, so that I guess that we 
would have approved it even if the city [of Kuopio] would have done it 
[planning] within its own organization. LXXXIII

All the stakeholders involved in the development acknowledged the site as a chal-
lenging one. However, in Esko Tolvanen’s views, the traffic issue was less critical 
than the different economic interests that might be affected:

It wasn’t the traffic arrangements having the most impact, in my view 
[…] these surrounding municipalities, the Municipality of Siilinjärvi was 
concerned about protecting the preconditions for the viability of its own 
commercial structure, and of course then, these local residents associations 
and others. And also the city [of Kuopio] was concerned about the survival 
of the commercial service network, and so forth. LXXXIV

The only concern expressed by the Road Administration was that the develop-
ment connects adequately to the existing road network through improvements 
sufficient to withstand the increased traffic. Second, the development must not 
interfere with the Road Administration’s own future projects located near the 
development.

The traffic bottle neck would be located on the bridge crossing the highway be-
tween Kuopio and Siilinjärvi. The lanes were already too narrow for full-size 
trucks having to make wide turns. Repairs existed independent from the develop-
ment. Additionally, the lanes would be insufficient to channel the traffic to the 
future hypermarket. The impact assessment of the development set a precondition 
that the bridge must be widened to accommodate to the increased traffic.

The second interest related to the Road Administration’s own projects The 
Päiväranta development was located close to the Kallansilta lift bridge which is 
known to malfunction occasionally and  and cause trouble for both private vehicles 
heading for the airport and for emergency vehicles. A secondary bridge crossing 
the water system was clearly needed. The future road would pass the Päiväranta 
development, which would increase the amount of traffic and require appropriate 
zoning reservations for the roads.

The zoning reservations for the future road network comprised the main interest 
of the Road Administration. It considered land-use planning to be in the respon-
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sibility of the municipalities. The interaction between land-use and road network 
planning took place in two ways. First, the Road Administration was a stake-
holder in the impact assessments of individual plans. Second, the public officials 
have regular meetings coordinated by the Environmental Centre with a legislative 
mandate to conduct formal meetings. In such meetings, they distribute informa-
tion on present interests. A third, reactive channel of interaction consists of state-
ments or appeals against plan proposals.

Obviously, zoning reservations for roads affect the entire chain of land-use plan-
ning and the realization of existing potentials. A low threshold of interaction 
would meet the mutual interests of both the Road Administration and the City of 
Kuopio. However, the evolution of mutual interests and communication between 
them appeared difficult, as described by Jari Tertsunen, a neighbor attending one 
of the public hearings:

It became evident in the meeting that the officials responsible for the land-
use planning in Kuopio and the Road Administration weren’t at all aware 
of each other’s plans. LXXXV

In addition to the potential loss of value-adding solutions, the lack of communi-
cation negatively affected the credibility and image of the Road Administration 
and the City Planning Department of Kuopio. Even though road network plan-
ning is a major component in the production of the built environment, it exists 
as a separate domain with very scarce resources allocated for land-use planning 
activities. Nor had the Road Administration any specific strategy about how the 
road network and land-use planning should interact and benefit from each others’ 
insights and perspectives. Esko Tolvanen described the ad hoc situation regarding 
land-use planning questions:

We have two employees with the title of a land-use planner here at the 
regional office. And there isn’t any kind of, not even a rough or theoretical 
division of work between the tasks among us, so that we kind of take the 
next up coming issue one at a time. LXXXVI

The basic technical features of the road network dominate thinking about the 
existing and future road networks. The Savo-Karjala region has had some en-
vironmental art projects in cooperation with different municipalities, but Esko 
Tolvanen prioritizes the technical and functional view as follows:

Well, of course this functional line of action is more important and taking 
this noise issue into the consideration in the planning […] there is a spe-
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cific noise level and if an area will be zoned for housing, we will then follow 
that the traffic noise won’t bother the future housing, or, or, schools or other 
such that could be disturbed. LXXXVII

The use of environmental art in road planning has remained merely a decorative 
curiosity, not strategically considered as a qualitative competitiveness factor in-
tertwined with the urban planning and design. Qualitative features didn’t surface 
in the deliberations of the Road Administration in the case of Päiväranta, either. 
Highway number five passing the Päiväranta development carries some of the 
heaviest commuter traffic in Finland. The Road Administration could have ex-
pressed a stakeholder interest about the potential place-making role of the road 
network at this location as well.

In conclusion, the significance of traffic-related issues in the Päiväranta devel-
opment appeared less intense from the perspective of the Road Administration 
than they did to other stakeholders and in the Environmental Impact Assessment. 
Surprisingly, they took greater notice of economic issues such as the structure of 
the commercial service network. However, the purview of the Road Administra-
tion was the technical feasibility of the proposed traffic solutions in the planning 
process. Road network planning will always occur in reaction to land-use planning 
in this role, which does not include any interest in any value-adding interaction of 
road and spatial planning.

Three different interaction channels for expressing interests between land-use and 
road network planning were indicated by the data: participation in the impact 
assessment procedures: legislatively regulated negotiations between officials; and 
filing statements or claims regarding proposed plans. The Road Administration 
conceived the practical planning initiatives to be the responsibilities of the mu-
nicipalities while road planning remained a more distant and reactive entity in the 
overall land-use planning.

In this first half of the Part 3, I have presented the different interests of the stake-
holders in the cases of Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä. Before moving to Part 4, the 
analysis of the interests in the negotiation processes, it is necessary to describe the 
chain of events in the negotiation phase of the two case studies.
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Chapter 4  
Negotiations in the Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä 
Cases

The actions and interests within the individual stakeholder groups can be studied 
independently. The first part of the Part 3 focused on those interests and actions 
inside the initial stakeholder organizations as the basis for looking at the actions 
in the developments. This chapter examines both the process and the content of 
the Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä cases, and how they appeared through the eyes of 
the stakeholders relative to their interests.

The Päiväranta Case

The content of the impact assessment partially defined the involvement of stake-
holders in the process by connecting the relevant interest groups to the develop-
ment. Based on the elaboration of the EIA process, the sections below on the 
Päiväranta case focuses on the role of the city planners in managing the planning 
and development process. The analysis then turns to the regional issues covered in 
the impact assessment.  These became a dominant element in the process because 
the most powerful opposing stakeholder was the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. The 
next important topic is related to the local actions affecting the immediate sur-
roundings of the site, including an in-depth look at the predefined solutions of 
development issues in the local context. Lastly, the process of reaching an agree-
ment followed by unexpected court appeals is examined.

Gaining access to the site
Gaining access to a specific site is a major step towards fulfilling the developer’s 
interests. In the Päiväranta case, access required regaining ownership of the site. 
Kesko filed a zoning application to alter the plan by informing the City of Kuopio 
about its intentions, as discussed earlier regarding the interests of Food Kesko. By 
the time the city was informed, Food Kesko had already purchased the site back. 
The approach indicated little, if any, attempt to search for common ground and 
mutually shared interests.

In the case of Päiväranta, the filed zoning application required an assessment on 
the master plan level. The zoning alteration could not be implemented as a change 
in the local detailed plan due to the recently enforced Land Use and Building Act 
requiring an impact assessment and public participation for the planning process 
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(Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). Therefore, the city needed to 
have an impact assessment conducted. At the beginning of the process, Kesko 
believed that the need for an impact assessment appeared clear to all stakeholders. 
However, its extent and content was a source of misunderstanding which was later 
clarified with a mutual agreement to conduct a more detailed assessment (Inter-
view of Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005).

It remained unclear, throughout the process, whether the assessment process had 
to meet the requirements of an assessment as specified in the Act on Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment Procedure (468/1994), including amendments to the Act 
(267/1999). According Kuopio city officials, the approach stated by Acts was the 
most appropriate, though not specifically required in the Päiväranta development 
(Interview of Juha Romppanen, February 10 2005). Even though hypermarkets 
are not initially listed as projects subject to the EIA, a precedent of the Supreme 
Administrative Court59 indicated that the EIA process defined by the Acts could 
also be applied to the Päiväranta case. 

The process of conducting the EIA became the forum of joint action, or the table 
of negotiations in the Päiväranta development. The process began by identifying 
the stakeholders and establishing a steering group to oversee the conduct of the 
impact assessment.

Identification of stakeholders
Two distinct sets of stakeholders may be identified: the initial stakeholders and 
those brought into the process as the relevance of their interests were recognized.

Initial stakeholders
In the case of Päiväranta, there are two initial stakeholders with their own sets of 
interests and responsibilities: Kesko Plc and the City of Kuopio. Kesko as the in-
vestor and developer owning the site identified itself as the initiator of the project, 
but it saw the city officials as the prime movers of the development, as described 
by Eero Ahtela:

[…] yes, we’re for sure the owner of this process, but this [project] has actu-
ally been run by the city then – the city has defined all these stakeholders.
LXXXVIII

59   (KHO 18.02.2000/312) According to the preceding of the Supreme Administrative Court, 
the Ministry of Environment could have decided that an EIA process was applicable in a devel-
opment in the City of Oulu regarding a alteration and new construction of a hypermarket size of 
16,169 m2.
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The city took the lead in defining who the initial stakeholders were, and linking 
the development to the public realm and common good. The City of Kuopio as 
the owner of the planning monopoly was legally responsible for ensuring stake-
holder engagement, and also for supervising the process element of the project 
through its public responsibility to monitor the planning monopoly. Section §63 
of the Land Use and Building Act states that the preparation of a participation and 
assessment plan is the responsibility of a municipality, and that the plan should 
include the identification of stakeholders ( Jääskeläinen, Syrjänen 2003:322). Juha 
Romppanen described the relationships of the city and the developer:

[…] Kesko has been the applicant [of the application for plan alteration] 
and, and of course then through them […] the costs will be channeled to 
them […] but then the city had – has the responsibility for the program-
ming and other steering [of the process]. LXXXIX

In sum, the responsibility of the city was to program and guide the development in 
a way that meets the code of the Land Use and Building Act protecting the public 
interest and the common good.

In addition, the City of Kuopio had interests related to city planning and the de-
sired form of the city. The conception of developer regarding the initial objective 
was to deliver a retail facility increasing its market share and revenue, as expressed 
by the Region Manager of Food Kesko, Pertti Rusanen: “the starting point is 
the location in which we get the most sales – and profit, that’s like the starting 
point.”cL

These stakeholders each had different objectives and constituencies.  However, 
the opportunity for mutual benefits was endangered when neither Kesko nor the 
City Planning Department considered the engagement of stakeholders a matter 
concerning them both. The tendency to focus on one’s own initial interests was 
described by Juha Rinne as follows:

[…] there are land-use planning instances within the society [and] city 
administration looking after that side [of the interests] so that Kesko most 
likely ought to focus on our business needs and bring them up clearly in 
this process for those partners, of which the city is of course a significant 
one […] so that we should be able to communicate our needs […] and 
focus it in a way […] it’s for sure not good for the matter at all, if we kind 
of think about it from too many perspectives. XcI
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When actions focus on immediate short-term self-interests, issues such as Cor-
porate Social Responsibility (CSR) are not conceived as vehicles for mid- and 
long-term success of the business operations. Even though CSR is not a legal 
requirement, Integrative Development might add value and content to the CSR 
of Kesko. For example, the Marketing Department of Food Kesko could think 
of CSR as a potential component of concept development which might lead in-
creases in both the common good and the competitiveness of Kesko. The role of 
CSR was limited to the minimal responsibility to meet legal requirements for 
retail business. The Marketing Department hadn’t found a connection between 
the concept development and CSR, while the rationale of social responsibilities 
was fulfilling the requirements law, for example, as a responsible employer, which 
the Marketing Department didn’t conceive to be obvious in the retail business.60 
(Interview of Jarkko Heininen, April 4 2005)

Expanding the circle of stakeholders
After a decision was made to proceed with the zoning, the circle of stakeholders 
started to expand and the development became publicly known. The city was 
responsible for gathering the parties affected by the development. The City of 
Kuopio prepared the first version (dated on February 19 2002) of the participation 
and evaluation plan after the initial meeting on 24 January 2002 regarding the 
implementation of the impact assessment.

The agenda of the meeting for the first impact assessment didn’t include any 
stakeholder assessment, although the representative of the Regional Environmen-
tal Center commented that the neighboring municipality of Siilinjärvi should be 
included in the assessment process. The participants in the first meeting included 
the City of Kuopio, Kesko, the Regional Environmental Centre District of North 
Savo, the Savo-Karjala Regional Office of the Finnish Road Administration, and 
the Regional Council of Pohjois-Savo. (Koistiainen 2002)

However, in the actual participation and assessment plan the number of stake-
holders also included the neighbors, five neighborhood associations, and some 
additional officials. The City of Kuopio displayed the plan for the impact assess-
ment in the fall of 2002 for 30 days, and it was sent to the identified stakeholders, 
excluding the neighbors (Kuopion kaupunki 2002a). Additionally, the city pub-

60  Kesko Plc has been the state-of-the-art corporation being the first company in Finland to 
publish a corporate social responsibility report based on the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). 
Kesko has additionally received several recognitions related to sustainability, such as the award 
received at the UN World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002. The 
comparison of the United Nations Environmental Programme UNEP ranked Kesko as the best 
reporter in the retailing sector during the same year.
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lished a notice in a local news paper according to the requirements of the Land 
Use and Building Act.

The evolution of the participation and assessment plan remained unclear in terms 
of engaging the stakeholders, because the city amended the plan during the pro-
cess between 2002 and 2005. The so-called “participation and assessment plan” 
formed a part of the continuous process in which the impact assessment at the 
master plan level and the actual local detailed planning were intertwined (Inter-
view of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). The idea of the intertwined process in-
cluded an important condition: Should the impact assessment prove the develop-
ment unfeasible, the city had the authority to halt the detailed planning process.

Environmental Impact Assessment as the forum of action
The meeting of January 2002 to prepare the programming of the impact assess-
ment was followed by another meeting in February at the City Planning Depart-
ment of Kuopio. The attendees at that meeting were to compose the steering 
group and this time included a representation from the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. 
The main agenda of the first two meetings was to determine the structure and the 
content of the action plan and the work plan as the basis for procuring the consult-
ing services needed to conduct the impact assessment. Additionally, the structure 
of the project organization was determined in the action plan before beginning 
the assessment work. 

The action plan provided the basic information regarding the Päiväranta develop-
ment and described the context of the project. The plan determines the focus and 
objectives of the assessment phase, including the requirement established by the 
Ministry of Environment to study three different alternatives for the develop-
ment. The first alternative is a zero option in which the development will not be 
constructed; the second alternative allows the construction; and third one studies 
an alternative solution in which several smaller retail facilities might be built dif-
ferent locations. Though the option of several smaller facilities was not realistic in 
this case, it was included in the assessment process at the request of the Regional 
Environmental Centre (Tuomo Vesajoki 2002). The study of the different alter-
natives addressed the potential content of the development. Other issues in the 
action plan determined the process in terms of schedule, public participation, and 
defining the expertise needed in the project. (Kuopion kaupunki 2002b)

The work plan provided a detailed description of the programming of the impact 
assessment, describing how the assessment must be conducted. Secondly, the plan 
gave a detailed list of what issues should be studied in the assessment. These stan-
dard listings formed the scope of work for procuring consulting services as well as 
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a hierarchical organization to oversee the action plan. The action plan, containing 
the work plan, set the ground rules for the negotiation process through which 
the Environmental Impact Assessment was conducted as a joint action within 
the project organization. The action plan described the roles of the stakeholders 
and provided also a point in the process for verifying their mandates. The City of 
Kuopio and Kesko were identified as the initial stakeholders in the action plan; 
as such they were responsible for procuring the consulting services required to 
conduct the assessment. The action plan for the impact assessment of Päiväranta 
identified two groups responsible for organizing the planning: a work group and 
a steering group. (Ibid.)

The tasks of the work group were to oversee the progress of the planning, strategic 
planning, scheduling, and controlling of planning costs. The steering group was 
formed by the stakeholders initially considered to be the most important for the 
project – the Environmental Centre, Regional Council of Pohjois-Savo, the Savo-
Karjala Regional Office of the Finnish Road Administration, the Municipality of 
Siilinjärvi, Kesko Plc, and the City of Kuopio.  Their task was to oversee the scope 
of the work and objectives, alternatives, decision-making processes, impact and 
comparison factors, and to accept the action plan and the alterations to it. (Ibid.)

Once the ground rules of the action plan were set, the consultants did most of 
the actual work of producing the content of the assessment. The plan for public 
participation and assessment had been publicly displayed. The aim of the work 
was to produce the assessment of the impacts, which would be a subject to another 
public hearing. The work of the consultants began in the spring 2002 and was 
scheduled to be finished by the end of the same year. The actual preparation of the 
local detailed plan was initially scheduled for the spring 2003. The assessment was 
a product of several consultants providing expertise from diverse fields. The as-
sessment process was led by Tuomo Vesajoki from the consulting and engineering 
office Liidea Ltd. Tuomo Vesajoki was also the secretary of the work group, while 
the head of master planning, Juha Romppanen, chaired the meetings. (Ibid.)

The work group held a total of six meetings documented by recorded minutes. The 
minutes indicate that only a few changes to the consultants’ work were requested; 
these addressed mainly minor adjustments such as phrasing. The steering group 
also guided the work of the consultants by giving them detailed background infor-
mation, such as the estimated sales figures of the hypermarket. The composition 
of the work group didn’t include any of those stakeholders strongly opposing the 
development such as the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. The work group presented 
the progress of the assessment to the steering group which held three documented 
meetings. Again, the meetings were chaired by Juha Romppanen, and Tuomo 
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Vesajoki provided the minutes of the meetings. At these meetings, larger group of 
stakeholders were present, including representatives of the neighboring munici-
pality who opposed the development; the first signs of resistance began to emerge 
in these meetings.

In sum, after the first two initial meetings assembling the impact assessment pro-
cess, the work continued mainly through the work of the consultants and the work 
group. The first official meeting of the steering group was held in August 2002, 
after the work of the consultants had started and the work group had convened 
during the summer. The meeting of the steering group was at same time an official 
negotiation between different officials having a stake in the process.61

To see the development as a negotiation process, it is necessary to find a tangible 
framework in which the negotiations, or actions, take place. The early assessment, 
or planning and design phase provided such framework in form of a project. In 
the case of Päiväranta, the action plan defined the project, or more precisely, the 
work plan within the action plan contained the structure and the standard table of 
contents for the impact assessment process as the basis for the work of consultants. 
Public officials, and in particular city planners, managed the zoning and develop-
ment process.

The officials guiding the process
The City Planning Department of Kuopio guided the assessment and planning 
process of Päiväranta through the action plan. The first meeting in January 2002 
concluded that the city had to make some adjustments to the action plan based on 
the comments made in the meeting. Two of the remarks were particularly signifi-
cant for the process. First, the Municipality of Siilinjärvi should be engaged in the 
process, a responsibility of the city. Second, actual public participation needed to 
be implemented together with the local detailed planning process.  (Koistiainen 
2002) The latter decision delayed the acquisition of feedback from neighbors dur-
ing the impact assessment process.

At the beginning of the first meeting, the Head of City Planning, Leo Kosonen, 
presented the starting points of the current planning situation for the Päiväranta 
area. The current legitimate master plan didn’t include any reservations for large-
scale retail facilities. However, in the city structure plans the area had been zoned 
for retail activities, and the plans had been approved by the city council. Ad-

61  The section 66§ of the Land Use and Building Act requires a negotiation between the offi-
cials during a planning process which may have regional impacts. All the officials whose purview 
the plan may affect must be invited to the negotiation.
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ditionally, in terms of the process, the city had a parallel ongoing assessment of 
commercial services, as well as a survey regarding the use of private motor vehicles. 
The current local detailed plan for Päiväranta had been ratified in 1984 and the 
upcoming planning process was to begin with the decision made by the city gov-
ernment through a zoning review.  Leo Kosonen mentioned also that the devel-
opment was located in a neighborhood with an ageing population and therefore, 
no significant expectations for growth. In fact, growth was being encouraged in 
the southern part of Kuopio. The minutes of the meeting didn’t include any ex-
pressions concerning the specific interests of the city related to the planning and 
design of the Päiväranta area. (Ibid.)

The financial interests of the cities were never on the agendas of the steering or 
work groups. Instead, the initial stakeholders negotiated about cost-related issues 
in a bi-lateral negotiation which started early, before the actual work of the groups 
and the preparation of the action plan. The division of the process costs, including 
all the assessments, was set as a condition for beginning the process and taking the 
plan alteration to the work program of the City Planning Department (Interview 
of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). The city provided guidance, but the devel-
oper was held responsible for all the consulting expenses. 

The negotiations also determined that construction expenditure for necessary 
infrastructure would be shared by the developer, the city, and the Savo-Karjala 
Regional Office of the Finnish Road Administration. The first public draft of the 
division principle was made right after the public display of the assessment report, 
in the summer of 2003. The assessment report included a rough estimate of the 
budget for compulsory infrastructure improvements. The report established the 
principle of cost sharing; the actual figures were to be established later, when the 
planning and design precision allowed a detailed cost estimate. 

The infrastructure improvements included, for example, construction and paving 
of the roads, repair of the old bridge, landscaping, and the construction of new traf-
fic lights. Kesko agreed to finance nine identified infrastructure elements. Because 
the old bridge belongs to the national road network, and the Road Administration 
participated in financing the repairs and alteration costs of the bridge. The City 
of Kuopio agreed to participate in financing a new light traffic way, landscaping, 
bridge repairs, and traffic light arrangements. ( Juha Romppanen 2003)

The negotiation for cost allocation took place after the impact assessment when 
all the three stakeholders had agreed on the existing need for the infrastructure 
improvement independent from the hypermarket development. The negotiations 
about the costs didn’t involve any apparent conflicts (Interview of Leo Kosonen, 
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February 10 2005), but the developer had little power in distributing the costs. 
Hard bargaining might have jeopardized its interests in maintaining good rela-
tions to ease future stages in the planning process (Interview of Eero Ahtela, Feb-
ruary 23 2005).

The cost issue resurfaced at the end of the planning process when the City of 
Kuopio set a precondition for the approval of the local detailed plan. A valid land-
use agreement must confirm cost allocations according to Section 12a of the Land 
Use and Building Act in order the local detail plan to become effective (Kuopion 
kaupunki 2005a). The division of cost was not discussed in the first meetings that 
prepared the planning process; it was not on the agendas of either the steering or 
work group. Financial issues were discussed among between those who would be 
covering the costs.

The City of Kuopio conducted the first two official meetings of the project to 
produce and refine the action plan and the plan for public participation and as-
sessment. The action plan was needed to procure the consulting services of the 
consultants, who were to implement the assessment work and take more respon-
sibility for presenting the subject matter in future meetings. The City of Kuopio 
chaired both the work and steering group meetings. Later on, Siilinjärvi ques-
tioned whether the control and guidance by the city was appropriate.

Of the other stakeholders involved in the two preparatory meetings, the Savo-
Karjala Regional Office of the Finnish Road Administration was the only one, in 
addition to the developer, to define interests, and add some guidance to the pro-
cess (Koistiainen 2002). The concern of the Road Administration was the planned 
parallel secondary road to the highway number five passing by the development. 
The local traffic arrangement needed to be designed in a manner which wouldn’t 
complicate the planning of the road network. Later on, traffic became the major 
issue in the impact assessment together with the commercial impacts.

The role of the Regional Environmental Centre which operates under the man-
date of the Ministry of the Environment consisted of overseeing the process, in-
dependent from the content. During the first meetings, the representative of the 
Regional Environmental Centre fulfilled this role in two ways. First, it engaged 
Siilinjärvi in the project as a stakeholder. Second, its representatives required that 
the study of the alternative plan of dividing the development into smaller units 
would be included in the process. At first, the idea was rejected as an unrealistic 
option which could be left out, but in the assessment report the alternative version 
is briefly covered to fulfill the interest of the Regional Environmental Centre in 
the process. The ministry has published a guide booklet for conducting impact as-
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sessments for large-scale retail facilities; the study of alternative solutions is part of 
the procedures recommended in the booklet. The Regional Environmental Cen-
tre had also acted as a mediator to which the Municipality of Siilinjärvi entrusted 
a dispute regarding regional impacts and securing a thorough process.

The Municipality of Siilinjärvi focusing on the regional issues
At the same time that the Päiväranta development was under study, a regional 
planning process was underway in the region of North Savo. The City of Kuopio 
is the hub of the region. The evolving regional plan became intertwined with the 
Päiväranta development in terms of the large-scale retail issues in the regional 
plan. The commercial interest groups and retailers had taken a more active role 
in the regional planning process by establishing a committee operating within 
the local Chamber of Commerce, in which Kesko was also intensively involved 
(Interview of Pertti Rusanen, February 11 2005). The committee involved differ-
ent stakeholders in the regional planning process, including the representative of 
the Regional Environmental Center, Patrick Hublin, who described the connec-
tion between the Päiväranta development and the regional planning process as  
follows:

It is of course on a slightly abstract level to deal with the commercial 
services on the regional level, but this [development] has been a concrete 
manifestation of a project, which has in a way impacts on a regional level, or, 
or at least cross-cutting effects between municipalities. But, but one could 
claim the impacts as regional ones […] so it [the project] may have sort of 
initiated a need for this kind of discussion. XcII

The stakeholders of the regional planning process used the development of 
Päiväranta as a tangible example of regional effects creating path dependency 
for the commercial city structure after the abolishment of the hypermarket ban, 
which had become a significant policy-change and watershed issue for the future 
development of the region. The Municipality of Siilinjärvi wanted to restrict large-
scale commercial developments, while Kuopio had chosen a different path.

The objection to the Päiväranta development was only one episode in the battle 
of Siilinjärvi against building hypermarkets and specialty stores outside the town 
centers. At the beginning of the regional planning process, Siilinjärvi had objected 
to the zoning of new large-scale retail facilities. However, later on, the town de-
manded that these be located on the same highway as the Päiväranta development, 
but only on Siilinjärvi’s side of the city border. From the viewpoint of Kuopio’s city 
planners, this represented a significant change in the position of Siilinjärvi during 
the process (Interview of Juha Romppanen, February 10 2005). The  Siilinjärvi 
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representatives said that they were only capitulating to an approach they still con-
sidered harmful after having been the only party resisting retail developments 
(Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005).

The objection of Siilinjärvi focused on regional interests which came up in the 
steering group; the interests of local stakeholder groups were not represented in 
this group. The critique of Siilinjärvi recorded in the impact assessment addressed 
both content and process. First, the content of the development threatened the in-
terests of Siilinjärvi by endangering the local commercial service structure. Second, 
the town’s representatives thought that the processes of conducting the impact 
assessment lacked neutrality, transparency, and objective criteria. The municipal 
town planning architect of Siilinjärvi, Otto Siippainen, commented that:

My bilious flood of words is mainly based on the experience that this pro-
cess doesn’t go the way it should be going – and according to the law and 
its spirit. In a way those assessments aren’t real, the argumentation is not 
like – transparent and valid in front of critique. And I can’t understand why 
it couldn’t be that way. XcIII

The disappointment of Siilinjärvi in the content and process of the impact assess-
ment ended up dominating the entire process and the work of the steering group. 
The representatives of Siilinjärvi thought that the assessment report justifying the 
development was written from the perspective of the developer (Interview of Otto 
Siippainen, March 16 2005). The Regional Environmental Centre stated that the 
purpose of an impact assessment is not to produce evidence for the development 
but to consider equally all the factors related to the development. Centre spokes-
men also thought that the assessment report slightly favored the project, although 
the actual process had been adequate and fulfilled the requirements of the law 
(Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005).

The developer thought that the assessment was the most thorough one it had 
ever conducted (Interview of Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005). The City of Kuopio 
required that in order to continue the planning process the developer had to pro-
vide all the required assessments. There had been no disagreements with Kesko in 
terms of conducting or covering the expenses of assessments. (Interview of Leo 
Kosonen, February 10 2005)

Siilinjärvi also claimed that the ground rules of the assessment process were bro-
ken when an agreed upon assessment was left out of the process. The City of Kuo-
pio had allowed the construction of hypermarkets after abandoning the hyper-
market ban. Siilinjärvi wanted to include the previous assessment of the effects of 
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existing hypermarkets in the current process. Put another way, Siilinjärvi wanted 
to use precedents in the assessment process. The representative of Siilinjärvi in 
the steering group tried to remind the other members of the forgotten assess-
ment, but received no positive response (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 
16 2005). Furthermore, the first minutes of the meetings, when the ground rules 
could have been questioned or amended, don’t indicate any such mutually agreed 
upon decisions about expanding the assessment to study the effects of the existing 
hypermarkets.

The validity and reliability of the impact assessment were also questioned by  
Siilinjärvi. The transfer of consumers’ purchasing power was represented in a 
diagram through a mathematical model based on the place of residence of the 
potential customers, while ignoring the commuter traffic which was one of the 
rationales for the interests of the developer. The representative of Siilinjärvi in the 
steering group claimed to have had a discussion with the consultant who had pro-
duced the diagram, stating that the diagram should not have been included in the 
assessment report, because it could not provide any information about the effects 
of commuter traffic. Because commuting would affect the behavior and prefer-
ences of customers, the diagram could not provide any reliable assessment of their 
purchasing power. (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005)

The expected sales volume was uncertain, as was the impact of the development 
on sales in the neighboring areas. Other impacts, for example the impact on inter-
est rates in response to the development of the national economy, could also affect 
sales figures in unpredictable ways (Interview of Patrick Hublin, February 9 2005). 
Furthermore, the impact assessment report defined the transfer of sales potential 
between different regions with the fluctuation of 100% and over, a clear indication 
that estimates of actual effects were unreliable (Kuopion kaupunki 2003).

Many of the actions taken to identify diverse interests took place outside the of-
ficial meetings. The work group convened six times and the steering group three 
times – first during the programming of the impact assessment, and twice during 
the production of the impact assessment report. Clearly, as indicated also in sever-
al work and steering group memorandums, the interaction continued in informal 
settings. For example, the minutes of the second steering group meeting refers to 
the scarceness of time and a request that members comment on the assessment 
report by email, especially on those issues which weren’t covered during the meet-
ing.

Siilinjärvi remained active in the correspondence taking place outside the official 
meetings. The evaluation of the commercial effects on Siilinjärvi’s side of the city 
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border triggered a separate process towards the end of the EIA. At the beginning 
of the public hearing, the Municipality of Siilinjärvi asked for external auditing 
of the impact assessment process. First, Siilinjärvi asked the Ministry of the En-
vironment to intervene and conduct a study. The officials at the ministry refused, 
because they might have been required to give statements in any official appeal 
against the plan proposal. Instead, the Planning Chief of the Kouvola Region 
Federation of Municipalities, Hannu Koverola, who had been involved in minis-
try projects related to commercial developments, was recommended by the minis-
try to be a suitable person for the task. As a result, Hannu Koverola was hired as a 
consultant to produce a statement about the assessment report. Initially, Siilinjärvi 
wanted the commission to be a joint operation with Kesko and Kuopio, but it end-
ed up hiring Koverola on its own following the negotiations held at the Regional 
Environmental Centre. There are no records of those negotiations targeting the 
launch of the evaluation process. (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005)

The request of Siilinjärvi for the evaluation took place at the public hearing phase 
even though Siilinjärvi was actively involved in the process as a stakeholder. The 
City of Kuopio was willing to grant the extra time for Siilinjärvi to comment on 
the assessment report after Siilinjärvi requested permission to conduct an evalu-
ation (Interview of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005). Koverola’s report included 
several claims indicating negligence in the assessment report in terms of content, 
as well as regarding the assessment process. For example, according to the report, 
the City of Kuopio had imposed an approach to public administration which is not 
acceptable for a public authority responsible for preparation of land-use initiatives 
in a transparent and clear fashion. The positive aspect that Koverola addressed in 
the conclusion of the report was the use of diagrams representing the transfer of 
purchasing power, although, according to him, the study should be amended by 
customer interviews and the results ought to be analyzed in more detail (Hannu 
Koverola 2004). In turn, Siilinjärvi targeted its critique on the reliability of the 
very same diagrams (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005).

The City of Kuopio had been willing to grant the additional time for the evalua-
tion. However, after having seen the results, Leo Kosonen concluded that no ad-
ditional studies needed to be conducted, but that Koverola’s report would remain 
part of the assessment material. After the public hearing about the assessment 
concluded having identified no reasons to halt the development, the planning pro-
cess was ready to proceed to the preparation of the local detailed plan as described 
in the plea of the City of Kuopio to the Municipality of Siilinjärvi. (Interview of 
Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005) Kuopio was ready to take the development fur-
ther despite Siilinjärvi’s opinion, which left the bitter after-taste of a compulsory 
bureaucratic process as expressed by Otto Siippainen:
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[…] afterwards I began to get this feeling that, in any case, it [planning 
process] was wanted to be seen as a compulsory dry bun, rather than as 
genuine opening of the issue. First you make the assessments, and then the 
decisions […] the planners of Kuopio – like they are supposed to – said 
that after the assessments it will be decided whether to continue with the 
local detailed planning process or not. If the assessment concludes that the 
project is not a clever one, it will then be buried. But, oh well – this is what 
you’re supposed to say. XcIV

Though the Municipality of Siilinjärvi was the most powerful and relevant op-
ponent of the Päiväranta development, other stakeholders also opposed it (Inter-
view of Leo Kosonen, February 10 2005; Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 
2005). Other surrounding municipalities objected to the development, but they 
didn’t joint the front line with Siilinjärvi which was left standing alone as the other 
municipalities of the region caved in, lending only their sympathies to Siilinjärvi. 
(Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005). Resistance on the regional level 
was accompanied by local level concerns, involving a debate and activity of its own, 
as discussed in the next section.

Emergence of local views
Local expressions of interests started to evolve during the impact assessment pro-
cess. The negotiation process related to impact assessment leading to the local de-
tailed planning involved the two official forums: the work and the steering groups. 
The work of the groups expanded beyond the official meetings through the work 
of consultants, but other stakeholders connected to the project activity as well. 
The neighboring victory garden association tried to follow the process actively. 
During the impact assessment phase, three meetings were arranged involving the 
neighbors. Kesko considered such meetings to be the responsibility of the city. 
However, the executive committee of the victory garden association visited and 
met informally with the local representatives of the developer. (Interview of Pertti 
Rusanen, February 11 2005)

According to the records of the city, only one public hearing was arranged during 
the impact assessment phase (Kuopion kaupunki 2005a). There are no minutes 
of this meeting, or of the second meeting arranged before the public display of 
the local detailed plan in April 2005.62 Consequently, neither the events nor the 
dynamics of the meetings could be analyzed by the initial stakeholders, except on 
the intuitive level as described by Pertti Rusanen:

62  The information regarding lacking official memorandums was confirmed by Anne Turkia 
from the City of Kuopio with an email on the 3rd of May 2006.
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[…] when the room was filled to the rafters when we had the meeting 
there, and by the time I left, I walked across the hall and sensed a good 
feeling in that also […] XcV

The first official meeting was held during the period of public display of the impact 
assessment report during the summer of 2003, a meeting held on the premises of 
Food Kesko in Päiväranta. In the cases of both Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä, there 
was unofficial participation prior to the actual planning and assessment processes. 
This activity wasn’t part of the official public participation process required by the 
law, it was mainly organized by stakeholders other than the cities. 

Before the official meeting in Päiväranta, the program for the impact assessment 
was publicly displayed in fall 2002. The city received comments on the program 
and on the assessment report displayed in summer 2003. The plan for the plan-
ning process was to intertwine local detailed planning with the assessment phase 
and to respond to the comments of stakeholders at that time. The result was that 
despite requests for replies, none of the comments filed in the summer 2003, re-
ceived a response before the end of the local detailed planning process when the 
actual local detailed plan was publicly displayed in the summer of 2005. The result 
was a communication gap of two years. The public hearing of the local detailed 
planning phase took place in April 2005, and included responses to the 2003 com-
mentary at that time. (Kuopion kaupunki 2005a)

On the behalf of the victory garden, the executive committee and some active 
members participated in the zoning process of Päiväranta. The majority of the 
members remained silent without taking any public stand on the issue despite the 
division of interests. The active members found it difficult to gain information 
about the process. They considered public involvement in the process poor after 
having to read about the development in the local newspaper. The effort to fol-
low the process took a considerable amount of time and required learning about 
the official planning and EIA processes. (Interview of Jari Tertsunen, February 9 
2005) In the view of Jari Tertsunen, the means to influence the assessment and 
planning process were very limited:

[…] somehow I feel that the possibilities for expressing opinions are quite 
modest – and, and, I also sent a bunch of paper […] regarding the prepa-
ration of the plan. And it hasn’t been notified in any manner, or it doesn’t 
make any difference. You’re welcome to fight the wind mills here and there, 
but I don’t believe that it has any effect on anything. XcVI
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The following concerns about development were presented by the victory garden 
association: traffic, safety, pollution, and the scale and character of the develop-
ment including the sustainability of the project. The traffic issue led to concrete 
impacts on the design. The tenants of the victory garden association filed several 
statements after the assessment phase insisting on the building of a noise barrier, 
even though it wouldn’t solve all the concerns such as the danger of increased 
pollution brought by the prevailing wind direction over the hypermarket. During 
the early assessment phase, the developer had made a commitment in a public 
meeting to construct a noise barrier separating the victory garden from the road 
passing by the hypermarket. However, the impact assessment indicated that the 
noise barrier wouldn’t have any technical significance in reducing the noise level 
which was simulated to be below the regulated level without the barrier. Thus, the 
barrier posed a threat of becoming an expensive divider between the hypermarket 
and the victory garden without adding to the quality of urban environment. The 
issue was resolved by planting a spruce hedge on the border between the two sites 
along with a financial reimbursement.63

The public meetings provided a fertile ground for rumors in addition to distribut-
ing reliable information. In the Päiväranta case, there was a belief that the devel-
opment would contain a discotheque which would be open until 4 a.m. with flash-
ing lights and neon signs reflecting on the neighboring victory garden (Interview 
of Pertti Rusanen, February 11 2005). The misunderstanding was corrected in the 
public meeting by providing a direct channel to spread information on the local 
level for a number of stakeholders interested in the development. Even so, the in-
formation never reached all the stakeholders. The representation of the stakehold-
ers covered only a small percentage of the actual number; the majority remained 
silent and their views became detached from the decision-making process. The 
complexity and problematic nature of stakeholder representation has appeared 
commonly in a number of other situations involving public participation.64

I will next elaborate the approach of Kesko in presenting its interests in the nego-
tiations both in terms of the content and process.

63  Information is based on a personal correspondence with Pertti Rusanen on the 13th of De-
cember 2006.
64  For example, Bill Potapchuk (Community Building Institute) has conducted a study regard-
ing a development program “Education and Facilities Planning for Public Schools in Washing-
ton DC” aiming to improve the school system. The study involved, in addition to the mediated 
meetings, an automated phone survey with a sample of 15,000. The results of the survey indicat-
ed a variety of different views in comparison to the views of the representatives at the meetings. 
Potapchuk presented this finding in a lecture as a part of the course “Negotiation and Dispute 
Resolution in the Public Sector” at MIT on the 9th of May 2006.
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 Presentation of the developer’s solutions
On the local level, the only stakeholders represented in the work and steering 
groups were the initial stakeholders and some of the officials who had a stake in 
the development, such as the Savo-Karjala Regional Office of the Finnish Road 
Administration. The involvement of other stakeholders took place only through 
the official public participation process and the bi-lateral negotiations between the 
developer and neighbors. The interests of the local affected stakeholder, such as 
the noise barrier, were taken into consideration by Kesko only to the extent that 
they appeared to be inevitable.

In reality, the planning and defining of objectives for the development had already 
begun right after Kesko had purchased back the Päiväranta site. The Field Depart-
ment of Kesko prepared in January 2001 an illustration of the conceptual solution 
for the development. During the fall of the same year, a local architect in Kuopio 
prepared the presentation material for the design. The role of the local architect 
consisted of practical assistance in the implementation of the design while the 
content of the plan derived from the concept specifications. The major adaptation 
of the concept specifications was dictated by the existing terminal facilities which 
Kesko in the proposed to convert and extend into a hypermarket rather than de-
molishing it. The rationale was the potential cost savings and the sustainable use 
of the existing structures, an argument Kesko also presented to the city planners in 
favor for the development. (Interview of Eero Ahtela, February 23 2005)

Kesko officially presented the initial design at the first meeting in the preparation 
of the impact assessment process. The representatives of Kesko, Pertti Rusanen 
and Eero Ahtela introduced the rationale of the project, as well as presentation 
material with quantitative objectives for the floor area and parking facilities. The 
gross floor area of the development was presented to be between 14,000 and 15,000 
m2, of which 12,000 m2 would belong to the actual hypermarket, and the rest of 
the area forming the so-called “front stores” – commercial services supporting 
the hypermarket. The area for food retailing consisted of 3,000 – 3,500 m2, while 
the daily consumption goods would occupy 5,000 – 7,000 m2. The intention was 
to renovate for re-use 7,000 m2 of the old terminal facility and demolish the rest. 
Parking for the development required 800 spaces to be divided into two sections 
at each end of the building.  The minutes of the first meeting lists as a reason for 
the development the termination of its existing function as a storage facility, and 
the resulting lay-offs affecting the current employees. (Koistiainen 2002)

The information level of the initial design expressing the interests of Kesko con-
tained details such as specified parking place locations, entrance locations to the 
hypermarket, and a recycling drop-off location on the parking lot. Additionally, 
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the initial design contained floor plans with divisions for different user functions. 
The design for the façades showed the appearance of the development; other sec-
tions indicated information such as structures to be demolished. (Arkkitehtitoi-
misto Öhrnberg Oy 2001)

The design material was later used in both versions of the impact assessment 
report. The first one remained the same as the initial design while the second one 
introduced an alternative with a concentrated parking system, and a different traf-
fic solution for connecting the development to the public road network. Within 
the impact assessment, the local planning and design sections addressed mainly 
parking and traffic-related issues, including the diverse pollution impacts of the 
traffic. (Kuopion kaupunki 2003)

Towards the end of the assessment phase, Kesko hired a new architect consultant, 
Tommila Architects Ltd, to provide the design for the detailed planning process. 
The change took place at a phase when it appeared more certain that the develop-
ment would proceed in the near future, and it was time to start considering the 
building design issues. From that point on, the building design proceeded in con-
junction with the planning process (Interview of Mauri Tommila, May 16 2005). 
The local architect in Kuopio had prepared sufficient plans for initiating the pro-
cess according to the concept specifications, but the planning and design process 
leading to the actual physical solution was entrusted to architect Mauri Tommila.

There were three reasons for hiring a new architect. First, the developer recog-
nized the importance of the architectural qualities of the project to the city. Mauri 
Tommila was considered to be capable of delivering solutions pleasing the City 
Planning Department. Second, the previous experience of the successful hyper-
market project in Jyväskylä favored the selection of Tommila as the architect con-
sultant because he was already aware of Food Kesko’s new concept specifications. 
Third, the developer considered Tommila’s reputation and authority in advocating 
the interest of developer as an important factor in the negotiations with the city, 
given that Kesko itself would often be in the second table of negotiations. (Inter-
view of Eero Ahtela, February 23 2005) The solutions of Tommila Architects Ltd 
became the content of the agreement in the form of a local detailed plan based on 
the interpretation of the existing concept specification.

Towards an agreement
The mandate of the steering and work groups set by the City of Kuopio was to 
conduct an assessment of three different alternatives leading to a potential local 
detailed plan. The content of the assessment was produced under the administra-
tive supervision of the steering and work groups. After the assessment phase, the 
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steering and work groups literally faded away; there are not any minutes of the last 
meetings, either.

As the process shifted to local detailed planning and building design lead by the 
newly hired architect consultant, the development assumed a new character as a 
bilateral negotiation process between the consultant representing Kesko and the 
City Planning Department. The preparation of the local detailed plan began in 
March 2005 with the legislatively regulated meeting of the public officials having 
a stake in the planning process. The public hearing was arranged in April 2005 
and the plan proposal was displayed during the summer of 2005, leading to a plan 
approval by the city council in October 2005. (Kuopion kaupunki 24.10. 2005)

The City of Kuopio received two challenges to the plan proposal in the fall 2005. 
One of these was an appeal filed a citizen stakeholder, Pekka Kuusela in The 
Kuopio Court of Appeal. The purpose of the appeal was to delay the planning 
process and offset the negative effects of the plan. He also said that the design 
proposal had not proven whether the suggested solutions would be useful or not 
and that he had a better proposal. Pekka Kuusela said that this “significant defect 
of parliamentary administration procedure” forced him to file an appeal. Kuusela 
pointed out that his design solution had not been included in the impact assess-
ment by the city planners to avoid informing the city council members of a real 
design alternative. According to Kuusela, the approval of the plan was invalid due 
to an incorrect procedure and that the city council had been deliberately misled 
(Pekka Kuusela 2005)

Though generally considered groundless, this appeal caused uncertainty in the 
schedule of the development. The verdict of The Kuopio Appeal Court was to 
be expected before the snow melted in spring 2006.65 The Kuopio Appeal Court 
overruled the appeal, but it was then taken to the Supreme Administrative Court 
that also overruled it a few months later.66 At last, the construction work was to 
begin in 2007, six years after Kesko bought the site back from Sponda Plc.

A local detailed plan is a form of “public agreement” entitling initial stakeholders 
to proceed legitimately with a development under preconditions approved by the 
city council. An agreement after the assessment and zoning processes meant a leap 
towards the realization of the development. In both case studies of this research, 

65  The representatives of Kesko had inquired about the schedule from The Kuopio Court of 
Appeal, and this conception of the schedule was expressed in a meeting in Kesko on the 10th of 
April 2006.
66  Information based on a discussion with Pertti Rusanen on the 13th of December 2006.
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the plan was designed to be amended with a land-use agreement which states 
specific conditions for the implementation of the plan.

In the case of Päiväranta, the local detailed plan contained solutions accommodat-
ing the essential interests of the developer. The building design was based on the 
concept specifications containing the parking and floor area specifications which 
were presented at the first meeting of the impact assessment process. The land-
use agreement focused on the cost division of infrastructure expenses among the 
stakeholders as a precondition for the local detailed plan to become effective. The 
development was to be built in a one single phase by one developer, and thus, the 
implementation was to be considerably easier than in the case of Näkinmetsä. 
The solution of the hypermarket development was defined in the concept-based 
building design process evolving through the local detailed planning process. Be-
cause the local detailed plan was tailor-made for the specific building design in 
a particular setting, it might be questioned whether the local detailed planning 
guided the building design according to the planning hierarchy, or vice versa. In 
the case of Päiväranta, the role of the local detailed planning shrank to delivering 
the legitimate documents in the official planning process needed for the imple-
mentation of the building design. The content of the plan, as well as the actual 
implementation, appeared predictable, because the development was initiated by 
a single developer operating on the basis of a standard conception of the outcome 
which had received an approval from both the city officials and the elected mem-
bers of the city council.

The sections above describe the different operations of the stakeholders within 
the impact assessment and the zoning process of the Päiväranta development. The 
developer and the city have been in the core of the action as the initial stakehold-
ers pushing the project forward with the consultants involved in the assessment 
process. A great deal of the interaction between the stakeholders took place out-
side the official meetings. This tendency was reinforced at the end of the assess-
ment phase when the steering and work groups disappeared from the process. The 
relevant question about the process is whether the EIA phase had any meaning 
for the planning process. Did the assessment phase as the forum of action add 
value to the process and end product in terms of meeting the interests of a greater 
number of stakeholders? Or, was it merely an administrative procedure to enable 
the development as a part of the compulsory zoning process? From the developers’ 
point of view, not a single commercial retail development has been hindered by 
impact assessments; they have only made the process more complex (Interview of 
Juha Rinne, April 7 2005).
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The Näkinmetsä Case

In the Näkinmetsä development, the negotiations weren’t focused on the EIA 
process and predefined conceptions of solutions. Rather, a parallel process of 
searching for solutions and assessing impacts took place.

Securing access to the area
VVO Developer gained access to the area through coalition building, or partner-
ship. The approach of Kesko was different in the case of Päiväranta. These two 
contrasting ways of gaining access may also reflect the different alignments of 
interests among the initial stakeholders. For example, the city’s level of interest 
ranged from “no interest” to “deeper engagement,” in three different categories 
as described by Leo Kosonen, the Head of City Planning in Kuopio. In the case 
of Näkinmetsä, the City of Espoo granted VVO Developer a permission to look 
at the future use of the area. This indicated some common ground in pursuing 
ways to enable housing production, a mutual interest of VVO Developer and the 
Real Estate Services of Espoo. The relationship between the initial stakeholders 
is essential, because the security of access marks the critical point at which the 
development becomes an open and publicly known process.

The city officials of Espoo had agreed on engaging VVO Developer in the Näkin-
metsä cluster development. The Real Estate Services as the landowner needed a 
private partner to jump start the development. VVO Developer was looking for 
large, small-scale, and low-rise residential developments. The Real Estate Ser-
vices had also been able to engage the City Planning Department in the project 
in a positive spirit and it supported the development in the first meeting between 
the internal city stakeholders. The process of getting to this point had taken years. 
The lead figure in building relationships with the City of Espoo had been Ben 
Grass, the Chief Executive Officer of VVO Group. The Managing Director of 
VVO Developer had also been in contact with Espoo in order to convey the will 
and interests of VVO Developer. (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005)

The real estate committee of Espoo made a planning reservation for VVO Devel-
oper on 18 December in 2003. The planning reservation granted VVO Developer 
a right to conduct studies for a residential area and cover the costs of the assess-
ment and design. The only commitment from the city was a promise to compen-
sate substantial costs, if the process led to a legitimate local detailed plan. VVO 
Developer had submitted an application to the City of Espoo on 22 January 1999 
to gain access to a small-scale residential site. The submission marked the begin-
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ning of negotiations with the Real Estate Services leading to the Näkinmetsä 
development.

After evaluating several options for potential sites, the Real Estate Services final-
ized the decision to launch a cooperative development at Näkinmetsä. The pro-
posal of Real Estate Services for the real estate committee was grounded in the 
shortage of zoned residential sites in Espoo. The city wasn’t able to cede any sites 
for household developers in 2004. The prices of sites had gone up by 20 percent. 
In the meantime, the neighboring city of Vantaa was selling an increased number 
of sites.

Real Estate Services framed the proposal for the committee as a pilot project in 
which VVO Developer would search for potential solutions. The city wouldn’t 
invest any assets in the development or infrastructure. The escalating land value 
would cover the costs. The implementation and distribution of sites would be 
subject to later negotiations and agreements. In other words, there were no written 
agreements about the cooperation, or negotiations about the distinct terms. The 
cooperation was only legitimized with the decision of the committee to allow fea-
sibility studies on the property of the city in Näkinmetsä. The proposal for a plan-
ning reservation was approved unanimously in December 2003 and it was valid 
until the end of June 2005. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005) Later, 
the reservation was renewed for one year to continue the planning process. The re-
newal was proposed with an amended characterization that the project constitute 
a “development of high quality residential area.” (Eerolainen 02.06.2005)

The original proposal selecting VVO Developer took place a few days before 
Christmas in 2003. The real estate committee of Espoo had made its biggest 
decision ever in granting VVO Developer an access to the area of 100 hectares. 
The political debate exploded after the New Year 2004. The city government and 
council thought that the real estate committee had exceeded its powers and tried 
to veto the decision. However, it was too late by the time the politicians returned 
to work in January; the decision had become legitimate during the holidays. The 
decision went into effect without politicians noticing it in the middle of the holi-
day season. The debate lasted for a while and caused a change in the city’s code of 
administration. The real estate committee was not allowed to make decisions to 
launch large-scale developments any longer. (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 
24 2005)

The officials of Real Estate Services were doubtful about more deliberate ap-
proaches involving negotiations with the city government. The radical approach 
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was considered as the only way to proceed with the development as described by 
Jussi Eerolainen:

[…] when we thought about it with Heikki Laukala67, this was the only 
way to proceed. Well – okay, we may lose our appointments. But goddamn 
it, now we’re going to get down to it. And we’re not going to wait any lon-
ger, because we get nothing going on […] and now we did this [move] and 
we’re damn happy that we did ((laughing)). In fact, everybody’s quite happy. 
The politicians keep saying me that, darn you Eerolainen, you should be 
fired. Although it was a good move, you didn’t have a right to do that. XcVII

However, a different view about the process emerged inside the city. In the first 
place, to avoid a dispute the issue should have been taken to the city government 
instead of to the real estate committee. The decision was without precedent. It was 
easier to be wise in retrospect. (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005) 

Search for design solutions as the forum for negotiations
The process of searching for urban solutions was quite different in the case of 
Näkinmetsä than in Päiväranta. The overall objectives were loosely defined in 
Näkinmetsä while in Päiväranta, the solutions were taken more or less for granted 
as products of commercial concepts which in turn were evaluated in the impact as-
sessment process. In Näkinmetsä, the consultants held the responsibility for pro-
ducing the content which would fulfill the interests of the initial stakeholders. The 
EIA became intertwined with the design process (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, 
May 12 2005). The impact assessment was mainly programmed by the municipal 
town planning architects of Espoo without any wider deliberation. A long-term 
partner of VVO Developer, A-konsultit architects, took the lead in the search 
for design solutions. Recent positive experiences in Helsinki with the Lehtovuori 
development encouraged VVO Developer to entrust both the management of the 
design process and the production of the content to A-konsultit architects. (Inter-
view of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005)

Identification of stakeholders and organizing the project
At the beginning of the process, there was no conscious identification of stake-
holders (Interview of Jussi Eerolainen, May 24 2005). The initial stakeholders, 
the City of Espoo and VVO Developer, pursued the development process in three 
different forums: the planning group, steering group, and executive group which 
was established by the Technical Director of Espoo, Olavi Louko (Interview of 
Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). The decision to establish an executive group was an-

67  Heikki Laukala is the Head of Real Estate Services of Espoo.
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nounced in a steering group meeting on 15 November 2004, eight months after 
an intensive planning and design phase, and almost a year after proposing the de-
velopment to the city’s real estate committee. The executive group comprised six 
CEO-level members from the City of Espoo, VVO Group, and VVO Developer. 

The planning group consisted of consultants who were led by Jyrki Iso-Aho, an 
architect and planner of A-konsultit architects. VVO Developer trusted the work 
of the planning group and it didn’t participate frequently at the beginning of the 
process in the meetings of the group. However, the involvement of VVO Devel-
oper was likely to increase in the later phases of the development. VVO Developer 
selected a trustworthy consultant with whom it had also worked in the Kilterin-
mäki development in the City of Vantaa. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 
28 2005) Additionally, a partner in A-konsultit architects, Staffan Lodenius, had 
worked as an in-house consultant in the City Planning Department of Espoo, 
which had created good relationships based on a pleasant experience in collaborat-
ing with the city planners of Espoo (Interview of Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005). 
The planning group served primarily the internal work of consultants while the 
steering group was an active forum of interaction between the City of Espoo, 
VVO Developer, and the consultants. The work of the planning group was inter-
twined with the steering group work, because all consultants were represented in 
the steering group. The objective was to leave the actual planning and design to 
the consultants and their internal meetings, because VVO Developer didn’t con-
sider a large steering group to be a suitable forum for actual planning and design. 
The role of the steering group was to comment on and supervise the work of the 
planning group. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005) From the city, only 
the representatives of the City Planning Department had been actively involved 
in the steering group (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005), as confirmed 
by Merja Kiviluoto, municipal town planning architect of Espoo’s City Planning 
Department: “It’s pretty much about guiding the work to the right direction with 
Harri68 […] our work is in a way to supervise the consultant.” XCVIII

The planning group also communicated formally with the executive group. The 
leader of the planning group, Jyrki Iso-Aho approached the executive group with 
lists of questions that have arisen from the work of consultants. The answers were 
described as pragmatic slogans such as: “more sites for household developers” or, 

“the gross floor area isn’t an issue to further bargaining.” The responses were less 
concerned with actual feasibility of the plan. (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 
2005) The executive group remained distant from the consultants; the steering 

68  Harri Hietanen was at the time of the research the Deputy Director of Local Detailed Plan-
ning in Espoo
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group with wide representation from the city had become the actual forum of ne-
gotiations, particularly at the beginning of designing the outline plan (Ibid.). 

The most significant role of the executive group was to determine the timing and 
approach for presenting solutions to political decision making; these relied largely 
on Olavi Louko’s knowledge and consideration (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 
18 2005). Despite the concentration of power in the executive group, it remained 
unclear whether or not it was mandated to make political decisions as well. It also 
was not clear how the executive group should communicate with the elected poli-
ticians in the first place. (Interview of Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005) 

The executive committee aspired to be a blue-ribbon committee with the author-
ity to supervise the work of the steering and planning groups. VVO Developer 
believed that  the CEO-level executives could jointly articulate a positive framing 
of the development and overcome minor disputes, for example, between a pro-
ject engineer and municipal town planning architect (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, 
May 18 2005)

The preparing the outline plan started in April 2004, after the city council of 
Espoo had officially approved the development. However, preparing the outline 
plan wasn’t officially part of the actual local detailed planning process that was to 
follow the outline plan. The outline plan had an unofficial status; there was no 
direct counterpart in the official planning process as determined in the Land Use 
and Building Act. VVO Developer wanted to proceed incrementally with the lo-
cal detailed planning in conjunction with the implementation. VVO Developer 
planned to conduct the actual local detailed plans in separate processes on three or 
four distinct areas. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005) The city plan-
ners conceived the division into three or four areas mutually beneficial both for the 
city and VVO Developer because the number of potential appeals blocking the 
entire development would decline (Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005). 

The preparation of the outline plan was primarily guided by the steering group 
which met approximately once a month. The work of the planning group focused 
on producing the outline plan for the development. Within the planning process, 
assessments needed to be conducted amending the existing assessments that were 
produced in the recent master planning process of the area. The preparation of 
the outline plan took place parallel to preparing the missing assessments. (Mä-
kimattila 5.4.2004) The city had a conception that VVO Developer would be 
eager to conduct the necessary assessments as fast as possible in order to proceed 
with the development (Interview of Olavi Louko, May 10 2005). VVO Devel-
oper believed that conducting assessments formed a way to mitigate the risks to 
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the developer and potentially prevented some of the appeals. Spending a certain 
amount of money may streamline the process, but as yet it has been impossible to 
say whether the assessments were necessary to avoid appeals. (Interview of Arto 
Hiltunen, May 18 2005)

Surprisingly, the new names of places and the name of the actual Näkinmetsä 
project were the most severely debated issues in the steering group (Interview of 
Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). The Communications Department of VVO Group 
advocated a more dynamic and contemporary name for the development to reflect 
the goal of Espoo officials to identify the city as the heart of technological inno-
vation and progress (Interview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005). The public 
relations and communications officials of Espoo favored a historical approach de-
riving from the old local names from the 18th century (Suviranta 2.9.2004). The 
frustration of the Communications Department increased after the city planners 
of Espoo announced that they didn’t want any publicity at the early stages of 
the development process. Later, the personnel of the communication department 
participated only occasionally in the steering group meetings. The assumption 
of a low profile also reflected the presentation of designs and distribution of in-
formation. In reality, the creation of solutions through planning and design was 
considerably more advanced than what was being presented publicly. (Interview of 
Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005)

Consultant-led closure
The development solutions in this case were derived mainly from the visions of 
the architect consultants. By the end of May 2004, A-konsultit architects had 
produced a preliminary analysis of the area with four graphs presenting the sur-
face rocks and forest land, topography, and water systems, existing land-use and 
city structure, and limitations and potentials of the area (A-konsultit arkkitehdit 
15.02.2005). The limitations and potential of the area included the historical con-
text of the site as a garden city with an industrial background, which had been 
lately re-vitalized by the new Housing Fair project (Interview of Staffan Lodenius, 
June 6 2005). At the same time that the architects conducted the analysis, they 
prepared the first version of the written objectives of the development. They de-
cided to keep the document stating the objectives as an internal tool for the steer-
ing group instead of having it approved by the politicians of the city committees 
(Iso-Aho 28.5.2004). 

In spring 2004, the idea of an excursion came up. It was discussed in the steering 
group meetings on the 6th and 28th of May. The city officials of Espoo, VVO 
Developer, and consultants decided to make a field trip to Denmark and Southern 
Sweden. The idea was to study recent small-scale housing developments. Initially, 
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VVO Developer thought that all members of the project groups would take part 
in the trip, including the operative project workers. The idea was only a partial 
success; the City of Espoo was represented only by the executive level, leaving 
some of lower level officials behind. It never became quite clear whether this was a 
deliberate choice, or a hierarchical decision to allow only executives to join the trip. 
However, the trip generated a good mood and a positive atmosphere. (Interview 
of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005) The excursion took place at the end of September 
2004, three months before the basic solutions of the development were designed 
and approved among the initial stakeholders without wider participation in the 
process.

The excursion provided a forum for the interaction with the internal stakeholders 
of Espoo, of which Building Control Centre would have the duty to interpret lo-
cal detailed plans. The Department Manager of Espoo’s Building Control Centre, 
Veronica Rehn-Kivi, took part in the excursion. At the end of May 2005, Esa 
Kankainen from VVO Developer met with Veronica Rehn-Kivi at the ground 
breaking ceremony for the new Housing Fair area in Kaukalahti, in the vicinity 
of Näkinmetsä. Building Control Centre personnel had been pleased that it had 
been informed about the Näkinmetsä process in the early stage. In the future, the 
representatives of the Building Control Centre planned to welcome all chances 
to participate in the process as often as their schedules might allow. The Build-
ing Control Centre hadn’t been represented in the steering group. It was time to 
re-active this fading cooperation, because VVO Developer considered the con-
nection to the implementation and building permit phase important. (Interview 
of Esa Kankainen, June 1 2005) The Managing Director of VVO Developer, Arto 
Hiltunen, emphasized the importance of keeping the Building Control Centre 
informed about the process and stressed the need for plans sufficiently flexible in 
plans to reach feasible solutions in different economic cycles (Interview of Arto 
Hiltunen, May 18 2005). 

The architect consultants had hoped to connect the implementation and detailed 
building design as an integral part of creating sensitive relations between exterior 
and interior spaces (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). The building design 
solutions needed to be connected to the planning solutions which made the Build-
ing Control Centre an important stakeholder in the process. VVO Developer had 
gained experience from another project in which a city planning department and 
a building control centre had gotten into a dispute about the interpretation of the 
plan. Arto Hiltunen vividly elaborates their learning process:

They started to fight against each other. We just stood aside and watched 
that what the hell is happening now. And then we of course figured it out 
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pretty soon that we should’ve, goddamn it, have the person from the build-
ing control centre with us all along, at least in the final phase. XcIX

Based on the analysis which the A-konsultit architects conducted in May 2004, 
the development of solutions progressed through eight different versions of poten-
tial land-use patterns. A partner in A-konsultit architects, Staffan Lodenius, had 
designed the eight basic solutions for land-use patterns. The solutions were dis-
cussed on16 June 2004 in a steering group meeting which had little, if any, impact 
on the actual design solutions. The greater benefit lay in increasing commitment 
and enhancing the approval of the solutions, as described by Staffan Lodenius:

The spirit of commitment, or at least the feeling of it, was somehow wider 
and maybe more intense only because people had come together to evaluate, 
analyze, and prioritize the designs themselves. But let’s say that the process 
didn’t actually produce any new ideas or initiatives. c

Jussi Eerolainen of the Real Estate Services of Espoo appreciated Staffan Lode-
nius’s approach to search for solutions:

We had an excellent brain-storming session at the beginning, and Lodenius 
had designed eight different starting points and alternatives. And we brain-
stormed and thought about them. And I think that Staffan’s question was a 
good one when he kept asking us for an hour and half that what alternative 
is missing […] it was quite fruitful and rewarding session. We sat there for 
several hours and thought about the different solutions. But clearly, Staffan 
designed all the solutions, no doubt about it. He has studied the site and 
run around the forests in Näkinmetsä. cI

The passive role of the city in supervising the project and the lack of clear state-
ments setting the objectives came as a surprise to the architect consultants. Asking 
questions comprised a main tool enabling the architect consultant to move the 
design forward. (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005) The initial eight design 
alternatives were reduced to four in which more detailed design of the street and 
housing typologies were studied, including rough estimates for building volumes. 
The final solution was based on the combination of three of the more detailed 
designs. (A-konsultit arkkitehdit 15.02.2005) However, the actual leading idea 
came from outside the deductive selection process. The founder of A-konsultit 
architects, Eric Adlercreutz, described the design as reminiscent of an Italian vil-
lage. (Interview of Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005)
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At this point, the outline plan was becoming a real thing in the minds of the 
stakeholders. The solution was called “Raitti ja niitty” (“Main Street and Meadow” 
in English). The core components of spatial composition comprised a winding, 
dense main street passing by a central green space and heading towards a castle-
like end of the city structure. One of the most controversial elements in the design 
was the island-like “Fortress Block” (“Linnakortteli” in Finnish). The opponents 
feared that the solutions would narrow the green corridor of the central park too 
much (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005). VVO Developer recognized that 
the “Fortress Block” was a provocative element and they were prepared to with-
draw it from the outline plan. The solution was also at odds with the legitimate 
master plan, but as conceived by VVO Developer, it introduced additional spatial 
value to the design. (Interview of Jari Mäkimattila, April 28 2005)

The steering group reached a conceptual solution in December of 2004. The fol-
lowing illustrations demonstrates the differences between the conceptual solution 
that was based on the draft prepared by the A-konsultit architects in November 
2004, and the draft of the outline plan that went on public display in March 
2006:

The solution was the basis for the draft of the local detailed plan which was of-
ficially displayed for public hearing in March 2006. The building rights for the 
entire area consisted of 110,000 m2, an expanse likely to be slightly decreased 
again after the public hearing (Espoon kaupunki 15.8.2006). There were four dis-
tinct alterations to the plan first conceptualized in 2004. First, the zoning of the 
south-west corner of the area was reconsidered. Development was excluded from 
that section, because VVO Developer feared that alterations to zoning regulations 
would cause resistant from the existing residential area near the Näkinmetsä de-
velopment.69 Second, development was moved further away from the disputed Pa-
lolampi woodland pond. Third, the discovery of a greater than anticipated number 
of flying squirrels in the most remote southeast corner of the area led to a reduc-
tion of building volume there. Fourth, to compensate for this considerable loss of 
building volume, the southern part of the cluster development gained additional 
volume. None of the alterations changed the basic design concept which was pre-
sented as a draft of the local detailed plan for the entire area in March 2006.

The first local detailed plan proposal for the so-called Bassenmäki area of the 
cluster development was scheduled for public display in November 2006. It was 
displayed in February 2007. However, a proposal for the city council to approve 

69  The reasons behind the plan alteration were elaborated in a meeting with Jari Mäkimattila at 
VVO Developer on the 15th of December, 2005.
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the first local detailed plan had not yet been made by the end of this study at the 
end of July 2007.  The original schedule for the plan approval of the first phase had 
already been delayed almost a year. Potential appeals impose further uncertainty 
for the schedule, because the plan proposal has not yet been publicly displayed. 
The difficult topography and determining the density had complicated the pro-
cess. However, the city planners were ready to consider the process a success if they 
were able to get a good local detailed plan and good building design specifications 
that ensure appropriate control and obligate the developer to fulfill particular re-
quirements (Interview of Merja Kiviluoto, May 12 2005).

Conscious approach to communication
VVO Developer considered a communication strategy to be an important com-
ponent of the development process. The Kilterinmäki development in the City 
of Vantaa had involved an active communication strategy that influenced VVO 
Developer’s approach to the Näkinmetsä development. VVO Developer was also 
involved in one of Espoo’s largest cluster developments, Suurpelto in which com-
munications and public relations had a high priority. (Interview of Rauni Koivu-
kangas, June 10 2005) 

Figure 10: Illustration of “Main Street and Meadow” as of 17 December 2004 
(A-konsultit architects)
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Arto Hiltunen had advised the Communication Department of VVO Group to 
meet with the Communication Department of Espoo to negotiate a joint com-
munication strategy. He suggested informing the neighbors and taking the po-
litical parties into consideration. Arto Hiltunen thought that engaging potential 
appeal makers – and particularly acknowledging the reasons for potential appeals 

– would be a success factor for the development. In theory, it should be possible to 
identify issues that may cause some stakeholders to feel that an appeal is justified.  
Once these issues are identified, the stakeholders should be engaged in the project 
and convinced that the development is not against their interests. (Interview of 
Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005)

Ground rules for communicating with the public media were established by the 
steering committee (Interview of Harri Hietanen, May 12 2005). However, the 
rules weren’t clearly documented in the minutes of their meetings. The situation 
wasn’t improved by the waning participation of the Communication Departments. 
The communication department located in the headquarters of VVO Group had 

Figure 11: Illustration of the Näkinmetsä local detailed plan, March 2006 (A-konsultit architects)
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a multitude of other tasks (Interview of Arto Hiltunen, May 18 2005). The situ-
ation was similar in the City of Espoo. After the initial meetings, communication 
department personnel in both the developer’s headquarters and the city became 
occupied with other assignments, traveling, or otherwise unable to attend steering 
group meetings (Interview of Jyrki Iso-Aho, May 9 2005).

One of the communication principles agreed upon in the steering group was that 
representatives of both the city and the developer would answer questions consis-
tently. VVO Group readily left the active communication of the official process 
to the city officials. Based on the planning monopoly of the city, it was the logical 
entity to introduce the development to the public. The communication strategy 
of VVO Group emphasized good and long-term relationships with the munici-
palities and its good track record of affordable housing production. (Interview of 
Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005)

For the Näkinmetsä development, the communication department of  VVO 
Group wanted to create an image of a green and child-friendly atmosphere with 
excellent potential for outdoor activities. The development was designed to im-
prove the current state of the area and to respond to clients’ housing needs. (In-
terview of Rauni Koivukangas, June 10 2005) However, in a public meeting an 
unknown man announced that he was dreaming of a single-family house in Espoo, 
and the plan didn’t include that option (Merikoski 8.3.2005). A representative of 
the city promised in the meeting that it would be possible to reconsider increasing 
the number of sites designated for household developers (Ibid.). The statement 
violated the ground rules regarding consistent communication from the initial 
stakeholders. The question presented in the public meeting suggests a possible 
disconnect between the content of the developer’s production plan and the way 
in which its communications department was presenting the firm’s concern for 
client needs.

A-konsultit architects wanted to model their share in place-making based on 
the image of the Lehtovuori development in the neighboring City of Helsinki. 
The Lehtovuori development had created a certain “brand” that the consultants 
wanted to repeat in Näkinmetsä. (Interview of Staffan Lodenius, June 6 2005)  
Lehtovuori was, however, unique in the City of Helsinki, because it provided oth-
erwise extremely rare sites for the household developers. Such sites were in great 
demand in Helsinki.

In Lehtovuori VVO Developer offered designs for household developers and 
grass-root cooperation was active as household developers formed committees 
and conducted joint procurements (Lähdeoja 2006). VVO Developer emphasized 
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the overall concept of cooperative production of the Lehtovuori development, not 
just its ideas about architecture or urban planning, in publicizing the new project. 
At this point, the firm could have tried to find a new integrative business model 
to support household developers and decide how to apply it, as Näkinmetsä had 
already entered the early phases of design development.

To summarize, VVO Developer had acknowledged communication to be an im-
portant component of the development process. The City of Espoo didn’t share 
this view, but wanted to keep a low profile in communication. During the process, 
VVO Developer suggested increasing interaction with the neighboring commu-
nities. However, the developer was reluctant to work against the will of the city 
planners. These differing communication styles comprised a conflicting interest 
between the city and the developer.

Part 4 will focus on the analysis of interests in developments consisting of multi-
scale negotiations, and look at the actions based on the interests within the devel-
opments. These actions, or absence thereof, will be considered as, components of 
Integrative Development, to demonstrate the value of this approach to  produce 
a built environment that is more sustainable in terms of the content and process. 
The analysis will show what hindrances, such as early commitment to solutions, 
and what benefits, such as increasing trust, the use of Integrative Development. 
Then, the analysis will turn to the role of mediation in spurring Integrative De-
velopments
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Part 4  
 
NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES
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The analysis part of this study discusses the strategies of stakeholders in the de-
velopment and planning process as if it were a negotiation. The analysis is struc-
tured in terms of the Consensus Building approach. The temporal structure of the 
analysis is designed to offer prescriptive advice for both city planners and develop-
ers in the process of negotiating Integrative Developments. This structure does 
not identify specific stages leading one to another. It only provides milestones for 
traversing the negotiation process and viewing the interests of the stakeholders.

Neither of the case studies was initiated as Consensus Building process. The ob-
jective is not to evaluate stakeholder performance in such an endeavor. However, 
the process does provide a temporal framework for the analysis of events and ac-
tions based on the Dual Concern Model (DCM). The consensus-oriented fram-
ing of actions is located in the upper right-hand corner of the model presented 
in figure 2 in Part 2. Ideally, both integrative development and city planning ac-
tivities should move toward the upper right-hand corner of the model, ultimately 
becoming conventional practice.

Claiming positions and authority by boasting of wealth are extreme examples of a 
competitive strategy of the type found in the lowest right-hand corner of the DCM. 
John T. Livingstone, President and COO of  Tishman Urban Development Cor-
poration, vividly elaborated his early career experiences regarding unproductive 
and competitive negotiation behavior.70 With a senior colleague he once attended 
a development negotiation in which his colleague started asking a city official 
how much money he made in a year. After hearing an amount around $50,000, 
Livingstone’s colleague made it clear that with his seven-figure income he was in 
the position of an authority in the upcoming development negotiations. 

This part of the research analyzes the strategies used by the stakeholders in the 
case studies based on the interests and actions elaborated in Part 3. Based on this 
analysis, discussion turns to the findings and suggests possible integrative solu-
tions in situations in which the stakeholders had left unclaimed value on the nego-
tiation table. This study identifies potential integrative solutions to bargaining and 
how integrative potential was missed, I will address each of these as a Potential 
Integrative Solution. A Potential Integrative Solution suggests how and what kind 
of integrative solution could have been prescribed in a particular situation. For ex-
ample, if a developer made competitive claims about building rights, the analysis 
will show how the firm might have been able to find a solution that would have 
moved the strategy towards the upper-right hand corner in the DCM. Analysis 

70  Mr. Livingstone gave a presentation at MIT’s Centre for Real Estate in the fall semester 
2005.
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based on the DCM offers answers to the first and second research questions ad-
dressing the strategies of stakeholders and a potential “joint strategy.”

In addition to looking at the strategies of the stakeholders, the analysis also reveals 
“mediatory actions,” or cooperative strategies of stakeholders that mediate the deci-
sion-making process and lead to integrative solutions that fulfill the interests of 
stakeholders. The analysis focuses in particular on the role of consultants; however, 
contributions from other stakeholders are also considered. In describing Potential 
Integrative Solutions, the analysis shows how reaching the solution could have 
been mediated, or what kind of “mediatory actions” in fact took place. This per-
spective reveals answers to the third research question regarding the potential role 
of a mediator in urban developments.
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Chapter 1  
Initiating discussion

The developments of Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä were initiated in different man-
ners. The Näkinmetsä project involved informal interaction before the official ini-
tiative which was jointly configured.The Päiväranta project was unilaterally initi-
ated by Food Kesko. There are two reasons to analyze the initiation of discussions. 
First, a comparison sheds light on how planning and development initiatives come 
about in organizations. Second, the evolution of development initiatives and the 
strategies behind them show how particular negotiations are initiated with the ex-
ternal stakeholders. Both aspects illuminate the first two research questions. The 
first step is to analyze the early events leading to the Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä 
development projects.

Case Päiväranta: Taking positions
Kesko purchased back the Päiväranta site in 2001. Food Kesko grounded the ac-
quisition decision on the annual store network planning process which sought 
attractive retail sites. Conventionally, store network planning worked behind the 
scenes. Publicity been avoided in the development of new sites; the firm hoped 
that the public wouldn’t notice the development activity until the plan became 
legitimate and the site was ready for construction. The initial framing of the de-
velopment activity was in line with the competitive strategies in the DCM.

To decide to aquire the site, Food Kesko and Kesko Real Estate had to agree that 
the site was attractive enough. A steady stream of potential patronage existed 
nearby. A hypermarket could be fitted to the site according to the concept specifi-
cations. The site was feasible for a concept solution that had been predefined and 
accepted in Food Kesko before any negotiations took place with the other stake-
holders. Within the DCM, the concepts of Food Kesko represented positions and 
contending solutions. For example, a conception that a hypermarket cannot be  
a multilevel building limits the number of alternative sites and also solutions on 
a particular site.71 Flexibility on that aspect of the concept might have satisfied a 
greater number of interests.

71  The main competitor of Food Kesko, S Group has split hypermarkets into two levels, for 
example, in a recently constructed shopping centre of Sello in the City of Espoo. Food Kesko 
regarded the solution viable because Prisma hypermarket of S Group has also been financially 
successful (Interview of Juha Rinne, April 7 2005).
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For the purposes of this study, the negotiation process begins when the store net-
work planners first identified the site. This phase constituted a preparatory stage 
of negotiations. A series of systematic routines, such as meetings, information 
gathering, and preparation of concept manuals formed the development practice 
of Kesko. Put another way, store network planning provided Food Kesko with the 
information needed to negotiate. In the case of Päiväranta, the preparatory phase 
produced the initiative for the development.

An initiative for a development can arise either from inside or outside an organi-
zation (see figure 12). Both urban and corporate planning can support the con-
sideration of “internal initiatives” and review “external initiatives” from an inter-
est-based perspective. However, in the case of Päiväranta both public and private 
planning measures strengthened competitive positions. From the perspective of 
Kesko, the case of Päiväranta constituted an internal initiative with rigid solutions 
leading to negotiations with the city planners who weren’t aware that they had 
any particular interest in the project. The earlier political decision to abolish the 
hypermarket ban obliged the city planners to continue the negotiations.

During the building of long-term relationships among the initials stakeholders, 
the source of initiative may also become jointly configured as happened in the case 
of Näkinmetsä. Joint configuration has facilitative benefits in avoiding “reactive 
devalution” (Mnookin, Ross 1995:23). I will discuss the positive effects of joint 
configuration of initiatives later in conjunction with the analysis of Näkinmetsä 
case.

Figure 12: Dimensions of initiatives for developments and planning activities
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When the Päiväranta development had been identified and a decision was made 
to purchase the site, the process was still unofficial. It also remained confidential 
until the zoning application was filed and the process was made public. The pro-
cess constituted three phases of initiating discussion. These include 1) the search 
for a site with store network planning and a decision to commit based on pre-
defined objectives deriving from concept specifications; 2) the start of informal 
and confidential talks with unavoidable stakeholders such as city officials; and 3) 
launch of  the official assessment and zoning process.

None of the three stages of initiating discussion contained a thorough and con-
scious mapping of stakeholders and their interests, followed by an analysis of how 
to proceed. In the first phase of initiating discussion, Kesko had internally deter-
mined how to approach the development.  Instead of first internally mapping the 
site-specific interests of Food Kesko, the objectives for the development were set 
by the firm’s physical concept specifications and its new day-light hypermarkets 
From the perspective of Food Kesko, the initiative was internal and a product of 
the store network planning. The City Planning Department of Kuopio considered 
the initiative external without any particular interests for the city. Thus, strategic 
corporate and city planning failed to increase awareness of a common ground. The 
official city planning adopted a competitive strategy to cope with retail develop-
ment after the hypermarket ban was abolished.

The first stage of initiating internal discussion in Kesko failed to prepare the con-
cept specifications in a fashion that supported integrative negotiations without 
fixed solutions. Concept specifications comprised a competitive strategy, for ex-
ample in terms of selecting the site. Another example of hard bargaining was the 
concept requirements for parking spaces which had caused a dispute in the devel-
opment of Maununneva grocery store discussed above. Internal stakeholders of 
Kesko had set rigid prerequisites for developments. This is not to say that the new 
concept specifications ignored the “enlightened self-interests” entirely. The use 
of day-light improved the sustainability of the new hypermarkets making them 
more desirable in terms of energy consumption. In Britain, however, Sainsbury 
supermarket chain has been accused of “greening” the supermarkets in an attempt 

Figure 13: Phases of initiating discussion in the case of Päiväranta
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to draw attention away from other more significant sustainability issues (Carmona 
2003). Adopting sustainable concept features does not justify bypassing integra-
tive development solutions in a local context. If a developer embeds a standard 
approach of increasing sustainable components in building design as a competitive 
strategy, it loses the full value of a more sustainable integrative approach. Lazy 
problem-solving may leave gains on the table.

Rigid physical concepts and work routines focusing on concepts as pre-defined 
solutions of internal interests restricted the firm’s ability to initiate discussion of 
alternative and case-sensitive solutions. The Integrative Development approach 
bridges continuous organization routines and particular project negotiations. In 
other words, preparation for negotiations, or initiating discussion, begins prior to 
the conception of a particular project, or of a negotiation process regarding a devel-
opment. Integrative Development is a continuous approach with no case-specific 
commitment. This systematic approach, for example, affects the initial selection 
of sites and gaining access to them. Consequently, the upcoming negotiations and 
stakeholders related to a potential site are different from negotiations deriving, for 
example, from the conventional development approach of Food Kesko. The strate-
gic decision to change organizational routines towards integrative approaches can 
lead to a development trajectory that provides more satisfying results for a greater 
number of stakeholders. The creation of successful niches for Integrative Develop-
ment begins by consciously adopting an appropriate approach and work routines.

The second stage of initiating discussion took place after the acquisition of the 
site. Food Kesko didn’t negotiate with the City of Kuopio about the alteration 
of zoning regulations before buying the Päiväranta site from Sponda Plc. Kesko 
made an early commitment to this particular site. The firm moved to secure ac-
cess to the site based on the assumption that the project would be feasible and 
that the city council would ultimately approve the proposed plan. Moreover, the 
competitive approach to development included making the project look inevitable 
and already “virtually constructed” – a self-assertive approach to presenting the 
zoning proposal.

Kesko’s standard BATNA was to sell the site if the internal interests weren’t ful-
filled or the project had proved otherwise unfeasible. Kesko considered land prop-
erty as a liquid asset that could be bought and sold with ease. Land property 
formed a kind of bank with a reserve for prospect commercial sites. The BATNA 
wasn’t particularly considered and consciously developed for the Päiväranta case, 
because the acquisition was a part of the win-lose game in which deliberate BAT-
NAs don’t exist.
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The use of a Due Diligence72 process and pre-agreement arrangements could have 
been a Potential Integrative Solution. Food Kesko could have asked Sponda Plc 
for a few weeks of commitment not to negotiate with other potential buyers dur-
ing which Kesko could have completed a Due Diligence process. A fast-track 
process on the part of Kesko, would have met Sponda’s need find an acceptable 
price level for the transaction initiated by Kesko. During the Due Diligence pro-
cess, Kesko could have negotiated with the City of Kuopio and the Municipal-
ity of Siilinjärvi about possible alternative locations for a new hypermarket. The 
process would have secured the site for a period of time in addition to avoiding 
an early commitment to invest. Mapping the interests of cities could have taken 
place when real alternatives for the site selection existed. City planners may have 
known of value-adding alternatives that would have combined the interests of 
several stakeholders or mitigate the possible negative side-effects of the develop-
ment. Integrative Development takes advantage of the crucial knowledge held by 
city planners of the diverse interests of stakeholders that can be connected to add 
value and satisfy interests, instead of city planners only focusing on generating 
design solutions.

Even if the search for alternative locations didn’t lead to any solution, a further 
effort to satisfy the interests of stakeholders would have been made on behalf of 
the developer. Furthermore, Food Kesko would have acquired early information 
on the interests of cities regarding the development. This information could have 
been used to prepare for the negotiations in order to enhance one’s own “enlight-
ened self-interests” while also preparing suggestions for value-adding solutions. 
Food Kesko may have also benefited from the information in reaching an efficient 
agreement in negotiations with Sponda Plc regarding the land acquisition.

The third stage of initiating discussion took place by launching the official zon-
ing process. At this phase the development became publicly known and received 
media coverage by the local newspapers. Food Kesko transferred the development 
initiative to a process that was guided by the City Planning Department of Kuopio. 
From the perspective of Kesko, the city ran the project and it was the duty of the 
city planners to determine which parties would be affected by the development.

Food Kesko remained inactive in identifying the stakeholders in the official pro-
cess, but unofficially it had convened with the neighboring victory garden associa-
tion and sponsored, for example, food supplies to support the events of volunteer 

72  In finance, due diligence is the process of research and analysis that takes place in advance of 
an acquisition or investment in order to determine the value of the subject of the due diligence or 
whether there are any “skeletons in the closet” (Wikipedia contributors 2007).
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work related to maintaining the victory garden. Food Kesko used these coop-
erative strategies to make the attitudes inside the association more amendable 
towards the development. Food Kesko aimed to build a coalition with the board 
members of the association. However, this approach to coalition building focused 
on public relations by giving food and hoping the association would yield, rather 
than focusing on potential mutual interests in a fair manner increasing trust be-
tween the parties.

The official planning process began with the mandatory Environmental Impact 
Assessment process that also became the physical forum for the negotiations. The 
initial stakeholders didn’t make the local stakeholder groups accountable in the 
work of the steering group. Public hearing and filing statements constituted the 
means by which local stakeholders could try to influence the process. Reducing 
deliberation posed a competitive strategy of the City of Kuopio, because it had 
the mandate to convene the official negotiations. The city planners practiced their 
conventional routines of official planning. The developer didn’t request any wider 
deliberation either; the firm framed its approach in what it construed to be the 
most competitively advantageous framework for its own interests, hoping that “no 
one would notice” the process.

In the Integrative Development approach the Environmental Impact Assessment 
would have been conceived as a part of the negotiation process rather than as a 
technical documentation of assessments of whether the project was feasible or not 

– or as a rigorous assessment providing the one and correct solution. Instead of a 
conventional technical agenda, the programming of the assessment would have 
focused on determining the problems or opportunities that are important to the 
particular interests of stakeholders. For example, technical issues on which the 
EIA focused, such as the impacts on the road network, would have arisen as part 
of the interests of the City of Kuopio and the Road Administration. However, on 
the local level the victory garden association was also concerned about the traffic 
impacts, but wasn’t actively engaged in the assessment process. The occasion of 
establishing the steering group would have provided a suitable event for mapping 
the stakeholders and their interests within a single-text approach as a part of pro-
gramming the impact assessment. The Integrative Development approach would 
also have supported the interests of the Environmental Centre in ensuring the 
feasibility of the project by engaging the stakeholders who could have safeguarded 
their own interests in the programming of the impact assessment.
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Mediation and initiating discussion: Organizational and project 
dimensions of mediation
The case of Päiväranta wasn’t mediated with a conscious approach at any stage. 
No third party was identified as a professional mediator. The same applies to the 
case of Näkinmetsä. Moore (2003:8) has defined mediation as an extension or 
elaboration of a negotiation process that involves the intervention of an accept-
able third party who has limited (or no) authoritative decision-making power. The 
Herman, Hollett, and Gale model (HHG model) also relies on the main stream 
conception of the role of a mediator as a third party.

 As discussed in Part 2, the theoretical literature still does not furnish an unam-
biguous definition of mediation. Within the context of this research and Inte-
grative Development, this study relies on a definition that includes features of 
developmental facilitation, for example, in terms of how stakeholder organizations 
can learn to improve their performance. This definition of mediation includes an 
organizational dimension, while the project dimension focuses on the content of 
issues specific to the development. These two dimensions may co-exist because 
the initial stakeholders can learn by doing and apply their knowledge to other 
projects.

 An intriguing question then arises: What kind of “mediatory actions” – if any 
– occurred in the case studies if neither of them was consciously mediated? What 
conclusions might be drawn from those actions that might enhance the practice 
of urban development and planning? The existing and possible “mediatory actions” 
in the cases are relevant to the third research question in this study regarding the 
potential role and character of a mediator in urban developments and planning.

The three stages of initiating discussion involve at least two relevant dimensions:

First, increasing awareness of Integrative Development in organizations facili-
tates a transition towards negotiation that can lead to more efficient agreements. 
This first dimension of mediation primes antecedent conditions for mediation in 
particular projects. The second dimension involves mediation during a particu-
lar development negotiation to reach solutions that benefit a greater number of 
stakeholders and produce lasting agreements. The second dimension comprises 
the actual mediation of negotiations while the first one focuses on training and 
capacity-building. Ideally, the training takes place, of course, before the develop-
ment and planning activities, but most likely in every negotiation there will always 
be a stakeholder who has never heard about integrative negotiations. This aspect 
is taken into consideration in the prescriptive advice on the mediation of Integra-
tive Developments offered in the fifth and last part of this study.
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The organizational dimension of mediation involves an awareness of necessary 
“mediatory actions.” For example, Patrick Hublin had a conception of a strate-
gic approach to implementing the supervisory task of the Environmental Cen-
tre, not only in the case of Päiväranta, but also in other developments. Engaging 
stakeholders made the tasks of the Environmental Centre easier by introducing 
stakeholder knowledge and interests to the process. Within the HHG model, the 
nature of strategic decision making, such as store network planning, city planning, 
or overseeing the spatial planning of municipalities, falls into the category of an-
tecedent conditions for mediation of a development. More precisely, they set the 
institutional context affecting the upcoming negotiations in conjunction with the 
belief and attitudes of the members of organizations who practice their daily work 
routines in developments.

Within the project dimension of mediation concerning a particular negotiation 
process, Patrick Hublin engaged Siilinjärvi because he suspected that a potential 
conflict of interests existed. Siilinjärvi was a powerful institutional opponent on a 
regional level. Hublin moved the process towards integrative negotiation by think-
ing of Siilinjärvi’s interest and the need to engage the municipality in the process 
in order to reach a lasting agreement and avoid a likely appeal. However, Patrick 
Hublin didn’t apply the “mediatory actions” systematically and with a consistent 
approach in the sense of Integrative Development. For example,. Hublin’s co-
operative strategy took Siilinjärvi into consideration but not the victory garden 
association. The Environmental Centre and Hublin were not designated neutral 
mediators in the process, even though Siilinjärvi at one stage asked Hublin to 
convene a sidebar meeting between Kuopio and Siilinjärvi. The Environmental 
Centre was a stakeholder in the negotiation process with particular interests and a 
right to make an appeal against the development. Patrick Hublin acted as a mem-
ber of the group and stepped into the role of a mediator based on his awareness 
and knowledge of how to conduct the tasks set by legislation and the Ministry of 
the Environment.

Hublin’s strategy demonstrates a link between emergent “mediatory actions” dur-
ing negotiations and the antecedent conditions for mediation in the institutional 
context. In the HHG model, Hublin’s action during the negotiations falls into 
the category of Mediation, and more precisely as a Procedural Factor of Decision 
Making. The HHG model distinguishes “clients shape decisions” and “media-
tor-driven closure” as two ways of reaching decisions. Both ways are based on the 
assumption that the mediator is a third party. When a member of a group steps 
into the role of a mediator, a third category could be located between the two 
categories of the HHG model: “a member of a group shaping decisions.” Hublin’s 
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“mediatory action” derived from his awareness of a cooperative strategy through 
which the Environmental Centre might conduct its tasks.

Another example of a “mediatory action” can be drawn from the Maununneva gro-
cery store project elaborated above. The Head of Kesko Real Estate Services in-
tervened in a hard bargaining negotiation regarding the number of parking places. 
He suggested reducing the number of parking spaces in order to save the surface 
rocks. In this case, a representative of one group stepped into the role of mediator 
and proposed a solution that produced fewer parking spaces, but enough good-
will to reach an agreement.73 The member of a stakeholder organization acted as 
an emergent mediator who became aware that something was wrong and took 
action by proposing a solution. The mediation focused on suggesting a content 
solution instead of proposing an alteration to the process as Patrick Hublin did.

Mediatory behavior can function within an organization and help it accomplish 
its tasks without third-party intervention. This does not mean that mediation by 
a neutral third party was unnecessary in the case of Päiväranta. It only suggests 
that “mediatory actions” and cooperative strategies are parts of current practice. 
Strengthening such actions can improve antecedent conditions by training people 
in the use of alternative approaches and using mediation during the actual devel-
opment negotiations.

This section has identified three phases of initiating discussion in the case of 
Päiväranta: the developer’s search for sites and decisions about buying the site 
based on predefined solutions; bi-lateral and confidential negotiations with in-
evitable stakeholders such as the city; and launching the official zoning process. 
The store network planning of Food Kesko and the official planning of the City 
of Kuopio imposed competitive framings on the development of Päiväranta. The 
planning routines of the initial stakeholders formed antecedent conditions hinder-
ing initiation of discussion to find joint gains.

These activities show how negotiations and mediation affect not only the out-
comes development and planning, but also the improvement of antecedent condi-
tions. Development and planning practitioners need to acquire a greater awareness 
of cooperative strategies before engaging in a negotiation. Developmental media-
tion and coaching participants to adopt an integrative mental model can improve 

73  The setting resembles the traditional “Good Cop Bad Cop” hard bargaining tactics (e.g. 
Mnookin, Peppet & Tulumello 2000:25). But in this case the question was more about internal 
conflict than deliberate negotiation tactics while the result provided fewer parking spaces than 
initially was agreed internally in Food Kesko.
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the antecedent conditions and initiation of developments. The mediatory role of 
the Environmental Centre didn’t entirely change the framing of the development 
from a competitive to a cooperative one, but it engaged Siilinjärvi in the process 
and thus avoided potential litigation; in the end, Siilinjärvi didn’t file an appeal.

Case Näkinmetsä: Joint configuration of initiative
The case of Näkinmetsä also included three phases of initiating discussion. How-
ever, the first two phases were significantly different than in the case of Päiväranta. 
The first phase included the decision of VVO Group to adopt strategic approach-
es within its organization, and the desire of the City of Espoo to enhance housing 
production – an interest independent from particular development negotiations. 
The second phase was launched with the application of VVO Developer to obtain 
a residential site in Espoo, leading to bi-lateral and informal negotiations with the 
city. The third phase triggered the official process and made it publicly known.

 
 
The first phase primed the antecedent conditions for upcoming negotiations in 
both cases. VVO Developer had adopted a conscious strategy to enhance its re-
lationships with the municipalities in order to gain accesses to sites and become 
a desirable partner. The strategic approach of VVO Developer to gain desirable 
sites was based on leaving the solutions and final locations of prospective sites 
open to negotiations instead of adopting rigid conceptions of prime locations or 
standard solutions. In practice, an ongoing discussion about potential collabora-
tion forms and sites existed at the CEO level with the municipalities. Moreover, 
VVO Developer is partially owned by municipalities through VVO Group, which 
increases its trustworthiness and commitment to the “common good” through 
public ownership and control. In addition, VVO Developer’s well-known focus on 
producing affordable housing increased its desirability and trustworthiness from 
the perspective of the public sector managers.

VVO Developer had unconsciously developed a good BATNA for its negotiations 
for Näkinmetsä:  If these negotiations did not appear to be headed for an agree-
ment, the discussion would continue regarding another location. Risk manage-
ment posed the only problem. The discussion and potential design development 

Figure 14: Phases of initiating discussion in the case of Näkinmetsä

CORPORATE STRATEGY-MAKING
LAND-USE POLICY-MAKING

 BI-LATERAL AND IN-
FORMAL NEGOTIATIONS

OFFICIAL PLANNING
AND ZONING PROCESS
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related to negotiations would not be allowed to consume excessive resources or 
compromise efficiency. Hence, the BATNA became less desirable the longer the 
negotiations continued and the more resources they consumed. A Potential Inte-
grative Solutions for risk management could have consisted of proposing a cluster 
of developments that could be negotiated and deliberated at least partially in the 
same meetings and possibly with the same assessments.

From the perspective of the City of Espoo, the first phase of initiating internal 
discussion took place by launching the fruitful process of producing the land-use 
policy of 1998. According to the ratified policy, the strategic objective of the city 
was to increase low-rise and dense housing production. The policy-making pro-
cess of Espoo was based on the interests of the city but did not prescribe any par-
ticular physical planning solutions or locations. The policy document provided an 
expression of interests that other initial stakeholders – such as developers – could 
use in thinking about the interests of the city and proposing mutual gains. The 
city planning and development tradition in Espoo also supported readiness for 
cooperative strategies due to the shortage of city-owned land supply. Both the 
land-use policy and the city planning tradition provided favorable antecedent con-
ditions for negotiations regarding a particular development initiative – in this case, 
about Näkinmetsä.

The land-use policy of Espoo and the aspiration of VVO Developer to increase 
its small-scale housing production skills created a common ground for negotia-
tions. The city had declared its strategic interest in increasing small-scale housing 
production in the land-use policy. VVO Developer had been actively building 
relationships with the city and it had an interest in a joint search for solutions. 
The positive framing of small-scale housing development in both organizations 
enhanced the discovery of common ground. The policies of both initial stakehold-
ers provided grounds for fostering not only a single successful development but a 
number of them. Positive experiences from the pilot-development were important 
both for the city and the developer in making a transition into a more satisfactory 
way of producing the built environment.

The second phase of initiating discussion took place when VVO Developer filed 
the application for a site in early 1999, soon after the City of Espoo had approved 
the land-use policy. The initiative led to a series of unofficial bi-lateral negotia-
tions between VVO Developer and the Real Estate Services of Espoo regard-
ing potential sites. However, they discovered joint interests in Näkinmetsä only 
after the Real Estate Services had tried for years to bring the area into the zon-
ing program of the city. The city had acquired the land property in Näkinmetsä 
in 2000. Non-cooperative relations between the City Planning Department and 
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Real Estate Services had hindered the zoning process. Bi-lateral and long-last-
ing negotiations without committing to particular solutions or sites resulted in a 
coalition between Real Estate Services and VVO Developer. Real Estate Services 
had discovered that the interests of VVO Developer could be used to streamline 
the process if it shifted to a cooperative strategy that put external pressure on the 
city’s own organization. 

Despite the inaction of the City Planning Department, Real Estate Services en-
gaged VVO Developer and political constituencies in the real estate committee 
in collaborative strategies. A shift from a competitive to a collaborative approach 
also occurred in relation to the City Planning Department, as VVO Developer’s 
participation mitigated the work load of city planners and meet their interests. 
However, Real Estate Services maintained a competitive stance towards political 
constituencies other than the real estate committee. Real Estate Services person-
nel thought that to successfully launch the development, they should disregard 
the higher level of political decision making. Such a strategy could work only once. 
Reduced trust led to administrative changes that further increased competition 
between the politicians and the city officials.

The third phase of initiating discussion began in stormy conditions. The real es-
tate committee had officially granted VVO Developer a right to conduct studies 
on the Näkinmetsä area – without any commitments from the city that VVO De-
veloper would obtain sites in the area. The idea that VVO Developer would cover 
development costs and later benefit from the collaboration was an implicit part 
of the “trusting relationship”74 between the city and VVO Developer. However, 
issues of costs and benefits were never openly discussed. The collaborative fram-
ing was overshadowed by a competitive approach to sharing the risks of the de-
velopment process. For example, through political decision-making processes not 
entirely engaged in the process, sites could be distributed to competitors of VVO 
Developer with better conditions, or, a prolonged development process could miss 
the favorable economic cycle.

In the third and last phase of initiating discussion, the development was made 
public in December 2003. The actual beginning of the official zoning process and 
public hearing almost two years later was an extension of the decision of the real 
estate committee to grant VVO Developer a right to conduct the studies. Mean-
while, disagreement arose over the principles of deliberation; VVO Developer 
proposed a collaborative strategy with a wider public participation, while the City 

74  All interviewees from the behalf of VVO and the City of Espoo, except the city planners, 
stressed the trustworthy relationship between the initial stakeholders.
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Planning Department relied on the competitive strategy opposing it. The con-
flict between the two initial stakeholders remained unresolved. VVO Developer 
yielded to the will of the city planners out of fear disagreement would threaten 
future relationships with the City Planning Department. 

A Potential Integrative Solution could have been to have the architect-consultant 
take a mediating role in the process when the city expressed unwillingness to ac-
cept the rules of principled negotiations. VVO Developer had already adopted 
features of integrative negotiations and preferred a wider deliberation. The media-
tion could have helped the stakeholders to reach a wiser and better thought out 
decision about how to initiate discussion with the public at large. 

This section has identified three phases of initiating discussion in the case of 
Näkinmetsä. Unlike in the case of Päiväranta, the first two phases configured the 
initiative jointly for the development. VVO Developer had consciously maintained 
relationships and informal negotiations with the City of Espoo. VVO Developer 
had named Näkinmetsä as a prospect collaboration area after the strategic deci-
sion to withdraw from purchasing the land area. The City of Espoo made the final 
call to engage VVO Developer in the development of Näkinmetsä to enhance its 
own “enlightened self-interests.” Building relationships between the city and the 
developer comprised an ongoing process with a focus on joint identification of 
development potential instead of on rigid solutions. 

In the case of Päiväranta, the store network planning of Kesko produced solutions 
internally without initiating discussion with the City of Kuopio. In the second 
phase, the initial stakeholders initiated bi-lateral negotiations. Both Food Kesko 
and the City Planning Department of Kuopio adopted competitive strategies 
rather than developing a joint approach to configuring the commercial city struc-
ture.
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Chapter 2 
Searching for solutions and creating value

The two case studies of this research provide different perspectives on search-
ing for solutions. In the case of Näkinmetsä, the design development, or search 
for solutions, was more intertwined with the Environmental Impact Assessment 
process. In the case of Päiväranta, the solution was conceived as a “standard hyper-
market” that became the object of an assessment process.

Case Päiväranta: Fixed concepts
This section lays out the process of searching for solutions and creating value in 
the previously identified three phases of initiating discussion: organization rou-
tines preparing for the negotiations, bi-lateral negotiations with the city, and the 
official assessment and zoning process.

Preparing for negotiations with a competitive development approach
The first phase of initiating discussion inside the organization of Food Kesko con-
stituted an internal negotiation process setting the objectives in the form of com-
mercial concepts. This phase was independent from any particular development 
negotiation process. The recently renewed concept of a hypermarket provided a 
basis for the objectives of the development negotiations. Food Kesko selected the 
Päiväranta site because it fulfilled the concept requirements.

Food Kesko didn’t initiate any project-specific internal discussions regarding the 
company’s interests in the Päiväranta development before buying the site. The 
concept specifications constituted a mandate to conduct the negotiations with the 
city officials. The concepts were, however, from time to time contested inside the 
organization although the case of Päiväranta did not stimulate any reevaluation 
of the concept requirements. Food Kesko considered the “standard solution” to be 
feasible for the site. In other words, the site wouldn’t have been selected if it wasn’t 
first identified as acceptable for the current hypermarket concept.

Within the DCM, the adoption of a standard solution fits into the category of 
compromises in the attempts of fulfilling the interests of Food Kesko and the City 
of Kuopio. Food Kesko evaded putting time and resources into creative and site-
specific problem-solving or searching for potential emergent opportunities. The 
organization lacked efficient routines to conduct internal negotiations to reach in-
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tegrative and value-adding proposals for solutions.75 Moreover, the concepts gave 
Food Kesko a safe basis for agreeing on acceptable and efficient solutions with 
tolerable risks.

The alteration of an agreed-upon concept created a feeling of an additional risk 
and uncertainty. For example, in the case of Maununneva, will parking spaces be 
sufficient if their number is reduced in order to save surface rocks?  This sugges-
tion for streamlining the project to make it more acceptable to external stakehold-
ers shifted the internal strategy from compromising to competing by contesting 
the concept specifications. For the affected stakeholders the reduction looked like 
a collaborative strategy. Food Kesko had previously agreed on the parking spaces 
as fixed solutions giving the negotiator a mandate in the form of a concept.

The negotiator for Food Kesko failed to see the danger of losing the project al-
together, or delaying it and causing financial losses greater than the loss of a few 
parking spaces. The real financial gain of a few parking spaces would also have to 
be weighed against the ill will created among the locals, unfavorable publicity in 
the newspapers, and the negative impact on the urban environment. Moreover, 
Food Kesko overlooked the potential integrative solutions of adding street parking 
nearby. The behavior of the negotiator was risk-averse within the framework of 
predefined goals and competitive defense of them.

Food Kesko wanted to increase the efficiency of its commercial concepts to lower 
investment costs and make the solutions more efficient and predictable as a part 
of the risk management. The concepts seemed to assure an acceptable and pre-
dictable price level for investments. In the current development practice of Food 
Kesko, a deviation from a concept specification, or starting from scratch would 
have increased uncertainty by initiating discussion not only internally, but also 
with other stakeholders such as cities. In the past, Kesko had condemned less prof-
itable investments as too expensive (Interview of Eero Ahtela, February 23 2005). 
In short, the acceptability of a certain risk level was connected to predefined so-
lutions not only in terms of functionality, but also regarding building costs. The 
impressions of cost efficiency and tolerable risk levels supported the selection of 
a competitive strategy in which internally well-thought out solutions made sense 
and provided security for the internal stakeholders of Kesko.

75  Based on the initial findings of this research, I conducted an exploratory training session 
for Food Kesko regarding Integrative Developement. The objective of the training was to create 
methods and organization routines for Kesko to engage in Integrative Development.
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In an Integrative Development approach the concern for escalating costs would 
have been resolved with a lower level of commitment to solutions during the early 
phases of negotiations. Problem solving at later phases might have identified cost-
effective designs leading to acceptable solutions. Effective development routines 
can mitigate the increase of labor and development costs in mapping the internal 
interests instead of committing to predefined solutions. The reward might come, 
for example, in the form of a greater number of potential sites that can be con-
sidered for commercial purposes. Moreover, the use of concepts didn’t remove the 
need for internal negotiations and interaction in making the decision about the 
attractiveness of a prospect site. The question is then how to make the most of this 
interaction. The next chapter returns to this issue in a discussion of decision-mak-
ing and in the prescriptive conclusions of this study.

In sum, Food Kesko conceived the site of Päiväranta acceptable based on the 
store network planning and predetermined concept specifications.  There was no 
discussion about the potential of the specific site during the preparatory phase of 
negotiations. Instead, the concept specifications framed the negotiation strategies 
in the upcoming initiation of discussion with the city planners.

Bi-lateral and unofficial negotiations
The second stage of discussion involved informing the City of Kuopio about the 
development. In spring 2001, Food Kesko drafted jointly with Kesko Real Estate 
an outline for the solution on the basis of concept specifications. The draft was 
turned into a presentation by a local architect in Kuopio; the firm had no intention 
of engaging him more deeply into a problem-solving process. However, the local 
architect took the design materials and worked up the design in great technical 
detail, including specific dimensions and parts of the original building on the site 
to be demolished. The completeness of the designs signaled the competitive readi-
ness of Food Kesko to begin construction work as soon as possible.

Before filing the zoning application in October 2001, Kesko negotiated with the 
city planners to introduce the development as a way to improve services and boost 
the economic development of the region. The city managers of Kuopio had been 
amendable to the development and its economic impacts, but the only recently 
lifted ban on hypermarkets ban still made the City Planning Department feel 
defensive toward such a proposal. Kesko anticipated unwillingness from the City 
Planning Department. The anticipated resistance caused Kesko to make the stra-
tegic choice of committing to refurbish the old terminal facilities into a hyper-
market.
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Food Kesko conceived the use of the old structures as a compromise, hoping the 
city would yield on some of the concept requirements, such as a building size of 
15,000 m2. However, no actual economic impacts or sustainability factors were 
studied before making the proposal to use the old structures. Nor was the im-
portance of the sustainability issue in the scale of the building design explored 
jointly with the city before making the commitment. Architect consultant Mauri 
Tommila, CEO of Tommila Architects, objected at first to the use of old struc-
tures. The final solution retained a part of the old structures as first planned, but 
this compromise does not appear to have had a significant impact on reaching an 
agreement and a legitimate local detailed plan. The sustainability concerns of the 
city focused more on issues of traffic and service structure rather than on detailed 
building design.

The use of existing structures wasn’t the only way to try to “green” the project. The 
initial Kesko site plan included a re-cycling service point on the parking lot of the 
hypermarket. Again, such details had little effect on the feasibility of the devel-
opment, but they were included in the site plan to make the development more 
attractive to the city.

The framing of the City Planning Department was initially competitive, because 
the hypermarkets weren’t a desired trajectory of development in Kuopio. More-
over, the first attempts to try to influence the location and implementation of the 
first hypermarkets as a part of a more sustainable city structure were failures. Par-
allel to the Päiväranta development, the City Planning Department was planning 
for residential development on city-owned land. The allocation of time became 
difficult and led to the strategy of inaction by giving first priority to the city’s own 
projects. A cooperative component, although under the supervision of city man-
agement and political constituencies, was the acceptance of the development into 
the planning program of the city with a precondition that Kesko would provide 
resources for the assessment and zoning process.

In conclusion, the enthusiasm and support of the city for its own projects was not 
extended to the hypermarket development.  However, it was willing to allow the 
Kesko-supported assessment and zoning process to go forward and to accept the 

“standard solution” that Kesko offered. 

A Potential Integrative Solution to search for retail locations would have involved 
first mapping the interests internal to Kesko. The primary interest of Food Kesko 
was to increase its market share in the region of Northern Kuopio. The develop-
ment of the Päiväranta site would have been one option among others to be nego-
tiated with the initial stakeholders, such as the City of Kuopio. Joint commitment 
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to the selected site, in this case to the site of Päiväranta, would have engaged the 
initial stakeholders in terms of their own interests. In other words, all projects 
can, and should, matter for the city. Mapping of local potentials of the site would 
have been the next step. Before committing to the site, Kesko should have already 
mapped its potential from its own perspective and thought about what solutions 
would fulfill the likely interests of the city.

Furthermore, the cost estimate became an issue early on. In bi-lateral and unoffi-
cial negotiations with the City of Kuopio, the cost issue surfaced on two levels: the 
costs of assessments and zoning process, and the costs of infrastructure improve-
ments. The negotiations about the costs continued throughout the process in the 
sidebars of the official process.

A prerequisite for taking the project to the zoning program of the city was that 
Kesko would cover the costs of all required assessments. The rationale of the city 
planners for the cost division was that they didn’t consider the city to have any 
particularly interest in the project. The contribution of the city to the process was 
agreeing to supervise it. Kesko agreed on the procedure without any bargaining 
because they wanted to get the process going even though they were aware that 
assessment costs can sometimes be excessive.

The allocation of infrastructure costs produced an agreement on the principles of 
the cost estimate in an early sidebar meeting between Kesko, the City of Kuopio, 
and the Road Administration. During the assessment process it became evident 
that a need for infrastructure improvement existed regardless of the construction 
of the hypermarket. The costs were allocated to different components of infra-
structure that needed to be upgraded or constructed. The components were then 
assigned to the stakeholders.

Kesko’s share consisted of contributing to all listed components. However, the 
division was made only in terms of the content without taking any stand on the 
amount of the costs. For example, if Kesko and the City of Kuopio were assigned 
to jointly cover the costs for street lighting, the agreement didn’t determine the 
percentage distribution between Kesko and the city. The agreement signaled that 
Kesko must cover the majority of the costs, because all components of infrastruc-
ture had been allocated to Kesko. The competitive strategies of the Road Admin-
istration and the City of Kuopio were to secure the participation of Kesko in all 
items while being aware that reaching an agreement was a prerequisite for launch-
ing the zoning process.
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In short, the agreement constituted a rough principle of cost division without al-
location of specific amounts that weren’t known at the time. Increased awareness 
of potential mutual benefits would have weakened the competitive negotiation 
position of the city in cost division. However, a cooperative strategy would have 
increased the trustworthiness of the city as a fair negotiator and desirable location 
for investments. The cooperative strategy would have increased the competitive-
ness of the city in the long run, but may have increased the spending on infrastruc-
ture. If solutions were packaged, for example in terms of building right and quality, 
a cooperative strategy could have eliminated even the short-term increase in the 
financial burden of infrastructure costs.

Official assessment and zoning process
The third stage of initiating discussion took place by launching the official zoning 
process and steering group work for the Environmental Impact Assessment. The 
search for alternative solutions during the assessment process was focused mainly 
on traffic issues. More precisely, the key planning issue was how the hypermarket 
could be connected to the road network.

The assumptions on economic impacts were based on the conception of a stan-
dard hypermarket. The assessment process focused on whether a standard hyper-
market was feasible or not, rather than thinking about how diverse stakeholder 
interests could be accommodated. In other words, the basic outline for the design 
remained intact during the assessment and official zoning process, which imposed 
a competitive framing and didn’t stimulated a search for value-adding alterations 
to the early conceptual solution.

Food Kesko had defined its objectives based on the concept specifications. Now, 
those objectives that remained unaltered during the bi-lateral stage entered the as-
sessment and official zoning process. During the first steering group meeting, the 
representative of Kesko identified their objectives in terms of user function and 
floor area requirements. Convening the first steering group meeting marked the 
point in the process for initiating a wider discussion with all stakeholders identi-
fied in the assessment process.

The proposal wasn’t, however, new to the city officials who had accepted the ap-
plication to the zoning program of the city. The City Planning Department could 
have taken a cooperative strategy towards the Kesko initiative before it reached 
the bi-lateral stage. In the DCM framework, the approaches of the city to the pri-
vate initiatives may be termed “competitive and/or inactive,” “compromising,” or 

“cooperative.” The city planners responded with a competitive strategy or inaction 
to a proposal they considered impossible. They applied inactive strategies to the 
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projects the considered to be of no interest of the city, and cooperative strategies 
to the initiatives in which they wanted to engage the city. Hypermarkets had been 
impossible during the hypermarket ban, but due to political decision making the 
city planners had to move large retail projects towards the compromising mid-cat-
egory of “no particular interest of the city.”

Even though it had moved towards cooperative strategies following the aboli-
tion of the hypermarket ban, the City Planning Department of Kuopio still held 
a competitive stance toward the Päiväranta development. The primary concerns 
of the city planners were the destiny of the small mom-and-pop style of grocery 
stores and the diversity of the commercial service structure. The focus of their 
consideration was whether development should be allowed or not. The decision 
depended on the assessment of the predefined solution without creative problem-
solving. However, the city planners were aware of the effects of alternative and 
emergent solutions: a new concept of small grocery stores in conjunction with gas 
stations near the existing hypermarkets had revitalized the commercial service 
network. The city planners had discovered the possibility of some kind of co-exis-
tence between small and large grocery stores. However, the emergence of new re-
tail solutions wasn’t identified as a potential common ground for the negotiations.

In the case of Päiväranta, a cooperative strategy would have addressed the revital-
ization of the existing store network which Kesko claimed would be required if it 
were to withstand severe competition. For example, Kesko could have presented 
as a Potential Integrative Solution an investment or renovation plan for a smaller 
grocery store near the hypermarket development. A commitment to such plans 
would also have provided a monitoring point for the implementation of agree-
ments. Successful cooperation and upgrading of existing small stores would have 
in turn increased the trustworthiness of Food Kesko in relation to the “common 
good” and the interests of the city planners.

The City of Kuopio could have seen other potential for mutual gains. First, a 
cooperative strategy leading to an integrative solution in Päiväranta could have 
interpreted the area as the northern gateway from Siilinjärvi and the airport to 
the downtown of Kuopio. The Päiväranta area is visible from the highway and 
provides a potential for place-making and an attractive entry to the city. Second, 
the population of the northern part of Kuopio was predicted to decline. The in-
creasingly dense urban structure in the north provides an additional solution to the 
city’s housing needs in addition to opening new housing areas in the south. More-
over, the potential consolidation of the Municipality of Siilinjärvi and its southern 
residential area of Vuorela put the alternatives for urban regeneration between the 
two existing town centers in a new light. Instead of considering mutual gains with 
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Siilinjärvi, the City of Kuopio posed a threat to the neighboring community by 
allowing the development.

The representative of the Municipality of Siilinjärvi joined the steering group 
loaded with defensiveness after “learning about the development in the newspa-
per” (Interview of Otto Siippainen, March 16 2005) and “questioning every detail 
of the development” (Interview of Eero Ahtela, January 26 2005). The region 
manager of Food Kesko, however, claimed that the town manager of Siilinjärvi 
had been informed before making the development public.76 Nonetheless, the Si-
ilinjärvi information hadn’t reached the municipal town planning architect. Town 
officials and politicians of Siilinjärvi adopted a competitive strategy by aiming to 
block the development and build a blocking coalition that never came to an exis-
tence despite the sympathies of the neighboring municipalities. Otto Siippainen, 
the representative of Siilinjärvi in the steering group, was concerned about two 
issues: first, the actual impacts of the development on Siilinjärvi and second, the 
quality of the assessment process addressing the impacts.

At the beginning of the assessment process, Siilinjärvi requested a study of the 
actual impacts of the existing hypermarkets. Discussions or agreement regarding 
the use of precedents were never documented in the memos of the steering group 
meetings. Toward the end of the process Siilinjärvi representatives criticized the 
process and its incapacity to produce an objective assessment of the feasibility of 
the project.

Siilinjärvi representatives wanted an external evaluation of the assessment process. 
First, they suggested that this competitive intervention be financed cooperatively 
by Kesko and Kuopio; when these stakeholders failed to do so, Siilinjärvi hired 
the consultant on its own. The consultant criticized Kuopio’s inability to steer the 
process. The City of Kuopio denied the accusation. Conflict escalated between 
the disputants and their positions became increasing rigid. Instead of creating any 
value, the money that was invested in the consultant’s evaluation work weakened 
the process by prolonging it and causing loss of time and labor in addition to 
harming relationships between Kuopio and Siilinjärvi. In response to the shadow 
process of Siilinjärvi, the City of Kuopio ceased to participate, waiting for Sii-
linjärvi negotiators to change their minds when the process seemed unstoppable 
despite Siilinjärvi’s resistance.

76  Information is based on a personal correspondence with Pertti Rusanen on the 13th of De-
cember 2006.
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An integrative process solution to this high-level conflict might have been to use 
the Consensus Building process and work as a group with the help of a neutral 
mediator. The neutrality of the mediator would have focused primarily on the pro-
cess rather than on the identification of objective truth or a “correct answer.” The 
mediator could also have helped the parties recognize existing integrative features 
in the development. For example, the suburb of Vuorela in Siilinjärvi close to 
Kuopio had been a particularly attractive residential area for commuters. A new 
hypermarket would improve the service structure for Vuorela in the southern parts 
of Siilinjärvi, and make the suburb an even more attractive neighborhood. As the 
hypermarket increased the competitiveness of Vuorela, an increase in population 
there would improve the viability of the local service structure.

In fact, the Environmental Centre did take “mediatory action” in the process, as 
presented above. Patrick Hublin exercised a cooperative strategy in engaging any 
stakeholder; he didn’t propose solutions or take a stand in the content issues. The 
strategy was deliberate: Hublin recognized that the Environmental Centre, in its 
supervisory role and with the right to file an appeal also stood in a competitive 
stance to the other stakeholders. In other land-use issues the Environmental Cen-
tre had encouraged municipalities to consider diverse solutions, but not in the case 
of Päiväranta. In short, the Environmental Centre had a dual strategy consisting 
of a facilitative approach but with the potential for litigation, not only in the case 
of Päiväranta, but also in future land-use projects requiring its involvement.

The Road Administration was another stakeholder who could have identified the 
“gateway potential” of the development. However, the Road Administration exer-
cised the strategies of competition and inaction. The competitive component of its 
strategy was adopted to ensure the future feasibility of its own projects. The inac-
tion component consisted of failure to try to integrate road network planning into 
land-use planning and development to create a mutually beneficial spatial strategy. 
In Kuopio, this same strategy of inaction also occurred in conjunction with anoth-
er project: The Road Administration had long-term plans for a large-scale bridge 
project that blocked the land-use planning and development of a highway cross-
ing. This location would have been an alternative site for a hypermarket closer to 
the downtown of Kuopio.

In sum, a shift toward cooperative strategies and integrative solutions could im-
prove, not only local, but also national discussions of what kind of environment 
should be produced along highways and ring roads. Significant developments, 
many of them commercial, have been taking place at points where city street net-
works connect to the national main road network. Large commercial big-boxes 
have traditionally been located in these logistical nodes.
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Traffic issues also concerned the victory garden association. The members of the 
association consisted of non-cooperative parties. Those members who favored the 
development, or had a neutral opinion, chose to be inactive. The ones who resisted 
the project adopted a competitive strategy to block the development and have it 
relocated somewhere else. The representatives of the association were never di-
rectly involved in the steering group work. They convened separately with the 
developer, participated in public hearings, and filed statements with the city plan-
ners of Kuopio. The time-consuming and one-sided effort of collecting arguments 
against the development was accompanied by a feeling of frustration. The activists 
of the association didn’t believe their voices were being heard by the initial stake-
holders.

The concerns of the association ranged from distributive issues such as traffic im-
pacts and their mitigation to value differences regarding sustainable development 
and desirable lifestyles.  Entrenched in a competitive position, the association 
spent its energies collecting the fullest range of arguments against the develop-
ment. Value differences concerning lifestyles weren’t likely to be settled within the 
development negotiations, but distributive issues such as noise, traffic, estheticl 
factors, and potential damage caused by the general disruption could have been 
addressed through a mutual gains approach. 

Concern about traffic and noise raised the issue of a noise barrier between the 
hypermarket and the victory garden. Early on during the process, the association 
requested a noise barrier and Kesko promised one. However, the technical assess-
ment didn’t show any need for the barrier. The concept of a barrier between the 
probably ugly hypermarket and the victory garden had become an unbreakable 
mental divider between the two stakeholders. Food Kesko offered the solution 
of planting a spruce hedge and making financial compensation to the association. 
Instead of committing to the hedge, Kesko could have proposed using the assets 
to improve the landscape and design of the building. This approach could have in-
cluded construction of a wall-like green element in the design if one was desirable 
and fulfilled mutual interests. In addition, a garden center might have been a part 
of the design with the potential of softening the scale of the overall composition.

Another example of overlooked integrative solutions related to concerns about 
security. The association was worried about the increased number of people near 
the garden and the possibility that they might break into the garden huts on the 
site. The hypermarket would have its own 24-hour security systems, and security 
cameras could have been directed to observe the victory garden as well. Moreover, 
the security personnel could also have kept an eye on the victory garden at night. 
Kesko could have agreed to compensate for any damage caused by break-ins to the 
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huts up to, for example, 10,000 Euros during the ten years following construction 
of the hypermarket. The crime statistics had probably been very low in the area, 
making the risk for Kesko commensurately low. Kesko could also have mitigated 
its own risk by buying insurance to cover the possible damage.

Technical role of consultants
Food Kesko produced the site plan for the Päiväranta development in spring 2001. 
The role of the local architect consultant was reduced to refining the draft mate-
rial provided by Food Kesko into a presentation without addressing any problems 
raised by the content. The local architect’s commission was to produce material 
that could be presented to the city planners of Kuopio. The nature of the service 
was fast-track and low cost. Food Kesko was unwilling to invest in the process in 
the early and insecure phases in spite of having purchased the site.

Figure 15: Position of the aspired noise barrier in Päiväranta
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When the development had progressed to the phase of local detailed planning, 
Food Kesko hired Tommila Architects. Prior engaging the consultant, Kesko 
asked the city planners of Kuopio their opinion of him; they assured Kesko that 
Tommila Architects were trusted by the city. The same firm also delivered the 
building design, but with a limited conception of the nature of the assignment. 
Mauri Tommila, the CEO of Tommila Architects, was under the impression that 
the concept specifications were fixed and acceptable. He assumed that all strategic 
city planning issues had already been considered and resolved by the key stake-
holders as he designed the local detailed plan. Mauri Tommila accepted the con-
cept specifications; questioning them would only have meant trouble at the time 
when Food Kesko engaged him to the project. 

In the end, the cooperative approach of Food Kesko in commissioning a consul-
tant delivering value for both initial stakeholders didn’t reach its full potential. The 
loss of potential value may be traced to the timing of engaging the final consul-
tant who accepted to the concept specifications as given facts. A consultant with 
mediation skills could have supported earlier problem solving leading to a more 
efficient agreement. For example, looking at a larger picture, a consultant could 
have considered the future development of the border region and the role of the 
highway passing the site. At a smaller scale, innovative solutions to the dispute 
about the noise barrier could have been proposed.

The City of Kuopio handed over the practical management and coordination of 
the assessment process to the engineering consultancy Liidea Ltd. Instead of en-
gaging in an active search for innovative and emergent solutions, the consultants’ 
input during the assessment phase focused on of the impacts of Kesko’s standard 
conept. Liidea’s approach was to run an assessment process strictly according to 
the EIA legislation and to follow a process that delivered the compulsory docu-
ments with the assistance of sub-consultants.

The consultants didn’t deliver mediation to the process, nor was there awareness 
among the initial stakeholders a about the possibility of procuring consulting ser-
vices with mediatory features in the first place. The implication of this lack of 

“mediatory action” in the process has two sides: supply and demand for media-
tion. First, consultants should be able to deliver mediation services to their clients. 
Second, the cities and developers need to learn about and choose to practice In-
tegrative Development. Consultants with mediation skills can teach Integrative 
Development to city officials and developers, not only in particular projects, but 
also in raising general awareness and improving antecedent conditions before en-
gaging in a project.
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All in all, the development of Päiväranta was constrained by positional think-
ing and predefined solutions. The competitive framings of the initial stakeholders 
hindered the search for mutual gains and left unclaimed value on the negotiation 
table. Food Kesko determined the conceptual solution of the development before 
the official assessment and zoning process, and even prior to the confidential and 
bi-lateral negotiations with the city officials. Food Kesko didn’t adjust its com-
mercial concept to the local context. Food Kesko’s competitive strategy recognized 
only winning or losing.

The three stages of initiating discussion never led to a joint problem-solving pro-
cess. The only attempt towards triggering such a process was to bring the Mu-
nicipality of Siilinjärvi into the steering group. However, the main consequence 
of this was the presence of an annoyed stakeholder in the steering group without 
any further mediation of the process. More consistent mediator assistance might 
have made the process more satisfying to the stakeholders and helped them iden-
tify mutual gains. Replacing the competitive framings with more cooperative ap-
proaches would have improved the antecedent conditions for mediating Integra-
tive Development and searching for solutions. In the case of Päiväranta, “media-
tory action” emerged among the stakeholders without any third-party assistance 

– unlike in the case of Näkinmetsä as described below.

Case Näkinmetsä: Mutual interests leading to solutions
Similar to the analysis of the Päiväranta case, this section analyzes the chain of 
events leading to solutions in the case of Näkinmetsä. The analysis is structured 
in terms of the three phases of initiating discussion: the deliberate strategies and 
policies of organizations priming the development and planning actions; launch-
ing particular development negotiations between the initial stakeholders; and of-
ficially initiating the project and presenting it to the public.

Building relationships and searching for a site
In the first phase of initiating internal discussion about the objectives of housing 
production, physical solutions existed only as vague typologies such as “small-scale 
housing.” Such objectives fit into the strategies of both VVO Developer and the 
City of Espoo. However, later in the process the more precise definition of “small-
scale housing” created some conflict, for example, regarding the number of sites 
for household developers. The conflicting conceptions of solutions that occurred 
later didn’t prevent the initiation of a cooperative process. The initial stakeholders 
both framed the development positively. The common focus on small-scale hous-
ing production provided a joint framing for a cooperative search for a location in 
which it could take place. 
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Another common ground for the initial stakeholders was the scale of the develop-
ment. The City of Espoo urgently needed a lot of new housing sites. With the 
conventional zoning approach of the city, one large area owned by the city posed 
an easier zoning process than fragmented smaller areas. VVO Developer was also 
interested in large-scale sites, because the size meant production efficiency and 
lower development costs per square meter. These two interests came together in 
Näkinmetsä.

The area of Näkinmetsä wasn’t, however, the only place in which these interests 
could have been fulfilled. A Potential Integrative Solution could have been to clus-
ter smaller sites together and develop them in a single process.77 The advantage 
would have been an increased number of potential sites and enhanced sustainabil-
ity with the increasing density of the existing urban structure. 

The second phase of initiating discussion in January 1999 introduced negotia-
tions to reach agreement over the site. VVO Developer had proposed a few sites. 
Alternatives, and the possibility of searching for solutions beyond those alterna-
tives, kept the level of commitment to a particular solution low in the informal 
negotiations. The joint search for a site supported the land-use policy of Espoo. 
Cooperative search was also a logical negotiation tactic in accordance with the 
strategy of VVO Developer to focus on building relationships with municipali-
ties. The land-use policy of Espoo and the strategy of VVO Developer were both 
amenable to a cooperative search for a site. 

In the case of Näkinmetsä mutual interests were readily available and relatively 
easy to find despite hard bargaining over some elements, such as the one-sided 
division of development costs. However, mutual interests remained were not im-
mediately discovered; for three years the City of Espoo engaged in competitive 
strategies to include the Näkinmetsä area into the zoning program of the city. 
Resolving non-cooperative relations between city officials made it possible, finally, 
to engage the city planners in the development of Näkinmetsä.

Unlike in the case of Päiväranta, the internal decision-making processes priming 
the solutions intertwined with the bi-lateral negotiations between the city and the 
developer. Two factors that affected the successful joint configuration of develop-
ment initiative were the low level of commitment to early solutions, and finding 
a common ground for negotiations. First, in terms of solutions, VVO Developer 

77  This kind of approach was used, for example, in clustering sites for affordable housing with 
in a consensus building process in Hartford Area, Connecticut in 1988. The process was medi-
ated by Lawrence Susskind and Susan Podziba. (Susskind et al. 1999:773-799)
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left the options for site selection open until bi-lateral negotiations were initiated. 
Second, the initial stakeholders had been able to identify mutual interests in small-
scale housing leading to cooperative negotiation strategies. The process of select-
ing the site and moving jointly towards more detailed solutions consisted of incre-
mental multi-scale negotiations between the City of Espoo and VVO Developer.

The discovery that Näkinmetsä satisfactorily fulfilled the interests of both initial 
stakeholders marked the beginning of the third phase of searching for solutions. 
The next section focuses on the search for design solutions fulfilling the interests 
of stakeholders.

Informal design development leading to solutions
The third and last phase of initiating discussion took place with the decision of 
the real estate committee to grant VVO Developer the right to conduct studies 
for a low-rise and dense residential area in Näkinmetsä. The cooperation between 
the City of Espoo and VVO Developer had become official. Their commitment 
to the project increased at this point. VVO Developer was willing to invest in the 
design development, or to the incremental search for acceptable design solutions. 
The search for solutions began in spring 2004. The search became collaboratively 
framed among city officials and developer, but was competitive towards the neigh-
bors and political constituencies. However, despite the collaborative framing of 
the initial stakeholders, competitive strategies also cropped up among the initial 
stakeholders.

The three levels of administration in the form of planning, steering, and executive 
groups posed a hierarchical and competitive division between the initial stake-
holders and their supporting primary parties, such as consultants. The executive 
group unexpectedly became a constituency of the steering group with unclear re-
lationships. Hierarchical division also existed between the city planners and the 
consultants inside the steering group. The city planners oversaw the work of con-
sultants whom they trusted to be skillful.

In a Potential Integrative Solution the roles of the different administrative groups 
would have been negotiated and clarified. The initial stakeholders could have ne-
gotiated about the roles by themselves or with the help of a mediator. The plan-
ning group was a task force of the steering group that had become the center 
of the action. The steering group could have functioned as a forum for wider 
deliberation – including external stakeholder groups missing from the group. The 
representatives in the steering group should have been obliged to check back with 
their constituencies, including the CEO-level administration in their organiza-
tion. Furthermore, the solutions that the steering group presented could have been 
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considered proposals for official decision making without an additional phase of 
bargaining. If a solution wasn’t acceptable, it could have been returned to the 
steering group. Unacceptable solutions would have been less likely if the represen-
tatives verified proposal with their constituencies. Moreover, the procedure would 
have encouraged more thorough problem-solving.

VVO Developer and the City of Espoo had decided to produce an outline plan for 
the entire area of Näkinmetsä. The search for design solutions focused on the pro-
cess of producing the outline plan which had also been requested by the city plan-
ning committee. A-konsultit architects adopted a collaborative strategy of asking 
questions. Their conceptual solution included a search for an as yet undiscovered 
solution that could have increased gains for the stakeholders. The presentation of 
solutions and discussing them in a steering group meeting did not produce any 
alternatives to consultant’s original proposals. However, the increased satisfaction 
of the city officials with the collaborative process was an important benefit in and 
of itself.

Improved conditions for collaborative decision making were also encouraged by 
the initiative of VVO Developer to arrange an excursion to the site a couple of 
months before reaching the final solution for the outline plan. By then, however, 
the excursion was too late to significantly contribute to joint problem solving, as 
A-konsultit architects had already presented the conceptual solutions leading to 
an early closure.

The consultant’s vision resembling the structure of an Italian village remained 
unchallenged in the steering group – either because of lazy problem solving or 
unwillingness to question the consultant’s expertise and authority. Solutions pro-
posed by the consultant brought joint problem solving to a premature end; there 
was no joint discussion of the potential and problems of the area in relation to the 
interests. The initial stakeholders discussed their interests in the steering group, 
but not detailed reference to any particular geographical locations within the area. 
For example, the woodland pond or the recreational green corridor could have 
been identified not only as sources of conflict but also as opportunities for joint 
problem solving. Also, the difficult location in the proximity of existing houses that 
was left out of the outline plan contained the potential to increase the efficiency of 
the final agreement, or plan. A third example of interests regarding solutions in a 
particular location was the suggestion of the residents’ association to open the old 
commuter railway station. Joint problem solving could have increased or decreased 
the area’s potential, created packages of solutions, mixed diverse functions, or de-
vised innovative process solutions in terms of financing, scheduling, or building 
the community by facilitating cooperation among future home owners.
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Finding solutions and reaching lasting agreements in all of the above examples 
would have called for a wider deliberation. The initial stakeholders in the steering 
group could have prepared to negotiate with affected stakeholders, such as neigh-
bors. The “Fortress Block” element of the design was a step towards an integrative 
planning solution. But VVO Developer and A-konsultit architects, both ready 
to yield, though that the proposal provocative rather than a mutual gain creating 
more building rights and improving the spatial quality of the green corridor while 
enhancing sustainability through increased density.

If the “Fortress Block” had been part of a package that could deliver 10,000 m2 
more building area and increase the quality of the space, the increased efforts in 
problem solving could have paid off handsomely. Considering the sustainability 
of the development and the value of the solution, a difference of 10,000 m2 would 
have had a significant effect on the efficiency of the agreement. A consultant, a 
mediator, or increased organizational awareness capable of delivering the differ-
ence would have been worth over 250,000 Euros in terms of the public gain in 
land value alone.78 The figure would be even greater if the sustainability impact 
and the profits of the development were accounted for.

In the search for efficient agreements, the issue of building volume was critical 
to the feasibility of the development. The goals regarding building rights ranged 
from the city planners’ 80,000 m2 to the developer’s 120,000 m2. The stakeholders 
from environmental groups that would have preferred densities as low as 40,000 
m2 were not represented in the steering group. The initial stakeholders reached an 
agreement of approximately 120,000 m2 fulfilling the aspiration of the developer 
and city government – although the figure may have to be downgraded because of 
the need to protect the flying squirrel habitat.

Some of the western parts of the outline plan were also left outside the devel-
opment. VVO Developer yielded to the anticipated resistance of local residents 
without even initiating discussion with them. The efficiency of the upcoming 
agreement was in jeopardy, mainly because of the competitive strategies the firm 
had adopted towards the neighboring stakeholders and because of compromises 
between the initial stakeholders. The upper limits of the building right would 
have increased the sustainability of the solutions as long as the developer could 
convince other stakeholders of its ability to improve urban quality and maintain 

78  Both VVO Developer and the City of Espoo had estimated the value of the zoned land at 
approximately 400 Euros per m2. If the infrastructure and development costs were 150 Euros per 
m2, the city would gain a profit of approximately 250 Euros per m2 to be used for other public 
purposes.
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recreational green space. A competitive strategy of demanding excessive building 
rights would also have decreased the trustworthiness of VVO Developer in the 
eyes of other stakeholders and hindered future development opportunities.

Another example of compromise related to the name of the development. Com-
munication was considered an important success factor at the beginning of the 
development. Paradoxically, naming the development became the most visible 
dispute in the steering group. The city officials favored a traditional name while 
the developer wanted a contemporary name. In spite of the cooperative framing of 
the development, the name issue precipitated hard bargaining leading to a dispute. 
The name of the development was supposed to improve the project and enhance 
marketing, but it failed to provide a common ground as part of the search for 
physical solutions. Instead, the result was “no agreement” and the compromise of 
using the existing name of the area. The negotiations regarding the name didn’t 
produce any value. On the contrary, hard bargaining degraded the process by im-
posing unproductive competition that wasted resources. A Potential Integrative 
Solution could have provided a brief recess in searching for the name and focusing 
on the design development. The process might have produced the joint discovery 
of a suitable name as a part of the problem-solving package.

In sum, the search for solutions was orchestrated by A-konsultit architects. Their 
collaborative approach to engaging the members of the steering group stream-
lined the process but didn’t add value to the solution they proposed. The consul-
tants helped the city and the developer reach an acceptable solution. However, the 
search for solutions remained unexposed to the views of neighboring stakeholders 
and environmentalists who later requested negotiations with the local Environ-
mental Centre. Additionally, the result, for example, in terms of building right 
became a compromise. An attempt to engage initial stakeholders in joint prob-
lem solving ended prematurely when conceptual solutions were proposed to the 
steering group. The joint discovery of the potential of particular areas would have 
identified tangible locations for relevant to the interests of stakeholders – includ-
ing the local residents near the segment of development that was withdrawn by 
VVO Developer hoping to avoid local resistance.

Strategic character of consultants
VVO Developer had hired its long-term collaborator, A-konsultit architects, to 
deliver both the design for the outline plan and to coordinate the development 
process. VVO Developer had previously decoupled the commissions for deliver-
ing designs and project management. The Näkinmetsä development was the first 
time that the firm assigned these two roles to the same consultant.  In other words, 
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VVO Developer didn’t expect the consultant to just deliver a design but also to 
facilitate the process.

The lack of a written agreement and clarifying discussions about the cooperation 
between the City of Espoo and VVO Developer affected the consultant’s assign-
ment. VVO Developer wanted A-konsultit architects to manage the design devel-
opment, but having a mandate without an agreement left the relationship unclear. 
The uncertainty of the contractual relationship between the city and VVO Devel-
oper translated into a low level of commitment to the relationship between VVO 
Developer and A-konsultit architects.

A-konsultit architects had a crucial role in defining conceptual solutions that met 
the overall interests of the initial stakeholders. The consultants, and in particular 
Staffan Lodenius and Eric Adlercreutz, became the charismatic producers of solu-
tions. Their skillfulness and readiness to deliver solutions wasn’t questioned by the 
city officials who considered the project to be “in safe hands” (Interview of Merja 
Kiviluoto, May 12 2005). The consultants’ careers spanning over five decades had 
established their trustworthiness as the guardians of the Finnish tradition of urban 
planning and design. The consultants’ reputation and relationship with city offi-
cials provided trust that enabled a mediatory and neutral role for the consultants. 
However, the consultants also had stakes in the process. The fee for services wasn’t 
their only motivation; they also wanted to created solutions that strengthened a 
certain brand for the architectural office. This reputation was partly based on the 
prior solutions that had been appreciated and increased the trustworthiness of the 
consultants. 

The fact that VVO Developer had commissioned A-konsultit architects did not 
cast any shadow of doubt on their trustworthiness. The consultants’ appointment 
depended on the relationship between the city and VVO Developer. Just because 
VVO Developer paid not only consultants’ expenses but also its own internal ex-
penses didn’t mean that it could ignore the interests of the city in the process. 
After all, reaching an agreement was a prerequisite for a rewarding process. In 
other words, from the perspective of the city a competitive strategy of unequal dis-
tribution of risk increased the fairness and impartiality of the consultant. Conse-
quently, the process became unjust towards the developer who could, for example, 
be forced to yield to city’s requests for an excessive amount of assessments from 
the consultant.

A Potential Integrative Solution could have been joint financing of the develop-
ment process. A financial stake in the development process would also have moti-
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vated the city to streamline the process if the final returns were dependent on the 
outcome of the development.

In sum, the fact that A-konsultit architects produced the solutions meant that 
the content of the development was already partially defined by selecting the con-
sultant. Instead of adhering primarily to rigid physical concept specifications and 
predefined conceptual solutions, VVO Developer engaged a trusted consultant 
with a particular style to produce the content and facilitate the process. The ac-
ceptability of the consultant to the city officials was part of the collaborative strat-
egy of VVO Developer.
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Chapter 3 
Reaching an agreement and decisions

The early phases of reaching agreements and the following decisions led to differ-
ent processes in the case studies. These early phases are of particular importance 
because they link the strategies and policies of organizations to certain develop-
ment negotiations for the first time. First agreements are reached through the 
internal decision-making processes of the cities and developers. For example, an 
agreement must be reached whether a developer should proceed with a develop-
ment initiative, or not. If yes, how should the developer proceed? Policy making 
and strategy making provide antecedent conditions for the upcoming negotiations. 
Put another way, the employees of cities and developers, or in some cases elected 
representatives, agree on particular development or city planning initiatives. After 
reaching an internal agreement on the interests related to the initiative, they may 
then decide to communicate with external stakeholders such as neighbors, inves-
tors, or city planners, depending on the origin of the initiative. Whether such in-
ternal negotiations produce lasting agreements depends also on the way in which 
decisions were reached.

The case of Päiväranta is an example of how strategic decision making and policy 
making didn’t support integrative negotiations. In the case of Näkinmetsä com-
mon ground existed in the corporate strategy of VVO Developer and in the land-
use policy of Espoo; this improved the antecedent conditions for the negotiation 
process. However, the initial stakeholders failed to engage in integrative negotia-
tions.

Case Päiväranta: Lost common ground of interests
Altogether five distinct points of reaching a decision can be identified in the case 
of Päiväranta. The initial decision to launch the development was reached inter-
nally in Kesko. The second agreement, to include the development in the zoning 
program of the city, was reached in bi-lateral negotiations. The third, fourth, and 
fifth points of agreement were located in the official assessment and zoning pro-
cess.

The first internal decision of Kesko comprised the understanding that the site of 
Päiväranta was an interesting one for a hypermarket development. The commit-
ment of Kesko to the site increased after deciding to buy the site followed by an 
agreement with Sponda Plc. This decision was based on the concept requirements 
and conceptions of desirable sites for a standard hypermarket. Despite the existing 
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concept specifications, reaching a decision to launch a development project had 
proved to be a difficult one.79 Observation suggests that the use of commercial 
concepts with physical prerequisites doesn’t remove the need for a site-specific 
consideration of a location. Consequently, organization routines and interaction 
between the internal stakeholders is needed to reach a decision to launch a par-
ticular development. This interaction calls for resources. The essential question 
becomes how to get the most out of the internal interaction independent from 
rigid concept specifications in order to reach efficient agreements with cost-effec-
tive development routines.

Relaxing the interpretation of physical concepts with a lower level of early com-
mitment could move development routines away from fixed solutions towards 
integrative negotiations and cooperative problem solving. Predefined solutions 
or precedents form only one possible way of fulfilling some of the site-specific 
interests. The final solution could remain open to a joint search for additional op-
portunities instead of compromising and lazy problem solving.

A second agreement, but the first one in terms of the official zoning process, took 
place in bi-lateral negotiations with the city about the conditions for taking the 
development to the zoning program of Kuopio. Taking the development to the 
program meant that the city had in principle accepted the standard hypermar-
ket if the assessment phase didn’t introduce any new information opposing the 
development. Kesko had formed a conditional coalition with the city. Based on 
the abolishment of the hypermarket ban, the City Planning Department had 
had to increase its cooperativeness under the pressure of political constituencies.  

79  The notion was made during a meeting with the personnel of Food Kesko on the 13th of 
December 2006.

Figure 16: Agreements and the decision-making of initial stakeholders in the case of Päiväranta
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However, the competitive framing of excluding the strategic potential of large-
scale retail facilities from official city planning remained intact. The initial failure 
of trying to incorporate the first retail facilities into official planning process dis-
couraged the city planners from adopting integrative approaches. The city plan-
ners adhered to a competitive framing of the process.

The second agreement in the zoning process related to accepting the program 
of the impact assessment. The program included a public hearing, but the city 
planners delayed their responses to citizen concerns until the public hearing on 
the local detailed plan proposal. This did not constitute genuine, good faith de-
liberations and reduced the trustworthiness of the city. Clearly, the city planners 
construed the public hearing as a compulsory and unpleasant bureaucratic require-
ment rather than an opportunity to seek joint gains. They scheduled the public 
meeting as prescribed by the EIA legislation only to avoid grounds for litigation 
based on a faulty process.

A Potential Integrative Solution could have made the organization of the delibera-
tion with the help of the mediator the responsibility of the developer. The use of 
a mediator is an example of integrative process solution rather than an integrative 
content solution. The mediation should have focused particularly on the mapping 
of interests at the programming phase of the impact assessment. This approach 
would have further strengthened, for example, the aspirations of the Environmen-
tal Centre to engage the “enlightened self-interests” of the stakeholders and their 
knowledge in the impact assessment process. This integrative process solution 
would have relieved the time constraints of the city planners who were considered 
responsible for organizing the official participation in accordance with conven-
tional practice and the Land Use and Building Act. Considering the number of 
projects in which the city planners were involved, the capacity of deliberation to 
generate value becomes a catch-22 if the city planners cannot share the practical 
duties with mediators. However, neutrality in terms of the process needs to be 
maintained according to sound mediation principles. Mediators might be able 
to ensure greater neutrality in the process than the city planners, particularly if a 
development has regional impacts as in the case of Päiväranta.

The third stage of reaching an agreement concluded that no further assessments 
would be necessary to evaluate the feasibility of the development. The City of 
Kuopio had earlier yielded to the competitive strategy of Siilinjärvi in request-
ing extra time to conduct an independent assessment evaluating the process. The 
results of the evaluation upset the city planners of Kuopio who then decided to 
proceed with the local detailed planning without unanimity among the stakehold-
ers in the steering group. The decision was made by the City of Kuopio after a 
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period of inaction that was calculated to allow the officials of Siilinjärvi to change 
their minds. This inaction or lazy problem solving wasted time; use of a media-
tor could have streamlined the process. The use of a single-text approach could 
have prevented the introduction of a competing assessment. No one was actively 
managing the process and convening the negotiations. The pace of convening the 
steering group meetings slowed towards the end of the process. Kesko had an in-
terest in streamline the process, but frequent inquiries about the schedule became 
awkward. The process was officially led by the city. The developer didn’t want to 
damage any future relationships with the City of Kuopio by using pressure tactics 
and making constant inquiries.

The local detailed plan was prepared under uncertain conditions; it was not known 
whether Siilinjärvi would file an appeal against the proposed plan if it was ap-
proved by the city council. The unresolved issue of the thoroughness of the EIA 
exacerbated the uncertainty of the development, or at least the schedule of the 
development. The uncertainty about a potential delay or cancellation of the de-
velopment increased also because the opinions in the city council weren’t known 
in sufficient detail to reliably predict whether the plan would be approved or not. 
The city planners had anticipated that some of the politicians would object to the 
development, but in the end, the plan was approved unanimously. The prevailing 
uncertainty affected primarily the investment decisions and allocation of resources 
on the part of Kesko; the city considered its stakes low in the case. Mediation 
could have streamlined the process by finding common ground and mitigating the 
uncertainty – or at least providing additional knowledge on the conditions. For 
example, focusing on the future development of the border zone between the two 
towns could have helped to address the distribution of gains instead of arguing 
about breaking the hypermarket ban. Both communities were in the shadow of 
a prospective consolidation, and under pressure of coping with the competition 
between cities and regions.

The fourth stage of reaching an agreement evolved in the political decision making 
of the city council. The local detailed plan and the land use agreement had become 
the final elements of the process. The final agreements fulfilled the objectives of 
Kesko based on the concept specifications. The strategies of inaction and compe-
tition in the official zoning process had prolonged the process to over five years. 
The value that remained unclaimed was incorporated in the bounded awareness of 
using the concepts in the local context. In other words, the site-specific conditions, 
for example, the highway and victory garden, contained unrealized potential for 
mutual gains. Kesko lost a chance to increase the attractiveness of retail facilities 
and improve its corporate image. Building a reputation among the city officials as 
a firm but flexible negotiator who considers site-specific potentials with mutual 
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added values would have most likely primed conditions for future negotiations 
between Kesko and localities where it might have desired to place developments 
in the future. Implementation of a standard hypermarket had become a lengthy 
and costly process. However, Kesko reached the objective that it had originally 
considered most important: the building rights to15,000 m2 allowing a mixture of 
commercial services.

The City of Kuopio lost a possibility for place-making. The city had gained a stan-
dard hypermarket that they expected to receive at the beginning of the negotia-
tions. After the approval of the local detailed plan, the City of Kuopio announced 
on its website that the new hypermarket would boost the service structure of the 
northern parts of the city. Up to then, large-scale retail services had been located 
only in the southern parts of the city. The effects on the mom-and-pop grocery 
stores remained to be seen without an agreement how their vitality should be 
sustained or improved.

In terms of the infrastructure costs, the overall budget was estimated at 1,840,000 
Euros. The share of Kesko was 1,054,700 Euros, while the City of Kuopio covered 
426,150 Euros. The rest would be paid by the Road Administration. (Kuopion 
kaupunki 19.09.2005) The stakeholders agreed that improvement of the infra-
structure independent from the hypermarket would cost 785,300 Euros. However, 
the EIA report concluded that most needed improvements predated the hyper-
market development. However, Kesko agreed to cover 57.3% of the overall costs. 
Lacking a more detailed survey of the improvement needs and agreement on the 
results, anything less than a half should have been acceptable to Kesko. Moreover, 
in terms of economic impacts, the EIA report estimated the net gain of jobs to 
be approximately 100 considering also the negative impacts of the development. 
(Kuopion kaupunki 2003) Considering the prior state of the site as a warehouse 
area, Kesko’s financial input to improving the environment was a gain for the City 
of Kuopio. The focus of the improvements was on technical feasibility, but funds 
were allocated also for landscaping that would upgrade the current state of the en-
vironment. Kesko yielded in the negotiations, because it feared further bargaining 
to worsen future relations to the city. The firm had a conception that if it gained 
an advantage in one development, it would later end up paying more in another 
project.

The victory garden association lost the value of improved design and landscaping 
solutions. However, it also gained some assets, such as the spruce hedge, together 
with a satisfactory solution to the original issues of noise barrier and safety con-
cerns. The association’s positive agreement came at the expense of Kesko. The 
association accepted the spruce hedge as a solution to the original issue of noise, 
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pollution, and esthetic nuisance, leaving the financial mitigation as a pure gain 
above the reservation value.

Siilinjärvi endangered its future relationships with the City of Kuopio and walked 
away from the negotiations empty handed. Siilinjärvi could have used the hyper-
market discussions to turn the focus toward the joint development of the border 
zone between the two towns and regional competitiveness. Moreover, it could 
have initiated improvements for the local store network in Vuorela. In the first 
place, from the perspective of Siilinjärvi, the well-being and future vitality of the 
region jointly with the City of Kuopio might have been a more important prob-
lem than one commercial development. By taking a competitive stance, Siilinjärvi 
overlooked the opportunity to package the hypermarket with the future develop-
ment of the region. 

The Road Administration achieved its goal of maintaining the functionality of the 
road network. Additionally, the technical betterment mainly financed by Kesko 
will improve the connection of the local road network to the main road network. 
The Road Administration’s own projects also remained feasible. However, like the 
City of Kuopio, the Road Administration failed to gain the place-making impact 
it might have achieved on the main road network. It could have used development 
along the main road network to improve the quality of the immediate surround-
ings of the national main road network in conjunction with land-use planning.

The Environmental Centre didn’t particularly expect to gain anything from the 
development. It only wanted to ensure a sound process. The strategies of the 
stakeholders based on inaction and competition didn’t deliver an efficient process 
despite the “mediatory action” taken by the Environmental Centre at the begin-
ning of the assessment process. A mediator could have met the objectives of the 
Environmental Centre better than its own attempts to both safe-guard the process 
and oversee the content. The Environmental Centre didn’t have the designated 
role of a mediator, but it was seen as a neutral authority in the process. Despite 
its early “mediatory actions,” the inactivity of the Environmental Centre failed to 
streamline the process in the later phases. Considering the work load of the En-
vironmental Centre, taking the role of an active mediator in the process was not 
feasible. The consultant who coordinated the EIA process would have been in a 
better position to adopt the role of a mediator.

In conclusion, the Municipality of Siilinjärvi, which objected the most to the 
development, fared the worst in terms of the outcome of the negotiation process. 
Siilinjärvi had invested both time and money into the process, but it didn’t gain 
anything except a reputation of a trouble-maker. The question whether Siilijärvi 
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could live with the agreement remained unanswered because it was never asked. In 
the end, Siilinjärvi chose not to respond with litigation.

The stakeholders other than Siilinjärvi received acceptable solutions leading to 
agreements. However, the efficiency of the agreements and satisfaction with them 
could have been improved in all the stakeholder groups. Both the antecedent 
conditions priming readiness for negotiations and the actual negotiation process 
affected the efficiency of the agreements. A mediator could have imposed co-
operative strategies and raised awareness of mutually value-adding solutions and 
interpretations. Later, the benefits of learning could have been used for future 
developments and could have shifted organizational routines towards the Integra-
tive Development approach.

Learning and increasing awareness primes the conditions for upcoming integra-
tive negotiations. All the stakeholders in the case of Päiväranta could have ben-
efited from developmental mediation. Based on the findings of this research, the 
author has trained Integrative Development for Food Kesko in conjunction with 
real-life cases. The prescriptive advice included in Part 5 is based in part on early 
experiences in which the Integrative Development approach and the practice of 
Urban Design Management were applied.

 Case Näkinmetsä: Conditional common ground
This study has identified six phases of reaching an agreement in the negotiation 
process. The phases led to the official zoning process in the Näkinmetsä case 
which was still ongoing when I finished my research. The official zoning process 
was about to continue by proposing local detailed plans incrementally in conjunc-
tion with the implementation for particular parts of the cluster development in 
Näkinmetsä.

The first agreements were reached inside VVO Group and the City of Espoo 
independent from each other. VVO Group had internally agreed and publicly an-
nounced its core values.80 Building relationships with the municipalities and the 
government bodies became accepted as one of the corner stones of development 
strategy. The City of Espoo had adopted a land-use policy that allowed granting 
building site reservations for developers in particular areas based on applications. 
The city council had ratified the land-use policy at the highest political level after 
a series of meetings and seminars within the city administration (Alho 1998). The 

80  The Annual Report 2005 of VVO Group listed partnerships among core values. The objec-
tive was to create jointly with municipalities better conditions for producing versatile and well-
balanced housing areas.
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decision of the city council provided a mandate for city officials to conduct nego-
tiations with developers.

The second agreement in the process – the first agreement between the initial 
stakeholders  –  was reached when VVO Developer filed an application for a resi-
dential building site. Informal discussions regarding potential sites together with 
building relationships had led to an understanding that VVO Developer could file 
a potentially successful application. The newly adopted land-use policy created 
favorable conditions for the negotiations.

The third agreement was reached when the city officials of Espoo and VVO De-
veloper had come to a decision that the cooperation could take place in Näkin-
metsä. The agreement granted VVO Developer only a right to conduct studies 
for a residential development without a commitment to give an access to the site. 
However, the city and VVO Developer had reached a mutual understanding with-
out a written agreement that VVO Developer would be rewarded for its services. 
The cooperative framing enclosed a competitive precondition of “good behavior” 

– or otherwise the city would punish VVO Developer. Real Estate Services of Es-
poo initiated the development as a pilot project from which the city would later 
draw lessons for future cooperative developments between the city and private 
stakeholders.

The third phase also triggered a conflict in the development. Reaching agreement 
on the site included a decision not to include wider political deliberation to the 
process. Later, this competitive strategy causing a dispute between the city offi-
cials and the politicians applied to reducing public deliberation.

Figure 17: Agreements and the decision-making of initial stakeholders in the case of Näkinmetsä

CORPORATE STRATEGY-MAKING
LAND-USE POLICY-MAKING

 BI-LATERAL AND IN-
FORMAL NEGOTIATIONS

OFFICIAL PLANNING
AND ZONING PROCESS
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The fourth agreement was reached among the initial stakeholders regarding the 
content of the outline plan, or the conceptual solution of the development. The 
outcome of the cooperative process between the city and developer posed a pre-
defined solution to the local residents.  Presenting a predefined solution comprised 
a competitive strategy towards the residents’ association that had previously ex-
pressed its willingness to participate in the work of the steering group in some 
way. The search for a conceptual solution only among the initial stakeholders 
continued the competitive strategy based on the decision not to engage in wider 
deliberation. The conflict that started by excluding political stakeholders from the 
process became a divide in the process.  The divide occurred when the process 
became publicly known and the number of stakeholders increased rapidly.

The process called for substantially greater inputs for management even before 
the decision to grant VVO Developer a right to conduct studies was made. In 
terms of political decision making, a Potential Integrative Solution could have 
been having the politicians in the real estate committee confer with their own po-
litical constituencies and report to the real estate committee. Regarding the right 
to conduct the studies, the decision could have contained a condition that VVO 
Developer would map the interests of all stakeholders and circulate the results 
for comments. Both procedures could have been assisted by a mediator who also 
could have designed the process and advised the Real Estate Services of Espoo in 
organizing the process.

The fifth decision took place when the right to conduct studies expired. The City 
of Espoo extended the right for one year. However, the conditions were refined 
under pressure from political constituencies. The proposal of the real estate com-
mittee to the city government included an amendment specifying a “high quality 
and small scale residential area” (Eerolainen 02.06.2005) to satisfy these constitu-
encies. The Real Estate Services of Espoo wanted to address particularly the high 
quality of the development to calm down the resistance.

The sixth decision launched the official zoning process. The development had 
already become known to the public in December 2003, but it wasn’t until in 
August 2005 that the City Planning Department announced the official plan for 
the public participation. The initial stakeholders had already produced an outline 
of solutions by the end of 2004. In October 2005, the affected stakeholders such 
as The Finnish Association for Nature Conservation claimed that the plan for the 
public hearing had been insufficient. The third decision to adhere to competitive 
strategies began to delay the process. Previous meetings with affected stakeholders 
had been unofficial and not part of the official process. The official public hear-
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ing took place in March 2006 when the city displayed a draft of the detailed local 
plan. 

The positions of the stakeholders were deeply entrenched when the city finally 
displayed the solution. As this study was being concluded, in July 2007, there 
had been no agreement leading to a proposal of the local detailed plan for the 
city council. As in the case of Päiväranta, no one has been actively mediating the 
process or proposing a road-map to reaching agreement. My data suggests this 
was a significant reason for the prolonged zoning process that has decreased the 
satisfaction of the initial stakeholders.

The inaction of the City Planning Department officially managing the zoning 
process wasn’t likely to improve cooperative relations inside the city’s organiza-
tion. The delay increases the frustration of the Real Estate Services and “what did 
I say” afterwisdom erodes antecedent conditions and trustworthiness for the next 
development negotiations. The process had not improved the trustworthiness of 
city officials in the eyes of the politicians, because the officials had concealed infor-
mation. The efficiency of the agreement had already suffered, even if an agreement 
in the form of local detailed plans were ever realized. The city hadn’t overcome the 
difficulties of zoning its own land.

As a result of the process, the City of Espoo gained access to private development 
resources. However, the process didn’t fulfill the mutual interests of the Real Es-
tate Services and VVO Developer in streamlining housing production. The city’s 
access to resources would become endangered if the development costs escalated 
but agreement had not been reached efficiently.

The local residents were likely to gain the hoped-for improvement of the service 
structure in the area. Their original aspiration wasn’t to leave the area entirely un-
developed. They had also conveyed a desire for recreational green space to the city 
and the developer. However, even during the unofficial phases of the development, 
local residents associations had been disappointed in the lack of communication 
with the initial stakeholders. The satisfaction of the local stakeholders decreased 
which may make reaching an agreement more difficult.

In sum, the first two phases of reaching agreement failed to reach its full potential, 
given the amount of common ground between the developer and the city. Both 
VVO Developer and Real Estate Services had an interest in streamlining hous-
ing production in Näkinmetsä. The reluctance to openly discussing stakeholder 
interests in and conditions for the development signaled a lack of genuine coop-
erative strategies. The third phase revealed the underlying problems of inadequate 
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deliberation when the development became official. The initial stakeholders never 
committed to joint problem solving despite their policy proclamation and corpo-
rate strategies calling for such approaches. The city planning department started 
to manage the process with a competitive strategy beginning in the third phase.

Findings and discussion
This part of the study has provided an analysis of development projects in 
Päiväranta and Näkinmetsä based on the Dual Concern Model and identified 
Potential Integrative Solutions available for stakeholders to achieve value at the 
negotiation table. This concluding discussion addresses the first research question 
about the chain of events in developments from the perspective of overall strate-
gies of initial stakeholders. Then, the discussion turns to the second and third 
research questions concerning a “joint strategy” and mediation of the development 
process. The final section of this study offers prescriptive advice related the second 
and third research questions.

Main finding
The stakeholders in the case studies used mixed strategies. Locating the diverse 
strategies in the DCM increases understanding of the chain of events and reveals 
the framing of the case studies. “Framing” refers to the mental model or the un-
derlying approach a stakeholder group adopts to satisfy its interests. In both case 
studies, the initial stakeholders should have moved towards the upper right hand 
corner of the DCM in order to practice Integrative Development.

In the case of Päiväranta, the initial stakeholders, the City of Kuopio and Kesko, 
framed the developments competitively. Competitive framing failed to support 
the use of cooperative strategies to fulfill all of these stakeholder interests; for 
example, a hypermarket development might have been seen as a resource for the 
official city planning. For Kesko, the competitive framing eliminated the oppor-
tunity to improve its desirability and become an “enlightened developer”, which 
could have opened up many more retail locations that from the perspective of their 
current practice seemed “impossible.” The conception of planning as a solution 
caused both the City of Kuopio and Kesko to adhere to competitive strategies. 
Planning as mapping of interests would have enabled an integrative approach 
instead of rigid and predefined solutions.

In the case of Näkinmetsä, the City of Espoo and VVO Developer framed the 
development cooperatively, identifying common ground in a desire to stream-
line housing production and to exploit efficiency of a larger cluster development. 
However they also used competitive strategies, such as emphasizing hierarchy and 
failing to clarify the division of costs and risks. Even though they did not focus 
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on mutual gains, they worked together to enable all parties to get what was most 
important to them.

Joint configuration of the initiative for the development was a significant differ-
ence in the cases. In the case of Näkinmetsä, the initial stakeholders were able 
to jointly work towards the solution of locating the development in Näkinmetsä. 
However, common ground was lost in the competitive strategies. Despite identi-
fied mutual interests, the City of Espoo and VVO Developer sat at the opposing 
sides of the table.

Implications for research
Negotiation theory and the concept of “interest” have provided a rich framework 
for combining the perspectives of urban planning, city design, and real estate de-
velopment. Interests are useful in studying developments, because they relate to 
problems and opportunities, the things that stakeholders consider important for 
them in developments. The stakeholders can then negotiate about solutions based 
on how the opportunities and reframing of problems satisfy their interests.

Both case studies presented here signal a need for new cost-effective ways to dis-
cuss potential solutions at a low level of commitment, and before stakeholder posi-
tions become rigid.. Developers and cities need ways to internally map and discuss 
their interests regarding particular locations – or to have this process assisted by a 
mediator with particular knowledge and tools. Later, the same interests need to be 

Figure 18: Framing of development from the perspective of initial stakeholders
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jointly explored with other stakeholders maintaining low level of commitment as 
potential solutions are created.

The next part of the research offers some potential ways to move from interests to 
solutions. However, the methods for exploring the frontier between interests and 
solutions should be studied further in the early phases of ongoing developments 
and planning activities. Such methods could include technical audio-visual tools 
and process descriptions, or combinations of both, such as organizing workshops, 
excursions, on-site events or demonstrations, or even ways of telling stories as 
shared experiences.

Future research on interests in urban developments should approach similar ma-
terial using other methods. For example, in conjunction with practice, action re-
search could be used to study at least the early phases of development negotiations. 
The problems related to the use of action research are unpredictable development 
schedules and a need for significant research resources. However, the scope of fur-
ther research on particular development or planning phases can partially remove 
these obstacles.

The characteristics of professional mediators, or designers and planners with me-
diation skills, could also be studied in the setting of action research. The HHG 
model could be the analytic method for building a common framework of me-
diator characteristics in development and planning activities. For example, the 
characteristics of mediators could be studied by de-briefing mediators who have 
conducted training sessions and getting feed-back from the participants. This ap-
proach would also be a way for practitioners to improve their mediation skills.

Implications for practice
The case studies indicate that stakeholders used a variety of strategies to pursue 
their interests, and that there are integrative and distributive aspects in all the 
negotiations that took place. Increasing mutual value with planning and develop-
ment negotiations in a single project requires expanding awareness of all the actors 
about the possibilities of pursuing “enlightened self-interest.” For example, the 
adoption of an integrative approach to development can help a developer gain ac-
cess to more attractive locations and trigger negotiations that can lead to a better 
outcome for the firm.

Capacity building among initial stakeholders is essential in moving toward Inte-
grative Development. Both public and private organizations can learn to practice 
more sustainable and cooperative development strategies, and discover mutual 
value in development opportunities by deliberately choosing the Integrative De-
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velopment approach. The finding suggests that the theoretical claims of Consen-
sus Building and the Mutual Gains Approach to Negotiation can be applied to 
strategic decision making in the fields of real estate development, city design, and 
urban planning.

The key is to get real estate developers, city managers, urban planners, and city 
designers to realize that they actually are in sustained negotiations at multiple 
scales. Reframing the conflict-oriented mindset of the key stakeholders has to 
begin before planning for a development begins. Later, negotiations regarding a 
particular development need to be approached as a joint problem-solving process 
rather than as win-lose battle.

All Integrative Developments should begin with an extensive preparation phase. 
During this preparatory phase the negotiators need to identify their interests, their 
key concerns and needs, and their uncertainties. The identified interests should 
then be discussed with the other stakeholders. Later, the negotiators can also dis-
cover diverse concerns and uncertainties in a joint design development.

The current praxis, for example in the Austrian retail sector, shows that locally 
sensitive solutions have also been produced through attempts to strive for “en-
lightened self-interest.” An Austrian supermarket chain, MPREIS, provides an 
example of a retailer who has been able to produce a variety of solutions that have 
created value for other stakeholders. MPREIS has made its alternative approach 
a part of its corporate values and success factors in fulfilling its profit-making 
interest.

MPREIS developments avoid rigid concepts for physical solutions and unified 
appearance that ignore the local context – for example, a red cube is incorporated 
into the design as the only common element signaling the function of the build-
ing.

In reality, not all MPREIS developments have necessarily been a 100% success 
and in some cases, unclaimed value may have been left on the table. However, this 
corporate experience suggests that successful samples of alternative framing to 
retail development exist. These developments have embodied solutions that are 
sensitive to the problems and opportunities of a locality.

A willingness to practice alternative development leading to integrative solutions 
occurred also during the course of this research. Food Kesko has taken action to 
adopt Integrative Development approach and VVO Developer has expressed an 
interest in applying integrative negotiations in practice. This implies that a transi-
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tion to Integrative Development is possible and that eventually a more sustainable 
development culture may evolve. The transition towards the “joint strategy” of 
Integrative Development, however, needs to be mediated by someone who can 
raise the awareness of stakeholders regarding alternative practice.

In the context of Integrative Development, mediation can take place at least on 
two levels: developmental mediation can raise organizational awareness and build 
capacity before a particular development gets underway, and mediation of actual 
developments. The two levels of mediation can intertwine or exist independently. 
Developmental mediation can be intertwined with actual developments by look-
ing at real-life cases. Similarly, the mediation of actual developments can provide 
opportunities for stakeholders to learn from experience. However, developmental 
mediation doesn’t necessarily have to involve other stakeholders; an organization 
can choose to build its capacity independently. Furthermore, the mediation of a 
project does not have to include the objective of training the stakeholders.
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On both levels, the mediation can take place in at least in three ways. A group 
member may step into the mediator role; a supporting primary party such as a 
consultant can adopt the mediator role; or the stakeholders can engage a neutral 
third-party, having no responsibility for the outcome, to mediate the process. In 
all three situations, the mediator practices UDM to achieve and sustain Integra-
tive Development. All these forms of mediation may be applicable depending on 
the situation, but issues such as trustworthiness, resources, and knowledge affect 
the selection of a viable form of mediation. The selection itself calls for increased 
awareness about the practice of mediation. In order to mediate the transition to-
wards Integrative Development, the practitioners should seek available advice 

– whoever orchestrates the mediation. The fifth part of the research focuses on 
prescriptive advice for those undertaking Urban Design Management.
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The last part of this study elaborates the use of mediation in the production of the 
built environment. In building a theory of practice for Urban Design Manage-
ment, the analysis focuses first on the need for capacity building among stakehold-
ers. Following that discussion UDM practices are analyzed from the perspective of 
Integrative Development.  The phases of Integrative Development are described 
using examples of more detailed chains of events from various hypothetical cases. 
However, the practice of UDM and the phases of Integrative Development are 
not limited to these examples. This section concludes with prescriptions based 
both on the existing theory of negotiations, the findings of the case studies de-
tailed in this research, and the author’s early experience on practicing UDM.

This chapter first addresses the concerns of the hypothetical City Manager and 
the Chief Operating Officer of a retailer as mentioned in the first part. While their 
problems seem intractable, they achieve more efficient solutions fulfilling a greater 
number of interests by using Integrative Development and particularly by seeking 
the help of a mediator. A mediator can provide training for the initial stakeholders 
choosing to practice Integrative Development.

Integrative Development is not just about producing a “good environment,” nor 
is it about being polite to the other stakeholders or increasing deliberation for the 
sake of democracy. The decision-making process may become more democratic, 
but that is not a primary objective. Integrative Development involves a conscious 
decision to apply principled negotiation to the production of the built environ-
ment.

In principle, all stakeholders can practice UDM. The initial stakeholders – cities 
and developers initiating developments or planning activities –usually have high 
stakes in a project. It is in their interest to ensure the success and streamlining of 
the approval process in planning and development activities. These initial stake-
holders can adjust their work routines to fit a UDM approach. The initial stake-
holders should at least approve the principles of UDM even though they would 
not themselves conduct the actual process of Integrative Development.

In other words, the mental models of all the players should support Integrative 
Development. Absent such an agreement, there will not be sufficient trust, not 
only among initial stakeholders but also between a consultant or architect-planner 
working on behalf of the initial stakeholders. For example, if a consultant negoti-
ates on behalf of a developer who is known to have used – or has allowed hard 
bargaining tactics to be used in other instances – the credibility of the consultant 
will suffer. In other words, the conditions antecedent to the search for mutual 
gains would be compromised.
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A mediator, or a supporting primary party such as an architect-planner with me-
diation skills, can assist the initial stakeholders. This mediator might be called 
the “Urban Design Manager.” She can guide the initial stakeholders through the 
capacity-building and Integrative Development stages.

However, there is good reason to hesitate in categorizing all users of UDM as 
Urban Design Managers. Mediatory action may also evolve from stakeholder 
groups when a stakeholder steps into a role of mediator as occurred in the case of 
Päiväranta. All stakeholders can benefit from UDM, not only professional Urban 
Design Managers. The profession of mediation focusing on the production of the 
built environment with in-depth knowledge in planning, design, and develop-
ment may well evolve, to the benefit of all stakeholders. The practitioners of this 
profession could then be called Urban Design Managers. Meanwhile, all planning, 
design, and development professionals should probably obtain mediation skills. 
This capacity should be part of their basic education, in which they also should 
become familiar with the advantages of using an Urban Design Manager. These 
specialists could be called upon to establish antecedent conditions for the develop-
ment of solutions to many types of developments and planning activities. For ex-
ample, a specialist team of Urban Design Managers might assist the stakeholders 
in large and complex developments in particular locations, such as waterfronts.

Another issue related to the potential role of an Urban Design Manager lies in his 
or her linkage to the production of the solution, or the plans and designs. Obvi-
ously, there’s a continuum of possibilities regarding the involvement of an Urban 
Design Manager in creating solutions. An Urban Design Manager can act merely 
as a facilitator. In such cases, the development or planning activity involves a de-
signer who is not the same person as the Urban Design Manager. At other end 
of the continuum, an Urban Design Manager may also be highly involved in the 
design work and the production of solutions. In many cases there will be economic 
pressure to combining the roles of a designer and Urban Design Manager, as in 
the case of Näkinmetsä.
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Chapter 1  
Mediating Integrative Development

Urban Design Management is designed to increase the satisfaction of diverse 
stakeholders with the content and process of development and planning. Increased 
satisfaction, based on safe-guarding interests, leads to more sustainable develop-
ment. UDM produces Integrative Development by mediating a mutually benefi-
cial search for development opportunities in real estate development, city design, 
and urban planning. UDM has two main components: first, capacity building and 
learning on the part of organizations, and second, mediation of contending inter-
ests in particular development and planning activities.

Building capacity for initial stakeholders
Any initial stakeholder, for example a city or a developer, can make a decision to 
utilize an Integrative Development approach. Such decisions require awareness of 
the possibility and a willingness to practice accordingly. A prerequisite is the will 
to improve on conventional practice, for example, to gain a competitive edge in 
competition with other cities, or to gain access to development opportunities that 
are more difficult to reach by using conventional practice based on hard bargain-
ing.

The initial stakeholders in the two case studies presented here could have ben-
efited from an increased focus on integrative negotiation. Integrative solutions 
were available, yet they remained undiscovered. Integrative Development could 
also have improved the sustainability of the results by increasing the satisfaction 
levels of the stakeholders by safe-guarding their interests. The initial stakehold-
ers in both case studies did not recognize a need to improve their development 
and planning approaches, even though the potential for increasing the efficiency 
of agreements existed. Consequently, it is likely that in future development there 
will always be stakeholders who have never heard of integrative approaches, nor 
identified a need to improve their current practice. Even worse, initial stakehold-
ers may claim that they already practice Integrative Development while focusing 
merely on public relations. Not all the stakeholders need to be well-versed in 
UDM. However, the initial stakeholders, and the designers and planners mediat-
ing development, can benefit from being familiar with Integrative Development.

UDM helps initial stakeholders engage in Integrative Development. The first 
step is to initiate discussion regarding the ways a city or a developer conducts 
developments and planning activities. It is necessary to increase the awareness 
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of an organization’s current practice to prime the decision to practice Integrative 
Development consistently. This discussion should involve all internal stakehold-
ers in an organization reconsidering its development or city planning approaches. 
For example, the Chief Operating Officer of a development firm should engage 
all the departments and all the business units involved. Likewise, the City Man-
ager should involve at least the city planning department, real estate services, and 
building control center in the discussions. Moreover, they should ask internal 
stakeholders whether they think other parties should be involved in making an 
organizational transition toward Integrative Development approach. Such parties 
may include, for example, clients or other jurisdictional authorities.

Both the City Manager and the Chief Operating Officer could practice UDM 
once they had sufficient capacity to do so. However, a mediator can ease their 
work considerably and also provide an external perspective. A mediator can or-
ganize and conduct joint training sessions. An architect-planner with mediation 
skills might plan joint training of the management and core group responsible for 
development or planning activities. The members of the core group usually com-
prise at least those who sit at the first table of development negotiations and the 
corresponding executives of the organization. Building capacity is a joint effort of 
the mediator and the core group.

The training sessions should include at least three components. First, the media-
tor should help the internal stakeholders discuss current practice and the routines 
they use for development or city planning. Second, the mediator should elabo-
rate the principles of integrative negotiation first with simple examples and then 
by making connections to the practice of the organization. Third, the mediator 
should demonstrate with real-life cases how the core activity or business can be 
conducted according to the phases of Integrative Development. After training 
sessions, an organization can make a deliberate strategic decision about practicing 
Integrative Development in its future developments or planning activities.

Capacity building related to Integrative Development can take place in the fol-
lowing contexts:

An initial stakeholder, such as a developer or a city, has identified a 1. 
need to improve performance independent of any particular project. 
The client commissions a mediator, such as an architect-planner with 
mediation skills, to train the organization or group. Training involves 
real-life examples and a link to the work routines of the organization. 
For example, a housing developer receives development initiatives out-
side, but it also tries to make new initiatives itself. The training dem-
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onstrates how to prepare for negotiations in both situations by focusing 
on interests. With the help of a mediator, the initial stakeholder creates 
ways to search for mutually interesting development initiatives and to 
respond to external initiatives. The work routines become renegotiated 
and deliberated among the internal stakeholders who may also have 
conflicting interests.

An initial stakeholder considers engaging a mediator to help with a 2. 
particular project. The mediator elaborates the approach of Integrative 
Development as a way of fulfilling as many interests as possible. The 
initial stakeholder(s) decide whether to adopt and practice Integrative 
Development once they understand it.

An initial stakeholder already practicing Integrative Development 3. 
wants to apply the approach in a particular case with the other key 
stakeholders, eventually with the help of a mediator.

These prototypical situations link capacity building to the actual development 
or planning activities of initial stakeholders. Progress through the several phases 
of UDM help managers and mediators build capacity and increase awareness of 
Integrative Development within organizations that might be involved. The phas-
es are intertwined without distinct transitions from one to another; for example, 
interests and solutions need to be considered simultaneously. Capacity building 
establishing the conditions for the mediation of Integrative Development takes 
place in three phases: preparation by convening the core group; applying the Inte-
grative Development approach for the organization; and deliberation leading to a 
decision whether or not to practice Integrative Development.

Convening the core group involves looking at the current practices in develop-
ment or planning. Perspectives on current practice and the mindsets of internal 
stakeholders can be discovered through interviews, or through case study research 
involving interviews. Internally conflicting interests and relationships to external 
stakeholders usually become visible in such interviews. Some organizational pro-
cedures may already have characteristics of Integrative Development; these should 
be supported as the organization seeks ways to improve its practice. Because the 
process of reconsidering an approach to practice requires an internal negation pro-
cess, a mediator should carry out the interviews.

Applying Integrative Development begins with an introduction to principled ne-
gotiation. Analysis of the interviews will reveal the degree of conflicting interests 
among the internal stakeholders. Some objectives may be more or less accept-
able to internal stakeholders, for example, rigid conceptions about efficiency and 
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the layout of developments. The objectives may have become positions inside an 
organization that has not focused on interests. The use of case studies can help 
the participants identify their own and others’ positions, for example, fixed con-
cepts on locations, sizes, or multilevel solutions. Unpacking these helps to think of 
more acceptable solutions for all stakeholders. Even though each case deals with 
a different set of solutions or local potential, conducting joint workshops trains 
the internal stakeholders the processes of finding solutions and preparing for the 
negotiations.

These processes may become the basis of daily work routines, although the prac-
tice of Integrative Development functions independently from constantly chang-
ing organizational structures. Integrative Development requires, however, man-
agement and division of tasks, for example, to prepare for negotiations. Some of 
these tasks can be fulfilled by a mediator with design and planning skills.

Toward the end of the training period, the mediator should assist the client in 
deciding whether or not to practice Integrative Development. If an organization 
doesn’t make a formal ratification of the approach, it should at least seek infor-
mal acceptance. It is important to realize that informality doesn’t guarantee an 
easier transition to an alternative practice. Formal agreements with sanctions are 
not likely to take place inside an organization. Based on my early experiences in 
teaching the Integrative Development approach, internal stakeholders tend to ad-
here to their old work routines and positional bargaining even though they have 
understood the purpose and value of Integrative Development for their work. It 
is essential that a mediator assists the initial stakeholders in their development 
or planning activities. To ensure a reputation for trustworthiness, an initial stake-
holder must adhere to Integrative Development in all practice.

Practicing Integrative Development doesn’t necessarily cost more than conven-
tional development or planning activities. For example, developers use resources 
and create routines to search for new development locations in any case. Integra-
tive development is only a matter of organizing this search. In some cases the in-
house work of initial stakeholders can be performed by consultants. In this case, 
some of the currently used consulting briefs should be altered to better support In-
tegrative Development, for example, by avoiding unconsidered early visualizations 
creating a harmful position and a solution, which may lead to premature closure 
or escalated conflict. Any increased costs of development may even become ac-
ceptable, if investments in the early phases of development and planning processes 
deliver more opportunities and satisfying results in the mid- and long-run.
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Prepare

Initiate discussion about the aspired approach to development and planning. 
Convene the core group of each organization participating in the development 
and planning activities. A mediator can help the managers of an organization to 
convene the core group and arrange a training session on Integrative Develop-
ment. Here are two possible scenarios:

Example 1: The Chief Operating Officer of a development company had recently 
participated in a seminar dealing with developments and city planning in water-
front areas. She felt that negotiating with city officials about development initia-
tives, and even discussing these initiatives inside her own organization, had been 
difficult. In particular, she recalled an unconventional waterfront development she 
never proposed to the investment committee of her corporation, because she knew 
to expect a prompt judgment from the committee rejecting the proposal. During 
a break in the seminar, she asked the architect-planner who had presented a case 
study regarding Integrative Development whether he wanted work with her. They 
made an appointment with the core group of the development department to 
discuss how Integrative Development might fit into the development strategy of 
the company.

Example 2: The City Manager, the Head of City Planning Department, and the 
local real estate foundation decided jointly to map the development potential of 
a downtown district. Of particular concern was the historic value of the buildings 
and how possible redevelopment schemes might affect them. First, the city plan-
ning department thought about hiring an architect to conduct an assessment and 
revise the local detailed plan. After learning about Integrative Development, they 
proposed a search for development potentials and the mapping of initial stake-
holders’ interests in the redevelopment of the heritage districts. The initial stake-
holders hired a consulting architect-planner to mediate the process which later in-
volved other stakeholders. The mediator focused first on elaborating the approach 
of Integrative Development to build the capacity of the initial stakeholders.

The first example demonstrates a situation in which a developer has identified a 
problem in the firm’s current approach. She wanted to introduce a new style of 
development and a way to search for sites. The second example related to a par-
ticular project which could benefit from Integrative Development by changing the 
way a city planning department would work with other stakeholders in the future. 
Both examples involved capacity building and creating readiness to use Integra-
tive Development.
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Identify the strategic interests of the organization and discuss current practice. 
Increase understanding of how the organization currently works. Explain why you 
feel that the organization should consider alternative approaches. Introduce the 
principles of integrative negotiation, as well as the benefits for the organization 
of adopting them. Use simple and tangible examples. Move promptly to real-life 
examples (such as Example 3, below) related to the organization and demonstrate 
how Integrative Development generates solutions.

Example 3: The Chief Operating Officer of a developer arrives at work on a Mon-
day morning. Sunday afternoon, she had enjoyed a picnic with her family on the 
historical island of Suomenlinna, just outside the City of Helsinki – and she came 
up with an idea. On the northern waterfront, there was a tiny bay near the harbor. 
That could be a place for a new kind of service cluster for the island: a harbor for 
recreational boats, grocery store, apartment hotel, and a small bistro with meeting 
facilities. What do you think her “gut feeling” is about proposing the idea? Would 
her colleagues think this is a ridiculous idea or would they respond “That’s an ex-
citing idea, tell us more!” What do the external stakeholders think about the idea? 
Whom should she talk to first? How would you negotiate if the idea was proposed 
by the Manager of the Administrative Committee of Suomenlinna, a City Plan-
ner of Helsinki, or by a consultant? What kind of initiative would you have made, 
if any, should you have read in the newspaper about the concerns of the locals 
regarding the closing of the only grocery store on the island?

Integrative Development would give the Chief Operating Officers a way to initi-
ate discussion about delicate and difficult, but potentially rewarding development 
opportunities. In a regular weekly meeting, she can first map the internal interests 
of her company, and then eventually continue by negotiating with the identified 
external stakeholders. In the beginning, she does not procure detailed designs so-
lutions from an architect consultant but merely discusses the interests in a chosen 
order to identify support and possible concerns related to the initiative.

Brief the core group about the process of Integrative Development. Elaborate 
the three main phases of Integrative Development: preparing and initiating dis-
cussion, searching for alternatives, and reaching agreements followed by aftercare. 
Seek the approval of the core group to proceed and then engage others. Identify 
internal stakeholders and plan jointly with the core group.
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Figure 19: Phases of UDM in mediating particular development of planning activity

Making or receiving an initiative for 
development or planning activity: 

Be open to making and receiving initiatives.
Map internal interests before making an initiative.
Discuss internal interests after receiving an initiative.
Configure initiatives jointly

Mapping own interests, and 
thinking the interests of others: 

Begin with internal stakeholders and expand the 
circle of stakeholders incrementally.
Search for development potentials fulfilling the 
interests.
Maintain low level of commitment to eventual 
solutions.
Document the interests. Prepare and use routines.

Produce a BATNA (Best Alternative 
To Negotiated Agreement):

Consider your alternatives to a “no agreement” 
situation. Manage the risks by ensuring 
alternatives you can accept “without being worse 
off.”

Decide whether to map the 
interests with the key stakeholders 
and initiate discussion:

Use “Yes, and…” communication to deliberate the 
interests if you decide to proceed with the 
development or planning initiative.
Consider the sequence of initiating discussion.
Build trust and elaborate your approach to 
development and planning.
Seek acceptance.
Ask questions and listen to verify the interests and 
ensure the efficiency of plans and designs.

Search for solutions: Find common ground based on interests.
Aim to expand the pie and search for alternative 
solutions and ways of packaging them.
Build a shared image of the development or 
planning activity in which the stakeholders can 
identify their interests and the division of value.
Try to add value instead of judging.

Reaching decisions and 
agreements:  

Fulfill as many interests as possible.
Increase commitments and ensure support 
including constituencies.
Consider your BATNA upon deciding on the content 
of a development or planning initiative.
Document and seek formal ratification, if 
applicable.

Follow through implementation:  Secure consistency with the principles of 
integrative negotiation.
Continue building capacity of those unaware of the 
integrative development or planning process.
Build relationships and trustworthiness.
Be flexible, but firm.

Phases of UDM in Integrative Development:
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Deliberate and apply
Convene the internal stakeholders. After planning the training of Integrated 
Development with the core group, convene all departments and business units 
related to development or planning activities. Consider also involving other stake-
holders or expert advisers. Repeat your introduction to the core group. Discuss 
jointly the desired ways to apply Integrative Development to the work routines of 
the organization. Use workshops, excursions, and interactive group work to avoid 
boring the internal stakeholders and to show them the relevance of Integrative 
Development to their own daily work routines. Such a workshop can focus on 
finding new sites or zoning initiatives based on the mapped interests and policies, 
or on analyzing the opportunities in already identified developments.

Example 4A: The Real Estate Services of the City had been under great pressure 
to increase housing production. The managers learned about Integrative Develop-
ment from a non-profit development company that had been jointly looking with 
the city for new ways to cooperate. They decided, with the help of a mediator, to 
present the approach to the different departments in the city. The managers de-
cided to involve the internal stakeholders: the city planning department, building 
control department, strategic planning department, communication department, 
and the political committees related to the production of the built environment. 
The mediator first called all the representatives of the stakeholder groups and then 
sent a personal email explaining the matter and setting up an appointment. After 
meeting with all internal stakeholders, the mediator planned a one-day workshop 
with the core group. The morning part of the workshop focused on the principles 
of Integrative Development and its strategic meaning for the city.

The morning sessions consisted of two parts. First, a one hour presentation includ-
ing discussion focused on principled negotiation working from simple examples to 
more complex examples related to the work tasks of all internal stakeholders. All 
participants were able to identify their responsibilities and field of expertise in the 
examples. The second part of the morning included preparing case studies for the 
afternoon group work. The mediator presented the background information for 
each case study area and assigned the groups to discuss the interests related to the 
areas. The mediator collected the background information including; for example, 
maps, images, statistics, and expressions of concern from local residents associa-
tions. The division of the participants into groups was prepared jointly by the core 
group and the mediator. The objective was to create groups of internal stakehold-
ers with different interests and expertise.

View the phases of UDM related to mediating particular developments or 
planning activities. Use real-life examples focusing on work which should be 
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done anyway. Use training sessions to produce beneficial analyses for the ongoing 
development or planning activities of the organization. Select and prepare case 
studies in areas of particular concern to the organization, for example, the size of 
a development, duration of the development process, relationships with political 
constituencies, or finding new sites in a particular area. Try to find information 
for the selection with the help of the core group, and have the core group suggest 
potential cases. Use the presence of the entire group to increase awareness of the 
principles of Integrative Development and promote acceptance of it, even though 
the core group may ultimately shape the details of the development and planning 
routines of the organization.

Example 4B: After elaborating the principles of Integrative Development, the 
mediator initiated discussion about the potential application of Integrative De-
velopment to particular locations in the city. The afternoon session was part of 
the pilot initiative in which the city and the non-profit developer had decided to 
investigate the potential for new housing. They had agreed on sharing the costs of 
the mediated design development.

The mediator and the core group had jointly prepared several case studies for the 
session. The second half of the one-day workshop focused on identifying housing 
potential in the north district of the city. The mediator emphasized that while 
this was a real-life case, similar examples could be selected elsewhere, or all the 
districts of the city could be treated using the same approach. He felt that this 
was important to the politicians whose constituencies reside in those areas. The 
workshop elaborated the initial interests of the internal stakeholders and added 
the perspectives of other stakeholders. The mediator documented the interests in 
a single document which he distributed to all participants before leading a field 
trip to the location.

After the field trip, the mediator gathered and documented, in writing and through 
illustrations, all interests for the next meeting. The graphical presentation included 
mapping potential areas for increasing urban density. Observations from the field-
trip, such as the possibility of adding density to existing sites, were documented by 
the mediating architect-planner. Conceptual solutions drawing from local condi-
tions helped to illustrate and package how stakeholder might be accommodated 
in different locations. The solutions were presented as representations of interests 
without photorealistic rendering or other detailed illustrations. The main tool was 
analytical graphs composed by writing and drawing on photographs. The graphs 
became a collage of potentials, interests, and eventual solutions in a particular 
urban situation.
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Decide
Decide whether to practice Integrative Development. Determine “our way to 
work”, and seek at least informal approval in the concluding session of the train-
ing. Get feedback from the core group and ask about their opinion regarding 
the informal feedback of the participants. If members of the organization think 
that the approach would beneficial, document the application of the Integrative 
Development approach for the organization. Consider preparing documentation 
in a way that can be used to communicate the approach to external stakeholders 
in future initiatives and developments. Take incremental steps to implementing 
the approach. Launch more pilot projects or programs creating practices that will 
enhance the prospects for change in the development and planning culture. Do 
not expect immediate and sudden changes in organizational practice. Transition 
takes time and requires continuous mediation of projects. Organizations have a 
tendency to move back toward old habits of development and planning.

Example 5: At the end of the meeting followed by a field trip (see example 4B), 
the mediator asks the participants for their impressions regarding the use of In-
tegrative Development. The internal city stakeholders are confident that the ap-
proach would ease the housing shortage and offset the lack of resources in the city 
planning department. They decide to proceed with 11 of 15 potential cluster de-
velopments, and agree to initiate discussion with the external stakeholders whom 
they had identified during the workshops. The mediator prepares an analysis of 
internal interests regarding the case study areas. In addition to documenting in-
ternal interests, the mediator includes in the post-production of the workshops a 
description of the Integrative Approach for the city. This documentation helps the 
city prepare for negotiations with external stakeholders.

After debriefing participants in the workshops and the field trip, the chairman of 
the city government makes a proposal to launch an additional series of pilot proj-
ects in all districts of the city. A minority party fearing rapid growth opposes the 
proposal. A revised proposal including a sunset clause is approved unanimously. 
The sunset clause provides a provision for repealing the decision if the results 
proved unsatisfactory. The city and the minority party agree that a review of the 
impacts and benefits of the Integrative Development approach will take place in 
two years.

Use a mediator and expert input. The use of mediation should cover all phases of 
Integrative Development, including the planning of internal training sessions.
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Approach of UDM to mediate Integrative Development
The first objective of UDM is to raise awareness in an organization. This capac-
ity building can and should take place in conjunction with actual development 
or planning activities. A second perspective on UDM prescribes advice on the 
mediation of development or planning initiatives in particular location(s). In a way, 
these are two sides of the same coin.

Making and receiving an initiative for development or planning activity
Increase openness to both internal and external initiatives. Initial stakehold-
ers make and receive initiatives. Proposing a development or planning activity 
comprises an internal initiative, and receiving one an external initiative. These two 
perspectives on the source of an initiative exist simultaneously as soon as other 
prospective initial stakeholders are told about the idea. If an initial stakeholder 
decides not to propose the development initiative to external stakeholders after 
considering their interests, the initiative remains internal. An organization has 
more control over internal initiatives and the way in which it prepares and pro-
poses them.

In conventional practice, internal initiatives are often included in strategic plan-
ning in the course of regular routines, such as weekly meetings exploring develop-
ment opportunities for predetermined solutions. Meanwhile, external organiza-

Figure 20: Analytical content for the documentation of Integrative Development approach for Kesko Plc

1. Description of the steps of 
Integrative Development in the 
context of the particular 
organization without adhering to a 
rigid process description.

2. Making and receiving initiatives 
related to the practice of the 
organization and/or development 
and planning needs.

3. Mapping of interests and 
potential solutions with mutual 
grounds in particular examples. 
The internal stakeholders can 
produce the content for this part, 
for example, in a workshop.

Main content in documenting 
Integrative Development approach:

Dept. of Recreation
Dept. of Parks

Residents’ association

University

Harry Edelman & Tommi Mäkynen
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tions can and should signal their readiness to receive initiatives. Documenting the 
Integrative Development approach of the organization also serves this purpose. 
An organization should attract initiatives fulfilling its own interests, for example, 
by increasing its desirability as a partner with a track-record of searching for joint 
gains. Integrative Development signals a strategic style without a predetermined 
belief about the content of desirable initiatives or chain of events related to mak-
ing them. Openness and being hospitable to openness are fundamental conditions 
for a search for common ground. Consider the following points regarding making 
and receiving initiatives:

Keep internal initiatives confidential until ensuring that all internal stakeholders 
can accept the starting point of an initiative and that it meets their internal in-
terests as well as possible. Stakeholders will be engaged incrementally as their in-
terests become relevant; all parties should maintain a low level of commitment to 
early solutions. All affected stakeholders should have been contacted – preferably 
by a mediator – before the development becomes publicly known. Think about 
sequencing and possible coalitions.

When receiving an initiative, try to gain as much information about the proposal 
as possible. Confer with the internal stakeholders of the organization. Consider 
the external initiative by mapping the internal interests and thinking of the inter-
ests of the initiator.

When proposing an initiative after mapping the internal interests, propose joint 
authorship for the initiative; at the very least, find out what interests the other 
stakeholders consider important Consider the initiative from the perspectives of 
the recipients.

Example 6A (internal initiative): The Deputy City Manager of the city had been 
concerned about the development of the eastern part of the city. The western part 
has been prosperous for a long time, but it is considerably smaller area than the 
eastern side and includes several brownfield sites. Most of the development poten-
tial lies in the east, but only a few companies are interested in placing their head-
quarters there. The area does include some gentrified locations and wealthy wa-
terfront residential areas, but sharp contrasts existed within just a few blocks. The 
Deputy City Manager convened the city’s internal stakeholders to think about de-
velopment potential and map the interests of the city in the eastern district. Later, 
city officials and local politicians decided to launch a mediated development and 
planning program in which they engaged other stakeholders. The objective of the 
group is to identify conditions that would have to be met to develop the district.
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Example 6B (external initiative): The internal stakeholders of the city identify 
development potential in the eastern part of the city. Some are on privately owned 
land. After deliberating internally, the Deputy City Managers hire a mediator to 
convene other initial stakeholders. Landowners receive a phone call from the me-
diator inviting them to discuss their interests related to the development.

Example 6C (jointly configured initiative81): The initial stakeholders arrange a 
workshop to discuss their interests jointly. At the beginning of the workshop, a 
mediator explains Integrative Development. Before deciding on distinct develop-
ment locations, the mediator initiates discussions with other stakeholders, includ-
ing local resident associations, to discuss their concerns regarding development 
needs in the neighborhood. As a result, the stakeholders were able to find new 
possible locations and propose them to the internal city stakeholders.

Mapping interests, and thinking about the interests of others
View particular locations in relation to the interests and core activities of the 
organization. At this point, the development or planning initiative still remains 
internal. The search for locations and other aspects of development that would 
fulfill the interests of the organization begin to coalesce into a possible initiative. 
Consider using the Sneaking Ghost method82 (see figure 21). Discuss the links 
between strategy making and policy making within the organization and its inter-
ests in particular locations.  Identify affected stakeholders and monitor potential 
stakeholders who might benefit or add value to the development or planning ac-
tivity. Work in pairs or in small groups to exchange ideas. Consider solutions only 
as expressions of interest without committing to them. Make notes and document 
site visits for use in future deliberation.

Consider how the potential of a particular location can solve problems related 
to the strategic interests of the organization which might propose an initiative. 

81  Jointly configured initiative links the interests of initial stakeholders in a joint search process 
for development opportunities. See also figure 13.
82  ”Sneaking Ghost method” means ”hiipivä haamu -menetelmä” in Finnish. This expression 
was born out of practice during the early experiences in applying the approach of Integrative 
Development with Eero Ahtela and Johanna Saarivuo of Kesko Plc, and Tommi Mäkynen, an 
architect-researcher at ETH Zürich. The method was named after the “Sneaking Ghost” com-
petition which is an annual event for scouts in the City of Helsinki. The competition tests the 
knowledge on urban environment and various skills. Sneaking Ghost method involves identify-
ing and researching interests in particular locations.  First, the core group of internal stakeholders 
looks at the interests in the context of diverse maps, or other forms of data. Later, based on the 
initially identified locations fulfilling the interests, the core group conducts site visits to study 
in-depth the potentials and eventual concerns related to the locations.
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Consider interests in different time frames. Think of the interests of the identified 
stakeholders and consider how their interests could be fulfilled in the locations.

Prepare and use routines enabling the organization to map interests. For exam-
ple, organize workshops and excursions relevant to the proposed development or 
planning activity. Review the results of the search with the internal stakeholders.

Document interests initially in a workshop by debriefing the work of the groups 
looking at particular locations. Ask the members of groups who have participated 
to step forward one at a time and present their work. Mediate these presentations 
by asking questions, encouraging, proposing, and involving those who are not pre-
senting. All members of all groups should have a chance to comment and explain 
their interests. Have the interests documented and illustrated in real time while 
maintaining an informal and active atmosphere.

Document interests and circulate them. Make a post-production of the delib-
eration event, such as the workshop. Consider using a single-text procedure with 
a visual presentation of interests. Circulate it for comments among the internal 
stakeholders. Present potential solutions to the extent necessary to explicate the 
internal interests and alternatives related to them. Emphasize that these solutions 
are drafts.

Produce a BATNA. Discuss alternatives in case of “no agreement.” Aim to im-
prove these alternatives. Focus on BATNA to improve the outcome of negotia-
tions and manage the risks of not reaching an agreement.

Example 7: A developer offers a retail chain an opportunity to be a part of a de-
velopment as a user. The retail chain wants to improve its performance in this par-
ticular district of the city. While the offer is somewhat attractive, the developer has 
located the retail space in the middle of a block. The chain would have preferred 
to be at the intersection of two main roads. The retail chain decides to initiate 
discussion about the new location. At the same time, it also begins to search for 
alternative locations in proximity to the new development. If the negotiation for 
the corner site at the intersection fails, it can continue to negotiate for a reduced 
rent in the space originally offered by the developer, or invest in an alternative 
location either immediately or within the next few years. In so doing, the retail 
chain has created a BATNA that both delivers an alternative investment location 
and at the same time safe-guards its interests in the negotiations.
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Identify urban potentials
on maps in relation
to interests:
A city wants to convert
an old port storage into
a youth centre and sports facility.
What if it would contain also
retail, housing... 

Identify urban
potentials on site:
Document the opportunities
from the perspective of
interests.

?

Search for solutions:
Based on the identified interests,
propose initial solutions without
committing to them. Aim to improve
the solutions jointly with the stake-
holders.

Streetcar to harbor

Retail space

Housing?

Community & Sports Centre

Figure 21: Phases of Sneaking Ghost method

Kap horn Street Rio Street Children’s House

FoyerHousingCommunity & Sports CentreRetailParking
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Decide whether to map interests jointly with the key stakeholders
Map interests jointly with the stakeholders concerned with the particular de-
velopment or planning activity. For an internal initiative, decide whether to initi-
ate discussion with external stakeholders. For an external initiative, the initiator 
may already have made such a decision by mapping the internal interests and 
analyzing their BATNA.

Aim to reach an agreement among the initial stakeholders about engaging the 
other stakeholders. Ensure sufficient deliberation to reduce emergent and pos-
sibly justified stakeholder claims at the end of the development and planning pro-
cess. Consider the conceptual solutions potentially used for mapping interests in 
particular location to be preliminary. Link the interests of other stakeholders to 
the solutions and avoid making claims. Avoid presenting fixed design and plan-
ning solutions and making early commitments before mapping interests jointly 
with the other key stakeholders. Decide with all initial stakeholders how to engage 
other stakeholders and discuss their interests. Repeat the procedures for mapping 
interests with the identified stakeholder groups.

Communicate interests. Consider the sequence of contacting stakeholders in 
terms of their interests to ensuring that your initiative is consistent and maximiz-
es mutual gains. Use progressive “Yes, and…” communication; acknowledge the 
concerns of the others; and avoid judgment. Be aware that developments include 
stakeholders who are unaware of integrative negotiation. Aim to build the capac-
ity of all stakeholders.

Provide enough information for all stakeholders to understand your interests. 
Consider which forms of information and presentation will convey a clear mes-
sage about your interests. For example, the style of illustrations and level of detail 
should emphasize the representation of interests. The presentation should be ana-
lytical, and avoid images illustrating final solutions. Ask questions and encourage 
listening to ensure the proper interpretation of the interests.

Example 8: Let’s return to the example of redeveloping the eastern districts of the 
city. After the internal city stakeholders decide to continue with the development 
initiatives, the mediator contacts the other stakeholders to prepare a workshop 
discussing the full range of interests. Before calling the representatives of other 
stakeholder groups, he thinks about presenting the following points in an informal 
fashion: introducing himself and his role, his mandate, the subject matter, and the 
intention to engage various interest groups. He also emphasizes the early stage of 
the process focusing on interests to achieve efficient and mutually beneficial solu-
tions. At the end of the phone call, he promises to confirm the meeting by email. 
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He agrees to give the representative sufficient time to confer with her constituen-
cies. This distribution of information needs to convey a clear message. The media-
tor composes the email carefully, because the recipient will probably forward it to 
other people with whom the mediator had not yet communicated.

Before the workshop with the stakeholders, the mediator considers the form in 
which he will present the planning initiative and the key interests of the city. The 
mediator has built relationships with the stakeholder groups by meeting with them 
individually before the workshop. He is well prepared for the meetings and has in 
hand some detailed, preliminary ideas of eventual solutions or development po-
tential. Conceptual solutions representing certain interests were documented dur-
ing the workshops of initial stakeholders. If common ground were readily available, 
the mediator could elaborate the interests of the initial stakeholders in particular 
locations, and test the likelihood for reaching an agreement. However, in this case 
he builds on already identified interests by describing the situation and illustrat-
ing it at the negotiation table. He is granted permission to take notes to help him 
document the interests and to circulate them later on. He feels that asking permis-
sion to take notes and document the interests increases his trustworthiness and the 
stakeholders’ sense that he is listening actively.

Suggest potential common ground without committing or taking positions in 
order to prime the search for solutions. Encourage creativity in the early think-
ing about common ground; secure these ideas later in the actual joint mapping 
of interests. Even “wild” ideas may enhance the process and lead to alternative 
solutions or sites.

Example 9: A city is about to enter the final stages of planning a central and large-
scale brownfield area. A developer has identified an unusual location for a flagship 
store, and proposed to the city that a narrow strip of land at the gateway of the 
brownfield area could be developed into a retail space. The development would 
also function as the city’s information pavilion for the entire brownfield area. The 
developer is thus able to produce a retail location with good access for patrons 
while creating marketing value with a visible location. An innovative building 
design offers the city both indoor exhibition space and a view of the brownfield 
development during the construction phase.

Search for solutions
Based on the jointly elaborated and documented interests, try to find actual 
and lasting common ground on which to base the solutions. Think about the se-
quence of dealing with the problems and opportunities for which you jointly seek 
solutions. Consider the time perspective: Are common ground and joint interests 
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needed only to launch the development or does the project require long-term 
cooperation and commitment?

Aim to expand the pie and consider alternative packaging of solutions. Refine 
the consideration of interests incrementally as the eventual solutions provide more 
information on the packages available. View solutions as parts of the package at 
different scales ranging from local to regional – or even global. Search for both 
content and process solutions.

Build shared cognition. Strive for a virtual solution, and a mental model, in which 
the stakeholders can identify solutions leading to an agreement. Finding such im-
ages distributes value in the negotiations. When the solutions are grounded in the 
interests of stakeholders, they can identify in the image the things they consider 
important. Document the virtual solution by using illustrations.

Avoid judging proposals and try to improve those you consider unsatisfactory. In-
vent without committing by maintaining the status of solutions as drafts. Use 
expert advice and assistance.

Reaching decisions and agreements
Aim to fulfill as many interests as possible. Increase commitments gradually and 
document them. Adhere to jointly approved documentation of interests and solu-
tions in decision making. Stay committed to the procedure. Once a solution is 
reached, determine which stakeholders can accept it, for example, by convening 
a final meeting and documenting the conclusion. Try to mitigate the negative ef-
fects of the solution on those who are unable to accept it as written. Consider your 
BATNA in evaluating the acceptability and improvement of the solutions. If you 
are unable to accept the solution, use your BATNA. Decide whether to accept 
the development or planning solution. Seek formal ratification of the solution, if 
necessary. Propose a procedure for mediated dispute resolution if one is needed 
during the implementation.

Example 10: The efficiency of solutions can be audited, for example, by applying 
Raiffa’s “contract embellishment” idea (Raiffa 1982:221). Consulting architect-
planners having skills in building design, planning, and integrative negotiations 
can audit the plans and designs based on the documented interests. They can then 
propose alterations which the stakeholders can either reject or accept.

Follow through implementation
Aim to secure consistency with the principles of integrative negotiation in the 
implementation of agreements and plans. Increase the awareness of internal stake-
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holders responsible for implementation about the decisions and their conditions. 
Be flexible when contingencies occur. Prepare to deal with them and discuss con-
ditions for revising the solutions and agreements. Continue building relationships 
and increase trustworthiness.

In conclusion
Planning and development activities involve complex multilateral negotiations. 
The official forum of the negotiations may be, for example, an impact assessment 
or a design process. However, the chain of events often takes place outside the 
negotiation table, before, and also after the actual negotiations. The prescriptive 
advice presented above is designed to assist the stakeholders in producing more 
efficient and lasting solutions in the forms of plans, designs, and agreements.

Initial stakeholders engaged in the production of the built environment can make 
a strategic decision to build capacity and practice Integrative Development. Inte-
grative Development aims to increase the satisfaction levels of different stakehold-
er groups who safe-guard their interests while also producing more sustainable 
developments. The rationale of Integrative Development is to create value and 
acknowledge the concerns and interests of all the stakeholders. This increases the 
desirability of the development or planning activity. Generated by a successful ne-
gotiating experience, the increased trust among stakeholders can help streamline 
future development and planning interactions. In addition to building on the mu-
tually shared concerns and opportunities, the Integrative Development approach 
is designed to fulfill the “enlightened self-interests” of the initiator of the develop-
ment or planning activity.

Urban Design Management refers to the mediation of Integrative Developments. 
UDM is a negotiated approach to the production of the built environment result-
ing from Integrative Development. It is grounded in policies that reflect the things 
each organization considers most important: its interests. UDM helps the organi-
zation achieve these interests and engage in Integrative Development.

My prescriptions for using integrative negotiations in the intersection of urban 
planning, city design, and real estate development are consistent with the ideas of 
early thinkers such as Mary Parker Follett, Howard Raiffa, Richard Walton, Rober 
McKersie, Roger Fisher, and William Ury, and many others who have contributed 
to the theory of negotiation. In particular, the approach of Consensus Building 
and the Mutual Gains Approach of Lawrence E. Susskind have provided an im-
portant theoretical basis for the theory of how Urban Design Management can 
lead to Integrative Development. Many of my prescriptions confirm the prescrip-
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tions of Lawrence E. Susskind (2006) in his book Breaking the Robert’s Rules for 
reaching group agreements with the Consensus Building process.

Initial stakeholders who receive and make development initiatives can learn and 
decide to consistently practice Integrative Development in all their development 
and planning activities. Integrative Development is not a one-time approach but 
a strategic orientation requiring long-term commitment. This study has demon-
strated that an integrative development focus and related planning practices may 
lead to more sustainable ways to produce the built environment.

At present, this has not been the conventional Finnish practice. Instead, land-use 
planning has been monopolized by the municipalities, and is widely consider an 
arena of disputes between groups with stoutly defended positions; many of these 
could eventually be resolved with the Consensus Building approach. In order to 
catalyze the transition to more sustainable practices, this research has linked the 
use of integrative negotiation to a joint framework of urban planning, city de-
sign, and real estate development to produce the built environment. Changing the 
mental models of initial stakeholders from conflict-oriented to opportunity-ori-
ented through capacity building and rewarding experiences in Integrative Devel-
opment may support the transition, and dramatically alter how these stakeholders 
see themselves and their interests in the production of the built environment. 

Finally, two key points:

Focus on interests instead of solutions.1. 

View plans and designs as representations of interests. These interests 2. 
may change.

 
I hope that keeping these points in mind enables a continuous search for more 
effective ways of practicing urban planning, city design, and real estate develop-
ment.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: List of interviewees 

The list of interviewees is presented in English in the Part 2, Tables 4 and 5.

Case Päiväranta: 
 
Eero Ahtela, yksikön päällikkö, Kiinteistökesko (tutkimuksen päättyessä 
Ruokakesko Oy:n Etelä-Suomen aluejohtaja)
 
Jarkko Heininen, konseptijohtaja, Ruokakesko Oy

Juha Rinne, projektipäällikkö (K-Citymarket)

Pertti Rusanen, aluejohtaja, Ruokakesko Oy

Patrick Hublin, alueidenkäyttöpäällikkö, Pohjois-Savon ympäristökeskus

Otto Siippainen, kaavoitusarkkitehti, Siilinjärven kunta

Leo Kosonen, kaavoituspäällikkö, Kuopion kaupunki

Juha Romppanen, yleiskaava-arkkitehti, Kuopion kaupunki

Esko Tolvanen, insinööri, Tiehallinto, Savo-Karjalan tiepiiri

Jari Tertsunen, Päivärannan siirtolapuutarhayhdistyksen palstanhaltija ja yhdistyk-
sen entinen hallituksen jäsen

Mauri Tommila, arkkitehti, Arkkitehdit Tommila Oy
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Case Näkinmetsä: 

Ben Grass, konsernijohtaja, VVO-yhtymä Oyj

Arto Hiltunen, toimitusjohtaja, VVO Rakennuttaja Oy

Esa Kankainen, hankekehitysjohtaja, VVO Rakennuttaja Oy

Jari Mäkimattila, alue- ja hankekehitysyksikön johtaja, arkkitehti,  
VVO Rakennuttaja Oy

Rauni Koivukangas, tiedottaja, VVO-yhtymä Oyj

Olavi Louko, teknisen toimen johtaja, Espoon kaupunki

Jussi Eerolainen, tonttipäällikkö, Espoon kaupunki

Harri Hietanen, apulaisasemakaavapäällikkö, Espoon kaupunki

Merja Kiviluoto, aluearkkitehti, Espoon kaupunki

Risto Keinonen, Kauklahti Seuran entinen hallituksen jäsen ja alueen asukas

Staffan Lodenius, arkkitehti ja A-konsultit Oy:n osakas

Jyrki Iso-Aho, arkkitehti, A-konsultit Oy
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Appendix 2: Original quotes in Finnish from the transcripts of the interviews

I Pertti Rusanen: […] ja va ni siellä on ilmeisesti siellä kaavoituspuolella tiettyjä 
ristiriitaisuuksia ja tota (.2) johtosuhteetkaan ei oo ihan niinku ookoo [...]

II Jari Mäkimattila: Siis kunnan tavotteethan ei oo mikään yks […] kunnan sisällä-
hän on hyvin erilaisia tavoitteita […] että siis ihan toisilleen vastakkaisia tavoittei-
ta [...] et se on sinänsä hämmästyttävä organisaatio niinku tämmönen kunta kun 
tota se sisältää vaikka mitä

III Eero Ahtela: kyllähän siinä tota aina tietysti kilpailijat arvioi että (.2) eh tois-
tensa lukuja että <voiko pitää paikkansa> [...] ((naurua)) et to:ta: (.2) eihän sitä nyt 
sitten sinänsä sinänsä nyt näyttöä ole että suorastaan niinku valehdeltaisiin mut 
>mut voi olla josku että< [...] kun on joku joku tämmösestä kauppakeskuksesta 
kysymys niin voihan se olla sinne on lipsahtanut koko talon myynti

IV Leo Kosonen: […] ne on tämmösiä aika lailla niin tämmösiä niin strategisia (.2) 
papereita ja ne tehdään yhdessä just tuon (.) tuon noitten palvelujen suun-väestö-
suunnittelijoitten palvelusuunnittelijoitten kanssa just tätä (.) kaupungin kansli-
an suunnitteluosaston kanssa (.) et hei-heidän vastuullaan on niinkun kaupungin 
strategian teko ja väestöennusteiden teko ja palvelusuunnittelu taloussuunnittelu 
(.hhh) mut täs kaupunkirakennesuunnitelmassa siinä se tehdään aika pitkälle yh-
dessä sillä tavalla et siinä kaavottajat ja nää (.3) nää nää toiminta ja talouden suun-
nittelijat tekee sen yhdessä

V Patrick Hublin: tätä autottomuuttahan on täällä niinkun tässä kaupunkiraken-
nemielessä niin niin selvitetty ihan ihan tota (1) voisko sanoa että minun käsityk-
sen mukaan ni valtakunnallisestiki perusteellisella tavalla-en tie ootteko koskaan 
(.2) kaavotuspäällikkö Leo Kososesta kuullu mutta hän hän hirmu paljon tätä 
autottomuutta ja ja sitten sitä että (.hhh) että tuota kaupunkirakenteessa niin tämä 
jalankulkukaupunki ja joukkoliikennekaupunki ja autokaupunki eivät ole toisiaan 
poissulkevia vaan ne kaikki on päällekkäin (.2) ne on niinku kaikki yhtäaikaa ole-
massa ku joskus on vähän niinku erehdytty miettimään niitä niitä (.2) vaihtoeh-
toina (.) ja näinhän se ei ole (.3) ja sitte siitä on päästy niinku tämmössiin vyö-
hykkeisiin tämmöseen niinku vyöhykeajatteluun että tämä ja näitten tämmösten 
joukkoliikennenauhojen ja sitä kautta täydennysrakentamispaikkojen kattomista 
että (.2) että tää on ihan ihan niinko minä sanosin että järkevää (.) kaupunkiraken-
nesuunnitelua ja tarkastelua
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VI Leo Kosonen: [...] tähän kaupunkikuvaan sopeutuminen tai ja ja arkkitehtuuri 
ja tän tyyppiset asiat ni (.hhh) niitä ei oo tässä lähdetty [R: ei] vielä linjaamaan vaan 
on niinku lähdetty siitä ajatuksesta että tossa tommosella paikalla jossa on (.hhh) 
noin isot varastorakennukset ennestään niin kyllä siihen pystytään niinku (hhh) 
yks tota kauppa (.) kauppaliike istuttamaan sitten ihan taas niinku rakennusval-
vonnan (.) ohjauskeinoilla [...]

VII Mauri Tommila: emmä osaa sanoo heistä [Kuopion kaupunkisuunnittelijoista] 
yhtään mittään (.2) en mä niin paljon oo ollu (.) mä olen ollu muutaman kokous 
(.) ja mitään semmosia visioita mä en oo niinkun havainnu [...] et kato mut me 
ollaan mei on ollu tämönen homma et ne on kaikki ne hommat on tehty et me 
ollaan tultu rakennussuunnitteluvaiheessa (.2) >mä nyt uudestaan sanosin< et me 
ei olla (.) oltu keskusteluissa mukana siitä et mihin tämä liittyy (.) et mä sen verran 
tietysti et ollaan käyty läpi et siin on tää saaristo (.) et se jotenki miten sitä tehdään 
(.) ja varmaan ne on tärkeitä asioita että mä (.) et ne asiat otetaan huomioon (.) 
mut me ollaan nyt täs lähdetty siit et he on ottanu ne huomioon (.2) et meil ei oo 
täs kovin merkittävää roolia (.) me ollaan rakennussuunnittelijana melkein [...] ja 
sit vaan haetaan tontille niitä ratkaisuja näistä lähtökohdista käsin jotka osapuolet 
on sopinu et niist tulis jotain kunnollist mut et se rakennussuunnittelun puolelle 
menossa (.) melkein

VIII Mauri Tommila: hyvin tyypillinen ongel ongelma nykyisin on se tän pelastus-
toimen rooli kun niil on hirveen itsenäinen asema ja niiden ammattitaito on ihan 
kelvoton (.) tänhän kaikki tietää jotka joutuu niitten kans tekemisiin et (.) kun ei 
ne osaa mitään niin ne vaatii aivan hirveitä varmuuden vuoks

IX Jussi Eerolainen: meil on niinku hyvät suhteet ja puhutaan kyllä aivan avoimesti 
kaikkea asiamme et tota siis siin ei (.) me ei niinku pelata (.3) vaan vaan tota (.) et 
se on niinku silleen selkee se se asetelma [...] et et kyl heidän kans on hyvä toimii 
siinä

X Otto Siippainen: Kuopion kaavottajat sai turpiinsa sillon yheksäkytluvulla niin 
totaalisesti (.3) et hehän oli tiukasti vastaan tätä (.2) market hanketta mut heidät 
nitistettiin

XI Leo Kosonen: se verran pitkä perin (.) seuranta ja kokemus on tästä että sillon 
kun (.3) tätä selvitystä tehtiin sillon (.) reilu kymmenen vuotta sitten (.3) sillonhan 
tutkittiin niitä mahollisia automarketpaikkoja niit oli tääl oli yheksän hanketta eri 
puolilla ja sen lisäks oli vielä muita (1) et käytiin läpi hyvin hyvin laajalti nää ja ja 
tämä paikka mihin nyt sit ne (.) tää Kolmisoppi mihin ne tuli (.3) me kaavottajat 
kaupunkisuunnittelijat pidettiin sitä erittäin huonona paikkana ja siin oli kaks 
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syytä (.) toinen oli että se on (.3) ku tää oli tää pyörön pyörön tota tytärkaupunki 
kehittymässä sinne haluttiin aluekeskus (.3) ja se sijoittu niinku sen ja keskustan 
puoliväliin eli se syö niinkun tältä (1) tältä toteutumisedellytykset tai suurelta osin 
nää (.3) toinen oli että me ku verrattiin muihin automarketteihin muissa kaupun-
geissa ni todettiin et tää on helvetin kaukana (.) et ei missään muussa kaupungissa 
rakenneta näin kauas (.) keskustasta (1) mutta meit ei uskottu kumpaakaan kum-
massakaan mielessä (.3) eli ympäristöministeriö (.) vahvisti sen kaavan (.2) vastoin 
esittelevän (.) virkamiehen esitystä (.) ympäristöministeri erikseen niinku vahvisti 
tän (.) market kaavan

XII Pertti Rusanen: sitte kun me käytiin tätä verkostokysymyksiä läpi ni se ostet-
tii sillon kakstuhattayks keväällä (.2) ja siinä yhteydessä me käytiin tuo (.) sillon 
kiinteistökeskon johtaja Heikki Valkjärven kanssa niin käytiin tapaamassa apu-
laiskaupunginjohtaja Jukka Pulkkista (.) ja tota kerroimme hänelle että tota meillä 
tul ostettuu tämä niinku takasi ja meillä tulee tämmönen hanke sitte että me lä-
hemäha tähän niinkun hakemaan niinku citymarketille kaavamuutosta (.) ja me 
kaavamuutos heitettii viiestoista päivä kymmenettä kakstuhattayksi kaupungille

XIII Pertti Rusanen: kyllä tota (.) me ollaan oltu niinku ykköskaupunginjohtajaan 
yhteydessä ja sitte on oltu tohon pulkkisen jukkaan eli apulaiskaupunginjohta-
jaan (.) hänen allahan tää tekninen (.hh) kuvio on sitte enemmän mutta kyllähän 
sit yleisesti näissä ainaki vastaavissa kaupungeissa nii kyllä se kaupunginjohtajahi 
kyllä näi näihin ottaa ottaa niinku kantaa ja kattoo että nää asiat etenee (.) yritys-
toiminnan kehittämisestä on kysymys

XIV Pertti Rusanen: tässä kun mä jo viittasin aikasemmin että tuos kauppakamari 
(.3) anto lausunnon ja nyt sen jälkeen kun on keskusteltu nii ei oo yksistään meille 
mutta joillehi muillekin on jäänyt epäselväks että mitkä on ne todelliset (.) johto 
ja vaikuttamissuhteet siellä asiassa

XV Leo Kosonen: niinku totesin sillon ku me kaavaan jotain sidotaan niin tai täl-
leen (.) niin yleensä se on sitten jo (.hhh) pyritty sillä tavalla tekemään yhteistyössä 
et myös muut osapuolet tietää et nyt tämmönen (1) tämmönen tänne tulee (.) 
samoin meijän elinkeinotoimi sit joka on yks osapuoli täs ni kyl me niitten kans (.) 
kans ollaan (.3) aika suoraan yhteydessä et  jos me jossain pannaan jotain rajotuk-
sia niin (.) pistetään heille tiedoks et älkää nyt luvatko tässä mitään ja (.3) ja taas 
toisin päin sitte jos heillä joku hanke jossa on (1) tarvitaan jotain kaavamuutosta 
tai poikkeusta niin ne tulee suoraan meille (.) kysymään et mites tää menee ennen 
ennen ku rupeevat lupaamaan
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XVI Eero Ahtela: mä kans niinku nään niin monta kertaa sen että että sillon kun 
tosissaan on on tekemisissä maankäytönsuunnittelijoitten maankäytönsuunnit-
telua ohjaavien viranomaisien kanssa suhteessa elinkeinotoimintaan (.2) ja sen 
kehittäminen (1) niin niin tuota (.3) kiusallisen (.2) kiusallisen paljon korostuu 
tosissaan jotkut niinku arkkitehtoniset lähtökohdat (1) siinä elinkeinotoiminnan 
(1) suunnittelussa (2) en en (.) tottakai se on niinkö tärkeä osa (.2) mutta tuota (.3) 
mutta mut ne ei ehkä kulje ihan tasapainossa nää nää tuota nää tavotteet (.3) siitä 
voi johtua jopa se toisaalta että että näitten hallintohaarojen välillä on tämmöstä 
tota (1) öö vähän (1) vähän tuota (2) ei ole keskinäistä (.2) ymmärrystä (.) jopa 
luottamusta sanotaan

XVII Eero Ahtela: myymäläverkkosuunnittelu on tosissaaski sitä että sillä sillä niin-
kö haetaan niitä-mehän haemme itseasiassa tosissaan siis tota markkina-aukkoja

XVIII Leo Kosonen: tässähän tehtiin semmonen (.) sopimus (1) näitten kauppa-
ryhmittymien kanssa (1) johon ei tullu kyllä mitään sanktioita että (.) se meillä 
oli tavote että me ois tehty ihan noista lähimyymälöistä semmonen sopimus (.2) 
kuvio jossa ois (.2) myymälän lakkauttamisesta seurannu sanktioita (.hhh) ni sitä 
ei saatu mut semmonen saatiin kuitenkin että meillä varsinkin alkuvuosina oli 
kerran vuodessa semmone tilai-tilaisuus jossa käytiin tavattiin näi-kes-kauppa-
ryhmittymien edustajat (.) käytiin läpi lähimyymälöitten tilanne et todettiin että 
mitkä on näkymät seu-seuraavan vuoden tai lähi lähi lähimmän vuoden ajan että 
(.3) onko pelättävissä että on lakkauttamisia tai onko jotain kehittämistoiveita ja 
ja siltä pohjaltahan näitä on uudistettu näitä lähimyymälöitä

XIX Eero Ahtela: ↑huonot lähtee (.) se on ihan varma etku tehdään hyvät palvelut 
palvelurakennetta parannetaan ni paskat putoo rattailt (.) se o varma ja sehän on 
tienkin haaste näille tälle olevalle verkostolle täällä [...] meille myös meijän pitää 
huolehtia siit että (.) ei me voija koskaan tehä sillä lailla et me täräytetään tänne 
yks suuryksikkö jonneki (.) meijän pitää se koko alue niinko trimmata [...] et sa-
manaikasesti ku tää aukee (.) ni nää on valmiit vastaanottamaan sen (.) kilpailun 
(.) >ne kilpailee keskenään<

XX Leo Kosonen: samassa yhteydessä Lidl lähti hakemaan siihen vuokrasopimusta 
tommosen yheksänsadan viidenkymmenen neliön myymälälle [...] se on ollu tätä 
meijän sarjaa ku meillä oli tässä tää (.3) kymmenen vuoden takasessa kartassa tää 
(.2) linja rajaus et näillä alueilla ei ei niinku sallita tällasten (.hhh) asuntoalueiden 
ulkopuolelle sijoittuvien myymälöiden sijoittumista (.2) ja me on tähän asti tul-
kittu että se [...] on asuntoalueitten ulkopuolella (.2) ja kuitenkin rassaa noita (.3) 
siinä me nyt jouduttiin tulkintaa vähän [R: mm] muuttamaan sillä tavalla et me 
tulkittiin et se on asuntoalueella kun kun se kuitenkin siinä jalankulkuetäisyydellä 
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on se Inkilänmäen (.2) eteläpään kerrostaloasutus ja siitä se myymälä on lakannu 
joka siinä oli aikasemmin (.3) se nyt tulkittiin että tuo niin vielä korvaa sitä ja 
vaikutuksiltaan on se (.) ei oo niin (.) sitten niin-tai saa nyt nähä mikä se vaikutus 
sitte on näihin muihin neljään (.) lähimyymälään jotka siinä ympärillä on

XXI Eero Ahtela: [...] siinä lausunnossamme kaupungin selvityksestä ni ni ↑me 
tuettiin niinkö sitä kaupungin selvitystä (2) tietenkin eräin poikkeuksin ((naurah-
dus)) ja ja tota semmosia poikkeuksia on [...] kauppapaikka johon [...] olemme ai-
koinaan pommittaneet <kauheesti> et siihen haluttais tehdä semmonen supermar-
ket luokkaa oleva kauppa (1) (hhh) osuuskauppa on ihan samalla tavoin pyrkinyt 
siihen [...] mut siihen on tullu aina kaupungilta ehdoton jyrkkä EI (.2) et siihen ei 
päivittäistavarakauppaa voi sijoittaa (1) ja piste [...]↑ni nyt sitte tota sitte pöllähti 
muuan saksalainen Lidl tonne kaupunkiin (.3) ja rupes esittämään et haluaisivat 
siihen [...] ↑ja kaupunki rupee jumalauta niinkö (.2) myöntymään siihen et (.) joo 
(.2) sitähän voidaan niinkö (.2) tutkii (2) ↑ei tää ei tää tarkota sitä et me oltais 
jotenki niinkö mustasukkasia näist asioista (.3) mut sitä se tarkottaa (.) et kun 
meille kaikille muille on sanottu EI (.3) ni me ollaan lähetty tekemään verkostoa 
(.) suorittamaan investointeja sen EI sanan perusteella

XXII Leo Kosonen: [...] ja tietysti se lupaus että he tekee siihe asianmukasen (.3) 
liikerakennuksen et kyl me tietysti siitä (.3) siitä lähtökohdasta lähdetään että ei 
se tommonen pelkkä varastorakennuksen käyttötarkotus oo olla vaan kyllä jos et 
he luvan saa nit siihe tulee ihan täysmittanen liike-liikerakennus niinku näissä nää 
muut on ollu [...]

XXIII Juha Romppainen: [...] työn aikana niin siitähän sitten (.) on on tehty tuota 
myös piha pihajärjestelyt (.hhh) ja niihin liittyvät suunnitelmat ja sitten on tuo 
rakennukseen liittyvä suunnitelma että mitä siinä sitten se (.2) viistoistatuhatta 
kerrosalaa sitten tommosena massana on (.2) miten se on jaoteltu (.) miten se 
sisältö alkaa muotoutuu niin (.) se on tässä tullu esille (.) mutta sillon ku tää hanke 
lähti käyntiin niin siinä vaiheessa ei vielä näitä suunnitelmia ollu (.hhh) mutta 
tää selvitystyö edellytti sen että myös tämmöset tarkastelut tulis jo tässä vaiheessa 
tehdä [...]

XXIV Mauri Tommila: he on ollu tyytyväisii niihin mitä mä oon esittäny mittään 
muuta ei oo käsitelty [...] ne on täysin kritiikittömästi ne on kelvannu mitä mä oon 
esitetty (.) jos tällai saa sanoo suoraan [...] ne on ollu tyytyväisiä (.) sitte jotenki 
tuntunu silt siel on joku semmonen et siel on kauheen kiireistä pyris (.) niil on joku 
hätä sen aikataulutavoitteen toteuttamiseks (.3) et siellähän kaava menee aivan 
hirveellä vauhdilla verrattuna espooseen tai helsinkiin
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XXV Leo Kosonen: täähän ei oo edenny kovin kovaa vauhtia (.3) mutta se on (.) 
sekin on sem-semmonen asia joka oli tiedossa sillon heti alussa (1) et meillä on on 
Saaristokaupungin kaavat ja keskustan kaavat ja sitten sen tyyppiset elinkeinokaa-
vat jotka tähtää niinku (.3) näitten tuotannollisten työpaikkojen lisäämiseen niin 
ne on niinku siellä (.3) ykköskategoriassa

XXVI Leo Kosonen: on siinä siitä keskustelua käyty siis just sen takia että ku tässä 
on voitu-ei oo voitu edetä tän nopeemmin nii onhan meiltä kysytty monesti että 
eiks tässä vois tässä konsultti vois tehdä jotain enempää ja (.3) mut et siihen me 
on vaan voitu-todettu et ei (.3) et nää mitä (.3) nyt on kaupungin tehtäviä kaavo-
tusosaston hommia niin nää on jo enemmän viranomaishommia et näitä näitä ei 
voi enää konsultille laittaa vaan tää on nyt tätä (.) asioitten yhteensovittamista ja ja 
asemakaavaprosessia (.3) jossa konsulteista ei oo (.) ei oo apua

XXVII Eero Ahtela: [...] sitte ku se hallituksen esitys lentää sinne valtuuston kä-
sittelyyn ni sit se on kyllä ihan lastu laineilla ((naurua)) sen jälkeen sille voi kyllä 
tapahtua ihan mitä vaan [...]

XXVIII Otto Siippainen: HEIDÄN edustajansa istuivat Kuopion kaupunginhalli-
tuksessa jos näin sanotaan ((naurahdus)) siis semmonen käsitys mulle jäi että tuota 
siit on joku (.3) demaripoliitikko jälkikäteen todennuki että tokihan he ajatteli sen 
E-liikkeen etua (.2) sillon ku ne sitten päätöksen teki (1) ↑paitsi että siinä oli pai-
nostusta niin siinä oli nää intressitahothan on mukana itse siinä päätöksenteossa 
(.3) heidän edustajansa et eihän ihmiset oo sillai että ne on vaan niinku (.2) jossain 
vaan ne on niinku monessa mukana

XXIX Patrick Hublin: monenlaisten suhmurointien ja käänteitten jälkeen niin niin 
tuota se meni Keskolle ja Tradekalle ne tontit ja paikallinen S-ryhmä peeässä jäi 
nuolemaan näppejään (.2) ja ja oli niinku todella pahoillaan (.2) kunnes he onnis-
tuivat tästä lähempää keskustaa onnistuivat ostamaan yksityiseltä tontin ja joka 
osottautu sitte kultakaivokseksi

XXX Otto Siippainen: no ehkä tietysti me Siilinjärvelläkin kun on tuota tämmönen 
maalaistaustainen ja keskustavetoinen kunta niin (.) eihän siellä Pellervolaisen 
osuustoimintaliikkeen menestystä pahalla katsota ((naurahdus))

XXXI Otto Siippainen: enkä mä usko että siinä enää niin vahvaa ideologista (.3) 
sävyä on on (.) niinku ennenvanhaan oli että tuota (.) kokoomuslaiset kävi K-kau-
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passa (.) kepulaiset kävi S-kaupassa (.) vasemmistolaiset kävi työväen osuuskau-
passa

XXXII Otto Siippainen: mul on semmonen käsitys et S-ryhmä kaiken kaikkiaan on 
onnistunu näillä bonus-korteillaan ja muilla niinku ihan valtakunnallisesti se on 
niinku päihittäny Keskon Keskon ja tuota (.) ja se on pystyny kehittään asemaansa 
ihan selvästi (.2) et em mä tiedä onko siinä sitten tollasta suhtautumista et se on 
paikallinen

XXXIII Otto Siippainen: mä luulen et tää on luvattu (1) tää on luvattu ((naurahdus)) 
et siinä mielessä niinkun (1) Kuopion kollegat on kyllä hyvin vaikeessa välikädessä 
[...] et tää on meidän niinkun käsitys [...] aika sitovasti Keskolle on annettu että 
he saa ja ku siellä on se vanha kaupunginvaltuuston päätös takana (.3) joka on on 
kuitenkin niinku tämmösessä kaupunkirakennesuunnitelmassa joka ei oo mikään 
maankäyttö- ja rakennuslain mukanen sitova kaava eikä sellanen eikä sen yhtey-
dessä oo mitään näitä vaikutusarviointeja tehty

XXXIV Otto Siippainen: kuulemanmukaan niinku kuopiolaiset poliitikot niinku 
mököttää tän asian tiimoilta ja ihan näissä lehtikirjoitteluissa on tullu sitä että (.3) 
tää ei oikeestaan niinku Siilinjärvelle kuulu (1) ja et me vaan niinku kateuttamme 
pannaan kapuloita rattaisiin (.) Kuopion muuten hyvälle hankkeelle

XXXV Otto Siippainen: on kuntaliitoksesta ollu keskustelua [...] ehkä enemmänkin 
Kuopion puolella että siel on semmosia yksittäisiä (.2) tällä asialla kampanjoivia 
tai vois melkein sanoa yksittäinen ((naurahdus)) tällä asialla kampanjoiva ihminen 
(.) muut suhtautuu (1) aika pidättyvästi ja meijän puolellahan poliitikot on on 
sanonu että he ei tässä vaiheessa nää keskustelua tarpeelliseksi

XXXVI Otto Siippainen: tää Keskon hanke on yks osa sitä ketjua jota niinku (.) 
mitä meijän parikymmentä vuotta jatkunutta positiivista palveluitten kehittymistä 
niinku ihan selvästi kääntään negatiiviseen suuntaan ja se se ei oo must niinkun 
asukkaitten niinkun (.2) mu-must on noloa että pitää lähteä niinkun rättikaup-
paan Kuopioon et omalta paikkakunnalta ku on kakskyttuhatta asukasta niin ei 
oikeen löydy

XXXVII Otto Siippainen: me edelleen pidämme sitä tietä huonona mut me oomme 
yksin (1) tän mielipiteen kanssa (1) et tuota niinku muutenkin tän asian kans ol-
laan ollaan jääty vähän niinkun yksin ettei oo hirveesti saatu tukee (3) tukee ja aika 
paljon on ite asiassa saatu moitteita (.) puuttumisesta Kuopion kaupungin sisäisiin 
asioihin ((naurahdus)) ja ää kehityksen vastustamisesta
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XXXVIII Otto Siippainen: et jos Kesko oikeesti niinku haluu kauppaa käydä niin 
tuota (.2) kyl se kuvittelee saavansa siitä ohikulkijoilta aika ison potin (.3) ja sillon 
musta se on sama et onks se meijän puolella vai Kuopion puolella [...] se on kui-
tenkin niinku huono paikka

XXXIX Otto Siippainen: tämmöstäkin ajatteluu ja pohdintaakin niinkun aika paljon 
on on että ei se tämmönen niinkun sokee kilpailuasetelma enää niin (.2) ei sitä 
kuntarajaa enää nähdä niin tämmösenä fanaattisena viivana

XL Otto Siippainen: Siilinjärvi on ehkä leimautunut ehkä vähän niinku häiriköksi 
tässä asiassa (1) toivottavasti se ei sitte muita näitä yhteistyökuvioita sotke mutta 
tuota (1) näin on käyny

XLI Leo Kosonen: ei oo niinku väkisin lähetty runnomaan tavallaan (.2) vastoin 
heijän kantaa (1) ennen ku nyt on katottu että nyt on se aika ku ku sitä joka ta-
pauksessa viedään kun on käynyt selväks et heijän heijän kanta (.hhh) kanta ei oo 
muutettavissa

XLII Pertti Rusanen: mä kävin ykköskaupunginjohtajan juttusilla ni sano että kyllä 
se niinku etenee sit jollain aikavälillä mutta se niinku ei alkanu etenee ja sit aina 
ku soitti sinne niin sit pantii taas uus aikataulu niin se tuli vähän niinku semmo-
nen mieleen että (.) että tota (.3) että että oikeen ilkee soittaakaa jatkuvasti sitte ja 
sitten me käytiin muissa asioissa ni kysyttii et millos se menee (.) no ens viikolla 
se pitäis mennä niinku eteenpäin ennen kaikkee ku nehän mietti sitä vastineen 
tekemistä siilinjärvelle

XLIII Pertti Rusanen: viime vuoden alussa soitin (.) pulkkisen jukalle ja kaupungilta 
ilmotettiin että (.2) he (.) keskustelee edelleen siilinjärven kanssa että jos se vie 
lyhyen aikaa niin tuota he hyväksyy sen että jos se menee pitemmän aikaa sitten 
vie ni he vie jo tät joka tapauksessa tätä hanketta eteenpäin

XLIV Otto Siippainen: tää on se niin sanottu market-kielto -kysymys joo joo josta 
me katotaan et se on ollut oikein siunauksellinen (.2) ja tuota sitten sen jälkeen 
kun (.2) sillon kun yheksäkytluvun alussa Kuopio (.2) ↑lähti lipeemään siitä [...] 
me on tätä yhdyskuntarakennetta aika tavotetietoisesti (.) kehitetty siinä meijän 
keskustan liepeillä (.) nimenomaan sen takii että (.) et seiskytluvulla tultaessa se 
meijän oman keskustan palveluvarustus oli säälittävä (.3) ja me katottiin et se 
väestönkasvun painopiste pitää olla keskustassa (.) jotta me saahaan niinku nää 
palvelut (.3) saahaan niinku se ostovoima tukemaan kunnan omien palveluitten 
kehittymistä
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XLV Ben Grass: Näkinmetsä on helvetin tärkee että VVO onnistuu siinä (.) uskot-
tavuutta lisäämään ja ja se perustuu niinku hyvin pitkälle sekä virkamiesten että 
niinkun luottamusmiesten käytyihin keskusteluihin (.) se ei tullu mitenkää epäde-
mokraattisesti vaan se tuli prosessissa jossa (.2) on kyllä informoitu kaikkia tahoja 
(.) nyt informoidaan myös asukkaita 

XLVI Jussi Eerolainen: mä oon ollu vuodest seiskyt (.) yhdeksänseittemän tässä ja 
iskeny silmäni siihen suurin piirtein siihen aikaan [...] ensimmäisen kerran et siin 
ois tosi hyvä hyvä tota tommonen asuntoalue tos Kauklahden ja (.2) ja Mikkelän 
välissä (.hhh) no sitten me yritettiin sitä (.2) kolme neljä vuotta niinkun (.) saada 
kaavotusohjelmaan (.) lähtee liikkeelle (1) eikä onnistuttu (.2) ja sitte keksittiin 
(1) keksittiin tota (.3) Heikki Laukalan kans joka on mun esimies ja meijän viras-
topäällikkö ku me ideoitiin et mitä sen alueen kans tehtäis ni keksittiin et otetaas 
siihen tämmönen (2) kumppani

XLVII Jussi Eerolainen: [...] et niinku aattelee sitä meijän räpeltämistä ennen ku me 
lähettiin sen VVO:n kanssa tos liikkeelle niin niin ei me ei me niinku saatu mitään 
aikaan ettei ei me pärjätty tolle (.hhh) meijän omalle organisaatiolle mut et sitte 
ku saat tommosen niinkun (.3) yksityisen ahneuden (2) vetämään niitä vankkurei-
ta niin niin siin on hirvee voima [...] et et et kyl se kyl se (.3) se on vaan tietysti et 
se pitää jollain lailla niinku hallita

XLVIII Olavi Louko: niil on pikku riski tässä (.hhh) mutta niiden täytyy luottaa 
siihen et jos ne kehittää tätä niinkun on sovittu (.) niin siitä palkinto tulee

XLIX Arto Hiltunen: se on vähän niinku sellanen pandoran lipas et ku se avataan (.) 
se riittävä sana (.3) ja ja kyl käytännössä niinku saattaa olla näin että (.2) kun kau-
punki tekee sen omana työnään (.3) niin nehän pyrkii minimoimaan kustannuksia 
[...] sit ku siellä on se yhteistyökumppani (.) joka sitoutuu maksamaan ne kustan-
nukset [...] niin jos (.) sun pitäis oikeestaan verrata kahta tämmöst keisii (.3) niin 
niin sillon sä näät sen et ku pandoran lipas avataan ku toinen sanoo et kyllä me 
maksetaan (.) niin sen jälkeen se mitä tutkitaan onkin kymmenkertainen määrä

L Harri Hietanen: se sitte tavallaan niinkun varmistetaan se (.) kuka tahansa siellä 
rupee rakentamaan että aika seikkaperäiset korttelisuunnitelmat sinne tehdään [K: 
mm mm] ja sitte asemakaavan tueks että että tota kyl tää (.2) Espoos aika (.) aika 
niinkun (.3) selkeesti semmonen linja on että että aika pitkälle mietitään se niinku 
täs asemakaavavaiheessa (.) korttelisuunnitelmavaiheessa ja ja tota (.2) kyllä ra-
kennusliikkeet sen tietää että ei siitä paljon sitte poiketa [K: mm]
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LI Merja Kiviluoto: [...] ja eihän me tässä vaiheessa edes mietitä sitä toteuttaja [H: 
e::i e::i] tason asiaa vaan nimenomaan se että miten me saadaan toimiva ja hyvä 
ja kaupunkikuvallisesti onnistunu ratkasu (.3) et me mietitään nimenomaan sitä 
kokonaista aluetta ja sitä suunnittelua tässä vaiheessa ja (.)↑sit pitää vaan tosiaan 
olla riittävät sopimustekniset systeemit että sidotaan sitten näitten suunnittelijoi-
den kädet jatkossa joillaki tietyilla ohjeistuksilla niin (.) se päästään varmaan aika 
hyvin eteenpäin

LII Jussi Eerolainen: […] siis täähän on semmonen sillisalaatti koko Espoo et mun 
mielest niinku meil on tää kaupunkikuvatoimikunta niin mä oon todennu et must 
se vois ihan hyvin lopettaa että (.hhh) Espoon menestyshän on nimenomaan on 
se että (.) täällä jokainen sais tehä mitä huvittaa ja eihän tääl oo mitään kaupunki-
kuvaa et tää on (.) tää on niinkun (.) pikku amerikka

LIII Eero Ahtela: impulssi lähtee itseasiassa meijän myymäläverkkosuunnittelusta 
(.) Ruokakeskolla ja kaikilla toimialayhtiöillä on myymäläverkkosuunnittelua joka 
joka tuota joka on vielä sitten lyhennyksenä MVS ja se on meillä tota itseasiassa 
<ja kaikilla muillakin keskusliikkeilla> niin tää MVS on semmonen semmonen 
perusstrateginen niinkö öö-ö työväline suunnittelu (.) suunnitteluväline

LIV Juha Rinne: […] markkinat on kehittynyt niin että asiakkaat niinku entistä 
ennemmän haluaisivat asioida näissä isoissa kaupoissa ja niitten myynti kasvaa ja 
kehittyy ja ne on ollut tämmösiä voisko sanoa ihan (.) pomminvarmoja investoin-
teja (.2) niin tottakai niistä sillon käydään kilpailua (.) kun samanaikasesti sitte (.) 
tän kehityksen niinkun hallittavuuden nimissä sitten niitten saatavuutta niinkun 
rajotetaan ja varmaan pitääkin rajottaa (.3) niin niin tästähän on seurannu se että 
nää on ollu tosissaan niinku pomminvarmoja investointeja (.2) ja niist on käyty 
hirveetä kilpailua (.hhh) ja sillon käyny sitte herkästi niinki (.) et tavallaan tää 
meijän hieno verkostosuunnittelu (.2) on määritelty että no mihin me nyt halutais 
sijoittaa ne kaupat (.) ni ei niillä sitte ookkaan ollu sitte niin loppupelissä sitten 
niin olennaista ohjausvaikutusta (.) vaan on lähdetty siitä että (.2) okei (.) tohon 
syntyy tontti (.) näyttää siltä (.) että tuohon syntyy kaavotettu liiketontti johon saa 
kymmentuhatta hypermarkettia (.3) ni tottakai me ollaan kiinnostuneita siitä (.3) 
↑ei meil oo varaa olla siitä olla (.2) varaa olla siitä (.) olematta kiinnostuneita

LV Eero Ahtela: kokemuksen myötä ni tullu siihen tulokseen että että tota että 
jotkut asiat saat-on niinku semmosia jotka hymyilyttää jälkeen päin mutta tota 
>ne on aina siinä hetkessä tehtyjä päätöksiä<  niillä tiedoilla ja sillä viisaudella joka 
sillon on ollut käytettävissä (.3) ja tota hyvinkin tarkkaan harkittuja ja ja niin edel-
leen (.3) mut jostain kumman syystä ni sit tota saattaa hyvin nopeasti tulla jotain 
uutta lisäviisautta jotain lisävalaisua josta ei ollu niinku (.) pienintä käsitystä
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LVI Jarkko Heininen: konseptoitu vähittäiskauppaliiketoiminta on ollu vaan siellä 
[ulkomailla] niinku pidempään että ei meidän tarvii mennä täällä ku kymmenen 
viistoista vuotta taakse päin ku tavallaan (.2) tää suomen niinku vähittäiskauppa-
rakenne oli ihan erilainen ja (.3) jokainen niinku kauppa oli vähän niinku erilainen 
(2) et siel on ne perinteet tällaselle niinku (.) konseptin tekemiselle pidemmmät 
(.3) et me ollaan vasta nytte niikun tavallaan siinä (.2) kehitys(.)prosessin alkutai-
paleella (2) et se vaatii niinku sen tietyn niinku ajattelutavan ja sen tiedon nniinku 
kumuloinnin ennen ku sit tulee sellasta niinku näkemystä

VLII Jari Mäkimattila: meidän esimerkiks pientalomaailmassa ni meidän tuote ei 
(.3) se ei oo mikään joku semmonen VVO mökki [...] vaan se on niinku se (1) 
tuote on niinku se semmonen palvelu ja toimintatapa jolla me voidaan niinku 
erilaisiin tilanteisiin tehdä (.) rakennuttaa erilaisii taloja [...] et se ei oo mitään 
konkreettista [...] tämmösiä niinkun (.2) VVO pientaloja joka on sit joku mökki 
(.2) sitä se ei nimenomaan oo

LVIII Jarkko Heininen: sellanen ajatus meil on että me määritettäs tällänen ääöö 
niinku pitkän tähtäimen ni konseptiportfolio (.) joka on tavallaan se viitekehys 
joka sitoo kaikkien tekemiset yhteen niin kenttäosaston verkostosuunnittelun kun 
sitte konseptikehityksen projektit ja sitte ketjun tekemiset

LIX Patrick Hublin: miähän on sen julkisuudessa sanonu ni mä voin sen sanoa täs-
sä ni kysymyshän on raadollisimmillaan kahdesta asiasta (.) toisaalta on kysymys 
Keskon Keskon kiinteistöjalostuksesta (.) heil on tietty intressi niin tietenkin sen 
kiinteistön omistajana niin jalostaa sitä ja ja toiseksihan on kysymys sitä siitä että 
että-on kysymys niinku kauppakeskusten (.2) välisestä markkinaosuuskilpailusta-
eihän täs oo mistään muusta kysymys

LX Patrick Hublin: tässähän on oikeestaan kysymys tilanteesta jossa jossa (.2) tie-
tyllä tavalla ei oo vaihtoehtoja että ei tälle Keskon hankkeelle sillä tavalla ole vaih-
toehtoja että että heitä kiinnostaa tämä paikka sen takia koska he omistavat sen 
(.2) tontin ja he omistavat ne kiinteistöt-siinähän  on kysymys siitä että entinen 
tämmönen (.2) Itä-Suomen terminaali- ja tukkukiinteistö on tyhjillään

LXI Jari Tertsunen: tiedotustilaisuudessa tai siellä kuulemistilaisuudessa niin Kes-
kon tää aluepäällikkö öö kyllä vaikerteli niinkun sitä että kun kun nää varastotoi-
minnot on lakkaamassa täältä Kuopiosta et se kiinteistön ylläpito maksaa et pitäis 
saada niinkun (.) tuottoo (.2) sille tota maa-alueelle niin sen se sano mun mielestä 
ihan ihan suoraan ja reilusti että et se maksaa niinku jatkuvasti tommosen kiinteis-
tön tyhjänä pitäminen siinä (.2) et se on mun mielestä ihan harvinaisen rehellisesti 
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sanottu (.hhh) mut sitten sitten tuota (1) aa (1) intressiryhmää jollakin tavalla 
ollaan myös me (1) siellä siellä tota siirtolapuutarhassa vaikuttavat ihmiset

LXII Olavi Louko: et semmonen arava-juttu on ollu niinku sillä lailla huono hom-
ma tässä muunmuossa että (.hhh) et ku se sen standardisoi kaiken ja alkas näyttää 
siltä että ei tartte mitään itte suunnitella ja ajatella enää ku sitä vaan tekee sitä 
makkaraa minkä valtio määrää

LXIII Jari Mäkimattila: me katsotaan et se semmosen yleisen hyvän (.2) siihen pyr-
kiminen ni se on myös meidän ihan niinku aito päämäärä (.) et ei me ajatella et tää 
on nyt se viimenen hanke mitä me tehdään

LXIV Arto Hiltunen: periaattessa tunnetaan tiedetään kaikki nää isot (.)↑varmaan 
niinku tai niinku mä oon joskus sanonu näin että ((naurahdus)) me olevinamme 
tunnemme tiedämme kaikki nää isot maanomistajat ja maavarannot (.) mut totuus 
on se varmaan et me ei tunneta niitä kaikkia [...] tää ala semmonen kuitenkin on 
suhtkoht pieni et meijän kannata joka hommassa niinku hirveesti (.hhh) lähtee 
niinkun tempomaan eikä meil oo resursseja yksinkertaisesti et kyl meijän pitää 
keskittyä joihinkin hommiin ja sit yrittää saada ne kotia

LXV Arto Hiltunen: et kyllä sillä varmaan niinku enemmän markkinoidaan jollain 
kallion säilyttämisellä ku se et me lyödään se matalaks ja pistetään kivi (.) kivi-
murskaks eli must tuntuu että se sil on enemmän niinku etua sillä pienen kumpa-
reen säilyttämisellä

LXVI Ben Grass: se on nimenomaan tämmösen keskiluokkaisen ja nuoren perheen 
(.) öö asuntovelallisen alue

LXVII Jari Tertsunen: varmaan niinkun kaks semmosta (.3) ä:: m:: pääsuhtautumis-
tapaa tapaa on et mä en osaa sanoo mittakaavoista (.3) mut totaa semmonen kär-
keväkin keskustelu on ollu on ollu ö::: tän yhdistyksen sisällä siitä että on ihmisiä 
jotka jotka a::: kannattaa tän marketin rakentamista ja heillä on on tuota perustee-
na se että tulee maitokauppa siihen tien taakse lähinnä lähinnä niinku autottomia 
(.) ihmisiä [...] tää toinen toinen näkemys [...] et ihmisiä jotka eivät (.3) halua 
näin näin massiivista ja paljon liikennettä mukanaan mukanaan tuo-tuomaa niin-
kun kokonaisuutta niinkun siihen siihen muutaman sadan metrin päähän tai tota 
itseasiassa siin ei oo ku muutama kymmenen metriä tien takana siitä aidasta [...] 
me ei niinkun (.hhh) uskota että se ö::: se niinkun vastaa semmosia (1) semmosia 
ö::: kestävän kehityksen suunnitelun lähtökohtia niinkun yhdyskuntarakenteessa 
et me niinkun kritisoidaan sitä (.) lähinnä sillä keinoin sillä keinoin mut toisaalta 
niinkun (.hhh) (hhh) hm:: ar-arvioita siitä että täs kaupungissa on on kuitenkin 
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rakentamatonta tonttimaata paljon paremmalla sijaisuu-niinku sijainnilla niinku 
mikä on tuo tuo Päivärannan puikula tontti (1) ja et et et jos niinkun (.hhh) (hhh) 
lähtökohtana on on hyvä kaupunkirakenne ja niinkun toimiva m::: tämmönen yh-
dyskuntarakenne niin se meijän mielestä pitäis toteuttaa jossain jossain muualla

LXVIII Jari Tertsunen: mä oon tuolta maaseudulta kaukaa kaukaa kotosin niin rupes 
ahdistamaan tämä (.2) ruutukaava-alue täällä täällä keskustassa ja pihassa oli aino-
astaan asfalttia ja >tarve saada tarve saada< joku kontaktipinta tuonne vähän syr-
jemmälle [...] toisaalta niinkun tää tämmösten pienempien kuvioitten hakeminen 
on ollut taustalla mut sitten toisaalta ihan ihan niinkun tämmöset elämäntavalliset 
(.2) kysymykset että että et meillä halutaan tuottaa ruoka mahdollisimman pitkälti 
(.3) itse

LXIX Jari Tertsunen: se on aika raju (.2) mittakaavat on tai niinku mittakaava-
erot (.2) erot on samassa kuvassa näät niinkun (.2) semmosen valtavan rakennus-
kompleksin ja sitten tie välissä ja sitten tulee semmosia muurahaisen kokoisia (.2) 
pikkumökkejä siellä siellä liuta niin se on se on aika huikee huikeeta (.3) minä 
mun arvo arvo maailma ja niinku semmoseen näkemykseen (1) ihmisen ihmisen 
mittasesta kaavoista ni se ei kyllä istu (hirveen hyvin) (1) öö mun mielestä se on 
ruma (.3) (tai se suunnitelma)

LXX Jari Tertsunen: [...] meijän alueen asukkaat ni ne on hankkinu ihan ihan tietoja 
ja kokemuksia ympäri valtakuntaa [...] monilla alueilla on käyny niin et semmoset 
(1) sinänsä niinku kaupasta johtumattomat ikävät ilmiöt on on sitte vaikeutta-
neet sen m::: niinku elämää näillä alueilla [...] kesällähän siel ei mitään ilkivaltaa 
esimerkiks tapahdu mut loppukesän jälkeen kun mummot muuttaa kaupunkiin 
(ne ei tarkene niissä) tuulenpesissä asua niin sen jälkeen siellä ei oo ku muutamas 
mökissä asukkaita et mikä sen parempi paikka lähtee ((naurahdus)) ryyppäämään 
vaikka kaljaa [...] joillaki alueilla on jouduttu menemään siihen että kun on ollu 
pakko palkata sitte joku yksityinen vartiointifirma sinne [...] ei kai nyt ihan piik-
kilanka-aitoja oo rakennettu mutta [...] se niinku tuottaa semmosta (.2) semmosta 
hallitsemisen tuskaa

LXXI Jari Tertsunen: [...] sinne alueelle rupes tulemaan huomattavasti nuorempaa 
väkeä sinne tuli lapsiperheitä ja se on semmonen kasvava ilmiö et sen alueen kes-
ki-ikä laskee koko ajan ja monet nuoret nuoret pariskunnat ni ne haluaa saada 
lapsilleen sellasia virikkeitä jotka on niinku jotain muuta kuin kivikaupunkia (.3) 
ja se on tietyllä tavalla myös vireyttänyt sitä

LXXII Jari Tertsunen: [...] mä aattelin sen kyllä jonkinlaisen kaupunki (.3) puistona 
ehkä niinkun pienessä mittakaavassa [...] se on tietyllä tavalla julkista puistoaluetta 
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niin siellä on varsinkin kesäaikaan niin siel on aika paljon (.hhh) öö ihmisiä jotka 
jotka liikkuu siellä [...] ne tykkää kulkea siellä ne tykkää kattella kattella kun siellä 
on aika mukavan näköstä (.2) pihaa ja (.3) semmonen oma jännä jännä ilmapiirin-
sä siellä alueella on

LXXIII Harri Hietanen: tää uus maankäyttö- ja rakennuslaki meni ihan perseelleen 
siinä kun [...] kuviteltiin sitä että et projektien alkuvaiheessa tiedottamalla ja ja 
osallistumalla ni saadaan valitukset (.) vähenemään niin eihän tässä niin oo käyny 
vaan nyt (.) oikeestaan enemmän ihmisillä ripoja tarttua ja valittaa ja muistuttaa 
ja [K: mm mm] et siis prosessit joiden piti lyhentyä ovat pidentyneet (.) se on se 
lopputulema

LXXIV Jyrki Iso-Aho: meil on ollu aika erilainen kanta siihen asiaan ja VVO:llakin 
on  selkeesti niinku erilainen kanta että (.hhh) hehän halus alkuun että täs ois 
erittäin niinku avoin tiedotus politiikka ja kuka tahansa kuka kenel on jotain sano-
mista niin ilomielin tulee sanomaan nyt ni me voidaan ottaa se niinku huomioon 
(.) mut et kunnalla on ilmeisesti niinkun (.3) ne on saanu turpaan niin mones 
paikas et ne niinkun tavallaan vierastaa sitä (.) et ainakun voi välttää niitä (.) niin 
vältetään

LXXV Staffan Lodenius: tää toinen keppihevonen tää osallistuminen ja vuorovai-
kutus niin se on tietysti pakottanut tiettyyn (.hhh) avautumiseen mutta (1) mutta 
jotenkin näytti siltä että se on toiminut aivan eri suuntaan kun mitä niinkun on 
tarkoitus [...] ja tuota (2) mutta sitäkin kautta on ehkä niinkun avautunut uusia 
(.hhh) uusia niinkun ajatuksia että miten tämä niinkun [...] missä kaupunkisuun-
nittelun roolia (.) niinkun joudutaan punnitsemaan uudelleen

LXXVI Patrick Hublin: se on vähän se ongelma (.) että että tää hallitus hallitusoh-
jelma aina aina niinku (.2) ehkä enemmä tämmöstä (.2) yhteiskuntapolitiikkaa ja 
ja sitte sitte tää yhteis (.hhh) yhteiskunnan kehitys niin niin saattaa olla kyllä aika 
aika tavalla siis tosiasiallisesti aika tavalla erilaista ku esimerkiks valtakunnallisiin 
alueidenkäyttötavoitteisiin [...] siis tän aluelainsäädännön mukaisiin tavoitteisiin 
(.hhh) kirjatut tämmöset (.) monta kertaa ne on niinku hyviä suunnitteluperiaat-
teita ja voivat olla hyviä tavoitteita  mutta (.) mutta että kyllä siinä jonkunmoinen 
ristiriita on näitten tavoitteitten välillä ja sitte sen tosiasiallisen yhteiskunnallisen 
kehityksen välillä (.3) et muunmuossa tää (.) just vaikkapa yhdyskuntarakenne jos-
sa jossa toivotaan tiettyä (.) tiiveyttä ja koossa pysymistä mutta tosiasia on kuitenki 
(.) aika tavalla toisenlainen

LXXVII Patrick Hublin: [...] <mä voin> hyvin hyvin niinkun ymmärtää sitte jonkun 
kauppiaan ajatusta siitä että miks pirusti kukaan ulkopuolinen tulee tätä sählää-
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mään et miks minä en saa yrittää yrittää millä tahansa sortimentilla missä tahansa 
(.2) kyllä me (.) niinkun heidän heidänkin motiivinsa ymmärrän (.2) ymmärrän 
niinku niistä heidän omista lähtökohdistaan (.) mut että onko se sitte sama kuin 
yhteinen hyvä [...]  tai tai julkinen etu (.) niin niin sitähän sitähän tässä joutuu 
niinkun sitten taas taas virkamiehenä pohtimaan

LXXVIII Patrick Hublin: me on katottu katottu niinkun ympäristökeskuksena että 
(.3) me emme täällä ota ota niinku kantaa siihen hankkeeseen vaan vaan samaten 
niinku tässä Päivärannan tapauksessa ni me ollaan tässä ohjausryhmätyöskentelys-
sä varmentamassa sitä että tähän keskusteluun (.hhh) vaikutusten selvittämiseen ja 
muuhun ni varmasti tulee kaikki asiat mukaan (.2) me-se ei oo niinku kannanotto 
hankkeen hyvyydestä tai huonoudesta vaan se on se on niinku tämmönen valittu 
toimintatapa jolla (.) jolla pyritään varmistamaan se että päätökset teon tueksi 
muod-tulee kaikki tarvittava (.2) ja ja sitte lausunnoilla otetaan sitte kantaa siihen 
varsinaiseen hankkeeseen

LXXIX Otto Siippainen: [...] jossain vaiheessa julkisuudessa niinku tuota alettiin 
niinku esittää sellasta että ympäristökeskus (.) pistää kapuloita rattaisiin ja vastus-
taa kaupunkiseudun kehittymistä (.2) ni sillon ympäristökeskus kyllä aika niinku 
selkeesti totee et he ei oo tehny mitään muuta ku hoitanu roolinsa kun Siilinjärven 
kunta on esittäny neuvotteluja niin he on (.3) niinkun toiminu sen asian eteen (.2) 
ja ja ja että jos on esitetty lisäselvityksiä niin ei ei sieltäkään oo sitä niinku vastus-
tanu että (.) ei he oo niinku tätä kantaa asiaan hankkeeseen ottanu ei puolesta eikä 
vastaan

LXXX Patrick Hublin: [...] tämmönen tämmönen suuri halu kaikkien kaiken kau 
kaikkien kaupan rajotusten ja esteitten ja kaikkien muitten purkaminen joka ta-
pahtuu hirveetä vauhtia (1) niin niin miten se niinkun istuu tähän kuvioon >niin 
tääki on ni vähän musta semmonen ristiriitanen< toisaalta toisaalta maankäyttö- 
ja rakennuslaissa halutaan sitä säännellä (.2) mutta toisaalta niinku puretaan (.) 
kilpailulainsäädäntö tai tai sillä puolella niinku tehhään semmosta säännöstöä jos-
sa jossa niinku tämän tyyppistä ei ei ei haluta tai suorastaan jopa kielletään (.2) täs 
on (.) ni-niinkö ihan selvä tämmönen tämmöstä niinkö (.3) voisko sanoo niinko 
politiikkatasolla ristiriitaa (.2) ja ja tätä tätä niinku joutuu miettimään että että vä-
lillä välillä tässä paineessa >että hemmetti onks se nii että kaavat on ne keinot jolla 
tätä yritettään säännellä ku muuten sanotaan että ei saa säännellä mitään< [...] mut 
sitte hetihän sitä palautuu ni siihen että (.hhh) no alue- ja yhdyskuntarakenne on 
niin tärkeä asia että kyllähän sitä sitä pitää säännellä ((hymyilyä))

LXXXI Patrick Hublin: niinku sanottu ni itse itse niinku henkilökohtasesti ponnis-
telen just tämän tämän niinku tavallaan ristiriitasten kehitysten paineessa että (.) 
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että että mitkä ne mahollisuudet sitte tämmöseen tarkempaan tarkempaan sään-
telyyn olisivat ja ja tietysti niinku tarkastelee myös sitä että että jos tulee siihe 
tulokseen että että tuota (.) semmoseen ohjaamiseen säätelyn rajottamiseen on 
tarvetta niin (.hhh) niin niin (.2) kenenkä se sitten pitäisi tehdä (.2) annettaisiinko 
se ympäristökeskukselle jos se annetaan ympäristökeskukselle ni millä perusteilla 
se kuuluu (.3) mikä on niinku se oikeutus että se juuri ympäristökeskukselle an-
netaan (.3) koska kysy-sillä on tottakai nää ympäristölliset vaikutukset mutta sillä 
on on niinko ihmisten elämään paljon muitaki vaikutuksia ja voi olla että ensi 
sijaisesti muita vaikutuksia ku ympäristövaikutuksia ja (.hhh) me ollaan kuitenki 
niinku ympäristöasioiden asiantuntijavirasto me emme hallitse inhimillisen elä-
män ((naurahdus)) kokonaisuutta (.2) eikä sitä kukaan mukaan tietenkään hallitse 
mutta ei ei meillä oo niinku sitä asiantuntemusta

LXXXII Patrick Hublin: se on selvä että kunnat tekee kaavoja (1) tai maakunnan-
liitto tekee kaavoja mutta että sen verran siinä suunnittelussa voi olla mukana että 
ikäänkuin ikäänkun vähän niinku sparraamassa hyvässä ja huonossa että (.2) tämä 
on niinku hyvää (.) tätä kannattaisi tehdä (.) tämä on yks mahollisuus (.) kanna-
taisko sitä tutkia (.2) mut ei ite lähe piirtämään mitään vaihtoehtoja tai jotain 
muita koska koska meil on myös tää (.hhh) jälkikäteisen puuttumisen mahollisuus 
ni pitää niinku (.) tavallaan niinkun herkästi kokoajan tarkastella että ettei mene 
niinku liikaa (.2) että tavallaan että ei rupee omaa työtään valvomaan [...] et me 
vaikutetaan siihen että että kunnissa tehtäisiin mahollisimman hyviä suunnitelmia 
ja ne vielä muodostuisivat poliittisen päätöksenteon päätöksiksikii (.3) mut et ei 
itse suunnitella mitään et se se pitää muistaa se se raja

LXXXIII Esko Tolvanen: tämähän on hyvin hyvin tyypillinen liikennesuunnittelu-
hanke että (.2) varmaan me oisi hyväksytty vaikka kaupunki oisi tehny sen omana 
työnäänki

LXXXIV Esko Tolvanen: ei siellä ollu suinkaan minun nähdäkseni niin tuota (.) 
nämä liikennejärjestelyt (.2) sinällään niin kun (.3) merkittävimpiä näitä vaikutus 
vaikutusten kannalta [...] nämä ympäristökunnat siilinjärven kunta oli huolissaan 
näitten omien (.) omien liike-elämän (.2) edellytysten niin turvaamisesta ja tieten-
ki sitten nämä alueelliset (.hhh) (hhh) yhdistykset ynnä ynnä muuten kaupunkikin 
niin oli huolissaan näitten palvelujen palveluverkoston säilymisesta ja nii edelleen 
että näitähän on näitä selvityksiä tehty

LXXXV Jari Tertsunen: siellä paljastu siellä tilaisuudessa että Kuopion kaavotuksesta 
vastaavat virkamiehet (.3) ja sitten tää tie esimes tielaitos tai tailiikennelaitos tai 
miten se nyt menee (.hhh) ni ei ollu ollenkaan tietosia toistensa suunnitelmista
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LXXXVI Esko Tolvanen: näitä maankäytön suunnittelijan nimikkeellä olevia hen-
kilöitä meillä on kaksi tiepiirissä (.) minkäännäköistä semmosta (.2) karkee kar-
keetakkaa tai periaatteellista jakkoo näitten tehtävien hoidossa meillä ei ole elikkä 
otetaa tavallaan aina asia (.hhh) kerrallaan mikä sieltä tulee

LXXXVII Esko Tolvanen: no tietenkin sitte tämmönen toimintalinja asia on tär-
keempi ja on tämä melukysymyksen huomiointi sitten tässä kaavoituksessa [...] 
siinä on se määrätty melutaso ja sitte jos sitä halutaan esimerkiksi asunto(.) käyt-
töä olla siihen sijoittamassa niin (.) sitte se seurataan että tämä liikennemelu ei 
sitten häiritse sitä tulevaa (.) tulevaa asuntokäyttöä tai tai kouluja tai muuta täm-
möstä (.) häiriintyvää

LXXXVIII Eero Ahtela: […] me ollaan varmaan  tämän tosissaan tän prosessin omis-
tajia mutta tota (.) mut kylhän tosissaan kaupunki on tätä sitte niinkö vienyt (.) 
kaupunki on määrittäny nää osalliset kaikki

LXXXIX Juha Romppanen: [...] Keskon hakemana niin niin tietysti sitten niinku 
heijän kauttaan myös [...] kustannukset siinä menee [...] mutta sitten tää (.hhh) 
ohjelmointi ja muu ohjaus (.) vastuu niin sitten se oli on kaupungilla

Xc Pertti Rusanen: [...] se on lähtökohtana siitä mistä me saahaa eniten myyntiä 
(.) ja tulosta niinku aikaan niinku se on niinku lähtökohta

XcI Juha Rinne: [...] maankäytönsuunnittelun niinkun (.hhh) instansseja on sitten 
yhteiskunnassa sieltä kaupungista löytyy jotka niinkun (.2) niinku sitä puolta kat-
sovat et varmaan niinkun tässä Keskon kannataisi nimenomaan keskittyä siihen 
että että mikä se meijän liiketoimminan tarve on ja tuoda se asia niinku selkeesti 
(.2) niinku täs prosessissa sitte näil yhteistyökumppaneille jotka joista kaupunki 
tietysti on merkittävä että [...] et et meidän pitäis pystyy selkeesti viestittämään se 
et mikä se meidän niinku tarve on [...] ja fokusoida se niinku (.) eikä eikä niinkun 
(.hhh) varmaankaan asialle ei oo ollenkaan eduks se että (.) et jos tavallaan niinku 
meilläki sitä asiaa niinku liian monesta näkövinkkelistä täällä mietitään

XcII Patrick Hublin: se on tietysti vähän abstraktitason abstraktia käsitellä käsi-
tellä kaupallista palvelua maakuntatasolle mutta tää on tietysti niinku tää on ollu 
nyt konkreettinen ilmentymä (.hhh) hankkeesta jolla on tämmösiä maakuntata-
son (.hhh) tason tai tai vähintääkin nyt ylikunnallisia mutta mutta voi sanoa että 
maakuntatason tason vaikutuksia [...] niin se on ehkä niinku synnyttänyt sen että 
tässähän voi olla tarvetta tämmöseen keskusteluun
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XcIII Otto Siippainen: tää mun (1) sapekkaahko vuodatukseni niin niinku tuota 
(1) lähtee lähinnä siitä kokemuksesta että tää prosessi ei nyt mene niinku sen pitäs 
mennä ja niinku sen lain hengen mukaan toimitaan (.2) et niinku se (.) ne arvi-
oinnit ei oo kuitenkaan niinku aitoja (.) et ne argumentointi ei oo sillai niinku (.2) 
läpinäkyvää ja kritiikinkestävää (.3) ja ja mä en ymmärrä miksi niin ei voisi olla

XcIV Otto Siippainen: […] jälkikäteen alko tulla sellanen (.) et se on kuitenkin (1) 
kuitenkin sit haluttiin nähdä tällasena muodollisena pakkopullana ku ihan aitona 
niinku sen kysymyksen avaamisena (1) et tehdään selvitys ja sitte päätökset [...] 
Kuopio kaavottajatkin niinku asiaan kuuluu niin sano että selvityksen jälkeen pää-
tetään jatketaanko asemakaavatyötä vai ei jatketa (.3) et jos selvitys päätyy siihen 
että tuota (.3)hanke ei oo viksu niin sitten (.2) haudataan se (.2) mutta tuota (.3) 
näinhän kuuluukin sanoa

XcV Pertti Rusanen: […] kun oli tämä tupa täynnä siellä se niinku se kokous niin 
siellä lähtiessä kyllä mä (.) kävelin salin halkki ni hyvä tuntuma tuli siinäkin sitte 
[…]

XcVI Jari Tertsunen: […] <jotenkin mä koen että et niinku semmosen mielipiteen 
mielipiteen ilmasun mahollisuudet on aika aika vaatimattomat> ja ja tota mäkin 
pistin sitä paperia menemään [...] kaavan valmisteluun liittyen niin ei ei sitä oo 
millään tavalla niinkun noteerattu tai ettei sil oo mitään merkitystä (.3) et saahan 
sitä saahan sitä niinkun sohia sinne mutta en mä niinku usko et että sillä on mi-
hinkään mihinkään vaikutusta

XcVII Jussi Eerolainen: [...] ainoo tapa siin niinku oli oli oli nimenomaan toi et (.) 
ku me sitä Laukalan Heikin kanssa sitä pohdittiin niin (.hhh) miettittiin et okei (.) 
saattaahan täs virka mennä mut perhana nyt me kyllä pannaan tuulemaan [E: nii] 
et me ei enää odota ku ei saada mitään niinku syntymään [...] ja nyt tehtiin toi ja 
ollaan pirun tyytyväisiin ((naurua)) [...]↑itseasias kaikki on tyytyväisiä (.) valtuute-
tut sanoo mulle vieläki että perhana Eerolainen että (.3) potkut sietäisit saada siitä 
((naurua)) ihan hyvä juttu (.) mut ei ois ollu niinku oikeutta tollasiin

XcVIII Merja Kiviluoto: kyl se lähinnä on niinkun et me Harrin kanssa ohjataan sitä 
oikeaan suuntaan sitä työtä se on oikeestaan aika paljon konsultin valvontatyötä

XcIX Arto Hiltunen: [...] nehän alko keskenään sitten taistelemaan (.) me oltiin 
niinku vaan seurassa (.) seurattiin sivusta et mitä helvettiä nyt tapahtuu ja ja ja sit 
me vaan tajuttiin tietysti aika nopeesti [...] että totta hemmetissä se ois pitäny olla 
se rakennusvalvonnan ihminen kokoajan mukana (.) ainakin siinä loppumetreillä
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c Staffan Lodenius: henki oli minusta se että niinkun meidän niinkun jonkinlai-
nen sitoutuminen (.) ainakin tunne siitä että sitoutuminen oli oli laajempaa ja ehkä 
hieman syvällisempää kuin oli tota vain sen takia että ihmiset oli niinku joutaneet 
niinku omakohtaisesti niitä arvioimaan ja ja niinkun vertailemaan ja ja priorisoi-
maan että (.hhh) mutta sanotaanko ei sen prosessin tuloksena syntynyt kun (.) 
varsinaisesti niinkun semmosia uusia uusia (.) ööh uusia niinkun oivalluksia tai tai 
tai totaa aloitteita

cI Jussi Eerolainen: meil oli hirveen hyvä semmonen ideapalaveri sillon kun lähet-
tiin liikkeelle ja Lodenius oli piirtäny muistaakseni kaheksan erilaista lähtökohtaa 
ja vaihtoehtoo ja me ideoitiin niitä ja pohdittiin ja (.) ja se oli mun mielestä se 
Staffanin kysymys oli hirveen hyvä et ku oli eri vaihtoehdot niin se meitä tenttas 
puoltoist tuntii et mikä vaihtoehto puuttuu [...]se oli aika aika tota mummest 
semmonen hedelmällinen ja palkitseva se tilaisuus (.) me istuttiin monta tuntii ja 
pohdittiin niitä (.) niitä niinkun eri ratkasuja mut kylhän ne Staffanin kynästä on 
lähteny ihan ja tota et ei (.2) hän on siellä juossut pitkin poikin metät kaikki 
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In this dissertation Harry Edelman introduces the theory of Urban  
Design Management. In conventional urban development and plan-
ning activities the stakeholders commonly use positional bargaining. This 
leads to compromises and loss of value that could be distributed among the  
stakeholders with the help of a mediating architect consultant. Urban Design  
Management involves mediation among a range of self-interested stake-
holders involved in the production of the built environment. Such mediation 
can encourage a joint search for mutually beneficial outcomes, or Integrative  
Development. Integrative Development links stakeholders at diverse scales 
and in multiple contexts. Integrative Development aims to produce more  
sustainable solutions by increasing stakeholder satisfaction with the process 
and content of urban development. Urban Design Management is grounded 
on integrative negotiation theory and case study research. It provides pre-
scriptive advice for city planners, developers, and other key stakeholders, how 
to practice Integrative Development. 
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